




All responsible firearms owners practice basic firearms 
safety. 

Thoroughly read and understand the users manual that is 
supplied with your firearm. Never use any firearm unless you 
can completely understand its operation and safety features. 
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Trai11 like the champions 
What do shooters like Rob Leatham, 

Jerry Barnhart, Brian Enos, Mike Plaxco, 
John Pride, Chip McCormick and a host of 
other champions have in common, besides 
winning a pistol match or two? They all train 
with PACT Championship Timers. Now let's 
face it, these guys can have any timer they 
want. So maybe there's a reason why they 
choose PACT, over all others, for their vital 
practice sessions. 

Why train with a PACT timer? 
You spent a small fortune buying the best 

gun you can afford, and you've got all the trick 
goodies. From your magic holster to your 
Shooting Star mags you are READY! There's 
only one thing that stands between you and 
the local hot shot; skill at arms. And as you 
know, you can't buy it (not that we don't try) 
you've got to work for it, you are going to have 
to practice. 

Before you start burning the ammo you 
just cranked off of your Dillon stop and ask 
yourself, "What am I trying to do?" If you are 
going to improve you've got to keep track of 
the two elements of marksmanship that you 
are striving to master: accuracy and speed. 
Would you consider practicing without a 
target? Of course not, because without a 
target you have no measure of your accuracy. 
By the same token, without a PACT Timer, 
you have no accurate measurement of your 
speed and no way to tell if a given technique 
is helping or hindering your progress. 

#07 1.03 
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Advanced display 
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The PACT MKIII features an advanced 
32 character display instead of the four digit 
display commonly found on other timers and 
cheap alarm clocks (sorry guys, but facts are 

TRAIN WITH 
THE BEST 

facts). This display allows the MKIII to display 
all of the information about a given shot (shot 
number, split time, total time) at a glance and 
eliminates the hassle of having to "toggle" 
back and forth between functions in order to 
review your shot string. 

A few of our features 
* A buzzer that's loud enough to hear with 
your earphones on 
*999.99 second time limit 
* Automatic Comstock function 
*Lap function 
* Advanced training functions allow simulation 
of complex courses of fire. 
*Two stop plate inputs. Man vs Man mode 
gives both shooters total times, who won and 
margin of victory. 
• Auxillary output drives relay for horns, 
lights, moving targets, etc. 

$69.95 CHRONOGRAPH 
Have us install the $69.95 CHRONO

MOD (New M5 skyscreens included) in your 
MKIII, to enable it to double as the best por
table chronograph on the market. When 
operated as a chronograph, the MKIII per
forms all of the functions of the PACT Preci
sion Chronograph. In addition the MKIII will 
automatically calculate the power factor of 
each round fired. 

Printer 
Every MKIII is equipped with a Print 

Driver which (when combined with the 
optional Hewlett Packard printer) allows it to 
provide you with a permanent record of each 
string you fire. This is a great way to keep 
track of your progress. 

30 DAY MONEY BACK Guarantee 
We designed the MKIII, we build it and 

we sell it factory direct to you. We take full 
responsibility for your satisfaction. If you are 
not 100% satisfied with any PACT Product, 
return it to us undamaged (no fair driving over 
it) within 30 days, and we'll refund your 
money. That's our promise and you can de
pend on it. 

Lifetime Warranty 
The MKIII features a real simple repair 
policy. If it breaks due to a defective part or 
faulty workmanship we'll fix it free. If you 
break if (people really have driven over them, 
ask Mickey Fowler) we'll fix it for cost. No 
hassles and no questions asked. 

Order today 

TOLL FREE ... 800 722-8462 
(In Texas 214-641-0049) 

FAX 214-641-2641 

By Phone: We are happy to answer your 
questions and take your order. We accept 
VISA, MC and COD orders.* 

PACT MKIII .................. $299.95 
CHRONO-MOD 

w/M5 Skyscreens ......... $ 69.95 
Carrying Case for Timer. . .. $ 16.95 
Skyscreen Bracket 

(optional but nice). . . . . $ 24.95 
Battery Powered Printer ........ $125.00 
Extra Printer Paper (6 rolls) ..... $ 12.00 
Extra MS Skyscreen ............ $45 pr 
Skyscreen Housings ..... $5 ea 4/$17.50 

• Shipping & Insurance $5.50 UPS 
Ground/$1 O UPS 2nd Air. Extra shipping 
for bracket (separate package) $3 ground/ 
$6 2nd day air. Bank service charge 
VISA/MC. COD fee $2.75. Texas 
residents add appropriate sales tax. 

Brochure Available 

P.O. Box 535025 
Grand Prairie, TX 75053 

PACT, Model 1 and MK5 Professional Skyscreens are Trademarks of Practical Applied Computer Technology, Inc. 
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SPEAK OUT 

. 44 Magnum Vasectomy 
My buddy sent this atticle to me and I 

am passing it for your benefit. One great 
way for a sex change operation, but the 
butane lighter is a bit small for cauterizing! 

Was going to send this to Handgun 
Control Inc., but they have no balls. 

F.Y. Bowles. 
Oakland, Calif. 

"A Monterey County jury awarded 
$9,660 Thursday to a car salesman 
whose right testicle was accidentally shot 
off by a Seaside police officer last fall. 

Hardell Brown, 39, sued the city of 
Seaside after a gun went off in his waist
band during a routine .fi'isk on Aug. 25, 
injuring his scrotum and thigh. 

Brown's injury was actually worth 
$42,000, the jury decided, but he was 
77% at fault for carrying the gun in the 
first place. The net result: Seaside owes 
him $9,660. 

According to paperwork in his court 
.file, Brown pulled a .44 Magnum hand
gun out of his car after he got into a 
fight with another bar patron at the Oak 

Tree Lounge on Aug. 25, 1989 . 
Brown tucked the gun in his waist

band and retumed to the bat; according 
to the papers. A bartender noticed and 
called the police. 

Officer Sean Gillis arrived a few min
u/es later and sported Brown in the bat; 
according lo !he papers. Brown walked 
outside. Gillis followed and ordered 
Brown to drop down lo his knees. 

Brown lay face down in the street 
instead, according to the papers. Gillis 
noticed the butt qf'a handgun sticking out 
of the side of Brown's waistband and 
tried to retrieve it. There was 110 struggle, 
but the gun went off The slug hit Brown 
in the scrotum and lower abdomen. A 
butane lighter also exploded, embedding 
metal.fi'agments in his thigh. 

Emergency room physicians at Com
muni()> Hospital of the Monterey Penin
sula removed Brown's right testicle but 
managed to repair 1he minor damage to 
the rest of his genitalia, according to the 
papers " 

The Calif'omian 
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Ayoob The Asshole 
For the second time T doubt Massad 

Ayoob's ability to tell the simple truth. The 
first was when he suggested he shot the 
African plains animal running at 200 yards 
with a 4" Model 29 and then he claimed he 
was miffed by his shot placement. 

The second was when he suggested 
that he, Jeff Cooper and Mike Dukakis 
are "married to beautiful, gracious, highly 
intelligent women." (In the Speak Out 
column, "Pity Kitty" letter from the 
Nov/Dec 1990 issue.) 

After taking a close look at Kitty 
Dukakis in one of her recent articles 
where she fesses up to drinking Drano and 
anything else she thought she could get 
high on, I suggest that Mrs. Ayoob may 
very well take offense to her husband's 
remarks. I refer her to my friend Marvin 
Mitchleson, attorney at law, Los Angeles, 
California. Marvin knows just how to 
handle "assholes" as Ayoob refers to him
self in his reply to the "Pity Kitty" letter. 

While 1 am at it, I might was well 
address your "Kill The Lawyers" letter 
(Speak Out, Nov/Dec 1990). I personally 
don't care what your readers, staff or edi
torial personnel have to say about mem
bers of my profession. Just keep on teach
ing people how to carry pistols in "deep 
concealment" or whatever. 

You see, after they have taken your 
advice about the latest Third Generation 
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S&W semi-auto stuck in a Thad Rybka 
holster and trotted into their local mall 
only to be apprehended for carrying a 
concealed weapon, jailed with the scum 
they claim to deplore and subsequently 
bailed out, they always seem to call me 

·or my brethren which allows us to ask 
these modern day gunslingers the three 
most important questions in the practice 
of law: 

I) How much money do you have? 
2) Where can you get some more? 
3) Have you got any guns or motorcy

cles to trade? 
Marshall Davis Brown, Jr. 

Lawyer 
Houston, Texas 

Bad Run Of SIGs 
In your 1990 American Handgunner 

Annual, Massad Ayoob mentions a "bad 
run of SIG P-220 .45s" and "older P-226s 
whose frames cracked in the slide rail 
area." What T need to know is 
approximately when these defective SIGs 
were made and serial numbers of these 
"bad runs." 

C.R. Pete Goddard 
Columbia, SC 

Massad Ayoob replies: The "bad run" of P-
220s in question apparently went out circa 
1988 and the situation was quickly squared 
away. You' II know as soon as you shoot one: 
they won't reliably feed even with hardball. 
Current P-220 pistols are excellent. 

I've also not seen cracked _fi-ames on 
any P-266s manufactured ajier 1987. 

I don't have any serial numbers on 
either. Howeve,; if you' re buying a new 
SIG, I wouldn't worry about it. !{you're 
buying a used one, just make sure your 
dealer will stand behind it. 

Overnight Shotgun 
T would like to share with you the out

standing service I received this past 
September from one of your advertisers, 
Nu-Line Guns of Harvester, Mo. 

While test-firing my Winchester 
Super-X shotgun on Wednesday prior to 
shipping my guns to Las Vegas for the 
SOF 3-Gun Match staring the next week, 
the shotgun developed incurable (to me) 
feeding problems. I could see disaster 
looming on the horizon. 

The prospect of having to compete in 
a world-class match with an unfamiliar, 
borrowed gun was numbing. One of my 
friends at the range suggested that I call 
Nu-Line and see if they could help me 
out of this serious predicament. 

I called Nu-Line and talked to "B.J." 
and she graciously promised that if I 
would ship the gun UPS Next Day Air to 
Nu-Line, she would see that it was fixed 
immediately and send it to the dealer in 
Las Vegas with whom I had arranged to 
ship my guns. 

The gun went out to Nu-Line that 

Bianchi Go 

I 

I 

PSEC • 

\ 
I 

Wednesday afternoon and I called Thurs
day afternoon to find that B.J. had received 
the gun, repaired the feeding problems and 
was ready to ship it to my receiving dealer 
in Las Vegas. The gun was waiting for me 
in Las Vegas on Monday! 

I was amazed at the prompt, special 
treatment I received from Nu-Line. Nu
Line typifies the spirit and camaraderie I 
have come to enjoy in competitive shoot
ing, the willingness to help a fellow 
shooter when a problem arises. 

Nu-Line, thanks again! 
John C. Appel 

High Point, C 
P.S. I placed 9th overall and probably 
could not have done it with a borrowed 
shotgun! 

Le~ Or Right 
I don't know much about Action Pis

tol, never having attended a match, so the 
photos of the Bianchi Cup match in the 
Nov/Dec '90 issue roused my curiosity. 

There are these right-handed guys 
shooting from the left side of a barrier 
and then we see a lefty shooting from 
the right side. When I was a boy attend
ing Saturday afternoon westerns, my 
buddies and I always wondered why the 
cowboys (right-handed) would shoot 
from the left side of a t-ree, thus exposing 
themselves needlessly. 

I mean, even though the pistols look 

Bianchi International introdures a 
multi-use fanny pack - the ultimate 
concealment holster with a separate 

rear compartment designed for secure 
handgun carry. Bianchi has incorporated 
state-of-the-art backpack technology to 
create this anatomically correct fanny 
pack that provides a comfortable fit. 

The holster compartment allows 
ambidextrous use with Velcro closure. 

Constructed of sturdy 500 denier Cordura 
with 4 zippered compartments and a 2" 
wide web belt with concealed buckle for 
protective fastening. Available in 3 sizes 
to fit most handguns in standard black, 

or sporty red with yellow trim. Everyone 
will see this attractive and useful fanny 

pack when it's worn, but no one will know 
what's concealed inside because it's ... 

TOPSECRFI''" 
E -

• 
Bianchi International 

100 Calle Cortez, Dept. All 
Tumecula, CA 92390 

'lbll-Free (800) 477-8545 
In Hawaii and Alaska (714) 676-5621 

TLX 288553 BNCI UR 
Get your current,Jull·color Bilmchi Caw log 

&y sending $3 /JJ Bianchi /11/ernatianal, or get one FREE 
from. your nearest authorized dealer - over 3,000 world0wide. 
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• Easy operation. Just turn it 'on and 
start shooting for most common 
operation modes. 

• Automatically selects shot 
detection and stop plate switch 
operations. Par time available 
on shot and stop plate modes. 

• Bold ~CD display and touch pad 
controls on top of unit provide 
convenient viewing/operation. 

• Features low-frequency buzzer or 
optional high-frequency buzzer. 

• Lightweight custom-molded 
housing with clear dust cover 
top seals out contamination. 

• Coupling jack for man-on-man 
or remote start. 

• Powered by 9-volt alkaline battery 
in easy access compartment. 

All this performance for only 
$225.00. 

Prola.ch'M Chronograph 
• Portable easy to set-up on table or 

standard camera tripod. Indoor/ 
outdoor capability. 

• Records number of shots, velocity 
from shot-to-shot without 
resetting, and average velocity 
per shot string. 

• Provides direct velocity readouts 
from 75 to 4500 fps with accuracy 
to 1/2%. 

• Large LCD display for positive 
viewing from firing position. 
Display includes low battery 
indicator. 

• Diffuser hoods included to assist 
built-in skyscreens on bright days. 

• Powered by 9-volt alkaline battery. 
• Optional remote control allows 

resetting for number of shots and 
average velocity from up to 20 ft. 

Now only $129.95. 

Prola.chrn CLASSIC 
Chronograph 
• The classic down-range sensor 

features full-function readout at 
shooting position. 

• Easy set-up and operation for 
indoor/outdoor use. Pre-assembled 
sensors mount on standard 
camera tripod. 

• Displays high and low velocities, 
extreme spread, standard 
deviation, average velocity, 
shot number and average shot 
velocities. 

• 75 to 4500 fps velocity range with 
accuracy to within 1/2%. 

• Memory stores up to 24 shots, 
calculates up to 211 shots. 

• Edit function allows removal of 
unwanted velocities from shot 
string. 

IC Competition Electronics, Inc. 
3469 Precision Drive Rockford, IL 61109 

• lrue, standard deviation. 
• Large LCD display with low battery 

indicator. 
• Powered by 9-volt alkaline battery. 
• Diffuser hoods included for bright 

days. 

Complete, ready-to-use at just 
$189.95. 

ProTNT'M 
• All the outstanding features of our 

ProTimer III and ProTach CLASSIC 
combined in one economical unit. 

• It's your best value for the ultimate 
in precision, reliable performance. 

Only $325.00. 

All of our products feature ... 
• 30 day money-back guarantee 
• One year limited warranty 
• 5 day turnaround service policy 

ORDER NOW! 
Call Toll-Free 1-800-222-3845. 
Visa, MasterCard and COD accepted. 
Illinois residents add 6-1 / 4 % sales 
tax. Add $4.50 for shipping and 
handling. Certified check or money 
order by mail. 



-• for shooting. 

~ I . for customizing. 

Start with GUNS Magazine. It has every
thing you need to get the most out of your guns. 

Whether you're a competition shooter or back yard 
plinker GUNS can help you stay on top of the latest 
shooting trends. Read about the newest guns and gear. 
Get shooting tips and techniques. Plus take a look at 
the big money shooting sports. 

Want to add a hand carved stock to your favorite long 
gun? Or how about an engraved hunting scene 
complete with gold inlay? GUNS' monthly Classic Gun 
section will show you some of the finest work around 
and help you choose a craftsman for the job. 

Regular hunting features in GUNS will help you 
decide what's the. right gun and load for the game you're 
after. Hunting big game in Africa? Then the .425 
express might be just what you need. But if you want to 
know more, you have to read GUNS. 

GUNS Magazine also has regular columns 
for the shotgunner, rifleman, handgunner, 
handloader and airgunner. So if you want to 
get the most out of your guns, make sure you 
get GUNS Magazine every month. Start your 
subscription today. 



Please mail by April 30, 1991. 

National Fish and 
Wildlife Foundation 
C/o The Franklin Mint 
Franklin Center, PA 19091 
Please enter my subscription for The Sports
man's Year Hunting and Fishing Knife Collec
tion, comprised of 12 sporting knives. 

I need send no payment now. I will receive 
one imported knife every three months and 
will be billed for each knife in three equal 
monthly installments of $48.33*, with the first 
paymentduepriortoshipment. Thehardwood
framed wall display will be sent to me at no 
additional charge. 

*Plus my state sales tax and 
$3. per knife for shipping and handling. 

SIGNATUR~-----------
ALL st:BSCRIPTIOJ\S ARE SUBJECT TO ACCEPTA.\'CE. 

MR/MRS/MISS 

ADDRESS 

Cl1Y/STATE/ZIP 
@1991 FM 

PLEASEPKlt-TCLtA.RLY. 

85234-24 



sort of strange, I presume these matches 
are supposed to represent some sort of 
combat situation. Am I missing some
thing? 

L. Clifford Soubier 
Charles Town, WV 

Cliff; the Bianchi Cup match requires a 
shooter to shoot fi-0,11 both sides of a 
barrier in the Barricade Event. All the 
contestants- right and left handers
shoot _ti-om both sides of the barricades, 
six shots per side, at ranges of JO, l 5, 25 
and 35 yards for a total of 48 shots in 
the Barricade Event. 

What you co11/dn't tell in the pictures 
is that a right-handed shooter _fi-eq11e111-
ly switches his gun to his left hand to 
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shoot ji·om the right side. Th.is tech
nique was cine/oped by '86 Bianchi 
Cup champion Riley Gilmore as a more 
effective way to shoot accurately _fi-om 
the barricades. 

And you' II be interested to learn, 
Cliff; that the Bianchi Cup does not seek 
to simulate a "combat situation" but is 
instead a match designed to bring 
together the three disciplines of bullseye, 
PPC and JPSC shooting. Editor. 

Asinine Controversy 
I am getting a little tired of the Ameri

can Hane/gunner wasting space on the asi
nine "Major 9" controversy. The obvious 
solution is to kick major up to 195 where 

AVAILABLE 
FREE 

it should be anyway. The genuine hairy
chested specimens can make that with no 
sweat and the wanna-be's are going to 
bust a gut trying. End of controversy. 

Henry McDonald Ill 
Rockford, Tenn. 

At the most recent meeting of the JPSC 
Assembly, it was voted to begin a new 
power factor system in 1992 which will 
solve this annoying 9mm problem per
manently. The new system calls for three 
power factors instead of the current two. 
There will be minor, medium and major 
as follows: 

Minor: 125 factor; minimum caliber 
is 9mm or .38. 

Medium: 160 factor; minimum cal
iber is 9mm or .38. 

Major: 190 factor; minimum caliber 
is 10mm or .40. Editor. 

Volquartsen Is Tops! 
The Sept/Oct 1989 article on "Radical 

Rugers" by Tom Volquartsen was a fan
tastic profile of this custom pistolsmith. 
After having Tom build a V-2000, a 
Supreme, a Predator and a PPC gun, I 
feel qualified to rate his work. 

Tom Volquartsen's quality is second to 
none. His workmanship is the best I've 
ever seen. Knowing this man personally 
and shooting his guns is a true pleasure. 
You can be sure I' 11 have more guns built 
by this fine craftsman in the future. 

If anyone is considering having a con
version done, it is well worth the time 
and money for these Volquartsen guns are 
very accurate and very reliable. 

Joel Becker 
Clear Lake, Iowa 

Born To Tinker 
The thought came to me slowly that 

handgunners are born tinkerers and bor
derline perfectionists. After reading 
about, dreaming about and saving for a 
new handgun, the first thing that we do 
upon acquiring it is to set out and find 
ways to change it. 

First, the factory grips come off and a 
custom set goes on. Then the sights, well, 
the sights are never quite what we want 
so we have a Smith & Wesson rear sight 
put on a Colt or maybe a Python barrel 
installed on a Smith & Wesson. 

We're never satisfied with triggers and 
actions. Sears must be honed. springs 
made lighter or heavier. The factory bar
rel isn't "just right" so we install custom 
barrels and compensators. If the trigger 
happens to have grooves, we remove 
them. Or we add them if grooves aren't 
part of the trigger! 

Do you suppose that the gunmakers 
really do understand us and that is why 
they have yet to produce the "perfect" 
handgun? They have known all along that 
the perfect gun would spoil our fun! 

Mike Stump 
Fostoria, Ohio 

Continued on page 19 
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Raw Power 
in Porcelain. 

Captured at the height of all 
his awesome power. The 
massive grizzly. 

A dramatic portrayal in 
fine handcrafted porcelain. 
Standing a full 9¼" tall. Every 
detail- from the deeply mus
cled torso to the menacing 
claws and long canine teeth 
- is depicted true to nature. 

Meticulously painted by 
hand to reveal each shade 
of the bear's silver-tipped 
fur, the piercing eyes, the 
pink mouth. 

The price of $195 includes 
a museum-quality hardwood 
display base. Available only 
through The Franklin Mint. 

Sculpture shown smaller than 
actual size of9¼" in height. 
Hardwood base included. 

r-----------------------------------------------
~,,,,,~ Please mail by April 30. 1991. 

~''& National Wildlife Federation 
.....:::::i.::::::iiilla C/o The Franklin Mint 
-~----~ - Franklin Center. Pennsyl\'ania 19091 

~, r.!11'""' • ® Please enter mv order for GRIZZLY. to be handcrafted 
' in fine imported porcelain and entirely painted by hand 

AN OFl'ICIAL ISSlE OF 
THE \'ATIO\\AL 

WILDLIFE FEDERATION 

SIG 'ATURE 

Wl/MRS/~IISS 

ADDRESS 

Cl'n'/STATE/ZIP 

and sent to me with its hardwood displa,· base. 
I need send no payment now. I will be billed in 

5 monthh- installments of $39.* each. bcginnin~ prior 
to shipmc.nt. *Plus mystat11 sah•s tax and 

fl 011e-timt' clwrgt• o/Slfor shipping and lu111dli11,e. 

ALL ORDERS ARE SUBJECT TO ACCEPTANCE 

PLEASE PAINT CLEARLY 

85962-72 

TIIIRT\'-DAY RETllR'-: ASSl.RA'-:CE POI.ICY 
If you wi-.h to return any Franklin \linr purchw,c, you m:t~ do ,o ,,i1hin 30 da~, of your 
rcccip1 of that purchase for rcpbcemenr. credit or refund. 







Jim Stroh checkers the front of the trigger guard for the "finger-forward" grip. 
Below, the Bo-Mar combat sight is melted into the slide atop 50 /pi serrations. 

What about triggers? Says Jim, "Our 
master trigger job removes all play from the 
trigger, which is set tight in the frame, yet 
the trigger moves freely. There is a bare 
minimum of initial takeup, and no follow
through (backlash) after the hammer 
breaks." 

"Due to extra internal polishing, the 
trigger can be safely reduced to between 
3 and 3.5 pounds. Normally, we recom
mend our standard trigger job for a carry 
or duty sidearm (4 to 4 .5 lbs.). Our mas
ter trigger job should be reserved for the 
sporting gun (IPSC included) because of 
the emotional state of the shooter when 
the piece is brought into action." 

It is the barrel, I suspect, that has most 
distinguished Stroh 's work from that of 
his competitors. Our test gun sported a 
cone design, and was made in one piece 
from a Douglas blank. It fulfilled the gun
smith's high standards for accuracy. 

Using factory Black Hills 230 grain 
lead match ammo loaded to hardball 
velocity, this gun consistently delivered 
.625" three-shot groups, hand-held from a 
rest. When Stroh tells you that he can 
build a .45 that will hold an inch and a 
half at 50 yards, believe him. Our gun 
proves he's telling the truth. 

Finish is another Alpha Precision 
trademark. Look at the accompanying 
photos. The only thing more visually sat
isfying than examining Ichiro Nagata's 
exquisite rendition of the test pistol is to 
lovingly examine the gun itself. 

It bears Alpha's Master Grade finish, 
both in the blue on top and the electroless 
nickel frame. The latter looks as bright as 
a regular nickel finish, and when Stroh 
says, "(The Master blue finish) compares 
to a Colt Python's finish," he is again not 
exaggerating. 

If anything, Stroh 's version is even bet
ter, and at well under $ I 00 for a complete 
gun, I plan to send some of my handguns 
to Jim just for the Master blue treatment. 

Jim is able to keep his sights unusual
ly low. This is because he meticulously 
crafts his barrels eccentrically, with the 
bore angling slightly upward. It's expen
sive, but it allows a low sight axis in rela
tion to the bore that many shooters find 
advantageous. 

But how does it work? 
Let's preface this part of the article by 

saying Murphy's Law applies to pistol
smiths as much as anyone else. As Ray 
Chapman says, "Guns only malfunction 
when you need them to work." Send your 
handiwork to a customer and it' II perk 
like a new Mr. Coffee; send it to a gun 
magazine, and it's likely to choke. 

So it was with our test sample. This 
gun was shot in matches four times, 
thrice by yours truly and once by ace 
New England pistolero, Lynn Bates. Gun 

Now that's attention to detail! Note 
the polished elevation screw in the 
Bo-Mar sight. Also, check out the 
custom rib in front of the Bo-Mar. 

malfunctions killed the shooter's chances 
three out of four times. It took two trips 
back to the shop before the gun ran with
out a hitch, and on that day, it won the 
final match for its shooter. 

Out of the box, the hammer followed 
the slide and when the right lever of the 
Swenson ambidextrous safety was 
depressed into fire position for left hand
ed fire, the left side remained engaged 
and the gun stayed silent. It was promptly 

Continued on page 85 
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What is worth waiting for ... 
is worth waiting for! 

P220 .45ACP 

P225 9MM PARA 

P226 9MM PARA 

P228 9MM PARA 

P230 .380 ACP 

SIGARMS INC., Corporate Park Exeter, New Hampshire 03833 



SPEAK OUT 
Continued from page 12 

Consumer Advocate 
In a recent issue Cameron Hopkins 

wrote about a publication called Gun 
Tests. It was described as a "consumer 
advocate publication" for firearms. 

The big question is, where do I find 
this magazine? Any help the American 
Hane/gunner could provide would be 
greatly appreciated. 

Randy Arnold 
Lander, Wyo. 

Randy, if you want to know the good, 
bad and ugly about today's handguns 
and their pe,formance, you already are 
reading one of only two publications that 
"tells it like it is." The other one is Gun 
Tests which is short (24 pages in the 
December, 1990, issue) on length but 
long on information. The subscription
only newsletter refuses to accept any 
advertising, so consequently the entire 
revenue must come from the readers. A 
yearly sub is $72 for 12 issues available 
from Belvoir Publications, 75 Holly Hill 
Lobe, Greenwich, CT 06836. 

One of the things I like best about Gun 
Tests is their "Bollom Line" synopsis of 
each gun tested in which the anonymous 
authors- there are no bylines given
summarize their views. An example from 
the December 1990 issue: "Bottom Line: 
The Ruger SP-101 has some very good 
features but, on the whole, is just an 
average revolver at an above-average 
price, we feel. Nonetheless, it was user
friendly except for the rough chambers, 
although those can be smoothed out easi
ly enough. We rank it second place 
behind the S& W 617." 

Defensive S.S. 
Hooray to Troy Gregory for his letter 

in the Jan/Feb '91 American Hane/gun
ner pointing out J.D. Jones' hunting arti
cles as a disgraceful detriment to respon
sible hunting, and writing. 

Boo to J.D. Jones' response to Troy's 
letter with so much defensive B.S. 

I have complained before about Jones' 
hunting articles and believe you should 
drop them from the American Hane/gunner. 

Handguns are for shooting scumbags 
on the street- if you don't have some
thing more powerful! Innocent big game 
animals deserve better consideration. So 
do American Handgunner readers. 

Roger Prather 
Las Vegas, Nev. 

Caspian Warranty 
Covers Boneheads 

I purchased a 191 I model frame and 
two slides from Caspian Anns. Both slides 
were to be 9mm. Much to my dismay, I 

discovered after cutting serrations on the 
forward end of one of the slides that it was 
machined for the .45 ACP cartridge. 

With not just a little embarrassment 
for my failure to recognize this problem 
before machine the slide, I called Caspian 
and explained my predicament. To my 
surprise and pleasure, they immediately 
exchanged the slide for one in 9mm 
matched to my frame. 

They were apologetic over the fact 
that l was inconvenienced by their over
sight and handled the entire matter with 
good old fashioned courtesy and profes
s i ona Ii s m. To my knowledge, it is 
unheard of for a company to exchange a 
modified product. 

I learned two valuable lessons from 
this incident. First. always check every
thing before you begin modifications. 
Second, there really arc businesses in this 
world who care more about their cus
tomers than whether or not the check will 
clear the bank. 

eil Kizer 
Hanover. H 

AMERICAN HANDGUNNER welcomes letters to 
the editor for the Speak Out column. Letters 
should be typewritten, but legible hondwriting is 
acceptable. Letters must be less thon 350 words. 
We reserve the right to edit oil published letters 
for clarity and length. Send your letters to Speak 
Out, American Handgunner, 591 Camino de la 
Reina, Suite 200, San Diego, CA 92675. 

"NEW" from Aimpoint 

The~@@@. 

John Pride 
World Champion 

Widest field of 
view available! 
Top pro shooter John Pride relies on the 
most advanced equipment made; that is 
why he uses the new 5000 series electronic 
red dot sight."Aimpoint has designed a 

~ .. 

Aimpoint Theirs 

true 30MM sight that is by far the widest field of view I have seen." The 5000 is available 
with a small dot for action shooting or a ten minute dot for speed shooting. Complete with 
30MM rings, filter, and lense cover. Compare the 5000 with any red dot sight and you 
will agree there is no comparison. For a brochure on the most trusted name in red dot 

sightsw.itetoAimpoint 

580 Herndon Parkway, Suite 500, Herndon, VA 22070 
(703) 471-6828 
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HANDGUN HUNl'ING 
J. D. JONES 

.357 MAGNUM AND RED DOI' SIGHI' 
ARE MARGINAL FOR DEER HUNTING 

A 
I write this one more deer 

unt remains in 1990. This is 
going to be a different kind of 

unt for me; you see, I've 
never hunted from a tree stand before and 
I'm not really very keen to try it now. 

I realize it is an effective way to 
hunt and probably far more hunters use 
tree stands than there are still-hunters. 
"Still-hunting" has somewhat of a 
strange name to describe those individ
uals who slowly and quietly make their 
own way through the woods in search 
of game. For deer hunters, still-hunting 
is probably the toughest way to harvest 
an animal. 

Game Drive 
Driving deer is, to me, the most enjoy

able way to hunt. Tn the past I've seldom 
taken a stand, but as the years add up, 
stands become more frequent. Driving 
deer is a ·method of hunting where some 
individuals move through the woods and 
fields in an effort to move deer to other 
hunters who have taken a vantage posi
tion to watch for the deer. 

"Driving" deer connotates moving the 
animals in the manner in which you want 
them to move. That seldom happens
you can move deer, certainly, but you can 
seldom force them to go where you want 
them to go. Does are a lot easier to figure 
than bucks. Big bucks are simply impos
sible to figure. 

In this type of hunting, seldom do the 
"drivers" or the "standers" ever get the 
broadside, standing, picturebook shot. 
Deer are usually moving at less than top 
speed but nonetheless moving. Having 
the knack of knowing when to shoot is 
important. 

Familiarity with the way deer act may 
indicate whether the animal is going to 
stop and picking the best place to shoot 
in his anticipated path can only be gained 
by experience. Taking the shot at the 
proper time and place is important. I've 
passed up my share of shots offered 
when I felt I could hit the animal- but 
would not be able to control where I hit 
the animal. 

Even when you think you can hit the 
animal where you think you want to hit 
him, this results in enough misplaced 
shots. A first-shot miss usually means the 
deer gets away. Following shots at deer 
running through trees, jumping logs, 
ditches and whatever after shifting into 
sixth gear are seldom productive. 

I find deer hunting quite enjoyable, in 
fact much more enjoyable now than I 
did for years when I cared a lot more if l 
killed something or not. It gives me the 
opportunity to try out a lot of different 
guns, sights, ammunition and meet a lot 
of great people. In many places hunting 
is relatively inexpensive and bag limits 
generous. 

Dot-Sighted .357 
This year I've been fooling around 

with electronic dot sights and .357 Mag
num revolvers. The 158 grain Hornady 
XTP bullet from a Korth revolver did a 
fine job on a sheep earlier in the year. I 
switched to a long-barreled S&W with a 
dot sight on it and Federal 180 grain hol
lowpoint ammo. 

The combination handles well with the 
Hogue grips and action work on the gun. 
It's now quite accurate and capable of 
five to six inch groups at I 00 yards off 

. the sandbags. 
I was a pretty young kid when I got 

my first .357. No ear protection in those 
days and the muzzle blast of the short 
barreled Ruger combined with the old full 
power ammo scared the dog feces out of 
me. It also took a fearful toll on my hear
ing, but I eventually figured out that this 
blast was mainly just that, and the car
tridge was far overshadowed in power by 
a heavily loaded .44 Special. 

As one of the guys who innovated 
high-performance revolver ammo, the 
.357 got a lot of my attention. Which led 
me to the conclusion that the .357 was 
underpowered in the field for deer. This 
year's experience simply reinforced these 
earlier opinions. 

For deer, the .357 is at its best when 
used from a tree stand with shots limited 
to close ranges- say 50 to 75 yards max
imum- and preferably at undisturbed 
animals whose adrenaline pumps are not 
working at 200%. 

I have no use for lightweight bullets 
in the .357 for hunting regardless of how 
well they may perform on humans at 
close range. A heavily handloaded 158 to 
180 grain bullet is the way to go for 
hunting. 

.357 Frontal Heart Shot 
I don't think there is much question 

the 180 grain Federal is the best all
around factory deer load for a .357. I did 
pass on one nice buck at under 35 yards 
with the 180 Federal simply because I 

wasn't carrying enough gun. A .44 with 
my 320 grain cast bullet would have 
made him a duster but the .357 simply 
isn't enough gun for rear-end shots. 

When the time to shoot came, it 
came for a little nine point buck who 
thought he was being very smart by fol
lowing 30 yards behind and 10 yards to 
the side of a younger four pointer. Both 
were running at a normal pace. The 
woods were relatively open and I fol
lowed the better buck for about 30 yards 
with the red dot and at the right moment 
when he turned directly towards me at 
about 40 yards I shot him straight in the 
front of the chest. 

He immediately shifted from third to 
sixth gear, a sure sign of a very hard hit 
deer that runs itself to death. After wast
ing a couple more in his direction before 
he fell, I noticed the smaller buck had in 
confusion circled around between me and 
where I thought one of my hunting com
panions was. 

Even though we were both wearing 
blaze orange, I couldn't see him at the 
moment. Tempting as it was to collect a 
double, I let him go. Later, I found my 
buddy also was watching him and didn't 
shoot for precisely the same reason I 
didn't- he couldn't see me but he knew 
I was there somewhere. 

Terminal Performance 
The 180 had entered the deer almost 

exactly in the center of his chest and 
throat, passing slightly above the heart 
but severing the great aorta, penetrating 
the liver and ended up in the stomach. 

Somewhere along the line it lost its 
jacket and achieved some degree of 
expansion. It now weighs 129 grains. 

Performance evaluation: certainly not 
great, but good. Penetration was fine for 
the shot taken. Reverse the animal and it 
isn't good enough. Liver damage was 
minimal, indicating a very slow-moving 
projectile at that point. Somewhat higher 
velocity wiLI shatter the liver on impact. 

What can be done to improve on it? 
Well, maybe a 180 grain of XTP con
struction with a double cannelure to allow 
handloading to full length of the cylinder 
with a couple of hundred feet per second 
more on it would give a larger wound 
track without giving up anything in pene
tration. It just might improve the .357's 
performance enough to be a worthwhile 
improvement. 

At one point on opening clay a nice 
eight pointer hesitated a few moments 30 
yards in front of me. Unfortunately the 
battery in my sight lost contact and the 
dot wasn't illuminated. I thought I might 
be able to center him in the tube and 
make the shot- it didn't work. After the 
second shot, a young man on my left took 
his heart out with a 12 gauge slug. 

Dot sight versus a low-power scope? In 
my opinion a low-powered scope is more 
useful than the dot in woods '-M-
hunting 90% of the time. " 
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Reloadingaccessories,machines 
WIN a Dillon reloading machine! 

Sign up now to receive 
rnEBLUE PRESS, Dillon's 
shooting newspaper, and 
you'll be eligible* for a 

• • rec1s1on 
Products, Inc. 

7442 E. Butherus Dr. 
Scottsdale, AZ 85260 
1-800-421- 7632 
602-948-8009 in Arizona 

monthly drawing to win 
a Dillon Square Deal B 
reloading machine -
complete with dies. No 
p~rchase necessary to 

Now at Dillon: Remington® Brass 
Federal® Primers 

wm. 
One entry per 
address. All those 
currently on Dillon's 
customer list or on 
The Blue Press 
mailing list are 
automatically 
eligible to win. 

THEBLUE PRESS 
Dillon Precision Pn:xlucrs, Inc. 

Ask us about 
Dillon's 
SECURITY 
NOW 
purchase 
plan, a 
NO INTEREST 
way to get 
immediate 
protection for 
your guns and 
your wife's 
valuables in Drawings for the Square Deal B will 

be held monthly. Winners may up
grade to a RL 550 B or RL 1050 for 
the price difference. 

a Browning® ProSteel Safe. 
Controversial, but always informative. 

~ DISCOUNT AMMO CACHE ~ 
NO 
FFL 

REQUIRED 

P.O. BOX 1332, RAPID CITY, SD 57709 

605-342-2449 
BUSINESS HOURS: 8:30 A.M. TO 5:30 P.M. (MOUNTAIN TIME) MON.-FRI. 

NO 
FFL 

REQUIRED 

WINCHESTER® ~ming ton. 
IH!lor:na.d.y Nosier: 

SEND FOR FREE CATALOG 

BRASS BULLETS PRIMERS POWDER 

E EB -
. fi 

WHAT'S NEW IN 1991? IN WINCHESTER: 9MM 147 gr JHP BULLETS, 9MM 147 gr TC, 
38 ACP 130 gr FMJ, 38/357 158 gr S-PT, 40 S&W/10MM 155 gr TC, 40 S&W/10MM 180 gr JHP, 44 CAL. 
240 gr HOLLOWS-PT; 9MM WIN. MAG PRIMED BRASS, 38 SUPER+ P UNPRIMED AND PRIMED BRASS. 
IN REMINGTON: 9MM 147 gr JHP BULLETS & 357 MAX. 180 gr JHP BULLETS. 

WE OFFER ONLY COMPONENTS - NOT LOADED AMMUNITION 



B0 SQUARE 
The Ultimate Laser 

Sight 

• 
New BSL-1 Laser 
Sight with quick 
detachable mount 

The Strongest Mounts 

New SIG 226 
Scope Mount 

The Smartest Tools 

New Laser Bore Sighting Tool 

Ask Your Dealer or Call 

1 1-soo-433-2909 1 

.,,,. 
~S?O~TSMAN'S 
TEAM CHALLENGE 

6/jjcidS~ 

B0 SQUARE 
22 

COP FALK 
MASSAD AYOOB 

COMPETITION SHOOTING IS BEST TO 
SIMULATE STRESS OF REAL GUNFIGHT 

W
hy do you see so relatively 
few cops on the range in 
competition? The fact is, 
it's situational depending 

on which game you're playing. PPC, nat
urally, is a lawman's game. Pin shooting 
started that way. 

Thus, civilians are only there to give 
moral support and take pictures (and help 
run the range!) at matches like the RA 
Police Revolver National Championships. 
At Second Chance, civilians are probably 
still a minority, albeit a large one. 

In lPSC, however, and at the Bianchi 
Cup, I would venture to guess that the 
single largest occupational category 
among the competitors would be law 
enforcement. Career cops like John Pride, 
Yance Schmid, Roger Burgess, and Dave 

Wheeler are among our top shooters in 
such events. 

Sometimes it's because the given offi
cer saw early on in his career that skill 
with a handgun could be his best life 
insurance, and that the skill could only be 
sharpened to a truly fine edge in the heat 
of the arena. The psychogenic stress of 
shooting under competitive pressure 
comes closer, many believe, to duplicat
ing gunfight stress than anything else that 
can be done in training. 

I've done everything from running the 
laps around the range before firing to 
being hit with a 50,000 volt stun gun 
before I drew and cut loose, and I've 
done the same with some of my students. 

But the fact is, the tension or pain or 
heart-pounding, lung-burning gasps such 
training engenders don't fully duplicate 
the fine motor tremors and loss of con
centration that winners say come in tour
naments- and, survivors say, come in 
gunfights. 

Being a good marksman doesn't guar
antee gunfight survival, but being a good 
marksman under stress goes a long way 
toward that goal. 

o, they aren't going to kill you if you 
lose the match. At the same time, more 
than one gunfight survivor has told me he 
experienced more stress at the Bianchi 
Cup than in a shooting. It's probably the 
anticipation factor. 

Do top shots survive gunfights better? 
A friend of mine shot matches when

ever he could, including the annual state 
shoot for cops. A career officer in a small 
city, he and others closed in on a fast
moving criminal who had shot at police 
already. 

As the suspect raised his weapon, my 
friend and multiple other officers fired. 

One bullet struck 
the would-be cop
k i II er, mortally 
wounding him and 
putting him down 
right now. 

Guess who it 
was that launched 
that 125 grain .357 
hollowpoint? 

Whether it was 
confidence born of 
competence 
learned 111 the 
arena, or compe
tence born of the 
confidence he'd 

learned shooting under pressure, is irrele
vant. His shot went true when it had to. 
My friend still competes. 

Cirillo Drill 
If they ever compile the legendary 

gunfighters of modern policing,the Wyatt 
Earps and Bat Mastersons of the 20th 
Century, Jim Cirillo will be on that list. 

He's with the Federal Law Enforce
ment Training Center's weapons staff at 
this writing, but he was a member of the 
NYPD Stakeout Squad when he went 
through a shootout Jeff Cooper would 
call a "feat of arms." Indeed, Cooper 
named an IPSC course after him. 

In the original "Cirillo Drill," Jim shot 
three armed men down, two of them from 
behind hostages. His supervisor, Joe Yol
pato, told me in 1972 that Jim dropped 
the three gunmen in three seconds with 
three shots from his Smith & Wesson 
Model lO .38 Special. 

Cirillo told me that, as the armed rob-
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bery unfolded in front of him, the tension 
was so palpable his tongue stuck to the 
roof of his dry mouth. But, when he 
raised his revolver, he focused on the 
front sight so totally that he could see 
every striation on the blade. 

Then, he said, it was as if he was back 
on the range: roll the trigger, roll the trig
ger, roll the trigger. 

Cirillo at that time was an intense 
competitor in PPC, the only game in town 
back then, and was the man to beat on the 
Eastern Seaboard. He would become the 
first Sectional Director of the northeast
ern US when IPSC was formed a few 
years later. 

We finished a spot apart at the first 
Bianchi Cup in '79, and as we stood in 
the Top Twenty line discussing the match 
Jim remarked, "This match has stress. It's 
like going to a gunfight." 

SWAT Shot 
Another cop, whose name can not be 

used here, was National Police Revolver 
Champion more than twice in a row. It 
struck his chief that the top police marks
man in the country might best be 
assigned to SWAT, and the officer, then 
untested in a gunfight, had no qualms 
about it. 

Though his SWAT team preferred 
high-capacity semi-automatics, he exer
cised his prerogative to carry his familiar 
.38 Special service revolver. 

The night came before long when 
SWAT was staking out a dangerous 
criminal under circumstances that dic
tated plainclothes and handguns instead 
of ninja suits, ARs, and shotguns. 
When the shooting started, several of 
the old hands opened up on the fast
dodging gunman with their autos and 
failed to connect. 

Our man "went back to the range" and 
at a considerable distance shot the gun
man several times, all center hits, with his 
S&W Model 64. The gunfight was over, 
and the pistol champ with the old fash
ioned gun got no more teasing at all. 

This is not to say that even a national 
title guarantees performance. Legend has 
it that one national champ emptied his 
shotgun at a neeing Pontiac full of armed 
robbers at a distance of only a few paces, 
and not only missed the suspects, but 
missed the car. 

Still, the history of it seems to be that 
the officer who shoots well in the heat 
of competition will do the same in a 
gunfight. 

Ross Seyfried, the former national IPSC 
champion, once worked as a part time cop. 
He wrote recently that he'd never been in a 
gunfight, but he'd come close. 

Knowing what I know about men like 
him, I wouldn't want to be the antagonist 
who pushed him over the edge. Historical
ly, armed criminals have not fared well 
against men who've already proven them-
selves in the arena of high- ...... 
stressed pistol competition. " 

• 
BRilEY, the name highly respected in the shotgunning 

PISTOL. O1v1s10N industry, now brings that name and reputation to the 
discerning pistol shooter. 

All manner of pistol/revolver work is available; from minor action tuning 
to fully equipped custom competition pistols, as seen in the Sept/Oct issue 
of American Handgunner. 

For complete information and prices call BRILEY Pistol Division at 
1-800-331-5718 (outside of Texas) or (713) 932-6995. 

BRILEY Pistol Division 1085 Gessner, "B" Houston, TX 77055 

Save Enough toQ 
Pay for the Printers 

Buy Nosier Handgun Bullets in 250 quan- 38 caliber 150-grain IPSC bullet for the .38 
tity Bulk Packs and save over 15% off the Super. Look for them at your 
cost of buying the same bullets in our al- favorite gun or sporting 
ready low-priced 100-count boxes-enough goods store. And while 
extra savings for about 250 primers. you're there, pick 

Add to the savings the kind of superb up a copy of the 
accuracy, consistency and expansion that Nosier Reloading 
you can really count on and you'll see why Manual Number 
Nosier is your best choice for handgun Three. 
hunting, target shooting or N I ® rn 
just plain plinking. OS er ~ 

Nosier Handgun Bullet r:;; 
Bulk Packs are available in -1 
many popular calibers and Cfl 

weights, including the new Handgun 

For a free 1991 catalog, write: 
Nosier Bullets, Inc. 
Dept. A2-2, PO. Box 671 
Bend, Oregon 97709 
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SILUEl'AS 
JOHN TAFFIN 

NEW IHMSA LEADERS REJECT PRICE 
CEILING BUT CLING TO SCOPE BAN 

W
hen the price ceiling rule 
was put into effect with 
more than 90% of the 
members voting for it, all 

progress immediately stopped as far as 
production silhouette guns are concerned. 

Not one single American-made silhou
ette revolver or single-shot has been 
brought forth since that rule went into 
effect. Development of new guns came to 
a screeching halt. 

Freedom Arms had planned to get into 
silhouetting in a big way. Until 1986, 
they had pretty much ignored silhouetting 
as no one in the operation knew much 
about the game. 

But the first Shootists Holiday was 

held in Freedom, Wyo., in 1986 and host
ed by Freedom Arms. This was nothing 
more than a bunch of handgun people 
getting together for a week of shooting 
and sharing ideas much like an old time 
mountain man rendezvous. 

I had requested ahead of time that they 
have silhouette targets and a range set up. 
This they did. It was probably the first 
time that many of the Freedom Arms 
people had ever seen a silhouette target. 

Up to this time, the only application of 
the Freedom Arms .454 Casull had really 
been for big game hunting. As both I and 
a couple of the other Shootists who were 
experienced silhouetters started knocking 
down turkeys and rams with the .454, the 
wheels started turning. 

By the next day we were discussing 
the use of the Freedom Arms single 
action revolver in silhouetting and I sat 
with Jim Morey. who was the sales man
ager at the time, and we designed a sil
houette package which would be not a 
.454 but a .44 Magnum with the same 
excellent Bo-Mar sights that were on my 
personal I 0-inch .454 Casull. 

I suggested that one of the first silhou
ette .44's be sent to David Bradshaw 
which was done. As luck (or fate) would 
have it, I wound up shooting beside 
David in the 1986 Internationals. He used 
a .44 Magnum; I used a .454 with 260 
grain bullets at 1,650 fps. 

It was my second time through with 
the .454 that day. (I'll explain why just a 
little later.) I shot a 70x80 with the .454, 
and Bradshaw, who is a better shot than 
me and also was using the easier shooting 
.44, did better with, I believe, a 76x80. 

The Freedom Arms single-action was 
certified as a production gun for both of 
us. This is important as we will also see 
just a little later. 

11111. 

Freedom Arms brand-new .22 LR 
revolver designed for silhouette 

And then the curtain fell in the form of 
the price ceiling rule and the Freedom 
Arms single-action was ruled out as a 
production gun. 

You may talk all you want to about the 
protection of the game and trying to pre
vent an equipment race, but you will never 
convince anyone at Freedom Arms that 
this rule was not directly aimed at them. 

Thanks to a lot of pressure from mem
bers, the new officers of IHMSA put the 
price rule up for a vote of the member
ship again during the summer of 1990. 
Even before the official tally was in, I 
was contacted by Freedom Arms. 

"Do you think the rule will be thrown 
out?" was the question. I was confident 
that it would be. 

"What do we have to do to get the 
Freedom Anns revolver allowed for pro
duction competition?" And then I real
ized that both Bradshaw and I had our 
guns certified in the 1986 Internationals, 
so the guns were already legal once the 
price ceiling was gone. 

I received a second call from Freedom 
Arms again before the rule was finally 

voted on. This one informed me that they 
were working on a new silhouette 
revolver, not a big bore but a .22, and 
they needed all the particulars as to 
weight, barrel length, sight radius, etc. 

And then a most welcome call came 
through today. "John, this is Randy Smith 
at Freedom Arms. A .22 silhouette 
revolver went out Second Day Air today. 
You will have it by day after tomorrow." 

Without the new vote of the member
ship against the price ceiling, by a more 
than two-to-one margin, we would not 
have the new silhouette revolver. 

Congratulations to the leadership and 
the membership of IHMSA for making 
progress possible once again. 

And special congratulations to Free
dom Arms for not wasting any time in 
getting this first new silhouette revolver 
in years out on the market. 

A full report on the Freedom Arms sil
houette revolver will be forthcoming in a 
future edition of Siluetas. Mark up Plus 
#1 for the leadership of IHMSA. There 
are others. 

Five years ago, The Masters tourna
ment was started under the sponsorship of 
Smith & Wesson. Numerous other com
panies were, and are now, involved, but 
Smith & Wesson was the major backer. 

This tournament combines silhouet
ting, bullseye, and action shooting and 
has become a major shooting event in a 
very short time. 

The IHMSA Internationals are also a 
major shooting event and drew over 
1,300 entries this year. The Masters had 
a minimum of 900 entries plus the num
ber of shooters who took part in the 
long-gun events. 

The point is that these are two of the 
major handgun shooting events in the world. 

Two major events and they are both held 
at the same time! Is that weird or what? 

Maybe it is more what than weird. 
I have heard two major versions of the 

story. One blames Smith & Wesson for 
deliberately setting the date to conflict 
with the Internationals; the other blames 
IHMSA for doing the same thing to take 
participants away from The Masters. 

Whether either or both is true no 
longer matters. What does matter is what 
will be done in the future. 

The Executive Committee of IHMSA 
has asked the president to contact both 
the NRA and The Masters with the goal 
of setting non-conflicting dates. As hand
gunners, let us all hope that is just the 
beginning of a new era of cooperation 
between the three groups and a real end 
to the bickering and bad feeling that has 
existed in the past. 

Mark that as Plus #2 for the new 
IHMSA leadership. 

I mentioned earlier that I shot beside 
David Bradshaw with my Freedom Arms 
.454 revolver when he shot his Freedom 
Arms .44 in the 1986 Internationals. I 
also mentioned that it was my second 
time through with the .454. 
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The Internationals that year were held 
in Idaho Falls, Idaho, at the Western 
Range. Since the make up of this range 
allows for the possibility of a high shot 
going over a hill and landing on private 

. property, a system of baffles was set up. 
• All this consists of is a series of 
boards nailed across the uprights of the 
covered firing line so a competitor may 
not sight high. 

A stray shot could still penetrate the 
boards and sail off to the wrong piece of 
property, but the theory must have been 
that shooters would have to keep their bar
rels horizontal if the boards were in place. 

Shooting under this system, I shot 
Revolver Class with the .454 in 1986 and 
all went fine with chickens and pigs, but 
when l got to the turkeys, I found that the 
baffles blocked the targets from my sight 
in my shooting position and the same 
held true with the rams. 

My score was correspondingly low. So I 
shot through the second time using the .454 
in Unlimited Class and made sure I had a 
position that allowed me to see the targets. 

The Western Range is beautiful, but it 
is neither safe nor adequate for silhouet
ting under the baffle system. 

Because of a squabble with the Gates 
family over the cost and money still owed 
on the Western Range, lHMSA leadership 
moved the 1990 Internationals to Texas, 
set up the• 1991 Internationals for the East
ern Range and have already set the 1992 

Internationals to be held back in Texas. 
Apparently the Western Range idea 

has been abandoned. 
The next question is whether or not we 

even need pennanent ranges for the Inter
nationals, ranges that sit idle all year and 
are used only for International competi
tion. The idea is to not give anyone an 
unfair advantage. 

The Masters operates just the opposite 
way. The range in Barry, Ill., is in con
stant use both by the local club and for 

The price ceiling is 
gone, a spirit of 

cooperation exists, and 
the range situation is 

receiving serious study. 

other tournaments. They even go so far as 
to have a warm-up match for The Masters 
participants. 

Which is the right way to go for 
IHMSA? Should ranges be kept up all 
year to be used for one week only? Or 
should ranges be used year-round? 

Perhaps this will be the next item up 
for vote of the membership. Credit the 
leadership with another Plus for looking 

For the Ultimate in Match Bullets, Sierra is ... 

at this situation seriously. 
Those are the three major accomplish

ments in the first year for the new leader
ship. The price ceiling is gone, a spirit of 
cooperation exists, and the range situation 
is receiving serious study. Three major 
accomplishments. 

And that ain't bad, but three out of 
four could easily have been four out of 
four for a perfect record. 

If you are a regular reader of this col
umn, you know what the fourth one is. 
Scopes. Scopes for use in long-range, 
big-bore silhouetting under IHMSA rules. 

A large number of competitors are 
now classed as former competitors sim
ply because the rear sights have become 
too fuzzy for serious competition. 

Everything possible has been tried, but 
the sights just will not clear up. I myself 
was a serious and fierce competitor in the 
1980's; now lam a casual competitor and 
will remain so until scopes are allowed 
in long range silhouetting. 

Write to IHMSA headquarters at 
IHMSA, Inc., P.O. Box 368, Burlington, 
IA 52601 and let them know your feelings 
whether they be for or against scopes. At 
least they will have a feel for the member
ship's wishes in this important decision. 

Membership is up and fHMSA seems 
to be headed in the right direction. Three 
out of four really isn't bad and is a great 
start for the first year ..... 
of new leadership. ~ 

The Sierra's lead cores are extruded with a special process to 
relieve internal stresses 

al 
In 1986 at the World 300-Meter Champion
ships in Sweden, 21 of the 22 countries there, 
used Sierra MatchKing® bullets. The only 
exception-Russia. Every world record set at 
that match was set with a Sierra MatchKing®. 

ln1988 David Tubb won 12 major big 
bore matches-all with Sierra Match Kings. 
He won the National High Power Rifle and 
National Hunter's Rifle Silhouette Champion
ships and ten Camp Perry Championships
including High Power Rifle, National Match 
Rifle, and NRA Long Range Rifle. 

Sierra has won more Wimbledon Cups 
than all other manufacturers combined. 

The U.S. Military demands Sierra 
MatchKings in their .308 match ammo. 

Sierra is the world leader in bullet design 
technology ... copied by many, equalled by none! 
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Lead alloys are chosen to yield the proper 
balance of accuracy and expansion 

Double-tapered jackets are specially designed and 
drawn for uniform wall thickness 

Dimensional quality control of our jackets is three 
times better than industry standards 

After bullet assembly, Sierra runs its bullets 
through a special process to remove surface 
blemishes and polish the jackets 

Final Inspection calls for tolerances that yield 
accuracy of .250" extreme spread for a 5-shot 
group at JOO yards with our 168 grain .30 caliber 
Match King® 

Call 1,800-2 23 ,8 7 99 for ALL your reloading questions, 
• 8am-6pm, Central Time, throughout the USA and Canada 
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GUN LEGISLATION THE NRA REPORT 

GERARD H. KENNEDY PH. D. 

NRA OPPOSES MANDATORY SAFETY 
TRAINING, FAVORS II AWARENESS'' 

T
here is ongoing pressure from 
firearms prohibitionists to require 
slates to mandate safety training 
prior to the purchase of a hand

gun. One such law is already in effect in 
Rhode Island. Another was recently 
passed in California, yet failed to survive 
the governor's veto. 

Mandatory training is championed as a 
program that will reduce accidental fatali
ties. This hasn't been the case, however, 
in Rhode Island, the only state with train
ing as a prerequisite to handgun purchase. 

If we look at the facts, it's clear that 
mandatory safety training is unworkable 
and unnecessary. Volunteer programs 
offered by the NRA have, over the past 
four decades, helped reduce accidental 
firearms fatalities by 62.5%- even as the 
per capita number of guns owned has 
doubled (and triple the number of hand
guns owned). 

Due in part to RA training, acciden
tal firearms deaths now rank I 0th in the 
nation, trailing far behind such causes as 
automobile accidents, drownings, death 
by fire, accidental falls, choking on food 
and accidental ingestion of poisons. 

tie more than brainwashing. Coming from 
organizations that appear pious in their 
announced intentions to save lives, oppo
sition lo safety training is, in my opinion. 
the height of hypocrisy. 

NRA Instructors 
Right now, the NRA has some 27,000 

certified instructors available to train 
responsible adults in virtually every com
munity in America. In every course 
offered by NRA to nearly three-quarters 
of a million Americans annually, safety is 
paramount. 

NRA instructors are carefully 
screened, required to undergo a minimum 
of 15 to 20 hours of classroom instruc
tion, and work with experienced instruc
tors under actual training conditions. Our 
instructors have at their disposal carefully 
researched and constantly updated manu
als, teaching outlines and training aids. 

NRA offers training in a number of 
disciplines, including every type of 
firearm, personal protection, home safety 
and youth education. NRA has the advan
tage of over 100 years of experience. And 

Rhode Island has required a safety 
licensing procedure since 1979, but 
hasn ·t experienced any appreciable drop 
in handgun accidents since that time. 

To make matters worse, the Rhode 
Island licensing system has became so 
mired in its own bureaucracy that it has 
practically ceased to function without 
volunteer assistance- most noticeably 
that of instructors certified by the Nation
al Rifle Association of America, the same 
instructors available before training 
became mandatory. 

Mandated training becomes a scheme for 
registration and a tool for outright prohibition. 

Had NRA volunteers not rescued the 
struggling state certification program, it 
could have become a serious impediment 
for Rhode Island citizens seeking to pur
chase a handgun. 

"Reasonable controls" rapidly become 
civil rights nightmares, and mandatory 
training is no different. Rather than a 
boon to safety, mandated training 
becomes a scheme for registration and a 
tool for outright prohibition. 

In Rhode Island, even the lawmakers 
who supported required training now 
freely admit it isn't working. The pro
gram suffers from inadequate funding, 
insufficient staff and general malaise. 

It's paradoxical that the NRA's hugely 
successful volunteer training system, long 
in place in Rhode Island, would step for
ward to save a bureaucratic licensing fias
co. It's a good example of how voluntary 
programs serve the public while legisla
tive mandates are a public disservice. 

Of course, to a public constantly ham
mered by misleading statistics generated 
by firearms prohibitionists and their allies 
in the press, mandatory training sounds 
good. Yet, the public is seldom informed 
that gun control advocates want mandato
ry training as a means of opening new 
avenues for more restrictions. They may 
be talking safety, but they are thinking 
licensing, registration and outright 
restriction. 
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Certainly, one accidental injury or 
death is one too many. NRA calls for 
additional firearm safety education. 

Specifically, NRA wants a'strong 
firearm education program available in 
every community in America. The NRA 
supported legislation in Florida that 
required firearm safety awareness educa
tion in that state's schools. 

NRA training is having a profound, 
positive impact in individual schools and 
school districts and police precincts and 
through cooperative efforts with organi
zations like the American Legion, 
JayCees, Scouting and 4-H. 

For the youngest of our children, the 
NRA safety message is an avoidance 
message. It is simple, effective and direct: 
if you find a gun: Stop! Don't touch it! 
Leave the area, and tell an adult! 

Yet, gun control advocates oppose this 
safety awareness message in our schools. 
Prohibitionists don't want to educate our 
young people using programs that are 
neutral on private gun ownership. They 
fear that objectivity on the topic of 
firearms- even the neutral "gun avoid
ance" message- constitutes a form of 
philosophical acceptance. 

In short, they're afraid that kids who 
learn about gun safety may make their 
own decisions about ownership. Some
day, they may exercise their right to 
become responsible owners. 

Instead, firearms opponents ·want pro
grams that teach children to fear guns and 
mistrust gun owners. The agenda they've 
outlined for public schools amounts to lit-

NRA makes it all available to the Ameri
can public at little if any cost. 

When the Rhode Island licensing mess 
began to crumble under the weight of its 
own inertia, NRA volunteers stepped in, 
quickly reorganized a program that had 
become a shambles, and kept the option 
of acquiring a handgun open to Rhode 
Island citizens. 

I'm sure it makes Rhode Islanders 
angry to think that these same NRA pro
grams were available at the time of the 
mandatory law's passage, yet overlooked 
in the political haste to "regulate" firearms 
through a "public safety measure." 

Voluntary safety programs get the job 
done. NRA is reducing accidental fatali
ties every year. And NRA will be able to 
accomplish much more when we have a 
strong, positive safety education program 
in place in all our schools. 

On the other hand, mandatory training 
as a prerequisite to purchase a firearm has 
been a dismal failure. It has failed to 
reduce accidents, because it is a registra
tion scheme, part of a program aimed at 
prohibition, not a public safety measure. 

If mandatory training becomes an 
issue in your state, don't back it and don't 
buy it. There is nothing to gain and 
everything to lose- including your right 
to purchase a gun. Fight instead for safety 
awareness education. 
It's a life-saver. 

Gerard J. Kennedy, Ph.D. is Director of 
the National Rifle Association's Educa
tion and Training Division. 
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HANDLOADS FOR 
NON-HANDLOADERS 
By John Taffin 

H 
andgun hunting, more correctly 
hunting with handguns, has 
grown tremendously in the past 
IO to 15 years. And those tak

ing to the field after big game have often 
found that the factory ammunition was 
behind the times and the bullets used 
were not up to the task. 

Larry Kelly, of Mag-Na-Port fame and 
the world's premiere handgun hunter, dis
covered this the hard way. The factory 
240 grain .44 Magnum loads would not 
provide adequate penetration, a fact that 
almost got him killed. That is when he 
switched to heavyweight cast bullets and 
handloads in his .44 Magnum. 

Two companies are now offering 
ammunition mainly for the handgun 
hunter which feature heavyweight cast 
and jacketed bullets. For the past few 
months I have been testing the accuracy 
and velocity of these custom loads as I 
look forward to hunting season. 

The two companies that are offering 
the loads'that handgun hunters have been 
asking for are Garrett Cartridges, headed 
up by Robbie Robison and Patriot Manu
facturing and Sales, owned and operated 
by Floyd Hagerty. 

Garrett Cartridges (P.O. Box 178, 
Dept. AH, Chehalis, WA 98532; phone: 
206-736-0702) is offering two loads for 
the .44 Magnum, both consisting of 
heavyweight cast bullets. One load fea
tures a 280 grain flat-nosed bullet and the 
second load uses SSK 's 320 grain flat
point bullet that has been used so suc
cessfully in game fields around the world. 
Both of these loads were tested in a pair 
of Mag-Na-Port Stalkers with the follow
ing excellent results: 

Bullet Firearm Velocity 25 yds 50 yds 
280 TC cast S&W Stlkr 1465 fps s/s" 2 1/a" 
280 TC cost Rgr Stlkr 1503 fps l 3/s" 2 3/a" 
320 TC cost S&W Stlkr 1315 fps l" l 1/a" 
320 TC cast Rgr Stlkr 1386 fps l" l 5/a" 

S& W Stlkr denotes Mag-Na-Port Stalk
er 8 </s'' Smith & Wesson Model 629 
Rgr Stlkr denotes Mag-Na-Port Stalker 
8 3/s" Ruger Super Blackhawk in stain
less steel. 

Patriot Manufacturing and Sales (P.O. 
Box 2041, Dept. AH, Sebring, FL 33871; 
phone 813-655-1798) offers a full line of 
heavyweight ammunition from .357 Mag
num right up through the .454 Casull uti
lizing both hard cast bullets from SSK and 
LBT molds plus heavy jacketed bullets. 

ln .357 Magnum, Patriot has both 180 
grain and 200 grain bullets in both jacket-

ed and cast persuasions. Shooters of the 
.41 Magnum will find the same situation 
in both 275 and 300 grain weights. 

For the .44 Magnum, Patriot offers 
jacketed bullets in weights of 265, 275 
and 300 grains, and cast bullet shooters 
will find 275, 300, 320, and 340 grain 
bullets for their favorite sixgun. 

The .45 Colt has been long neglected 
by ammunition manufacturers. No more. 
Patriot offers both jacketed and cast bul
lets for the old Colt in 275, 300, and 325 
grain weights. These loads are for the 
Dan Wesson .45, the Ruger Blackhawk 
and Eisley .45's, and the T/C Contender 
in .45 Colt. They are too long to fit the 
short cylinders of the Colt Single Action 
and I would use them sparingly in the 
Smith & Wesson 25-5. 

The .454 Casull offerings consist of 
jacketed bullets in 300, 325, and 350 
grain weights and I would hope that they 
will also offer cast bullets in the .454 in 
weights of from 300 to 400 grains. The 
final offering from Patriot is the .45 Win. 
Mag. in a 250 grain round-nosed soft 
point bullet. 

Caliber Bullet Firearm Velocity 25 yds 
.44Mog 275 JSP S&W6" 1288 fps 2" 

300 JSP S&W6" 1274 fps 2" 
275JSP FA 7 1/2" 1373 fps I i/," 
300 JSP FA 7 1/2" 1334 fps l i/2" 
340 SSK FA71/," 1265 fps l 3/a" 
275 JSP DW8" 1297 fps l 1/a" 
300 JSP DW8" 1299 fps l 1/," 
265 DE DE 10" 1371 fps l 3/a" 

.45Colt 275 JSP DW8" 1213 fps 2 3/a" 
275JSP BSLY 7 1/, 11 1231 fps I 3/a" 
300 JSP DW8" 1105 fps l i/," 
325 JSP DW8" 1182 fps 2" 
325 JSP BSLY 7 1/2" 1245 fps 2" 

.454 Cosull 300 JSP FA 10" l617fps l 1/," 
325 JSP FA 10" 1562 fps l 1/a" 
340 JSP FA 10" 1421 fps I i/," 

.357 Mag 180 JSP BSLY 7 1/2" 1316 fps l i/," 
200 JSP BSLY71/i" 1159 fps 2 1/a" 

.41 Mag 300 JSP BSLY 7 1/, 11 1253 fps l i/i' 

DW denotes Dan Wesson 
BSLY denotes Ruger Bis/ey 
DE denotes Desert Eagle 
FA denotes Freedom Arms 

I have tested numerous Patriot loads in 
numerous sixguns with the following 
excellent results: 

For those in the market for real hunt
ing ammunition for handguns, look no 
further. Patriot also offers their heavy 
jacketed bullets, featuring .032" jackets, 
for those that 
load their own. 
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INSIGHTS INTO IPSC 
DAVE ANDERSON 

BRIAN ENOS REVEALS HIS WINNING 
TECHNIQUES IN RADICAL NEW BOOK 

A
nyone who follows the IPSC 
shooting scene is familiar with 
the name Brian Enos- two
time Bianchi Cup winner, Mas

ters Champion, IPSC Gold Team mem
ber, second place twice at both the IPSC 

ationals and the Steel Challenge. One of 
the best, perhaps the best, all-around 
shooters on the pro circuit. 

Talk to the other top shooters, that 

"Shooting is something you do in the 
present tense, like any physical activity," 
Brian said, "Yet people seldom really do 
one thing in the present. Most times the 
mind is in the past or the future, or both." 

"Can you give an example?" 
"Okay, say you get up in the morning 

to go to work. You flip on the radio to 
catch the news, rub shaving foam on your 
face and start shaving, and at the same 

time you're thinking what the 
traffic will be like or about 
some problem at work. 

"If someone asked you what 
you were doing you'd say you 
were shaving, but you 're really 
not. You 're shaving and listen
ing to what happened in the 
world last night and thinking 
about work. 

"So if your goal is to give 
yourself the best possible shave, 
you should try and concentrate 
just on shaving?" I asked. 

"No, not at all," Brian 
replied, "Why would you have 
to concentrate on something as 
simple as shaving? A person 
who's shaved his face a thou
sand times before isn't going to 
fail on the thousand and first 
time. Don't try to do it. Don't 
concentrate on doing it. Just do 
it." 

But, l wondered, "Then in a 
match you'd say that all you are 
doing is just shooting." 

"Zen And the Art of Pistol Shooting" could 
well have been the title of Brian Enos' new 
book- it's chocked full of good, albeit off
beat, tips and techniques. 

"That's right," Brian went 
on, "And it doesn't matter if it's 
a match or a practice session. 
I'm not trying to win, or shoot a 
certain score, or compete against 
myself, or evaluate what's hap
pening, or even think about 

elite group who are capable of winning 
the big matches, and you will find no 
other competitor who is more highly 
respected. 

For years Enos has made a study of 
practical shooting techniques, trying to 
understand not only what works, but 
also why. 

At the 1990 SHOT Show in Las Vegas 
I was able to talk shooting with Brian for 
a while over lunch. I recalled a remark he 
had made in an interview to the effect 
that, "The important thing is to realize 
what you're doing while you are doing it" 
and I asked him to expand on this remark. 

what's happening. 
"I'm just in the present, shooting the 

gun- not the shot I fired a second 
before, or the one that will be fired a sec
ond later, but the one right now, in the 
present." 

In the short time available I asked a 
number of other questions, wondering if 
it would be bad manners to whip out a 
pad of paper and start making notes, and 
wishing that the rest of us who love this 
sport could somehow learn from Brian's 
years of study. • 

Well, now we can. Recently Enos has 
published a book called Practical Shoot
ing: Beyond Fundamentals that is simply 

superb, certainly the best thing ever writ
ten on practical pistol competition and 
one of the best on any type of shooting 
competition. 

Brian doesn't try and teach you how to 
shoot; he teaches you how to learn. He 
says that a key to learning is awareness, 
the ability to observe what is happening, 
not through a screen of past experience or 
prejudice, not critically or judgmentally, 
but simply in a state of open-minded 
acceptance of reality. 

In shooting, the mind receives infor
mation from several of the senses- the 
feel of the gun in recoil, the sound of the 
bullet striking the target- but none is as 
important as the sense of vision. 

Starting from that base Enos adds sec
tions on the tools of shooting (by which he 
means not the equipment, but the mechan
ics of grip, stance, drawing, reloading, 
etc.); creative shooting; specific chal
lenges; competition; and development. 

Don't get the impression that the book 
is all abstract theory. It is ful I of practical 
advice that will benefit shooters at any 
stage of development. 

All the techniques that make up the 
repertoire of the practical pistol shooter 
are described in the text and well illus
trated in the black and white photographs 
by Kris Kunkler. 

Yet Enos does not say, "These are the 
techniques I use- do the same and be a 
good shot." In effect he says, "These are 
the techniques that are best for me at pre
sent, this is how I developed them, and 
how you can develop the techniques that 
are best for you." 

And this process never ends, for there 
is no ultimate "right" way to shoot. The 
best shooters are those who keep an open 
mind, who continue to learn from every 
shot fired. 

Enos says, "As long as you shoot, 
your technique will change, but once you 
have developed the technical skills, the 
changes come from within ... never end 
your search; never limit yourself to your 
present knowledge of your technique." 

The only criticism I can make is that 
a certain familiarity with IPSC and 
action shooting terms and events is 
assumed. Compared to the overall worth 
of this book, this is such a picayune 
complaint that I'm almost embarrassed 
to mention it. 

The appearance of this book is the best 
thing that's happened to our sport in 
many a moon; and if your game is silhou
ette, or bullseye, or sporting clays, or 
even golf or skiing the principles of how 
to learn still apply. 

If you 're already a good shot you 'II 
benefit even more. Currently the price is 
$16.95 plus $3 for shipping and handling. 
You can put it on your credit card by call
ing (800) 537-6727 toll free in the U.S. 
(outside the U.S. call (419) 289-6051) or 
write to Zediker Publishing at P.O. Box 
426, Clifton, ...._ 
CO81520. ~ 
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1. Frank Paris Bowling Pin, 
Integral Porting. No 

Recessing of Bora 
2. Michigan Aramamant,Portad 

through Slide and Barrel 
3. Browning Hi.Power, 

Extended Barrel 
4. Coh Government, Ported 

through Slide and Barrel 
5. 41 SSK Avenger Conversion, 

Ported through Slide Barrel 
6. Jim Clark Custom Bowling 

Pin Gun, Integral Porting. 
No Recessing of Bora 

1-800-248-3845 
(for Orders Only) 

95% Of All Orders Shipped 
Next Day 

(No FFL Needed) 

Charles K. Bane 

500 1000 

~fflb 30 CAL Carbine $18.00 $34.50 
115GR RN Sized .309 

32CAL~Hl0 $18.00 $34.50 
100GR SWC Sized .314 

9MM~g $27.00 $51.00 
115GR FMJ Sized .355 

38 CAL~.: - -. $27.00 $51.00 
125GR JHP Sized .357 

9MM mfJ . 
$18.50 $36.50 

122GR FP Sized .356 

9MM ~
1"· 
·-,; $18.50 $36.50 

125GR RN Sized .356 

38CAL~ $19.00 $35.50 
148GR HBWC Sized .358 

1 
Week 

Delivery! 

AUTOPORTING? 
So what's new! 
Mag-na-port® International has been Mag-na-porting auto's 
for 18 years! There have been some new so-called "High-Tech
Engineering Porting Systems" which claim 400/o less in recoil 
reduction. These claims are impossible unless you attach or 
hang a cement block on the end of the muzzle or barrel. The 
new so-called "Porting Systems" don't even know what a 
Metering Port is. Eighteen years ago, Larry Kelly started 
putting Metering Ports on handguns, rifles and shotguns! 
Now, nearly eveyone who drills or mills a hole in a gun barrel 
refers to it as a "Port" and they don't even know what a 
Metering Port is. 

Don't be misled! 
Don't be misled by claims and promises from companies here 
today and gone tomorrow. Mag-na-port® International is now 
located in five countries. We've been Porting for 18 years, that 
speaks for itself! 

Write the "Originator" 
Anyone interested in further information on Porting handguns, 
rifles and shotguns, write the originator: 

® 

INTERNATIONAL, INC. 
41302 Executive Drive 

"Imitation 
is the sincerest 

form of 
plagiarism." 

Mt. Clemens, Michigan 48045-3448 
(313) 469-6727 Fax (313) 469-0425 

INQUIRIES (309) 928-2574 
P.O. BOX 182 

FARMER CITY, IL 61842 

VISA INCORPORATED 
I ' 
j MasterCard 

January 15, 1991 
\ J 

HARD CAST MATCH GRADE BULLETS• SATISFACTION GUARANTEED 
ALL BULLETS ARE FREIGHT PAID TO THE ORIGINAL 48 STATES 

9MM.~fl~J 

500 1000 500 1000 

mf7J --38 Super • ·_- $20.25 $39.00 10MM .,._ $22.25 $42.75 
38 Spec. 147GR FP Sized .356, .357, .358 175GR SWC Sized .401 

38 CAL m $20.25 $39.00 41 CAL WB $25.00 $48.50 
148GR OEWC Sized .358 215GR SWC Sized .411 

38 CAL - $20.25 $39.00 45 CAL ~ $23.00 $44.25 
148GR BN Sized .358 185GR SWC Sized .452 

38 CAL ~$20.25 $39.00 45 CAL ~ $23. 75 $46.50 
150GR SWC Sized .356 .357 200GR SWC Sized .452 

38 CAL ~$21.00 $40.25 45 CAL ID - $26.00 $50.75 
155GR SEC Sized .356 .357 230GR RN Sized .452 

~$21.00 ~ 38 CAL $40.25 45 CAL 
-

$26.00 $50.75 
158G R RN Sized .358 230GR FP Sized .452 

38 CAL ~$21.00 $40.25 45 CAL - $28.00 $54.50 
158GR Sized .358 255G R SWC Sized .452 

Carter S. Jones 

500 1000 

44 CAL • $24.25 $47.25 
205G R swc Sized .430 

44 CAL [B $26.50 $52.00 
240GR SWC Sized .430 

BRASS, 9MM Military $26.50 $51.00 
9MM Military, Freight Paid, Oeprimed, 
Crimp Removed, Polished 

38 SPECIAL $16.00 $30.00 
Commercial, Once Fired. Polished, 
Inspected 

45 A.C.P. $28. 00 $56. 00 
Military, Once Fired, Oeprimed, Crimp 
Removed, Polished 

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED! 

The Price You See Is The Price You Pay! CA, WA, OR add SJ.oo. 
Alter bemg hand inspected. each box of 500 (usually 502) receives an attractive label makmg them excellent tor resale. 

EASY TO ORDER - CALL m your order anytime. we accept VISA or Mas1erCard There 1s no extra charge for usmg your card 
QUANTITY DISCOUNTS for 10 & 25M. OK to mix. huge lre1ght discount & UPS Hundred Weight available. please call for details 
or with any Questions you may havethatwe could help with.-OR- MAIL myour order along with cer11hed funds. Please allow 
one week for personal checks to clear. Describe your order as clearly as possible and include your phone number. 

There are no hidden charges We use nothing bul the finest virgm alloy m the manulacture of our hard cast bullets We have 
our lead professionally alloyed for us several tons at a 11me to msure you the mosl consistent bullets. box at1er box Scrap lead 
1s never used We use a high content of tm and antimony to allow you to obtain maximum velocities with httle or no leading 

All bullets are then sized to the exact diameter required and lubed with our distinctive blue lube. This bullet lube 1s clean. hard 
and pleasant to work w11h It will not gum up your reloadmg dies. stick to your fmgers or goo up the other bullets in the box. 
11 stays m the lube groove like 11 s supposed to. 
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Plain Brown or Black Basket 
New Fas-trac Holster ........................... 99.00 
Stock Revolver 

K-L-N Frame ..................................... 99.00 
PPC 6" S & W K-L-N Frame (Adjustable cant. 

Open Front for Ribs & Scopes) ................... 90.00 
Double Mag Pouch - Available Straight Up. 

Angle Back or Angle Forward .................. 36.00 
Fender Single Mag Pouch .................... 32.00 
Fender Double Mag Pouch ................... 42.00 
Fender Triple Mag Pouch .................... 48.00 
Competition Belt (Spring Steel Lined) ...... 50.00 

IC Competition Electronics, Inc. 
Pro Timer III ..................................... 225.00 
Pro Tach Chronograph ....................... 129.95 
Pro TNT ............................................. 325.00 

VIDEKI TRIGGERS 
Speed Trigger, Long w/3 Holes ........... 14.00 
Long Match Trigger ............................. 13.00 
Gold Cup w/3 Holes ............................ 15.00 
Extended Ejector ................................ 15.50 

SHOOTING VIDEOS 
Pistol Masters .................................... .49.95 
How to Shoot Fast & Accurate ............. 49.95 
The Steel Challenge 1988, 1989. 1990 .... 49.95 
NRA Bianchi Cup 1986 THRU 1990 ......... 49.95 
USPSA Nationals 1988, 1989. 1990 ......... 49.95 
Second Chance Pin Shoot. ................... 49.95 
Bob Munden "Fast Draw• ..................... 49.95 
Women•s Guide to IPSC ....................... 49.95 
How to Win at PPC w/John Pride ........ 49.95 
45 Acp Disassembly/Reassembly ......... 29.95 
Pachmayr "Handgun Hunting'' ............ .49.95 
"At the Beep" w/J. Michael Plaxco, 

2 l/2 hours ol classroom and on the range 
shooting instruction (2 tapes) ................ 69. 95 

SMITH & ALEXANDER 
Magwell Gov't Flat/ Arched (BL/SS) ....... 69.95 
Magwell Officers Flllt (BL/SS) ................ 69.95 
Ambi Mag Release ............................... 69.95 
Wayland 1911 Grips (Bacote or Cocobolo) ... 44.95 

Made to fit flush against S & A Magwells 
S & A Grip Safety (Specify Blue or SS) ..... 34.95 

B.A. T. PRODUCTS 
Weighted Brass Mag. Pads, pack of 2 ... 9.95 
Ultra Comp, Blue ... 69.95 Chrome ... 89.95 
Pro Series V, Comp Kit ..................... 424.75 

Kuhnhausen Pistolsmit~ 
Instructional Products 

VHS Tape Book Set 
Colt I (D. E & I Frames) .... 59.95 .. 19.95 .64.95 
Colt II (MK III & VJ ..................... 15.95 
Colt 45 Auto .................. 58.95 .. 17.95 .63.95 
Ru~er DA Revolver ................. 16. 75 
Smith & Wesson Revolvers 54.95 .. 15.95 .59.95 

Kim Ahrends Custom Grips 
Cocobolo. Cordia. Ebony. Tulipwood. Kingwood.Rosewood 

Combat Grips ...................................... 36.00 
Diamond Grips .................................... 50.00 
Smooth Grips ...................................... 36.00 

Metalform 1911 Magazines 
Blue Stainless 

9mm 9rd ................................... $11.00 ........ $15.50 
38 Super 9rd ............................... 10.50 .......... 16.00 
45 acp 7rd. rounded follower ....... 10.00 .......... 16.00 
45 acp 8rd .................................. 11.50 .......... 17 .00 

Blue Stainless 
8rd 45 Acp Magazine ....... $19.50 ....... $22.50 
9rd 10mm Magazine .......... 21.95 ........ 27.95 
lOrd 38 Super Magazine .... 21.95 ........ 27.95 
8rd 45 Acp Conversion Kit. .................. 10.50 
9rd 10mm Conversion Kit .................... 10.50 
lOrd 38 Super Conversion Kit .............. 12.50 
J & S Base Pad (Installed on above Mags) ........ 2.00 

CHIP McCORMICK: 
Standard Sear .................................... $14.25 
Fully Prepped Sear ............................... 22.95 
Titanium/Carbon Fiber Match Trigger .. 29.95 
Nast off or McCormick Titanium Hammer .... 76. 95 
Nastoff or McCormick Tool Steel Hammer .... 59.95 
Standard Commander Hammer ............ 24.95 
Semi Prepped Standard Commander Hammer .49.95 
Titanium Firing Pin (38 Spr or 45 Acp) ...... 24.95 
Titanium Hammer Strut ....................... 12.95 

C\1:1 MEPROLIGHT 9 

SIGHTS 
MEPROLIGHT NIGHT SIGHTS (Tritium) 

MLI 150 Open Rear for AR15, MIS ..... $64.95 
ML115P Peep Rear for AR15, Ml6 ........ 64.95 
ML1160 Open Rear for AR15 A2 ........... 64.95 
ML200A S&W Revolver (adj. sights) ...... 64.95 
ML210 Sig Sauer P220 ......................... 64.95 
ML230 S&W 459, 659 (adj. sights) ......... 64.95 
ML250 S&W 645 (fixed sights) ................. 64.95 
ML280 Browning Hi-Power (fixed sights) .... 64.95 
ML710 Sig Sauer P225, P226, P228 ...... 64.95 
ML735 S&W 5900 Series (fixed sights) .. 64.95 
ML736 S&W 5900 Series (adj. sights) ·-·64.95 
ML740 S&W 459, 659 (fixed sights) ........ 64.95 
ML745 S&W 6900 Series (fixed sights) ... 64.95 
ML755 S&W 4506 (fixed sights) .............. 64.95 
ML756 S&W 4506 (adj. sights) ............. 64.95 
ML760 Beretta 92 ................................ 64.95 
ML770 Colt Gov't with .055 stem ......... 64.95 
ML775 Colt Gov't with .125 stem ......... 64.95 
M790 Ruger P85 .................................. 64.95. 

i 1:·:--1 .Official 
l. :.:.·~.l ) IPSC 

TARGETS 

50- 50ct each 
1 00 - 45¢ each 
500 - 40¢ each 
1 000 - 36¢ each 

Targets do not induoe 
freight. please cal. 

Matching Target Pasters 
Box of 1.000 - $3.00 

t-----MAG PACK-----
8rd 45 Acp Conversion Kits ................. 8.95 
7rd 45 Acp Officers Model Kits ............ 8.95 

lOrd 38 Super Conversion Kits .............. 9.95 
7rd Officers Magazine (Blue) .............. 24.95 

IOrd 38 Super Weighted Mag (SS) ......... 30.95 
8rd 45 Weighted Mag (SS) .................. 28.95 

Aimnoint ~ 
~-~ 

Introducing the new Aimpoint 5000, with the 
widest field of view available. The AP 5000 is a 
30mm electronic red dot optical sight designed 
specifically for all types of pistols and revofvers. 
The tube measures 5.5". The AP 5000 comes 
complete with 30mm rings. polarizing filter, 
lithium batteries and lens caps.; ................ POR 
Extra batteries ..................................... $6.95 

7rd 45 Acp w/Base Pad .................... $21.50 
7rd 45 Acp w/Extended Base Pad ...... 23.00 
8rd 45 Acp w/Base Pad ...................... 25.00 
8rd 45 Acp w/Extended Base Pad ...... 27.00 
l0rd 38 Spr w/Base Pad .................... 27.75 
8rd 10mm w/Base Pad ...................... 25.00 
8rd 10mm w/Extended Base Pad ....... 27.00 

- COMMANDER -
-HAMMERS-

Deluxe Slotted, Available in 
Blue or Stainless Steel. $32.95 

Narrowed (Blue/Stainless) ................... $25.00 
Deluxe Slotted (Blue/Stainless) ............. 32.95 
"EDM" Ultralight, A-2 ........................ 39.95 
Deluxe A-2 Sear ................................. 17.95 

- BARRELS & COMP KITS -
45 Acp 5" Stainless Match Bbl.. ..... $135.00 
45 Acp 6" Stainless Match Bb .......... 145.00 
38 Spr 6" Stainless Match Bbl ......... 155.00 
38 Spr 6" Stainless Bbl w / Ramp ..... 165.00 
40 S&W 6" Stainless Match Bbl.. ...... 155.00 
10 MM 6" Stainless Match Bbl ......... 155.00 
Match Barrel Bushings (Blue/SS) ......... 15.00 
DP-K 45 Acp Dual Port Kit.. ............. 295.00 
DP-K 45 Acp Dual Port Drop in Kit .. 250.00 
DP-K 38 Spr Dual Port Kit ............... 320.00 
DP-K 40 S&W or 10mm Dual Port Kit. ... 309.00 
DP-K Comp only, 38, 45, or 10mm .. 129.95 
Accu- Comp II Dual Port Kit 45 Acp ...... 419.95 
Accu-Comp II Dual Port Comp Only .... 199.95 

=ti I 

Full Length Guide Rod/Group Gripper $33.25 

- GUIDE RODS & SPRINGS -
I Piece (Gov•t or Commander) .............. $24.00 
2 Piece Gov't (5" or 6") ........................ 32.00 
I Piece Kit w/Springs & Shok Buffs ........ 33.00 
Group Gripper - (Gov•t/Commander) ...... 26.00 
Full Length Guide Rod/Group Gripper ........ 33.25 
Recoil Springs 12 or 20 lb. (Commandcr) ......... 4.50 
Gov't Springs 

8, 9, 10, 12, 13, 15, 17, 18 1/2, 22 - each ..... 4.50 

ALL ORDERS SHIPPED IN 



~1-
The choice of Champions. 

-SIGHTS-
High Visibility Combat ................... $26.00 
Deluxe High Visibility Combat .......... 33.00 
3-Dot Sights ..................................... 33.00 
Bo-Mar, Front.. .. 9.50 Wichita, Front .10.00 
Bo-Mar, Back ... 62.50 Wichita, Back ... 62.50 

High Grip Beavertail, Available in Ambi Safety, Available in Blue 
Blue or Stainless Steel. $35.00 or Stainless Steel. $50.00 

-SAFETIES & SLIDE RELEASES -
Ex Thumb Safety (Blue/Stainless) ......... $24.00 
Ambi Safety (Blue/Stainless) ................ 50.00 
Ex Slide Release .45 (Blue/Stainless) ......... 27.00 
Standard Slide Release 38 or 45 (Blue/SS) ...... 21.50 
Beavertail Grip Safety (Blue/Stainless) ............ 22.50 
High Grip Beavertail (Blue/Stainless) ...... 35.00 
Drop In Beavertail Grip Safety (Blue/SS) ....... 29.95 

Magwell Blue/SS $30.00 Ultralight Match Trigger $29.95 

Plain Black 
Brown Basket 

008 Final Option ..................... $84.00 $84.00 
002 Cup Challenge .................... 71.95 .. 75.50 
Competition Belt (Add $10.95 for Buckle) .... 38.50 .. 38.50 
076 Double Mag Pouch .............. 22.95 .. 26.50 
073 Triple Mag Pouch ............... 31.95 .. 36.50 
077 Idaho Reloader (AngleAdjustable) ... 16.65 .. 17.50 
333 Triple Speed Loader Pouch.17.50 .. 17.50 
700-2 Double Adjust A Bar ........ 15.00 
700-3 Triple Adjust A Bar .......... 20.00 
702 Double Adjust A Bar (Complete w/2 077's) ...... 39.50 
703 Triple Adjust A Bar (Complete w/ 3 077's) ..... 55.50 

SPEED LOADERS 
Comp I & Comp ll(SpecifyCallber&:Modelofgun) .... $ 7.50 
Safariland Comp Ill (S & WK or L) ........... 11.50 
Safariland Loading Blocks (S & WK or L) ..... 13.50 
Safarlland Shooters Box ........................ 19.95 
HKS (aJI slzes) ........................................... 7.25 

CLARK CUSTOM 
Barrels and Comp Kits are available in 9mm, 

10mm, 38 Super, and 45 Acp. Please specify Cal. 
6" 45 Acp Match Barrel .................... $130.00 
6" Ramped Match Barrel .................... 130.00 
6" Threaded Barrel (.575 x 40) ........... 140.00 
Pin Master Comp Kit .......................... 270.00 
Heavy Pin Master Comp Kit .............. 335.00 
Pin Master Comp Only ....................... 140.00 
Barrel Bushings (Blue or Stainless) ........... 12.50 
2 Piece Guide Rods (4 1/4". 5" or 6") ....... 15.00 
Barrett Mag Guide (Blue or Stainless) ....... 25.00 
Aimpoint Grip Mount (Fits Colt Gov't) ...... 45.00 
45 Auto Adjustable Scope Mount ......... 37.00 
Ruger MKII Adjustable Trigger ............. 15.00 
R~r MKII Target Grips ...................... 19.95 
4 F ger Sear-Spring .............................. 6.00 

a---- ED BROWN 
Four Star 
Comp with 
5.5" barrel 

Blue Stainless 

High Grip Beavertail Grip Safety ... $29.95 .. $31.95 

- OTHER WILSON ITEMS - Maxi-Well ·······························29.95 •••• 31.95 
Slotted Commander Hammer .. 32.95 .... 35.95 

Practical Shooters Bag, Black NEW ....... $89.95 Extended Thumb Safety •••••••••• 29.95 •••• 31.95 
Shootist Bag, Black NEW ................... 99.95 Ambidextrous Safety ••••••••••••••• 49.95 •••• 54.95 
Heavyweight Grips, Silver NEW .......... 52.50 Hex Head Grip Screws ....••••••••••• 7.95 ••••• 8.95 
6 Shok Buffs ........ 5.95 5 Red Buffs ....... 6.95 Four Star Comp with 5.5" barrel (bushing. link & pin 
Extended Ejectors (45 Acp or 38 Spr) ........ 21.00 included) 45 Acp or lOmm ............ 328.50 •• 338.50 
Extended Magazine Release (Blue/SS) .... 23.00 Oversized Thwnblatch (For S &: W Revolver) 18.95 •••• 19.95 
Checkered Mainspring Housing (Flat/Arched) .. 35.00 S &: W Ert. Slide Release (For 645. 745, 4516. 1006) ... 41.95 
Checked Front Strap (Blue/Stainless) ... 15.00 (For 3903. 3904, 3906. 3913. 3914) .......................... 41.95 
Barrel Link Kit (Includes 5 links) .......... 22.00 (For 5903. 5904, 5906. 6904. 6906. 4006) .................... 41.95 
Replacement Bbl Links (I. 2. 3. 4. 5) each ......... 5.00 Beavertail Installation Jig ................... 17.95 

HANDGUN RELOADING COMPONENTS 
Handgun Bullets pu 500 per 1000 

Winchester 9mm 115gr FMJ ..... $25.50 ... $48.00 
Remington 9mm 115gr JHP ....... 28.50 ..... 53.50 
Winchester 9mm 124gr FMJ ....... 27.50 ..... 51.00 
Remington 38 Auto 130gr FMJ ....... 27.00 ..... 50.00 
Remington 38 148gr HBWC Lead .... 19.00 ..... 33.00 
Remington 38 158gr SWC Lead ....... 19.50 ..... 33.50 
Winchester 38 125gr JHP .......... 27.00 ..... 50.00 
Winchester 38 158gr JHP .......... 32.00 ..... 61.00 
Remington 44 180gr JHP ........... 40.50 ..... 75.00 
Remington 44 240gr JHP ........... 46.00 ..... 85.50 
Remington 45 Acp 185gr JHP ........ 44.00 ..... 82.00 
Winchester 45 Acp 230gr FMJ ........ 43.00 ..... 80.00 
Handgun Brass per 500 per 1000 

Winchester 40 S & W UNprimed ..... $56.00.$116.00 
Winchester 9mm UNprimed .......... 38.00 .... 71.00 
Winchester 357 Mag. UNprimed .... 38. 75 .... 72.00 
Rem. 38 Super+P UNprimed (Yellow) .... 39.00 .... 75.00 
Rem. 38 Super+P UNprimed (Nickel) ... 43.00 .... 80.00 
Winchester 10mm Primed ......... 58.00 .. 110.00 
Winchester 44 Mag. UNprimed ... 53.50 .... 99.50 
Winchester 45 Acp Primed ........ 55.00 .... 99.50 
Once Fired 45 Acp .................. 26.00 .... 43.50 
Many more handgun reloading components available 

at discount prices. Send postcard for listing. 

B 0 SQUARE 
Laser Sights and Scope Mounts 

Blue Stainless 
Dan Wesson (Vent Rib Clamp) ...... $44.95 .. $54.95 
Colt Python/Mark IV (Vent Rib Clamp) ..... 44.95 .... 54.95 
Colt King Cobra (Barrel Clamp) ...... 44.95 .... 54.95 
Colt 45 with Pachmayr slide release ......... 59.95 .... 69.95 
Browning Buckmark ............... 36.95 
Browning Hi-Power ................. 59.95 
Beretta/Taurus 92/99 ........... 59.95 .... 69.95 
Taurus 66 (Barrel Clamp) ........... 36.95 ... .45.95 
Desert Eagle ........................... 59.95 
Glock 9mm ........................... 59.95 
FIE TZ 75 9mm Auto .............. 59.95 
Ruger GPlOO (Barrel Clamp) ....... 36.95 .... 45.95 
Ruger Redhawk ....................... 54.95 .... 64.95 
Ruger Blackhawk/Super Blackhawk ... 54.95 .... 64.95 
Ruger Single Six ..................... 36.95 .... 45.95 
Ruger P85 ............................... 59.95 .... 69.95 
Ruger MK I, MK II (Dovetail MountJ ..... 44.95 .... 54.95 
Ruger MK i, MK II (Mono Mount) ......... 36.95 .... 44.95 
Sig 226 9mm Auto .................. 59.95 .... 69.95 
Smith &: Wesson K, L, N .......... 44.95 .... 54.95 
Smith&: Wesson 41. ................ 54.95 
Smith &: Wesson 422/622 ....... 36.95 .... 44.95 
Smith&: Wesson 5906 ............. 59.95 .... 69.95 
T/C Contender ....................... 45.95 
B-Square 1 inch Rings ........... 16.95 .... 16.95 
B-Square Laser Sight.. ........... 299.95 .. 299.95 
Laser Mounts .......................... 34.95 .... 44.95 Slide Thumb Guard (Stainless) ............ 15.00 1 Pc. Heavy Duty Guide Rod &: Plug ••••• 25.95 

Mag Well (Blue/Stainless) ..................... 30.00 t-:~-:-----:----------;;_ ____ .1,, _____ ..., ______________ , 
Brass Belt Bucklew/Wilson Logo ....... 11.00 Accesson'es 10 Full Moon Clips $ 4 40 Chapman 8900 

Screwdriver Kit 
Extractor 45 Acp 70 or 80 Series ....... 16.00 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • 
E t 3 

&Or 45 acp 100 Full Moon Clips .....••••...............•• 30.00 
x ractor 8 Spr 70 or 80 Serles ....... 16.00 11 , 11 Ii 

S & W L F 
Fu Moon C p Extractor ..................... 1.00 

rame Underlug (Blue/Stainless) ....... 45.00 Revolvers 8 Full Moon Clips for the lOmm ........ 20.00 
mtralight Match Trigger .................... 29.95 "Shoot the Moon" Loader Holder ......... 8.95 
Long Match Trigger ........................... 16.50 

12 slotted, 2 phillips, 
10 allens ............................... $26.95 

1911 Scope Mount (Blue/Stainless) ....... 99.95 
Polycarbon Shooting Glasses 

(Amber. Grey. Clear) ............................ 26.95 
First Grip Magazine Release .............. 89.95 
The Combat Auto Book, By Bill Wllson .. 14.95 
Titanium Firing Pin (38/45) ................ 24.95 
Extended Base Pads (for Wilson Mags) 

Black. Red. Blue. Green. Yellow ................ 2.00 

24 HOURS OR LESS. 

mayr. 
---'•~----GRIPS-------
Presentation ...... $20.00 Grippers ....... $24.00 
Compac ............... 23.00 Signature ........ 25.00 
Pro Grippers ........ 24.00 Pro Compacs .. 23.00 
------ACCESSORIES------
Auto Pistol Sights ................................... $53.45 
Nylon Trigger ............................................ 12.55 
Custom Wide Barrel Link. Stainless ........... 19.75 

Grip Safety, Gov·t or Comm ...................... 31.45 
Mainspring Housing, Flat or Arched ........ $15.25 
Slide Thumb Guard, Blue or Stainless ....... 17.95 
Snap Caps 9mm, 38 Special, 45 Acp .......... 11.95 
Mag Bumper Kits, Colt Mags (set of 5) .......... 14.35 
Magazine Bumper Kit, Hi-Power (set of 5) ...... 14.95 
Mag Bumper Kit, Hi-Power (set of 5) ............. 14.95 
Colt Officers Magazine. Stainless .............. 25.15 
Colt Gov·t Magazine, Stainless .................. 23.35 
Browning Hi-Power Magazine, Stainless .... 29.65 
Beretta Magazine, Stainless ............. New 31.45 
Sig P226 Magazine, Stainless ........... New 35.95 

Widget Tool ................................................ 2.95 PT-92/99 Magazine, Stainless .......... New 31.45 



PISl'01SMll'HING where I found the revolver hammer 
spring I needed. 

JOHN LAWSON Sometimes, you might be able to add 
tension to a V-shaped leaf spring by flex
ing the legs outward carefully or remove 
tension by slightly cramping the legs 
against a nylon wedge or door stop. 

COllllEC'F SPRING 'FENSION IS Vl'FAL 
FOil RELIABLE PIS'FOL FUNC'FIONING 

Bending a set in a leaf spring is some
thing that has to be done gently and with 
adequate support. Whatever you do along 
these lines, don't scrape or score the 
spring with metal tools, because the 
marks could cause the spring to weaken 
and fracture at that point. I 

n a recent security qualification class, 
one officer brought a new-in-the-box 
imported revolver that would not fire 
double-action, though it ignited 

every round single-action. 
A few days later, when I substituted a 

slightly heavier hammer spring for the 
factory part, the little .38 fired any brand 
of factory or reload ammo we tested on 
double-action. This was a typical exam
ple of compensating for the friction of an 
individual mechanism by substituting a 
spring of adequate tension to insure reli
able ignition with the slightly shorter DA 
hammer fall. 

In another instance, a lady carried a 
striker-fired pistol for 20-odd years with
out ever having tested it for function. 
When she finally brought it to the range, 
it refused to fire on repeated attempts. 

The malfunction was caused by fric
tion between a slightly oversize and 
burred striker and the firing pin hole in 
the slide face. A heavier striker spring 
solved the ignition problem, but, as is 
often the case, deburring the parts 
involved would have been a better and 
easier solution. 

In this particular little pre-war pistol, 
the firing pin doubles for an ejector when 
the slide is retracted. The heavier striker 
spring resulted in violent ejection and a 
hot case struck another shooter with 
enough force to break the skin. 

Changing spring tension often pro
duces a chain reaction. A heavier recoil 
spring in an autoloading pistol might 
require a heavier striker spring, hammer 
spring and sear spring. Sometimes, it 
even requires the installation of a heavier 
extractor spring. 

Spring tensions have to be chosen 
carefully for the specimen being worked 
on. A too-heavy striker spring could 
cause some unfortunate results in a striker 
fired mechanism: A bulged breech face, 
enlarged firing pin hole or broken firing 
pin tip are common. 

Firing Pin Tip Loss 
One of the saddest sounds I've ever 

heard is a firing pin tip rattling down the 
barrel during dry fire. Particularly at risk 
are Lugers, Nambus and pocket pistols 
because the only way to relieve spring 
tension is to snap the action, and this 
must be done every time you examine the 
chamber or clean the weapon. 

My solution to firing pin tip loss is to 
put it to work. l don't believe in leaving a 

32 

snap cap in the chamber for obvious safe
ty reasons. I drop a piece of s/16" diameter 
nylon rod down the bore, elevate the 
muzzle and snap against the weight of the 
rod. The nylon drift punches sold by 
Brownells work beautifully for this pur
pose. I've lost a lot fewer firing pin tips 
since adopting this practice. 

Mysterious A.D. 
While on the subject of striker-fired 

pistols, l should relate an incident that 
happened nearly 40 years ago, but is still 
vivid in my memory. 

I habitually carried a small striker
fired European .32 pistol cocked and 
locked in the breast pocket of my motor
cycle jacket. One evening I came home, 

When using a calibration pack with 
several options, begin with the heaviest 
spring and work down to the one that 
accomplishes what you want it to do. 
This is usually a drill carried out while 
test firing the weapon. 

Often, it is more desirable to stand 
back and watch somebody else fire the 
weapon while you watch. I have rigged 
my Ransom Rest with a long bowden 
cable so I can fire from a vantage point 
behind and to the side. You have to con
sider the effect of possible chain reactions 
that I mentioned earlier. 

ln testing some of the new high-inten
sity loads, you may find that a perfect 

One of the saddest sounds I've ever heard 
is a firing pin tip rattling down the barrel 

during dry fire. 

hung my jacket with the pistol still in the 
pocket in my closet and went to bed. In 
the early morning hours, the sound of a 
muffled shot jolted me awake and 
aroused some of the other tenants in the 
apartment house. 

We did a building search and found 
nothing. Then I remembered my pistol. 

The striker was held in the cocked 
position by a tiny square section 
machined integral with the firing pin 
body. It had succumbed to spring tension 
and fractured cleanly even with the round 
body, allowing the pistol to fire one shot. 

I still get shudders when I contemplate 
the result if that had happened as I was 
tooling down the highway. Needless to 
say, the next morning I bought a new 
leather jacket and a Walther PPK to carry 
in the breast pocket. 

That should adequately explain why l 
will only carry a striker fired pistol with a 
dry chamber. 

Spring, Sprang, Sprung 
Spring replacement, substitution and 

calibration kits are now available for 
most of the popular handguns. If you 
can't find what you need for your particu
lar handgun, chances are that you could 
use a piece of stock spring from one of 
the miscellaneous assortments of stock 
springs available from Brownells; that's 

spring tension balance is reached at the 
expense of losing skin off your fingertips 
as you retract a slide with the greater 
spring tension. Here, more serrations on 
the slide- perhaps at the front- help 
somewhat. 

When working with revolver hammer 
springs and rebound slide spring tensions, 
it is inconvenient to disassemble the 
revolver on the firing line, so plan on two 
or three trips to the range. 

I have found over the years that only a 
small group of shooters require a lighter 
hammer spring, so l substitute a 
Brownells power rib spring in standard 
weight. The rebound slide spring has a 
profound effect on perceived trigger pull 
weight, so a lighter one may be called for. 

If a lighter hammer spring is almost 
heavy enough, but something between 
light and standard are called for, the light 
spring and judicious use of the strain 
screw counterbore reamer may provide 
the necessary compromise. This some
times works better than the heavier spring 
used with a shortened strain screw. 

The most important part of experi
menting with spring tensions is to keep 
notes on the results because this could 
save you hours of experimentation 
months or years from now when another 
similar problem comes across ...._ 
your workbench. ~ 
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C.P. BULLETST.M. 
FOR EXCELLENT PERFORMANCE ffi) 

1814 MEARNS ROAD• WARMINSTER• PA• 18974 • 1-215-956-9595 
MON-FRI 10:00am-5:00pm (EASTERN TIME) 1-800-878-BULLET ORDERS ONLY 

C.P. ELITES™ In topline competition they can't afford to 
give anything to anyone 

THEY USE C.P. ELITES™ 
Jlb\©~~1F~[Q) ~b\ 1F<CI)={] ~l\JJILIL~1F~ 

135gr. and 150gr. 
DOUG KOENIG • ROB LEATHAM • JERRY BARNHART• MIKE VOIGT • JETHRO DIONISIO• 

JOHN DIXON • BRIAN ENOS • MARK MAZZOTTA • J MICHAEL PLAXCO • DEBBIE JAMES • 
RUSS JAMES • TODD JARRETT 

• 135gr FMJ • RN 'ELITES' (.356) 
• 150gr FMJ • 'ELITES' (.356) 

C.P. Super Hardcast 
• 130gr RNL (.356) 
• 140 SWCL (.356) 
• 145gr RNL (.356) 
• 155gr SWCL (.356) 
• 160gr RNL (.356) 
• 155gr RNL (10 MM) 
• 175gr SWCL (10 MM) 
• 200gr SWCL (10 MM) 
• 170grSWCL(.41 AE) 

t1E'N • 152gr SWCL 'ULTRA' ( .45 ACP) 
• 178gr SWCL (.452) 
• 200gr SWCL (.452) 

ti'<-~• 200gr RNFPL (.357) 
(For LP.S.C./Bowling Pins) 

t1'<-'N • 125gr CP FMJ ( .356) 

t1'<-~• 115gr CP STEEL SPECIAL (.356) 

(Jacketed Base) 

U.S.P.S.A. / I.P.S.C. 
APPROVED TARGETS 

Matching Tape & Pasters 
SUPPLIER FOR THE 

Rocket Red 
Signal Green 
Onyx Black 

Saturn Yellow H01izon Blue 
Blase Orange Magma Red 
Aur01a Pink Purple Haze 

C.P. BUFFS™ 1::;t1-
RECOIL BUFFERS rr ~~ 

(will not swell or stop your slide) 

~~'l-J C.P. COMPETITION 
fORGED HAMMERS & SEARS 

~~'l-J C.P. ULTRA 
GRIP SAFETY 

FOR THE HIGHEST GRIP 

~~'l-J C.P. MATCH 
AMMO GAUGE 

9 MM - 38 Super - 40 S & W 
10 MM (Long) - 45 ACP 

Checks ... Case Length, Diameter & 
Overall Length 

The choice of 
Champions. 

1990 us NATIONALS BARllELS & COMP KITS 
45 Acp 5" Stainless Match Bbl 38 Spr 6" Stainless Bbl w/Ramp 

Target P"lnSTM 45Acp6"StainlessMatchBbl MatchBarrelBushings(Blue/SS) 
GUIDE RODS SIGHTS 

1---------------t 1 Piece (Gov't "'Commonoo,) High Visibility Combat 

..,,c.••• HEINIE SPECIALITY PRODUCTS 2 Piece Govt' cs·"' 6") Deluxe High Visibility Combat 
,,c...-. SAFETIES & SLIDE RELEASES 
• Heinie Premium Compensators ( Drop In) Ex Thumb Safety (Blue/Staontess) Standard Slide Releose (Blue/SS) 

.45 ACP .38 Super Ambi Safety (Blue/Stainless) Beavertail Grip Safety (Blue/SS) 

.40 S/W 10 MM (Long) Ex Slide Releose (Blue/Stainless) 
OTHER ITEMS 

• Tungston Carbide Guide Rod Extended Ejectm Slide Thumb Guard (Sta,ntoss) 
• Extended Mag Button (45Acpo,38Sp<) MogWell(Btue/StainlessJ 

t----:=:;::=-------- 1 Extended Magazine Releose Extract01 45 Acp 70 01 80 Series 
, --/ Extractor 38 Spr 70 or 80 Series 

,- / /' ~~ER NEW BRASS 
Mag-guide 

(Stainless & Blue/Arched & Flat) 38 Super+P (plated) 
A b' M R 1 • 9mm • 45ACP • 40 S/W • 

!:i'-\l=j.\1=111-'-\1\I l:l 

~}? HOLSTERS 
T BELTS • POUCHES 
~ SPEEDLOADER 

BLACK BASKET • PLAIN BROWN 
008 Final Option 
023 Competition Belt 
076 Double Mag Pouch 
077 Mag Pouch (Adjustable 180°) 
700-2 Double Adjustable Clip 
700-3 Triple Adjustable Clip 
002 Cup Challenge 
021 Combat Competition 
333 Triple Speed Loader Pouch 
Safariland Comp Ill (S & W/K or L) 
Safariland Shooters Box 
Safariland Loading Blocks (S & W) 

~ L CHIP McCORMICK 
~ PERFORMANCE 
1911 (EDM) HAMMERS 

CAD CAM SEARS 

TITANIUM/CARBON MATCH 

TRIGGER (Long & Short~ 
TITANIUM FIRING PIN ,. 
(Reduces Primer Flow) _ 
TITANIUM STRUT , ~ 

1911 Magazines 

• 10rd - 38 Super SS w/C.P. Mag Pad 

• 9rd - 10mm SS w/ C.P. Mag Pad 

• 8rd - 45 SS w/C.P. Mag Pad 

Spring Conversion Kits 
• 10rd - 38 Super 
• 9rd- 10mm 
• 8rd-45ACP 

Accurate Arms - Powder 

• #2 in 1 & 6 lb containers 

• # 5 & # 7 in 1 & 8 lb containers 

Call for special prices for USPSA members 
* ASK ABOUT OUR OTHER AVAILABLE ACCESSORIES - * COD •VISA• M/C • WE SHIP ANYWHERE. 

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED - QUANTITY DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE 



CHAMPION'S FORUM maintain in any sport. Sounds simple. 
which it is, but necessary in order to 

JERRY C. BARNHART reach your full potential. 

IMPROVE YOUR COMBAT SHOOTING 
WITH VISUALIZATION TECHNIQUES 

H 
ow many rounds do you shoot 
in an average practice session, 
400, 500, more? Do you 
become frustrated after shoot

ing the same course of fire for the tenth 
time before finally getting it "right"? 

We've all been there, so don't get dis
couraged; maybe the following will help. 

Often shooters forget to practice the 
basics, the fundamentals. They think that 
all they have to do in order to become 

proficient is run through several courses 
of fire during a session. The top competi
tors know that in order to maintain their 
level of expertise they must at regular 
intervals practice these basics in very 
great detai I. 

One of the most important fundamen
tals of shooting is visualization. In order 
to be effective you must first be able to 
visualize every step of each technique. 

Consider the technique of drawing 
your weapon. This would be some of the 
mental preparation involved in that tech
nique: Key off, or start to move hands, on 
the first note of the start signal. Both 
arms will work together in a symmetrical 
fashion throughout the draw sequence. 

That is, if you are right-handed and 
use a strong-side holster position, as your 
right hand goes to the strong side, your 
left hand will go to the opposite side and 
mimic what the right hand is doing- as 
if you were going to draw two weapons. 

You will need to visualize the manner 
in which you place your hand on the 
weapon, whether it's a snatching out or a 
hooking action. From here to actually 
drawing the weapon out of the holster 
and bringing it to the center of your body 
lkeeping your arms as close to your body 
as possible), both hands will come 

together still in symmetry. 
Be aware of the position of your left 

wrist as you start your grip on the pistol. 
Visualize the muzzle straight away from 
your chest with both forearms touching 
your sides, after the pistol is horizontal or 
level with the ground, the thumb safety 
can be taken off and the finger placed in 
the trigger guard. 

From here the pistol is coming up into 
your peripheral vision, appearing in your 

line of sight from your eye to the target 
(your focus will be I 00% on the target). 
Throughout this motion the pistol will be 
slightly muzzle high. 

Continue to raise the pistol until you 
see the top of the pistol go to point of aim 
on the target, which is where your line of 
sight is, though the pistol will be slightly 
out of focus. At this time, push the pistol 
straight, point-of-aim on the target; the 
front sight will start to appear and at the 
end of the extension will be in focus. 

You will be finishing your final 
squeeze, or grip, on the push out. Begin 
to take up the slack in the trigger without 
pre-loading (applying pressure to the 
weight of the trigger pull). 

At the final stage of push-out, the back 
sight will actually come up to meet the 
front sight for alignment. At this time you 
will have 50% focus on the front sight 
and the other 50% on the target, seeing a 
ghost picture of the rear sight. 

Although this description is somewhat 
vague, you should begin to get a feel for 
what visualization entails. Without prep
ping every detail, no matter how seem
ingly inconsequential, you will never 
maintain consistency on something even 
as common as the draw. 

This is how you learn, progress and 

Home Practice 
Many of the basics can be practiced at 

home. The entire technique must first be 
broken down into a series of steps. Then 
spend five minutes (or until each step is 
fresh in your mind) going through the 
visualization process already described. 
Then five to 15 minutes working on the 
actual technique, going through the phys
ical motions. 

The process of visualization (breaking 
down the steps and becoming proficient 
in each) is more beneficial than doing 30 
to 40 repetitions of live fire at the range 
which encompasses physical motion as 
well as actual firing. 

By concentrating on only one aspect at 
a time you've reduced the possibility of 
mental fatigue caused by trying to con
centrate on too many different things all 
at once. 

In order to be as realistic as possible, 
use dummy rounds in your competition 
weapon to maintain actual weight, and 
some type of electronic timing device to 
gauge your progress and performance by, 
such as a PACT timer. 

Plan your session so that you work on 
one specific item at a time, and set rea
sonable goals for yourself. If prior to 
actual live fire sessions you break down, 
analyze and become proficient with all of 
the physical movements involved in all 
types of draws, magazine changes, shoot
ing positions and movement drills in sim
ulation, you should be able to progress at 
more than twice the speed of someone 
who only practices live fire. 

Range Time 
Now you should be ready to go to the 

range. If you have been able to include 
these elements into your schedule, you 
should find that whether it's practice or a 
match, you will become more consistent. 
Which will result in more productive and 
educational practice session. 

The plateaus and valleys should even 
out to become a gradual increase of abili
ties toward your full potential. In addition 
you should find that you do not mentally 
tire as quickly, which should enable you 
to progress even more quickly. 

Remember, visualization does not stop 
in dry fire sessions, but should also be 
used briefly before each technique is 
practiced at the range ...,._ 
or in a match. ~ 

Current reigning and two-lime U.S. 
National (USPSA!IPSC) Pis10I Champi
on, World Speed Shooling Champion 
and holder of various other 1i1/es, Jerry 
C. Barnhart is conducting classes al his 
home range near Berkley, Mich., 
(arrangemenls can also be made for 
your range). Contacl him al (3/3) 546-
5154. 
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HAND GUNNING 
ALlERN"-TIVES for the Gunbelt 

V 

2. That's why most prefer carrying 
their handguns on their belts. 

4. . . . clean ... 

HINTS 
Bennett Viken & Robin Sutton 

1. A shoulder rig can take some 
getting used to. 

3. But alternative carries of 
the belt rig for special situations 
should be considered to keep 
the gun safe ... 

5. . .. and accessible. 

© 1990 Bennett Viken & Robin Sutton 



BULL· BULLETS 

By Peter Tomaras 

A 
late April day warms the llli
nois prairie. Crop seeds snug
gle beneath a comforter of 
rich, black topsoil. Small guid

ed missiles hurtle towards steel shapes 
and paper X-rings as shooters gear up for 
a new match season. 

In Farmer City, Ill., handgunners 
Chuck Bane and Carter Jones have been 
in high gear all winter- casting lead, not 
shooting it. By prompt delivery of superb 
bullets, their Bull-X, Inc. firm has carved 
out a leading niche in a booming market. 

This year, Bull-X will probably sell 
more cast handgun bullets than anyone 
else. But when Chuck and Carter pur
chased Bob Denny's bullet business back 
in January of 1989, they didn't know if 
even one of Bob's 3,200 customers would 
stick with them. 

ot to worry. That first year, Bull-X's 
computer list grew to 6,700 customers 
who bought 18 million bullets- almost 
more lead than the new firm could get 
out. And as the orders multiplied, so did 
the problems. 

"Most troubles were our fault," Carter 
concedes. "We'd try to cast too hot or too 
cold. We bought shear pins for the casters 
by the bucketful." Chuck nods. "Some
times we'd look at each other and just 
want to bawl. It was a learning experi
ence, for sure." 

Customers helped them learn. One 
complained that his semi-wadcutters had 
rounded shoulders. Bull-X immediately 
replaced his order, and there have been no 
more complaints about shoulders- or 
about anything else, for that matter. 

But in those trying early months, it's 
good Bull-X wasn't baking cookies. Imper-

36 

A selection of cast bullets from 
Bull-X includes everything from 
special match-grade wadcuffers 
for competition to heavyweight 
hunting bullets to general utility 
slugs. Carter Jones, R, hand
inspects a batch of bullets. 

• 

feet bullets, thank goodness, can go back in 
the pot. "We did a lot of recycling," Carter 
says. "At first, only about half the bullets 
we cast met our quality standard. Today we 
cast 90-95% good bullets. 

Bull-X Aims High 
Naturally, Bull-X aims to ship 100% 

good bullets. Chuck and Carter are com
mitted to maintaining or improving upon 
the high standard Bob Denny established 
for commercially cast bullets, and under
score that commitment with an uncondi
tional guarantee. 

"We want Bull-X to be a company that 

delivers what the customer wants- the 
first time," Chuck says. "Being the biggest 
isn't our goal. We want to be the best." 

Bull-X wants to be fast, too. Same or 
next-day shipment is standard for individ
ual orders. Quantity orders sometimes 
take a bit longer because Bull-X stays too 
busy to build up much inventory. 

By far their best seller is the 200 grain 
.45 caliber semi-wadcutter (H&G #68). 
Next comes their 158 gr .. 38 cal. semi-wad
cutter, then the 125 gr. roundnose 9mm. 

Prices for 1,000 bullets range from 
$30 to $41, freight paid to the 48 contigu
ous states. Individual orders go UPS; 
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quantity orders- to clubs, police depart
ments, retailers, commercial reloaders, 
and groups of competitors- usually go 
by freight. Orders come from all 50 
states, and on November 3, 1989, Bull-X 
went international when Chuck took a 
phone order from Germany. 

Happy Customers 
Prominent names on the Bull-X client 

list include J. Michael Plaxco, Ray Chap
man, Dick Heinie, Rick Byfield, Gib 
Niswander, and Bob Denny, who also 
purchases in quantity for commercial 
reloading. 

Handgunner editor Cameron Hopkins, 
testing the Wilson Super Grade .38 Super, 
found .356" diameter Bull-X bullets in 
122, 125 and 155 grains "exceptional." A 
bunch of shooters fired Bull-X bullets at 
the Masters International, including the 
third-place finisher Carter Jones. 

While big-name customers are nice, 
it's Mr. and Ms. Recreational Reloader, 
ordering 500 to 2,000 bullets at a time, 
who provide Bull-X's volume. And vol
ume it takes, according to Chuck, to ser
vice customers at competitive prices. 

"Not all bullet makers shoot," Chuck 
points out. "Carter and I together have 
more than 50 years of shooting and 
reloading experience, so we relate instant
ly to shooters. We really care, and if you 
don't care, the quality won't be there." 

Bull-X Shooters 
Bane, 43, is both a PPC and NRA 

Action Pistol master. He was high new
comer at the 1986 Bianchi, and two years 
later took 8th in the Speed Event and 18th 
overall with a 1900-137X. A Region 5 
IPSC class winner, Chuck is arguably the 
top pure speed shooter in Central Illinois. 

Jones, 54, is a Distinguished Master in 
conventional pistol and a former National 
Police Champ. He's also an NRA Action 
Pistol master, and a four-time Prairie 
State Games champ. He holds the 
IHMSA international record of 37x40 in 
production standing. Finishing 3rd at the 
'89 Masters affirmed his rank among the 
nation's elite. 

"We often ask ourselves," Carter 
muses, "if we were making zippers, 
would we be here at IO o'clock at night? 
It's hard work, but we enjoy it because 
it's shooting-related." 

Chuck and Carter stay fit pumping 
lead, not iron. Incoming alloy shipments
! 0 to 15 tons, 2,500 lbs. per pallet- must 
be spread around the floor so they won't 
crash through into the basement. 

Machines make the bullets, but people 
feed the 8 lb. alloy ingots into the melting 
pots, then handle the bullets multiple 
times before they're shipped. 

Bull-X uses Taracorp Magnum alloy, 
and the recipe is no secret: 92% virgin 
lead, 6% antimony for hardness, and 2% 
tin for castability. Tin is expensive, but 
lead and antimony won't pour and mold 
reliably without it. Some casters use as 

For things worth protecting. 
Things like country, family, law and order. To win the coveted U.S. Mili

tary contract, the Beretta 92F took on the world's leading handguns, and beat 
them all ... twice. The 92F combines 16-round, 9mm firepower with absolute 
reliability and accuracy. So reliable that in the military competition, it exceeded 
35,000 rounds without an operational failure. If you are considering a hand
gun for the protection of your home, family or business, ask yourself this sim
ple question. If it's worth protecting, isn't it worth the Beretta 92F? See it at 
yom &retta dealec. Beretta U.S.A. ., 
Corp., 17601 Beretta Drive, 
Accokeek,MD20607.(301)283-2191. ~ .. ,0$• Beretta U.S.A. 

LEARN COMBAT SHOOTING FROM J. MICHAEL PLAXCO 

"AT THE BEEP" 
Learn the skills required for Practical Shoot

ing with this two tape set . (total running time --
2-1 /2 hours.) 

World Champion J. Michael Plaxco teaches 
you the secrets that have made him one of the 
World's best and most consistent shooters. No 
longer will you go to the range to practice and 
wonder what you need to work on. These videos 
will give you the guide lines to become a Cham
pion Shooter. 

Two Volume Set: $69.95 - plus $4.05 shipping and 
handling Please allow 3 weeks for delivery. 

Please Check One: 

□ Check/Mo $74.00 □ Mastercard □ VISA □ U.P.S. C.O.D. U.S. DOLLARS ONLY 

Please Print: 
Cardholder Name ------------------------
Name ---------------------------
Account Number ------------------------
Expiration Date ____ Signature ------------~----
Street Address ________________ _ 

City ________ _ State Zip __ _ 

Phone (Home) _____ _ (Work) _____ _ 

To Order "At The·Beep" by Phone 
Call J. Michael Plaxco's (501) 868-9787 

21621 Roland Cut-off Road • Roland, Arkansas 72135 
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You've dealt with the rest - Now deal with the best! 

"If they make it - we've got it . .. 
In Stock!" 

DP-K .38 Super Dual Port Comp w/ 
Ramped Barrell .............. $324_00 
DP-K .45 ACP Dual Port Comp $299.□0 

Ambi-Safetys (Blue or S.S.! ..... $55.00 
WILSON 8 RD . .45 ACP MAGS $28.95 
WILSON 10 RD. 

.38 Super MAGS .......... $30.95 
One-Piece Guide Rods .......... $25.95 
Two-Piece Guide Rods .......... $35_oo 
Ejectprs ...................... $22.95 
Extractors .................... $17.95 
Thumb Guards ................. $14.95 
Bo-Mar Rear Sights ........... $53_00 
Deluxe Hi-Visibility Combat 

Sights .................... $35_00 

Ed Brown Products 
Professional 

Handgun Accessories 
Ambi-Safeties (Bluel ........... $49.95 

(Stainless Steell ........... $54.95 
Hex Head Grip Screws (Bluel ..... $7,99 

(Stainless Steell ............. $8_99 
Extended Thumb Safety (Bluel ... $29.95 

(Stainless Steel) ........... $31 _95 
Hi-Sweep Beavertail Grip Safeties -
(Blue ... $29.95) (Stainless ... $31.95) 
Maxi-Wells (Bluel .............. $29.95 

(Stainless Steel) ........... $31.95 
Oversize Thumb-Latch tor 
S&W Revolvers 
(Blue ... $18.99) (Stainless ... $19.99) 

SPEEDLOADERS 
Safariland Comp II ............... $7_95 
SafarilandComp Ill ............. $11 _95 
HKS (All Sizes) .................. $7_95 

Govt. Model Magazine Guides -
Flat or Arched -

Stainless or Blue ........... $69.95 

Officer's Model Magazine Guides -
Any Variations ................. $69.95 

Ambi-Mag Releases ............ $69.95 

MAGAZINES 
1ORD. Stainless Steel 38 spr .... $27.95 
9 RD. Stainless Steel 10mm .... $27.95 
8 RD. Stainless Steel 45 ACP ... $22.95 

CONVERSION KITS 
10 RD .. 38 Super Kits .......... $12.95 
8 RD .. 45 ACP Kits ............ $10.95 

CHIP McCORMICK CO. 
Hi-Performance Products 

Titanium Hammers (Super Light, 450/o 
Faster Locktimel THE BEST! 
McCormick Hammers .......... $76.00 
Nastoff Hammers ............. $76.00 

Titanium/Carbon Fiber Triggers -
Long or Short ................. $29.95 
Sears ......................... $22.95 

SHOOT THE MOON 
Full Moon Clip Holders 

L45 ACPJ ................... $8_95 

All holsters & accessories 
in stock and ready LL 
for deliv;; ~If HI fJIIEII 
~SE~ifJI 
~ ~--_. 
Holsters for any Handgun ...... $99.00 
Belts (All Sizes) ................ $52.00 

Single Magazine Pouches ....... $28.00 
Double Magazine Pouches ...... $3s.oo 
Triple Magazine Pouches ....... $4s.oo 
Hats (Black, Blue, or Gray) ....... $5.00 
Shirts !Long or Short Sleeve) .... $15.00 

➔~ {All Leather Available In 
Brown or Black Basket Weave.J 

C. P. PRODUCTS 
Bullets, Bumpers, Buffs, and more! 
.38 Super Elite Jacketed Match 
Grade Bullets (135 or 150 Gr.J P.O.R. 

-:mther Calibers Available. 

"Super Tuff Buffs" Recoil Buffers 
Package of 5 .................... $4_99 

INNAUGURAL AD SUPER SPECIAL 
C P BUMPER PADS . . . . . . . . . . $5 99 

Package of 5 (Available In 7 colors) 

PROTECTIVE OPTICS 
Shooting Glasses - lamber, clear, 

yellow, or gray) ............. $21.95 

Accurate Arms Pistol Powder 
#2, #5, #7, #9, 

Your choice ................. $14.95 lb. 

Remington .38 Super Brass 
Nickel Plated + P .... $95_00 per 1,000 

* * * BOOKS * * * 
We Carry All The 

Most Popular Titles 

Wolff Recoil Spring Sets 
All Popular Weights In Stock 

AAA TARGETS 
USPSA/IPSC APPROVED !No discounts 

apply to this price) ........ 5OQ: EA. 

ONLY $2.00 SHIPPING~:-, SAME CAY SERVICE, ANO GIFT CERTIFICATES AVAILABLE! 
-::•(Freight on bullets slightly higher. Alaska, Hawaii, and Canada customers call tor shipping prices.l. 
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little as .5% tin, which makes it hard to 
maintain consistent high quality. 

"Hard-cast" is a generic term anyone 
can use. Bull-X bullets test between 15-
17 BHN (Brinell Hardness Number), the 
same as the Lyman #2, the standard of the 
industry. Hardness minimizes leading and 
enables a light bullet like their 125 gr. 
9mm to withstand major power factor 
velocities- for shooters who like to live 
on the edge. 

Making Bullets 
Producing good bullets, of course, 

involves more than lifting lead and 
switching on a casting machine. Temper
ature, humidity, flow rate, and duration of 
flow are just some of the variables. 

fn the Bull-X production room, safety 
is paramount. The toxicity of lead 
demands proper ventilation engineering. 

under pressure and at 145° F, into the 
lube groove(s) of the sized bullets. 

The lubricant Bull-X originally used 
hardened during shipment in winter and 
failed to adhere reliably. They soon 
switched to a different lube which stays 
in the groove "like a rubber band." 

Inspection is continuous throughout 
the process. After a final hand inspection, 
bullets are counted by a scale, most fre
quently set to weigh out 502, boxed, and 
labeled. Few boxes rest long on shelves 
before they're packaged to fill orders. 

One box of 500 200 gr .45 semi-wad
cutters weighs 14.4 lbs., and on a typical 
day Bull-X ships 70,000+ bullets- over 
a ton of lead. That explains why most 
hands are needed for inspecting, boxing, 
and assembling orders for shipment. 

Record 1990 orders for Bull-X mis
siles have affirmed the surging popularity 

Across this broad land hundreds, maybe thousands 
of shooters will be winning with Bull-X bullets. 

Home casters know the importance of eye 
protection, and Bull-X machine operators 
also wear ear protection. 

Bull-X started with three Bullet Master 
casting machines from Magma Engineer
ing Co., which average 2,000 bullets per 
hour apiece. Before long they added a 
higher-capacity PCM caster from Precision 
Casting & Equipment, Inc. of Jasper, Ind. 

The casters go on by 7 a.m. and, in 
peak months, spit out bullets as late as 
midnight. The alloy melts at 500° F, and 
is ready to cast at 625-650° F. Until 
molten lead heats up the molds, bullets 
come out sub-par and get recycled. 

Operators dump the still-hot bullets 
onto inspection tables where bad ones are 
removed. Too many bad bullets means 
the caster needs adjustment. Good bullets 
move to one of three Magna Lube Master 
lubri-sizers. 

Bullets are cast about .002" oversize. 
A collator arranges them point down and 
a punch pushes them through the sizer. At 
the next stage, a die squeezes lubricant, 

of the handgun sports. Bane and Jones 
have moved operations to a facility with 
concrete floors and twice the space. 
They've expanded their product line to 
include brass and powder, and now offer 
commercial reloading. Best of all, 
they've got ideas for new types of bullets. 

Entrepreneurship has its downside: 
limited time to shoot. So that one of them 
is always on the job, Chuck goes to 
Bianchi, Carter to The Masters, and so 
on. It will take Chuck longer to become 
an lPSC master or win the Steel Chal
lenge. Carter may yet win The Masters, 
but he might have been IHMSA interna
tional champ, too. 

Look at it this way, master-casters. 
Across this broad land hundreds, maybe 
thousands of shooters will be winning with 
Bull-X bullets. The thrill of victo- ~ 
1y is just a matter of perspective. '°' 

For more information on Bu/1-X. call 
Chuck or Carter tol/Jree at l-800-248-3845. 

!l(;()~llli~l' SI 1()1>~ 

• U.S. PATENT #4,545,285 
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1'JET C'OH,. 
THE MOST POWERFUL 

COMPENSATOR IN 
THE WORLD! 

OVER 75"4 
LESS CLIMB 

IN THE .45 ACPI 

D.R. ·MIDDLEBROOKS - PISTOLSMITH 
RT 1 BOX 112-C, SURRY, VA. 23183 

TEL (1104)357-0881 
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The AYOOB FILES 
DOORSTEP SHOOTOUT 

Situation: Home invasion! A 
scumbag bursts in your f rant 
door and opens fire with a 
hidden snubnosed . 38. 

Lesson: You've got to keep him 
from reaching your family, 
and there's only one way
you fire your Detonics . 45 ! 

We'll just call him Al, for two reasons. First, it's his name. Second, the background and 
companions of the violent criminal he had to justifiably kill have never been sorted out, 
and there is no reason to expose Al and his surviving family to retribution. 

Perhaps you are relaxing at home, late in the evening, reading this. Al was doing that 
the night it happened three years ago, only he was stretched out in front of the TV 
instead. With him was his wife, Rita. Al was a contented man. 

Though the couple were in their mid-forties, Rita still had the stunning beauty of her 
teens, when she and Al had been high school sweethearts and married young. The five 
children, Al would laugh proudly, had their mother's looks. The kids were all grown now, 
and Gloria, 25, was living at home with her own daughter. Al was at peace. 

There came a knock at the door. 
"You better answer it," Rita told Al. 
He padded to the door in his stocking feet. The West Coast city where they lived had 

gone a bit to seed around them, and as the crime rate rose, Al got into the habit of keep
ing guns where he could reach them. A collector with some 30 handguns, Al read maga
zines like this one, and books on the subject. In the home entertainment center a few 
paces from the front door was a loaded Browning Hi-Power 9mm, and on the top of a 
grandfather clock near the front door was a Detonics .45 automatic. 

There was a young black man at the door. "Can I speak with Umberto," he asked Al, 
"Does Umberto live here?" 

Al told the man cordially that he had the wrong place. Their home was in a five-apart
ment building in the east part of the city, and shared an identical address with another 
apartment house on the west side. Al told the man how to get there. 

As he watched the man leave, he went on alert. There was another man waiting for him 
in a car in the driveway and Al thought, "The car is heading out. Why did they park so 
they could make a quick getaway?" 

He returned to the living room and plopped back on the couch. "I have a feeling he's 
coming back," Rita said. Al tried to put her at ease and changed the subject. Ten minutes 
later, there was another knocking on the door. 

Al was sure it was the same man. "My thought was to get to the gun," he would say 
later, "and then see what this clown wanted." As Al moved toward the grandfather clock, 
he saw Rita move quickly, a couple of steps ahead of him, and reach the door first. 

The compact, shiny pistol slipped easily into Al's hand, its Pachmayr grips firm under 
his fingers. As he came up behind his wife, the gun hidden from view behind him, he saw 
that the man was showing her a receipt, insisting that she look at it. Al realized instantly 
that it was a ruse to get inside. 

Al is behind his wife now. With the muzzle safely to the side, he touches the metal of the 
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Detonics slide to her back, to let her 
know that he has armed himself. It is his 
way of saying, "Hey, let me handle this, 
step away." Al starts to gently push Rita 
to the side, out of danger. 

But she has already started 10 open the 
door, and now Al's tunnel vision goes 
past the receipt in the young man's left 
hand and to the right hand. 

The man has held it behind him until 
now, and suddenly he whips it out in 
front of him. It holds a short-barrel .38 
revolver. 

The man cries, "Get inside the house!" 
Still trying to push his wife clear, Al 

brings the stubby .45 up and over her 
shoulder. 

And the intruder fires the first shot. 
Al tunnels in on the attacker, and his 

response is instantaneous. Right hand 
only, he begins firing the .45, pointing it 
instead of aiming it. The alcove explodes 
into rolling gun thunder. 

The .45 slugs hit the offender, driving 
him backward. But he is firing too, .38 
bullets whiz around Al, tearing into the 
porch, the front door, the wall, even the 
garage. 

The slide locks back on the empty 
Detonics. The gunman has toppled back
ward and sprawled on the grass outside 
the front door. He and Al had been per
haps three feet apart when the shooting 
started. Now, that distance has doubled. 

The man on the ground is convulsing 
violently, still pulling at the trigger of his 
revolver. "Momma," Al hears him 
scream. "Momma! Momma!" 

Keep Shooting! 
Armed men have certain reflexes that 

you see in gunfights. One of them is, 
when your pistol is empty, grab another. 

Al darts back into the house, a matter 
of only a few steps, and rips the Brown
ing 9mm from its hiding place in the 
stereo. He lunges back outside, intent on 
emptying the pistol into this man who 
has violated the sanctity of his home 
with gunfire. 

As he emerges, he sees another con
vulsive movement by the man with the 
gun, and fires the Browning. Al pulls the 
trigger again. 

Nothing. The pistol has jammed. 
As Al works to clear the pistol, he 

comes to his senses. One of the many 
books he has read about this discipline is 
called In the Gravest Extreme. He real
izes that the man is clown now, helpless, 
and to shoot him again could constitute 
murder. He will not go to prison and 
leave his family for this piece of scum. 

He has expertly returned the Browning 
10 firing battery now. He kicks the gun 
away from the hand of the downed 
attacker, who is still twitching. 

Almost as soon as the shooting 
stopped, Al heard the screech of tires as 
the other man, the one who drove the car, 
peeled out and fled the scene. 

He knows that there is only one antag-

Professional 
Handgun Accessories 

MADE IN U.S.A. 

Hi-Sweep Beavertail Beavertail 

Grip Safety Installation 
... The #1 grip safely in the Jig 
world! More shooters specify 
the Ed Brown This is a 
Beaverlail than neat and 
all others combined. easy-lo-
Allows gun to sit use jig 
lower in the hand for for installing our beavertail 
more natural aim and grip safety. Heat-treated 
lessened recoil due to super-hard so hand filing 
bore's centerline I right up against it is okay. 
being closer to axis d d 
of forearm. Blue #865 and 1911 Exten e 

t-S_t_ai_· n_le_ss_S_t_ee_l_#8_6_6_. ---t Safe tie S 
1911 Hex Head 

Grip Screws 
Stop screwdriver 
slips! Replace your 
ruined screw slots 
with these Allen 
Head screws. 
Blue #803 and 
Stainless #804. 

Four-Star 

Made in both Blue #890 and 
Stainless Steel #891, this new 
part is more oversize than any 
other. Angled slightly to keep 

thumb from contacting 
slide and has double 

angle to fit thumb 
~ perfectly. 
;:;;.--- Requires 

/" gunsmith fitting 
for safe operation. 

Compensator Assembly 
Nol just four slots, four separate chambers with four baffles 
to wipe the expansion gas from the bullet and reduce recoil. 
Complete assembly available in blue or stainless steel with 
a stainless barrel pre-fitted to a Colt Government model 
in 45ACP or 10mm. 1911 copies may require filling. 

j 
- - -.... 

Heavy Duty Four-Star 

Guide Rod 
Assembly 
Intended for drop-in installation in standard 
Government Model pistols. May be shortened 
for installation in Commander pistols. 

Commander Style 

Slotted 
Hommer 
Holes are precision 
machined in loca- '-
lion and sear hooi<B l. 
are surface ground 
so hardly any stoning 
is necessary. Heat-treated to 
at least 50Rc. Available in 
Blue #870 and Stainless #871. 

1911 Ambidextrous 

Safeties 
Required for the IPSC weak 
hand stages as well as left
handed shooters. 
Blue #892 
and Stainless 
Steel 
#893. 
Requires 
gunsmith 
fitting for 
safe operation. 

Four-Star 

Comp Only 
Available in any caliber in 
Blue #900 or Stainless #901. 
Internal threaded .581 x 40. 
Requires a 5.5" barrel. 

Smith & Wesson Smith & Wesson Extended 

Cylinder Latch 
For faster revolver re
loads, cut to clear any 
speed loader. Available 
in Blue #894 and Stain
less #895. Fits Smith & 
Wesson 'K', 'L' and 'N' 
frame revolvers. 

Ed Brown 
Products 

Slide Stops , 
#89b fits 45 frame guns 

and 10mm. 
#897 fits 9mm guns with 

double stack magazine 
and 40 Smith & Wesson. 

#898 fits 9mm guns with single 
stack magazine. 

For a catalog of all our accessories 
and custom pistols, send $2.00, 

refundable with your first order. 

Route 2, Box 2922 • Perry, Missouri 63462 
(314) 565-3261 • Fax (314) 565-2791 
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Tjtanium Semi-Prepped Hammer for 1911 pistols:.. z;;..,~ • .. ,·:;;·--;, __ .. __ 
#4007-Comm. Style or #4008 "Rectangle" ...... $ 76.00 ·---..:•"""'="M3:;_';;_;004 
Titanium /Carbon Fiber Match Trigger: ................... 1------------
#4006-Long or #4006S-Short Trigger .............. $ 29.95 J} 
Titanium Hammer Strut for 1911's: .#4009 .$12.95 ~':; EE!'fil~=:-:=fu!11,~=:.~ 
Titanium Fldng Pip: ...... #4003 for .45 or #4004 for •• ., 

#4008 9mrn/.38 Super .................................................. $ 24.95 . . #40 
CAD-CAM "Forged Steel"Seml•Prepped Sear: .#4005 ... $19.95 06 
Semi-Prepped Hammer, EDM from A-6 tool steel: ... #400 I-Comm. or #4002-"Rectangle" ... $ 59.95 
Shooting Star lORD .38 Super IPSC Stainless Magazine w/basepad: ............ #4022 .............. $ 29.95 
Shooting Star lORD .38 Super Magazine Conversion Klt-Gov't.: .................. #4018 .............. $12.95 
Shooting Star 8RD .45 Competition Stainless Magazine w/base pad: ............ #4013 .............. $ 24.95 
Shooting Star 8RD .45 Conversion Klt-Gov't.: ................................................. #4014 .............. $12.95 

Id :11211) 
High•Sweep Beavertail Grip Safety: ............. #4032-blue .... $ 29.95 ........ #4033-stainless .... $ 31.95 
Beavertail Installation Jig for Ed Brown or similar beavertail grip safety: ............ #4042 ......... $ 17.97 
The Maxl•Well must be silver soldered or heli-arced to frame and adds over 200% to the funnel area 
of a Colt auto: ................................................... #4030-blue .... $ 29.95 ........ #4031-stainless .... $ 31.95 
Extended Thumb Safety: ............................... #4043-blue .... $ 29.95 ........ #4044-stainless .... $ 31.95 
Ambidextrous Safety: ..................................... #4045-blue .... $ 49.95 ........ #4046-stainless .... $ 54.95 
Hex Head Grip Screws (set of 4 w/wrench): .. #4048-blue ...... $ 7.95 ........ #40485-stainless .... $ 8.95 

(W11iS£11Yl'S J 
Wilson's New ACCU-COMP "DP-K" Double Chamber Compensator features two restrictor plates, 
two exhaust ports and front sight: ............................................................................................................ . 
#W300,45 (.45ACP Gov't.) ....... $ 299.95 ............... #W300,38 (.38 Super w/supp. Ramp) ..... $ 324.95 
ACCU-COMP "LE-K" Drop•in Bbl. and Compensator Kit uses a 5-3/4" stainless match Bbl. & 
Bushing with no sight on compensator (.45 only): ...................................... #Wl24GNS ......... $ 250.00 
High Grip Beavertail Grip Safety from Wilson: ...................................... #W298 ................... $ 36.95 
Wilson's NEW Deluxe Commander Hammer of 4140 chrome moly steel, heat treated with large 
slotted spur, narrow sided hammer hooks cut to .020": ............................... #W299-blue ........... $ 32.95 
Wwon CombafCM Dekxe High Visibility Combat Sights are machined from moly steel and have th 
same sight picture as Bo-Mar low mOW1ted sights: ..................................... #W061 ................... $ 35.00 
Bo-Mar Deluxe BMCS Rear Sight Finest adjustable pistol sight on the market: .. #W057 ....... $ 63.00 
Full Length Recoil Guide System (11 pc. set) (Specify Gov't or Comm.): .......... #W064 ....... $ 35.00 
8RD .45 Stainless Steel Match Magazine w/extended base pad: .......................... #W047DE . $ 28.95 

(~Nil Mt.llUilJ 
Custom Grips for 191 l's, cut for S&A Mag-Guide (Specify Coco Bolo or Bocate): .#4198 ... $ 54.95 
Urethane Mag. Pads - Pkg. of 5 (Red, Yellow, Black, Pink, Orange, Blue, Green): ... #4197 ..... $ 9.95 
Urethane Buffs - Pkg. of 5 (Very tough shock absorbing buffer pads): ...................... #4196 ..... $ 5.95 
Stainless Steel Magazine Weight for 1911 mags adds 1-3/4oz (screws included): ..... #4195 ..... $ 7.00 
HK MUL-T-LOADER will assist you in loading most pistol mags. including Colt .45, .38 Super, 
9mm, 10mm, Bereua, Browning, UZI, etc.: ................................................................. #4139 ... $ 11.00 

B1~µtnqr:~~~1~r~~ u .. ~ .. :~utP:~ LL~~ ffe. 
AMERiCAN 

EicP.REcSS - E1 P.O. Box 1995, Dpt. AH 
El Dorado, AR 71731 

! Dealer Inquries Invited ! FED. EXPRESS 
DELIVERY 

ONLY SJ MORE @ lfS!8:ts)11: $?:.$19'11~: I 
Send $2 for complete catalog 

PISTOLSMITH 
I h,1ve 40 years experience repairing and building all types nf sporting 
fir~!arms. Complete facilities for the typt! of work that is required. 

Combat • Pin shooting • Target • Silhouette 

COLT FACTORY WARRANTEE SERVICE CENTER 
HIGH STANDARD SPECIALIST- ALL MODELS 
SMITH & WESSON REVOLVER IMPROVEMENTS 

A one man shop that cares. and a shooter whn knows what the serious 
shooter wants. Satisfaction Assured. Price List $1.00. 

CAMPBELL H. IRWIN GUNSMITH 
Hartland Blvd .. East Hartland. Conn. Tue.-Sat 9am-5pm (E.T.) 

Tel. (203) 653-3901 Zip 06027 Sun. & mon. closed 

onist left, and that he is now hors de 
combat. 

Deadly Gunfire 
But what of Rita? 
He sees his wife lying near the door. She 

disappeared when the tunnel vision kicked 
in at the gunman's first shot. Her glasses I ie 
beside her. Al can't see any blood on her, 
and prays that she has fainted. 

But as he draws closer, he sees a fine 
mist of reel droplets on her fallen glasses. 
Al has had first aid and CPR training. He 
feels for a pulse and finds one. 

He runs into the house, screaming 
upstairs for his daughter to call the police. 
He grabs a wet towel and runs back, 
cradling his wife's head and trying to 
wake her up. 

He sees a lesion near her hairline that 
looks like a pimple or a boil. He dabs at 
it, hoping it is just a graze. 

Then, within a minute it seems, the 
police are there. 

Heartbreaking Aftermath 
The emergency response is swift. 

Daughter Gloria, hearing the shots 
upstairs, has already called 911. Neigh
bors have also heard the shooting and are 
beginning to respond. 

The police officers have no trouble 
determining who's who. Rita is the unoffi
cial mother of the neighborhood, the kind
hearted woman who is the first to welcome 
new people who move in, who always has 
a cup of coffee for a police officer. 

The professionals rush to Rita's side. 
They pry Al away from her gently. He is 
still calling her name. 

"It was then," Al will say later, "that I 
got a little crazy." 

He screams at the clowned suspect, 
"Why did you do it?" He tells the man, 
who is rapidly losing consciousness, that 
he is going to die. 

Daughter Gloria will have an even 
more chilling memory of this grievous 
moment burned into her: she will recall 
that it is the first time she has seen her 
father cry. 

Al's prediction to the fallen gunman 
will prove correct. He will die of his 
wounds, but not for another 11 clays. He 
will linger in the hospital, unable to speak 
or answer questions. Rodney Woods, 21, 
will die tonight inside his head. The rest 
of him will take a bit longer. 

And the paramedics are shaking their 
heads. Woods is not the only casualty. The 
wound on the gentle grandmother's face is 
not the graze or boil that it looks like. It is 
the swollen entry point of a penetrating 
.38 caliber gunshot wound of the brain. 

The beautiful woman the neighbors all 
considered their surrogate mother has 
been killed almost instantly. 

Gunfight Analysis 
Was "Umberto" a drug dealer Rodney 

Woods had intended to rip off? Was he 
someone at the same address on the West 
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Side that he sought vengeance against? 
The police were never able to find out. 
The whole thing may well have been part 
of the subterfuge for the home invasion 
Woods paid his life to attempt. 

"The police believe they know who 
the man was that was driving the car," 
says Al. "I never got a good look at him 
and could never identify him. With no 
evidence, they could not make an arrest. 
The police told me this man was killed in 
a liquor store holdup attempt several 
months after Rita was murdered." 

We do know that whatever the intrud
er's intentions, Al's volley of .45 bullets 
kept Rodney Woods from entering the 
house. Perhaps he and his colleague 
intended to kill everyone inside anyway, 
or perhaps they would have done so with
out preplanned intent to eliminate the wit
nesses after Woods' first panicky shot 
killed Rita. 

Al's daughter Gloria, and her own lit
tle daughter, may well owe their lives to 
the fact that Al was able to blow away the 
killer before he could enter the portal of 
their home. 

Was the shooting of Woods a stopping 
failure or a stopping success? It's a matter 
of perspective. 

The short barrelled Detonics was 
chai:ged with handloads, a mix of 230 
grain ball and 185 grain jacketed hollow
point, all reloaded "light" by Al himself. 

"I didn't want to beat the gun to 
death," he explained, "and I didn't see any 
point in having a gun I couldn't control." 

At a range of three to four feet, every 
bullet Al fired struck the suspect. Reports 
say Woods was hit eight times; Al fired 
one shot from the Browning and seven 
from the Detonics. 

None of the bullets struck the heart 
nor the central nervous system. However, 
virtually all were what a combat shooter 
would call "solid hits." Relates Al, "I 
never saw the autopsy, but the police who 
did told me that one bullet went through 
his jaw and severed his tongue. Another 
went through his larynx. They had to do a 
tracheotomy on him. One bullet came 
close to his heart, and several were in the 
groin area. 

"Yet he lay in the intensive care unit 
for 11 days before he died. Then, I had to 
stop and think of stopping power in a .45, 
at least, in the loads I was u ing. Any of 
these .45s could have been fatal but none 
of them were, at least. not immediately. 

"Since the incident I've changed my 
whole philosophy about personal defense 
ammo. Right now, my Detonics is loaded 
with Federal Hydra-Shok 230 grain .45 
jacketed hollowpoints." 

Having relived it hundreds of times in 
his mind, Al believes the shootout took 
no more than three seconds. He pointed 
the gun rather than aimed it. Some would 
suggest that taking the extra fraction of a 
second to more precisely index the 
weapon would be more likely to bring 
about a center hit closer to the central 

17% RECOIL REDUCTION 
GUARANTEED 

WITH THE 
ADVANTAGE GRIP SYSTEM 
The most significant improvement 

you can make to tame recoil. 
New improved Advantage Grip System with enlarged magazine loading chute. 
Complete with checkered walnut stocks and steel bushing grip inserts installed. 
Fits Colt Gov't. Model 1911 A1 and all currently manufactured copies. 
• $55.00 • Add $4.00 postage aned handling. • CA residents add 7% sales tax. 
• Dealer inquires invited. • Write for brochure and mathematical calcula
tions that prove the recoil reduction. • Call for C.O.D. orders. 

Jack B~~~~~Ya!~~ ACCE~r,gntaqe 
P.O. BOX 828, WHITTIER, CA 90608 (213) 695-4134 

Radar Warning Breakthrough 
Digital Signal Processing (DSP) allows the new ESCORT to warn 

you of traffic radar much sooner than previously possible 

How Can The Best Get Better? 
The answer is simple: The new down-sized 

ESCORT picks up radar signals from farther away 
than ever before possible, even distant weak 
"instant-on" radar signals. And its advanced city/ 
highway circuitry lets you optimire ESCORT's 
warning system for either driving environment. 
What's New Under the Handsome Case 

TI1e all-new ESCORT literally uses space-age 
technology-Digital Signal Processing (DSP), 
the same advanced system NASA uses to 
"sharpen': radar images. DSP samples incoming 
radar signals 50,000 times a second. This 
infonnation is digitized and analyzed by an 
intemal signal-recognition computer. 

Result? Greater distance tl1an any detector 
ever had before. Greater separation of false-

• Top-rated in five major radar detector tests 
• Compact sire - as small as a cassette case 
• Comes complete wi tl1 acces.50ries 
• Over one million drivers depend on ~rt 
• Full 30 day money-back guarantee . 

signals. Incredibly fast reaction to instant-on traps. 
The case is aluminum, finished in non-glare 

black ... not cheap plastic. 
Test-drive ESCORT At No Risk 

We sell direct from our factory to you, and 
we guarantee your satisfaction. To place an 
order, just call us toll-free. 

After you receive ESCORT, if you're not 
completely satisfied within 30 days, just return 
it. We'll refund all your money and your return 
shipping costs. There are no hidden charges. 

With new ESCORT, we've revolutionired 
radar detection again. But don't take our word 
for it. Order today and see for yourself. 

Call toll-free 1-800-543-1608 
Call 24 hours, 7 days a week 

Major Credit Cards Accepted 

ESCORI 
RADAR WARNING RECEIVER 

$295 
Ohio residents add $16.23 tax. Price higher in Canada. 

Standard shipping and handling is $4.5-0 
or ovemightdelivery is available for $14.5-0. 

Cincinnati Microwave 
► Department 039431 

One ,\licrowave Plaza 
Cincinnati, Ohio 45249 
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LL CHIP McCORMICK'S~~ 
LJJ.J..:::.. PERFORMANCE PRODUCTS~ 

~ ''TITANIUM'' 
~~ (EDM) HAMMERS 

45% Reduction in lock time gives M-1911 owners un
matched accuracy with these new light weight hammers. 
Bullseye Shooters, Titanium Hammers offer the latest 
quantum leap in accuracy. IPSC Shooters, there is no 
turning back once you have experienced the benefits of 
45% less lock time for speed shooting sports. 

~~~ "TITANIUM" 
FIRING PINS & STRUTS 

Weighs 45% less than factory standard parts to 
further reduce lock time. The .38 Super/9mm Fir
ing Pins ha··e improved geometry to reduce "Primer 
Bleed & Firing Pin Skate" in IPSC Major Loads. 

TITANIUM/CARBON FIBER MATCH TRIGGER 
Weighs 60% less than old aluminum/steel triggers. 
Low inertia improves dependability and safety for a 

precision trigger. 
Benefits fast triggering, "double tap" situations. 
Trigger resets faster-helps eliminate "trigger freeze." 

Gunsmithing pads on titanium bow and carbon 
fiber shoe allow for precise fit on your pistol. 

f~ "FORGED" HAMMERS & SEARS ~~ 
~ :; CASTINGS ARE NOW TECHNOLOGICALLY & ECONOMICALLY OBSOLETE ~ 

CAD/CAM "FORGED" Hammers and Sears feature high 
Strength, Low Cost, Superior design, Aero Space materials, 
and in-house manufacturing. Hammers are made from 

Standl!lv Sear 

6150 Chromium-Vanadium steel (aircraft landing gear). The 
Sears are made from 4340 Alloy (race car crankshaft). No 
other products give the M-1911 owners this much value for 
their money. 

I. * Full-cock correctly 
located and factory 3 

POLISHED 
2. * Half-cocked shaped to 

protect sear 
3. Cocking pad clears low (0 

mount bornar 
4. Sides narrowed to clear 

slide 
5. Strut hole correctly 8 

located 
6. * Proven competition 

angles-POLISHED 
7. Relief area for half-cock 
8. Pad to adjust 

'Take-up" 

CAD- Computer Aided Design 
CAM- Computer Aided Manufacturing 
EDM- Electrical Discharge Machining 
FORGED- Bilateral Compressive Shaping 
.001 Profile Tolerance-All Hammers & Sears 
NEVER ANY CASTING FLAWS 
Improved Grain Structure (Strength) 
Improved Grain Density (Polishing) 
Improved Geometry (Competition Tested) 
Perfect Parallelism between pivot hole & 
all other features 

Titanium-Lightweight, High-Strength, Hi-Tech 
In-house Manufacturing (Unmatched quality) 

Stainless $22.95 Stainless $27.95 Stainless $27.95 
w/pad 24.95 w/pad 29.95 w/pad 29.95 

Blued 19.95 Blued 24.95 Blued 24.95 
w/pad 21.95 w/pad 26.95 w/pad 26.95 

Conversion Kits (Adds 1 extrn mw1d to standard fixed base mags) 
Srd-.45 (Gov't) $10.95 lOrd-.38 Super(Gov't) $12.95 
7rd-.45 (Officer's) 10.95 8rd-.45acp (SIG 220) 12.95 
9rd-10mm (Gov't) 12.95 1911 Base pad w/screws 2.50 

nervous system that would more likely 
drop the suspect immediately instead of 
allowing him to convulsively empty his 
weapon. 

We stress that in any case, no tech
nique would have saved Rita's life by this 
time; the police conclusively determined 
that the first shot of the gunfighter, the 
.38 slug wantonly released by the home 
invader who was screaming, "Get inside 
the house," was the one that took her life. 

She had already been mortally wound
ed before Al began his pointing-shooting 
return of fire at the distance of one yard 
or less. 

We notice that the Browning jammed 
after the first shot was fired. Al had seen 
on the range that the gun was finicky 
about what it would and would not feed. It 
was loaded with jacketed hollowpoints, 13 
in the magazine and one in the chamber. 

Browning users have long noted that 
the P-35 Hi-Power generically functions 
better downloaded by one, that is, 12 in 
the magazine plus the one in the chamber. 
British SAS troopies are under specific 
orders to load their issue Browning maga
zines with 12 rounds apiece, not 13. 

The Browning jam took no price in 
innocent life. Indeed, it ironically may 
have saved one. Clearing the jam gave Al 
time to come to his senses and realize that 
shooting the man 13 more times could be 
construed in court as murderous intent. 
Al made the correct decision at that point 
to cease fire. He knew he had already 
neutralized the assailant. 

Tortures Of The Damned 
In three years since the death of the 

woman he loved so deeply, Al has gone 
over the incident numerous times. He has 
suffered the tortures of the damned. 

"Why her, not me?" 
"Could I have kept her from being 

shot?" 
We are all Monday morning quarter

backs here. Al's thought was that if he'd 
reached the door ahead of Rita, she would 
not have been shot. That may or may not 
be true. 

If the first shot was going to hit the 
head of the first person Rodney Woods 
fired at, then the one armed defender in 
the household would have gone down 
without any defensive fire being levied at 
the threat. It is entirely possible that Rita, 
and Gloria, and the granddaughter would 
then have been murdered by a Rodney 
Woods and his partner who no longer had 
an armed defender in their way. 

Would more potent bullets have 
worked? We'll never know. 

The Hydra-Shok, which was just 
becoming available and was as yet 
unproven at the time of Al's shooting, has 
since amassed a record of one-shot stops 
high in the 80th percentile according to 
the ongoing Evan Marshall study of actu
al gunfights. 

On the other hand, the little Detonics 
is not easy to control; would all of the 
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The target pistol The high-tech pistol providing all the 
attributes to ensure a rapid improvement in 
personal performance. 

of the future Stable recoil and recovery characteristics, 
revolutionary in design, materials and 
ergonomics. No target pistol has ever 
provided such natural hold, straight out of 
the box. 

In calibers .22 long rifle 
and .32 S&W long Wadcutter 

Precision as specified by HAmmerli, plus a 
comprehensive conversion and accessory 
system, will excite marksmen at all levels of 
achievement. 

The move to becoming a Hammerli 
shooter - now easier than ever before. 

Leaflets and competent advice from 
qualified dealers. 

Mandall Shooting Supplies Inc. 
P.O.B. 2327 
3616 North Scottsdale Road 
Scottsdale, AZ 85252 

Phone (602) 945-2553 
Fax (602)949-0734 

HAmmerli Pistols U.S.A. 

HAMMERfP2BO 
Wade + Hannelore Anderson 
19296 Oak Grove Circle 
Groveland, CA 95321 

Phone/Fax (209) 962-5311 

full-power shots have struck Woods as 
solidly as did the light handloads? 

A ballistic junkie would say a "magic 
bullet" would have dropped Woods, but a 
homicide investigator would call it a 
moot point: once !he firs! re/um .45 slug 
hi! Woods, he no longer hurl people. 
Mortally wounded and going down, 
Woods' convulsive triggering damaged 
only the house and garage. 

Perhaps the most telling lesson is this 
one, the one Al seemed to emphasize 
when he told this story. 

"As he was coming up with the gun 
and yelling, 'Get inside the house,' I 
pointed my gun at him over Rita's shoul
der. It was in my mind that if he sees the 
barrel of my gun it will be an intimidating 
force, he will turn and run. Instead, in the 
little time when he saw my gun, he must 
have felt it was kill or be killed, because 
he got off the first shot." 

Al has shared his tormenting experi
ence with you and I for one reason: he 
believes that if someone out there, just 
one person, learns a lesson that keeps it 
from happening again, it will be worth it. 

When the suspect 's gun is coming up 
on you, all bets are off. Deterrence can 
no longer be relied upon. It is a "shoot" 
situation. 

I do not believe that it was any form of 
weakness that kept Al from pulling that 
trigger in that first moment. Have you 
ever been in the situation of perhaps 
killing a human being before the very 

eyes of someone you loved, someone 
who loved you? 

Al's wife was most often described 
after her death by those who knew her as 
"kind" and "gentle." She was not the per
son you would want to kill in front of. 
Al's hesitancy in pulling the trigger was 
understandable and forgivable. 

Most drawn gun situations, police and 
civilian, do end with deterrence. Howev
er, most of them have not gone this far. 
There is a time to take a suspect at gun
point and, we learn from this tragic case, 
there is a time to quickly index the 
weapon for a center hit and fire. Too, at 
this close range, thrust the gun forward 
and put a bullet through the medulla of 
the man with the gun. 

Lessons To Learn 
It was bitterly ironic that such a gentle 

and generous couple should end their 
time together in such a moment of mind
less savagery. If lessons are not learned, 
that irony will be even more bitter. 

I have no doubt that if he had it to do 
over again, Al would shove his gun past 
his wife's shoulder until the muzzle was 
practically touching Woods' nose, and 
pull the trigger in the same swift move
ment. 

But we have the luxury of ~ftersight. 
When it comes for us, we'll have to do 
what Al did: trust our training and prepa
ration to carry us through. 

The good people don't always win. Al 
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handled it better by far than most of us 
could have done under the same circum
stances. 

The final irony is that the last legacy 
of the kind woman who was murdered 
that night was a lesson to us all that 
sometimes, kindness must be shoved 
aside and something more terrible must 
come to the forefront, so the kindness can 
live to deliver its beneficent effects in 
perpetuity. 

I leave you with these words from Al. 
the courageous man who was already 
shoving his beloved wife aside to take the 
bullet himself, in her place, when the 
murderer fired first; the man so coura
geous that he bared his soul, for you and 
your loved ones, for !he purpose of !his 
leaching arlicle. 

"Maybe if I'd had a mindset to shoot 
first," he recalls, "my wife today would 
not be dead. I knew he had a gun in his 
hand and r knew he presented a threat to 
me. I was reluctant to take the first shot. 
Somehow in my mind, I felt he was going 
to turn around and run. 

"That didn't happen." 

The criminal j11s1ice sys/em ruled !he 
dealh of Rodney Woods a juslifiahle 
homicide. Al's family co111inues lo pul 
!heir lives hack loge/her amid !he scar 
!issue. Those who would share !heir 
1hough1s and supporl wilh Al may write 
lo him clo Massac/ Ayoob, PO Box 122, 
Concord, NH 03301. 
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u 
EXTENDED SAFETY 
Positive safely operation w,th no more 
"fumbles". Rounded corners eliminate 
snaggmg on holsters or clothing Simple 
1nstallat10n 

COMBAT MAGAZINE 
RELEASE 

$40.95 

Sculptured magazine release will not 
snag or release accidentally. Designed 
tor Browning Hi-Power and Gou autos. 
Easyto,nstaU, 1ustdnl!and tap one 
hole 

$21.95 
(1115\atlallOn-lofSIO) 

EXTENDED SLIDE RELEASE 
Release slide w,thout shifting gnp, 
speeds reloading when yoo ·run dry" 
Specially designed for the Hi-Power. 
simply replaces standard release 

$52.95 
PLEASE NOTE ... 

AMBIDEXTROUS COMBAT 
SAFETY 
Now right or let! hand safety operation 
for the H,-Power Exclusive des,gn will 
pos,tively lit and work Practically 
mdestructable and guaranteed agams1 
breakage 

$75.95 

WIDE TRIGGER 

Reduces lelt trigger pull !or better 
control. Exclusive design 1s better than 
a t11gger shoe. will not snag holster on 
draw or insertion. Simple ins!allat1on, 
also el,m1nates magazine safety 

$40.95 

COMMANDER STYLE 
HAMMER 
Combmes the best features of all past 
and present Browning hammers in a 
fully machined, heat treilled hammer. 
Short spur design will not bite web of 
hand and is less prone to snag When 
installed with our spring kit, w,11 reduce 
1rigger pull Must be fitted by a 
competent gunsmith $4S.QS 

STAINLESS STEEL 
MAGAZINE 
Genuine stainless steel magazine with 
!eed hps custom reShilped to feed 
properly 

$34.95 

An pr,ces are !or blued parts, stainless finish is ava,lable at $10 e;w;tra per part 

H1 Powers guaranteed to feed §!! types of factory ammo including 
hollow points and Silver tips Please call for details 

Extensive combat modifications are available! Please 
send $3 (S6 outside USA) for our complete catalog. 

TO ORDER 1 (800) 448-1713 
Send MO"ley Oder a Cashier's O\eck on¥. MasterCsdNH orders 
welcaned. Please au pp¥ canplete card i,famlltioi ncwr,g 
expl'atiO"I date. PhO"le ordert accepted. All orders pleae add $3.50 
for UPS rt the cO"ltl"lental U.S. Alaska, Hawaii end Canada pleau add 
$6.00 per ader. Please fLlnmh street addre11 fa deliYery 

I CYLINDER & SLIDE SHOP, INC. 
P.O. Box 937 
Fremont, NE 68025 
Ph.: (402) 721-4277 

DA 38 DOUBLE ACTION DERRINGER™ 

46 

SPECIFICATIONS 
NUMBER OF SHOTS: 
TYPE OF ACTION: 
WEIGHT: 
OVERALL LENGTH: 
BARREL LENGTH: 
HEIGHT: 
WIDTH: 
FINISH: 
GRIPS: 
SAFETY: 

CALIBERS 
.38 Special 
9mm Luger 

MADE IN USA 

2 
Double Action 
t4.Soz 
4.85inches 
3inches 
3.3inches 
1.1 inches 
SATIN STAINLESS 
Rosewood 
HammerblocK Thumb Silfety 

127 N. LACY, DEPT DA·AH, WACO, TEXAS 76705 

HANDLOADING 
FRANK JAMES 

HOSLER, FAMOUS FOR ''PARTITION, II 
MAKES GREAT PISTOL BULLETS TOO 

N
osier bullets have long had a 
reputation for accuracy and suc
cessful hunters swear by their 
Partition bullets. But I have to 

confess my ignorance when it comes to 
their product line for handgun reloading. 

To educate me, osier forwarded sam
ples for 13 of the I 5 handgun bullets they 
manufacture. Nosier makes three different 
.45 caliber handgun projectiles- a 250 
gr. JHP, a 230 gr. FMJ, and a I 85 gr. JHP. 

The 250 gr. hollowpoint is one that was 
intended for use in the .45 Colt cartridge 
and, like all the Nosier bullets made for 

revolvers, the hollowpoint has a good por
tion of exposed lead surrounding the cavity. 

Chub Eastman of Nosier Bullets says· 
experience has shown the exposed lead is 
needed for those lower velocity loads. 
This 250 gr. .45 bullet has a cannelure at 
the top of the shank (the shank being the 
full diameter, parallel sides of a projec
tile) and a slight bevel to the heel leading 
to the base of the bullet. 

All three of the Nosier .45 bullets are 
sized .451", as opposed to .452", because 
the people at Nosier feel there are more 
variables in handguns, particularly 
revolvers, and they don't want to 
encounter pressure problems. They also 
found the smalier diameter bullets even 
shoot a little better in most cases. 

All of the bullets built for revolver cal
ibers follow the example of the .45 bullet 
in style and construction, if not exact pro
file. That goes for the .44 240 gr. JHP, the 
.44 200 gr. JHP, the .41 21 0 gr. JHP, the 
.38 I 58 gr. JHP and the .38 125 gr. JHP. 

It seems, though, that the .45 bullets 
were the only ones undersized because 
the .44 bullets were sized .429", the .4 l 
bullets were .4 l 0", and the .38 caliber 
bullets are all sized .357". 

(My own experience has led me to 
wonder if a .409" jacketed bullet 
wouldn't be better than the full-diameter 
.410" for the .41 Magnum, but that's 

another story.) 
For the semi-auto bullets, the sizes run 

.400" for 10mm and .355" for9mm or9xl9. 
There is evidence of scalloping of the 

jacket material around the hollowpoint on 
all of these bullets, but you have to look 
for it more carefully on the revolver bul
lets, and this scalloping of the gilding 
metal jacket at regular intervals helps the 
hollowpoint open in a consistent manner. 

But it can't be seen on the 240 gr. soft 
point bullet Nosier builds in .44 caliber, 
as obviously the intent here is one of pen
etration and not expansion. 

The Noslers for those calibers normal
ly employed in semi-auto bullets are what 
really attracted my attention, however, 
because of the distinct and impressive 
appearance. 

The revolver bullets look similar to 
those from other manufacturers, but that 
can't be said about the jacketed bullets 
available in the following calibers and 
weights- .45 185 gr. JHP, the I 0mm 170 
gr. JHP, the 9mm 115 gr. JHP, and the 
9mm 90 gr. JHP. 

Since these bullets are intended for 
self-loaders there is no exposed lead to the 
hollowpoint, but the gilding metal jacket 
of 95% copper and 5% zinc does not fold 
over as far into the cavity as seen so often 
with most jacketed hollow point bullets. 

No, in this case the jacket material rolls 
just over the edge and then stops exactly at 
the beginning of the cavity giving the 
whole bullet a very precise appearance. 

The hollowpoint cavity itself has a 
bowl-like slope toward the center on all 
these semi-auto bullets and then a slightly 
deeper center cavity than that found on 
other brands of bullets. 

I have enjoyed loading all these 
Nosier bullets, but especially so the 115 
gr. JHP bullet in 9xl9 Parabellum. The 
accuracy is excellent and the bullet shape 
is one I like for reliable feeding in a cou
ple of different pistols. 

l asked if the 90 gr. bullet was intended 
for the .380 Auto and they said it could be 
used in a .380, but it was really intended 
for use in the 9xl9, so don't expect good 
expansion at the slower velocity discov
ered with the .380 Auto guns. 

New bullets Nosier is going to intro
duce in 1991 include a soft point 300 gr. 
.44 bullet, I 50 gr. JHP for the l 0mm, and 
a bullet designed specifically for IPSC 
shooters and the .38 Super. It will be a 
I 50 gr. and very similar in profile to their 

Continued on page 91 
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TEAM SPRINGFIELD CAPTURES STILL ANOTHER WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP. 

Team Springfield's 
championship tally for the 
1990 season includes: 

Doug Koenig 
-Winner, 1990 IPSC World 
Championship (Springfield PEJ) 

-Winner, 1990 Bianchi Cup and 
Bianchi Cup Speed Event with the 
first perfect score ever recorded 
( Springfield 1911-AI) 

-2nd Place and Top Professional, 
1990 Masters International Pistol 
Championship (Springfield 1911-A 1) 

-5th Place, 1990 USPSA National 
Championship ( Springfield 1911-A 1) 

-6th Place, 1990 Steel Challenge 
World Speed Shooting Championship 
(Springfield 1911-A 1) 

Rob Leatham 
-2nd Place, 1990 USPSA National 
Championship (Springfield PEJ) 

-3rd Place, 1990 IPSC World 
Championship (Springfield PEJ) 

-5th Place, 1990 Steel Challenge 
World Speed Shooting Championship 
(Springfield 1911-A 1) 

Allen Fulford 
-U.S. Civilian Bullseye Champion, 
1990 Camp Perry National Matches, 
his fourth national championship 
(Springfield 1911-AI) 

-Winner, 1990 Masters International 
Pistol Championship, the first shooter 
to win the Masters title twice 
(Springfield 1911-A1) 

"BESTIN 
WO '' 

MIGHT LOOK A LITTLE DIFFERENT TODAY ... 
BUT IT'S STILL A SPRINGFIELD. 

Doug Koenig 
1990 IPSC 
World Champion 

W., Do,i Koo,;~ Team Springfield's -cy~ne"" old 
speed merchant, won the 1990 IPSC World Championship using a 

Springfield P9, he broke several old traditions and solidly established three very 
important new facts of life in the fast paced world of IPSC shooting: 

First ... Even though the tried and true Springfield 1911-Al in traditional .45 ACP or .38 Super 
is still a bonafide winner, it's not the only winner. Now competitors have an option-the high quality, high 

capacity Springfield P9, the only double action 9mm pistol that's a proven winner. 
Second ... with the right combination of talent, determination, hard work and championship caliber equipment, 

the road to a major world championship is open to anyone with the commitment to pursue his dreams. 
Third ... Springfield Armory is still America' gold medal winner. We're America's 

leading manufacturer of premium grade, competition proven firearms. Our record 
proves it; Doug's performance with a P9 confirms it. 

Want to be a winner? Now you have two options: The 1911-Al or the 
new P9. They're both Springfields ... your only real choice. 

The Oldest Name In American Firearms 

Section SR-40, 420 West Main Street, Geneseo, IL 61254, (309)944-5631 

Safety and instruction manuals available from Springfield Armory. Always wear·eye and ear protection when using any firearms. Use only factory recommended ammunition. 



BY JOHN TAFFIN 

I
've been a long time fan of the 
Ruger Single Action sixgun. My 
first sixgun was an early Ruger 
Single-Six with the old-style flat 

loading gate. 
Then the big bores beckoned and it 

shortly with a .44 Magnum Flat-Top. As 
old time cowboy, writer, and sixgunner 
Walter Rodgers said: "Bless Bill Ruger 
for putting Magnums into single-action 
work in' guns.'' 

The two Flat-Tops were followed by 

first one to hit Montana in '69 or '70. 
The Bisleys came along in the I 980's 

in all the big bore calibers plus the 
diminutive .22 and .32 Magnum and they 
too were all welcomed with open arms. 
My Bisley .4 I Magnum will, well, that's 

another 

the .30 Carbine 
story. 

The one 
R u g e r 
Blackhawk 
that 1 have 
totally 
ignored has 

has been a long-time love affair with the 
Blackhawk since I bought my first .357 
Flat-Top in 1957 and followed it up very 

an early Ruger Super Blackhawk. and 
then- wonder of wonders- Ruger 
chambered for the .45 Colt and I got the 

been the .30 
Carbine. 

Built on the Ruger Super Blackhawk 
frame, it struck me as being overly heavy. 

Plus, just who were they trying to 

High Performance Favorite Loads For The .30 Carbine 
13.0 gr. #2400 

14.0 gr. #2400 
1 2.0 gr. AA#9 

13.0 gr. AA#9 
9.0 gr. Blue Dot 

10.0 gr. Blue Dot 

13.5 gr. WW296 

14.5 gr. WW296 

15.5 gr. WW680 
16.5 gr. WW680 
15.5 gr. AA 1680 

16.5 gr. AA 1680 

8.0 gr. Herco 

9.0 gr. Herco 

12.0 gr. AA#9 

13.0 gr. AA#9 

9.0 gr. Blue Dot 

10.0 gr. Blue Dot 

13.5 gr. Hl 10 f-..:::::;;;=::::,;;~ 
14.5 gr. H 110 

13.5 gr. WW296 

14.5 gr. WW296 

15.5 gr. AA 1680 
16.5 gr. AA 1680 

1000 1200 

..... 
• It, 

II • 

I • 

,I I 

1400 1600 
Velocity (feet per second) 

WARNING: Neither the author nor American Handgunner accept responsibility for results obtained with this reloading 
information due to the inherent variation in handloading components and individual reloading techniques. 

1800 
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fool? Semi-automatic cartridges don't 
belong in sixguns, do they? That is why 
cartridges have rims- so they can be 
used in sixguns- right? 

I was totally happy to go along my 
way and would have probably completely 
ignored the .30 Carbine sixgun forever. 
And then it happened. 

My shooting buddy Joe Penner called 
one quiet evening a few months back and 
said: "You'll never guess what I just 
bought!'" 

Yep, you 're right, it was a .30 Carbine 
Blackhawk. 

"I just picked up a three-screw .30 
Blackhawk for $150!" 

Of course he had to bring it over and I 
was surprised to find a gun, even though 
the bluing was well worn, that locked up 
tight and showed no signs of abuse. 
Apparently everyone had passed it up 
because of the worn bluing and the store 
lowered the price until it finally sold. 

"I figured you would want to try it out 
so I ordered a set of Lee dies with a taper 
crimp die plus 500 rounds of Remington 
brass. It will be here next week." 

Then to top it off, he brought it over 
with a 2X Leupold scope mounted. What 
more could I ask for? I was ready for 
another break from the heavy kickers and 
a heavy sixgun with no recoil and a scope 
to help me shoot it without straining my 
eyes was dropped right into my lap. 

Going to my storage of bullets suitable 
for use in the .30 Carbine, l found Speer 
I 00 grain Pl inkers and 110 grain hollow
point Varminters left over from previous 
testing sessions with a custom .30-20 
revolver. Joe brought over 500 hard cast 
bullets that he had moulded from Hensley 
& Gibb's #250GC blocks. The 105 grain 
bullets were gas checked, lubed, and 
sized and I was ready to go to work. 

The .30 M-1 Carbine is a product of 
World War 11 and was designed to take 
the place of the .45 sidearm as it would 
be easier to fire accurately for most 
G.I.'s. 

.30 Carbine History 
Sometime in the I 950's, I believe, the 

short lived Kimball Company produced 
semi-automatics chambered for the .30 
Carbine round. Christy Gun Works 
offered .30 Carbine replacement barrels 
and cylinders for the Colt Single Action 
Army and one former soldier from the 
Pacific theater wrote in The American 
Rifleman of having a Colt Sisley convert
ed to .30 Carbine by Christy complete 
with frame mounted firing pin. 

But it remained for Ruger to bring out 
the first successful .30 Carbine handgun. 
They have since been joined by Thomp
son/Center with Contender barrels cham
bered in .30 Carbine, and just recently iAi 
has gone Kimball one better and intro
duced a semi-automatic .30 Carbine pis
tol, the AutoMag II[, that really works. 

It did not take me long to fall in love 
with the .30 Carbine Blackhawk. 

"Hey, Joe, wanna sell it?" 
The combination of light, almost non

existent, recoil with excellent accuracy, 
makes the .30 Blackhawk a real pleasur
able sixgun to say the least. 

Since the .30 Carbine is a rimless car
tridge, it must headspace on the front of 
the case mouth in the Ruger's cylinder. 
This means no crimp on the bullet, which 
can be a problem in a revolver. In this 
case, recoil is not enough to cause the 
bullets in the remaining cases to move 
forward. 

But, a good crimp is usually necessary 
to get the powder burning properly. The 
answer to the latter problem is a taper 
crimp die which puts a long firm pull on 
the bullet in the loaded brass. It is also 
necessary for the best accuracy. 

Other than the necessity of the fourth 
die for utilizing the taper crimping opera
tion, the .30 Carbine reloads as easily as 
the standard straight-walled sixgun car
tridges. Lee offers a carbide die set that 
works well except the shellholder is a 
somewhat sloppy fit. 

The .30 Carbine is sure to be com
pared to the .32-20. The .32-20 has that 
all important rim which allows bullets to 
be crimped for use in sixguns, but the .30 
Carbine is much stronger brass. 

The necks of .32-20 brass are lost with 
regularity. Not so with the .30 Carbine 
brass. It is as tough as the other Magnum 
sixgun cartridges. 

Some have converted .30 Carbine 
Blackhawks to .32-20 and while it works, 
it does not work very well. The diameter 
of .32-20 is big where the .30 Carbine is 
little and vice-versa. What would really 
be a proper solution is a .30 Carbine 
Rimmed. 

Field Testing 
After loading 400 test rounds for the 

.30 Blackhawk, I prepared for some 
pleasant shooting. The 2X Leupold scope 
was easily sighted in with factory Carbine 
rounds. Loading the cylinder with the 
first batch of Speer Plinkers, I watched 
the first round hit dead center, then 
cocked the hammer for shot number two. 

The hammer dropped on dead silence. 
Nothing. Bring the suspect cartridge back 
around in line. Try it again. Nothing. 
Again. Still would not fire. 

I thought this was the portent of 
things to come with the .30 Carbine in 
the Blackhawk, but it proved instead to 
be the one lone exception. No other 
malfunctions have surfaced with the 
Blackhawk .30 Carbine. Tainted primer 
perhaps. 

Speer offers the two jacketed bullets 
that seem to be tailor-made for the .30 
Carbine sixgun. One is the I 00 grain 
plinker which is a copper cup with a lead 
core. No lead touches the barrel and I 
load these flush with the end of the cop
per jacket. In the past, these have not 
been the most accurate .30 caliber bullets 
when tried in other guns. They work fine 
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in the .30 Carbine. 
Some exceptional loads with the I 00 

grain Speer Pl inker are 13.0 grains of 
AA#9 for one-inch at 25 yards and a 
speed over the triple skyscreens of the 
Oehler Model 35P of a nice round 
1,400 fps. 

The same accuracy is obtained with 
13.5 grains of H4227 for 1,331 fps. All 
loads use Federal #200 small rifle 
primers. 

Two milder loads that give even better 
accuracy are 15.5 grains of AA# 1680 for 
I, 136 fps and 7 .0 grains of HS7 for 868 
fps. The latter load seemed so mild that I 
tried one shot- that is all it took- with
out ear protection. Definitely a foolish 
thing to do. 

Even at these sedate lower muzzle 
velocities, the noise from the .30 Carbine 
can definitely be classified as earsplitting. 
Good hearing protection is an absolute 
must. 

Switching over to the 110 grain Speer 
Varminter resulted in even greater accura
cy with the .30 Carbine. Some exception
al loads are 9.0 grains of Herco (1,380 
fps), 13.5 grains of H4227 (I, 145 fps), 
and 14.5 grains of H4227 (1,263 fps). 
These are all in the one-inch or less at 25 
yards category and make explosive 
varmint loads. 

The same mild loads used with the 
100 grain Plinker, 15.5 grains of 
AA# 1680 and 7 .0 grains of HS7, also 
result in pleasant shooting loads with the 
110 grain Speer JHP. 

Many sixguns shoot well with jacket
ed bullets; others do well with cast bul
lets. Happiness is finding one that does 
both. The Ruger .30 Carbine does both. 

The Hensley & Gibbs #205, I 05 grain 
roundnose bullet gives fast steppin', tack
drivin' results. Some examples are 9.0 
grains of Herco (1,485 fps, I 1/4"), 12.0 
grains of AA#9 (1,560 fps, 3/4"), 14.5 
grains of WW296 (1,426 fps, I") 14.5 
grains of H4227 (1,563 fps, 5/8"). and 
16.5 grains of AA# 1680 (1,305 fps, 3/4"). 

For milder loads, four to five grains of 
Bullseye, WW231, or WW452AA all 
give groups under one-inch at muzzle 
velocities of 850 to I, 150 fps. 

The short range silhouette Hunters 
Pistol and Field Pistol courses were 
seemingly designed with the Blackhawk 
.30 Carbine in mind. The same cast bullet 
loads used for silhouetting can be used 
for small game shooting and vannints are 
well handled with either the I 00 grain 
Plinker or 110 grain Varminter. 

By no stretch of the imagination, with 
these loads or any others, should the .30 
Carbine be considered a big game gun. It 
is well below the .357 Magnum, which is 
marginal at best for anything much larger 
than small deer. Keep the Carbine as it 
should be: for varmints, small game, 
plinking, and short-range silhouetting. 

I'm just sorry I took so long to get 
around to trying one. Thanks, ..... 
Joe, I needed that. ~ 
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By Massad Ayoob 
Photos by Roger Andrews 

W
en Ram-Line, the plastic 
ftermarket magazine peo
le, introduced their Syn

Tech .22 pistol at the 1990 
SHOT Show in Las Vegas, I was skepti
cal. I recalled the last time a mag maker 
had ventured into the land of manufactur
ing handguns. 

Randall had made some mediocre 1911 
.45 magazines. I thought it the height of 
chutzpah when people with a poor track 
record for a simple sheet metal and spring 
assembly took it upon themselves to pro
duce a whole gun. While I saw a handful 
of good, reliable Randall .45 autos, most 
of the ones I saw in action were roughly 
made and prone to malfunction. Pre
dictably, the company went under. 

The Ram-Line booth at Vegas gave 
me deja vu. While I'd had good luck with 
the Ram-Line magazines in Ruger .22 
rifles, their product for 9mm pistols had 
been shown on my class ranges to jam 
again and again. The hideous plastic pis
tol drew a most jaundiced glance from 
this scribe. 

Some months later, editor Cameron 
Hopkins assigned me to test a Syn-Tech. 
Ram-Line's Heather Petrone promptly 
dispatched one to my local gunshop, 
Riley's in Hoosett, NH. 

I picked it up on a busy day, and was 
greeted with gales of laughter from the 
traditional gunny customers. 

"Hey,Mas, what are you doing with a 
plastic Nambu?" 

"Naw, that's too ugly to be a Nambu! 
And too cheap lookin'!" 

"Did they pack the rubber tip darts 
with it, or do you buy those separate?" 

"Where do you load that thing, at the 
kitchen sink?" 

Initial Jams 
Wishing I'd picked up the gun in a 

disguise, I hied myself hence to the near
est range. My worst fears seemed realized 
when I started with copper-washed 
Winchester .22 Long Rifle Hi-Speed, and 
was unable to fire two consecutive shots. 

Starting with all 15 rounds in the 
translucent magazine, I found that each 
cartridge would stand up at a 45° angle 
and refuse to enter the chamber, like Mar
maduke bracing his paws against the vet
erinarian's door and refusing to enter. 

After clawing five jammed, bolt-bent 
cartridges out of the magazine, however, 
the gun started perking. Loaded with I 0 
or fewer Winchesters, the gun functioned 
without a bobble. 

About a third of the time, it would fail 
to lock the slide back on the last round, 
but that is not a true jam. A pricey SIG P-
226 9mm will do the same thing when its 
magazines get dirty. 

Remington standard velocity and Fed-
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era! high velocity both worked fine, even 
with the magazine loaded all the way up. 
The gun shot about three inches left, 
however. 

Oddly enough, it sprayed the Reming
ton- which came from a particularly 
accurate lot- all over the target, but shot 
fairly true with the semi-hollowpoint 
Federal small game hunting load. 

Serious Shooting 
It was time to head for the serious 

bench. I drove to the Pioneer Sportsman 
Club in Dunbarton, stuck some Targ-Dots 
to an IPSC target a measured 25 yards 
from the bench, and fired from kneeling 
across the wooden table. 

With each brand, J loaded five rounds. 
The first went into the dirt to cycle the 
gun into "firing battery," since most auto 
pistols will put the first hand-chambered 
shot to a slightly different point of impact 
than those chambered by the force of a 

The Exactor's bolt (above) is made of 
steel, somewhat reminiscent of the 
Ruger Mk. I in shape and function. 
The RamLine magazine's follower 
(left) protrudes upward and locks the 
slide back on the last shot. Naturally, 
the magazine is made of plastic. The 
sights (below left) are altogether 
gawky. You can smack them with a 
mallet for windage adiustment, but 
there's no provision for elevation, 
Somehow installing a set of Bo Mar's 
seems inappropriate! 

cycling mechanism. Of each subsequent, 
I shot four and threw away the farthest to 
compensate for hand-holding errors as 
best I could. 

The best three-shot groups were as 
follows: 

Hansen Standard Velocity: This super
cheap practice/plinking load grouped 
about three and a quarter inches. Feeding 
was 100%. 

Federal Hi-Velocity: This semi-hol
lowpoint round, sold as the Power-Flite, 
is a good performer on squirrel-size 
game. It grouped two and three-sixteenths 
inches out of the Syn-Tech. 

Remington Hi-Velocity: These gilded 
solids usually feed reliably in any .22 
autoloader, and the Syn-Tech was no 
exception. No malfunctions were noted, 
and the three-shot group measured one 
and three-quarters of an inch. 

PMC Sidewinder: I've seen the quality 
of PMC ammo improve dramatically over 
the last few years. The fast-stepping 
Sidewinder shot the best group in the Syn
Tech, with the best three of four shots 
measuring an inch and a quarter center to 
center. There were no malfunctions. 

I was happy to be proven wrong. The 
little Syn-Tech was working reliably with 
all but one brand of ammo. As it broke in, 
it started locking its slide back whenever 
it ran empty. 

It was not a gun that anyone would 
choose to shoot the Precision Event at the 
Masters. However, neither is any other 
entry-level low priced .22 plinker. 

The Ram-Line is a casual recreation 
gun. Use the little plastic pistol as it was 
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There are three controls on the Exactor: the mag release in the traditional 
Browning location on the grip; the slide release button iust above the trigger 
guard; and the sliding safety, which is easy to operate. 

You can see the steel barrel sleeve peeking out from the plastic outer shroud. 

The trigger is single-action in operation but is "stagy" and "creepy" according 
to author Ayoob. 
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intended. At 25 yards, it 'II put every bul
let in a milk jug. Shooting plastic with 
plastic. It's destiny. 

Jamie Can Shoot 
ow, the test target that came with my 

sample, which was serial number P5-4 l-
04723, appeared to have about 10 bullet 
holes in it. The center of the group was s/s 
of an inch from the center of the aiming 
point. All but one shot had clustered in 
one ragged hole that measured, center to 
center, 7/s of an inch. A lone flyer was 
another three-quarters of an inch out. 

The "Factory Test Fire Target" indi
cated that the group had been fired 
through this pistol by a QC inspector 
named Jamie. 

I can only say that Jamie shoots better 
than anyone I was able to wrap around 
the strangely-shaped plastic "handle" of 
the Syn-Tech pistol. Jamie also has better 
eyes. Our fixed-sight gun averaged more 
like two or three inches left of center 
when fired at 25 yards, not the s/s" seen 
on the test target. 

Heather advised me that each gun is 
test-fired with five rounds, not 10, al 
about 20 yards, with the tester shooting 
offhand leaning against a support. One of 
those rounds will be a proof load. 

Perhaps, when I grow up, I will be 
able to shoot this gun as well as Jamie. 

Handling The Syn-Tech 
The test pistol weighs 191/2 ounces 

sans magazine, about the heft of an 
unloaded S& W Chief Special Model 36. 
Balance is not bad at all if you're used to 
muzzle-light handguns. The tubular 
receiver and the ba1Tel liner and bolt are 
steel; the rest is plastic, including the bar
rel shroud. 

The gun is charged by pulling back the 
tubular bolt in the manner of the 41-year
old Ruger Standard Models, one of the 
guns the Syn-Tech will compete against 
in the plinking pistol market. It requires a 
fairly firm pull to bring back the 
uncocked hammer. 

This can be dealt with- when easing 
the bolt forward on an empty chamber, 
simply lock the gun On Safe instead of 
pulling the trigger to drop the internal fir
ing mechanism to rest. This will make the 
gun easy to cock and cycle, once the bolt
locking safety is pushed forward and 
down to the Off' position. 

Besides, dropping the hammer on 
most .22 autoloaders is in effect dry-fir
ing, and that ain't good for rimfire guns. 
As the Syn-Tech Owner's Manual puts it, 
"WARNING! Do Not 'Dry Fire' the ham
mer on an empty chamber ... The chamber 
may not be empty! Also, 'Dry Firing· 
causes undue wear on the chamber. ham
mer, sear, and firing pin." 

The safety is easy to operate. at least 
for right handers. The same Owner's 
Manual cautions, "Note to Left Handed 
Shooters: the manual safety is designed 

Continued on par;e 87 
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By John Taffin 

F
or nearly 30 years, the .44 Special 
was the big bore sixgun. Handloaders 
brought the anemic factory-loaded 
.44 Special with a feeble roundnose 

246 grain bullet at 750 fps, up to a 
whomp 'em, stomp 'em 1,100 to 1,200 
fps with a flat-nosed semi-wadcutter 250 
grain bullet of a design now known as the 
Keith bullet. 

Many shooters were responsible for 
the final birth of the .44 Magnum which 
was a direct result of experiments with 
the .44 Special. Experimenters like Elmer 
Keith, Gordon Boser, Ray Thompson, 
and John Zlatich all had numerous .44 
Special articles in the only gun magazine 
of the time period, The American Rifle
man. Keith got the most press, but the 
others were also quite instrumental in 
opening the eyes of shooters to the possi
bility of a real big bore magnum sixgun. 

John Lachuk went the others one step 
further and made a wildcat ".44 Mag
num" case using .30-40 Krag brass and 
chambered three Colt Single Action .38 
Special cylinders to his round which 
would turn out to be dimensionally a 
dead ringer for the later-to-arrive .44 
Magnum. 

His load was 22.5 grains of #2400 
under a 235 grain bullet. Lachuk tells of 

Continued on page 66 
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A cut-away scrap 
piece of the scope 
mount reveals the 
honeycomb 
aluminum frame 
over which a skin 
of super-light, 
super-strong 
carbon fiber is 
stretched. 



By Cameron Hopkins 

Photos by lchiro Nagata 

R \ ·ras\ 11 -s !akin to ace Old Enolish ra:s 
rush, run~1ing leap I: 

a running in competition: a contest of 
speed. 

That is a definition from Webster's Third 
New /11tematio11al Dictionary. the recog
nized authority on the language of English. 

Now, here is a definition from Ameri-

can f-la11dg11nner, the recognized authori
ty for the language of shooting. 

Racegun\' ras- • gen\ 11 -s [akin to Old 
lPSC.fi1/l-housej: a super-charged combat 
pistol customized with the latest, most 
sophisticated technology. 

And that is precisely what you see 
before you, a radically customized .40 
S&W Para-Ordnance hi-capacity combat 
pistol featuring the most advanced new 
materials and most refined new technolo
gy available anywhere at any price. 

This is a racegun, a gun that combines 
the speed of a sprinter with the heart of a 

marathoner. It's a gun that can go the dis
tance with 16 uninterrupted shots of the 
hottest new .40 S&W cartridge. Plus. 
here's a gun that can blaze furiously 
ahead with the blinding speed of the 
lightest and fastest lock mechanism avail
able today with parts made of titanium. 
carbon fiber and magnesium. 

A gun that is bred to win must have a 
champion ·s bloodlines. This amazing gun 
boasts a proud lineage that includes some 
of the finest pedigrees in pistolsmithing. 

r Bill Laughridge. master gunsmith 
and consummate craftsman. conceived 
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the design of the entire pistol and directed 
its production. Establishing himself early 
on as the expert on the Browning Hi
Power pistol, the 20-year-veteran of the 
gunsmithing profession has also been 
successfully customizing Colt autos and 
S&W revolvers in his Cylinder & Slide 
Shop that he has owned and operated for 
the past 12 years. His work was first fea
tured in American Hane/gunner over a 
decade ago in an article written by 
Detroit PD's Evan Marshall in the 
May/June 1979 issue. 

r Chris Hagemann, the master gun
smith and manager of the Cylinder & 
Slide Shop who personally executed the 
incredibly skilled handwork that went 
into the racegun's creation. 

r Robert Pond, the talented 
Browning specialist who apprenticed at 
the Cylinder & Slide Shop and learned 
the gunsmithing craft entirely from Bill 
Laughridge. 

r George Huening, the former lndy 
car chief mechanic turned pistolsmith 
who contributed his proprietary technolo
gy of a carbon fiber scope mount. 

r Chip McCormick, the 
entrepreneur who brought NASA-levels 
of sophistication to pistol components, 
designed the special magnesium and tita
nium parts for this racegun. 

r Irv Stone, the incomparable master 
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The squared and checkered trigger 
guard (above) protects the special 
titanium-and magnesium trigger. The 
double chamber compensator (below) 
contains two specially contoured 
"scoops" that dramatically increase 
its recoil-dampening effectiveness. 

barrelmaker whose very name is synony
mous with accuracy, fabricated a special 
match-grade stainless steel bull barrel in 
.40 S&W with minimum-tolerance cham
ber dimensions to wring the last morsel of 
precision from this high-tech pistol. 

r Kim Hendon, the savvy master
mind of Aimpoint USA organized a spe
cial prototype of the new Swedish-made 
5000 series scope with a large field of 
view in its 30mm tube designed especial
ly for speed shooting. 

Space-Age Marvel 
This incredible example of the pistol

smith's art reflects the absolute latest in 
combat handgun technology. The frame is 
one of the new Para-Ordnance steel units 
(as opposed to the aluminum alloy version). 
The Caspian Arms 10mm slide is made 
slightiy over-sized for precise hand-fitting. 

Special magnesium and titanium com
ponents made with advanced EDM and 
CNC tooling went into the action: ham
mer, hammer strut, firing pin and trigger. 
A carbon fiber skin is stretched over a 
unique aluminum honeycomb core to 

Continued on page 95 
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I
n any sport where a 
machine is an essential ele
ment in the performance of 
that sport, various plateaus 

are reached by the competitors 
and their specific machines 
over the course of history. 

Auto racing is the first 
such endeavor that comes to 
mind, but the same phe
nomenon can be seen in 
parachuting, skateboarding, 
bicycling or many other 
sports if you only look. 
And. obviously, the rules for each 
of these pastimes dictate what is consid
ered fair and unfair in terms of contest 
equipment on the playing field. race 
track. or wherever. 

Yet, the drive of the competitor is such 
that he always embarks on a never-ending 
search for the smallest fraction of an 
advantage that can be gained. 

How can the basic machine be 
improved? What are the limits to the pre
sent designs? What new directions can be 
explored? 

At the 1990 USPSA National Champi
onships we saw such experimentation. 
Would this be seen in years to come as 
the beginning of a new plateau of equip
ment for practical shooting? 

The criteria for a new design is very 
simple- it must win. Not only must it 
win, it must demonstrate a convincing 
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The 1990 IPSC National Championship 
was a scandal-plagued, controversy
ridden fiasco. In fact, it wasn't an IPSC 
match at all. International sanctioning 
was suspended at the last minute. So 
what was this thing that determined 
the new national champion? Well, it 
was 

THE 
NATIONALS 

THAT 
WASN'T 

By Frank W. James 
Photos by Nyle Leatham 

Debbie James, ladies champ, shows 
textbook form on a mag change 
caught in hi-speed photography live 
during the match. 
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Up and over! Michael Voigt (R) 
leaps over a fence during an 
assault course. The obstacle 

served as a holster retention test 
as well as an athletic challenge. 
Jethro Dionisio (below) rode his 

Steel Challenge victory into a 
very strong 3rd at the Nationals. 

advantage in 
the win. Jerry Barnhart won 
the National Championship this year at 
Barry, Ill., and he won it using a gun that 
was fitted with, of all things, a scope! 

Equally as important is the fact that 
defending champ Rob Leatham finished 
just 1.5 percentage points behind Jerry 
using a Springfield A1mory P-9 loaded with 
16 rounds of a 9mm cartridge loaded to the 
'"major power factor·' scoring category. 

Both 

Peeved at this magazine's 
valid criticisms of combat 

shooting makhes over the 
years, the makh 

organizers wrapped us 
on a roll for a stage 

simulating an outhouse 
gunfight. 

men used non-typical 
firearms in their quest 
for the National Cham

pionship. Each man was a proven champi
on who decided it was necessary to reach 
out and search for an advantage in areas· 
previously unexplored. But what hap
pened to the conventional iron-sighted .38 
Super 191 I pistols? 

Shooters using these pistols started at 
third place and proceeded to fill out the 
rest of the field. 

This is not to say the remainder of 
the field of 506 entrants used totally 
conventional equipment as several 
competitors tried the Para-Ordnance 
frame for increased capacity in a .38 
Super pistol. Unfortunately, the Para
Ordnance technology still left some
thing to be desired during the Nationals 
as Master Class shooter John Dixon 
experienced irregular, but continued, 
malfunctions with his Para-Ordnance 
beryllium copper framed gun. 

Michael Voight, Brian Enos and J. 
Michael Plaxco joined Leatham in the 
march to the newest cartridge on the cir
cuit. the 9x2 I mm loaded to the major 
power factor. 

Controversy Aplenty 
But it would be misleading to have 

you believe the 1990 Nationals boiled 
clown to nothing more than a technology 
race. Far from it. This was one of the 

most controversial shooting matches I 
have ever attended in my life and I have 
been to some many years ago where the 
competitors dropped their gun belts and 
proceeded to get with it! Those hotheads 
would have felt very much at home at this 
name-calling match. 

The general perception is the National 
Championship of any sport signifies the 
very best that sport has to offer. It 
doesn't matter what the challenge is, the 
National Champion is the best and the 
tournament used to select him offers 
everyone great insight into the sport, if 
not great entertainment. 

After all. what is a sport, if not a 
diversion from the daily grind? 

Well, the greatest insight seen at this 
match was how to wrap a roll of toilet 
paper. 

Maybe it was the combination of the 
hot weather and the pending election for 
national president, but whatever it was, 
perfectly normal people got really weird. 

I was not scheduled to cover the 
Nationals for our editor, but was instead a 
last minute substitute for Dave Anderson. 
Dave, American Ha11dgu1111er's commen
tator on the IPSC scene, had a problem 
harvesting his wheat in the rain and, as a 
farmer myself, I could easily sympathize 
with his plight. 

Unfortunately, after what I witnessed I 
wish I had volunteered to run Dave's 
combine. And that takes into account the 
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"Hey Dad, 
didn't I tell yau 
not to hit that 
hostage!" 

fact that 1·m 
deathly allergic to wheat chaff! 

9mm Brouhaha 
Upon my arrival at the range I was 

immediately told the latest joke going 
through the gallery of onlookers. You 
want to hear it? 

"Wliat's the latest cartridge to be sanc
tioned by the USPSA ?" 

"The 9mm JLE." came the reply. 
"OK, I'll bite. What's a 9mm JLE?'' I 

asked innocently. I had arrived in the 
middle of the afternoon on the third day 
and I wasn't up to speed yet. 

"9mm Just Long Enough!" 
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And my friend 
went on to say. '·However, it 

has already been amended by the rules 
committee to the 9mm JLE-FN. Which 
the is the 9mm Just Long Enough- For 
Now!'" 

If there was ever a subject that every
one even remotely close to the practical 
pistol shooting scene was tired of hearing 
by the end of 1990, it would have to be 
the 9mm Major Controversy. 

The USPSA board of directors ruled 
during the summer of 1990 that the 
9x 19 cartridge- the good ole 9mm 
Parabellum that we all know and 
love-when loaded to the Major power 
scoring category with an overall length 
of less than 1.250" is banned from 
sanctioned competition. 

The push for 9mm Major had come 
from Europe where they operate under a 

different set 
of standards 
for their 
firearms, 
but the 
Continen
tals shoot 
under 
t h e 
same 
IP SC 

rules that are 
used worldwide. Except 

in the United States, where the 
USPSA board of directors passes its own 
rules unilaterally. 

It is a difficult arrangement at best to 
try and coordinate a worldwide set of 
rules for a shooting sport forced to oper
ate under the unique environments found 
in each country with the legal, social and 
economic atmospheres the various shoot
ers must endure. But the end result in this 
case was that J.P. Denis, the elected pres
ident of lPSC, withdrew IPSC sanction
ing from the Nationals. 

9x 19 Versus 9x21 
In Europe if a gun is proven safe by 

the proof house and it blows up, then it"s 
the shooter's fault. The gun was certified 
as mechanically safe once, so if there was 
a problem after that. the shooter created it. 

Here in the United States, the land of 
opportunity for greedy liability lawyers 
looking for a fast buck. nothing can be 
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proven safe. 

Coming through! 
The thrill of combat 
shooting is kicking 
in doors and 
shooting down bad 
guys. Simulating a 
gunfight is the 
idea- and it's a real 
kick in the ass! 

Tom Campbell (below) 
shoots for Team 5& W. 

drinking water, not the air we breath, not 
Ralph Nadcrish automobiles and certainly 
not firearms. The result is a legal mess. 

Thus, the 9mm Major, based on the 
9x 19 case, was banned. Not to worry, 
everyone started searching for 9x2 I brass 
and immediately the problem was solved 
with the introduction in America of the 
9x2 l Major cartridge, also known as the 
.356 TSW. 

How? Well, let's just say two wrongs 
do make a right. 

Since there is no standardized data on 
the 9x2 l from SAAM!, no one in Ameri
ca can argue the round was over-pressure 
and unsafe for competition. This must 
have left the Europeans scratching their 
heads in amazement because over there 
the 9x 19 and the 9x2 l are loaded to the 
same pressure levels, and 9x 19 Major is 
legal. 

The two cartridges have the same 
overall length. The only reason for the 
existence of the 9x2 l in the first place 
was to pacify the Italian bureaucrats who 

won't allow civilian posses-
sion of military ammo. Obviously, illogi
cal bureaucrats aren't exclusive to Italy, 
or even to governments. 

None of this was meant to make sense. 
It was politics in the finest sense of the 
word. It was an election year. All of 
which combined together with the heat 
and the 100° discomfort factor made it 
easy to understand how warmer climates 
produce more despots. 

Heads-Up Head-Shots 
The next controversy to rear its ugly 

head was mentioned during the open mem
bcrsh i p meeting on Thursday night and 
dealt with the number of head shots in the 
match. One competitor complained there 
were 24 in number. I didn't count that 
many from the diagrams represented inside 
the program, but I will agree there were 
several and there was an especially trouble
some one on Stage 3, The Chameleon, that 
was 30 yards from the shooter. 
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Rob Leatham (above) looks for 
a hole somewhere, but the RO 
says it's a dropped shot. 

All of which lead to the most telling 
comment heard the entire match. A pri
vate conversation was ongoing about the 
future of practical pistol and how some 
want to attract more money into the sport 
through the introduction of national TV 
and big sponsorship deals, but to do so 
the targets would probably have to be 
changed. Something like going to plain 
steel squares or cutting the heads off the 
paper targets. 

To which one competitor replied with 
fear and trepidation in his voice, "Boy, if 
you take the heads off the targets in this 
match, you wouldn't have nothing to 
shoot at!" 

Outhouse Stink 
Controversy appeared once again on 

Friday, the last day of the match, when a 
ruling to uphold a protest was made Thurs
day evening in arbitration over target dete
rioration on Stage Two, Montezuma 's 
Revenge. 

This clever little scenario required six 
shots to be fired after leaving a toilet scat 
and opening the out-house door. There 
were two silhouette targets plus the first 
and the last targets were both steel plates 
approximating the head portion of the 
standard IPSC target. 

Going into this stage on the next to 
last day the race for the lead was very 
close between three shooters: Rob 
Leatham, who still held the lead, Jerry 
Barnhart and Todd Jarrett. 
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Irv Stone Ill (left) scoots and shoots! He's 
the son of barre/maker extraordinaire 
Irv Stone Jr. of Bar-Sto fame. 

GUNS AND GEAR OF THE TOP 1 6 
Shooter Caliber Weapon 

Jerry Barnhart .38 Super Colt 
Rob Leatham 9x21 (9 JLE} Springfield P-9 
Jethro Dionisio .38 Super Colt 
Todd Jarrett .38 Super Springfield 
Doug Koenig .38 Super Springfield 
Arnt M.Myhre .38 Super Springfield 
Mark Mazzotta .38 Super Colt 
Rick Byfield .38 Super Springfield 
Mike York .38 Super Caspian 
Floyd Wine .38 Super Springfield 
Mike Martolin .38 Super Colt 
Bruce Piatt .38 Super Caspian 
Michael Voight 9x21 (9 JLE} Springfield P-9 
Ted Bonnet .38 Super Springfield 
Brian Enos 9x21 (9JLE} S&W 5906 
Charles Putnam .38 Super Colt 

(Leatham 's lead would have been larg
er had he not dropped 52 points during 
the previous stage, the Hardcover Stan
dards, where he had four hardcover hits 
and two misses. Barnhart gained ground 
here, either through the advantage of his 
scoped gun or just plain damn good 
shooting by only dropping a total of 26 
points. Essentially. this is where Rob 
Leatham let the championship slip away, 
but m'orc on that in a moment.) 

Less than two hours later on Thursday, 
the Super Squad shot Montczuma's 
Revenge and neither Robbie nor Jerry 
made any major mistakes, while main
taining their relative positions. but poor 
Todd Jarrett had serious problems. He 
had to perform a magazine change during 

the six shot course of fire. Needless to 
say, he was out of the running after that. 
but only temporarily. 

Now. later in the same day, a shooter 
who was running along in approximately 
464th place noticed that the one of the 
steel head-shot targets was noticeably 
shorter than ii was supposed to be. He 
filed a protest, as was his right, and
surprisc!- he was correct. 

The steel target was slightly shorter. 
The target had suffered metal fatigue 
from the constant hammering and it was 
approximately an inch shorter. 

What to do? In order to prevent every
one from having to reshoot the match. 
that stage was eliminated from the course 
or fire by the match director. 

Gunsmith 

Bill Wilson 
G. Huening/L. Baer 
First Option 
Blake Gann 
Les Baer 
Frank Glenn 
Bill Wilson 
Les Baer 
Gary Kimball 
Floyd Wine 
Mike Martolin 
Frank Behlert 
Michael Voigt 
Greg Ferris 
Paul Liebenberg 
George Huening 

Holster 

Safari land 
Safari land 

Ernie Hill 
Safari land 
Safari land 
Safari land 
Safari land 
Safari land 
Safari land 
Safari land 

Ernie Hill 
Safari land 
Safari land 

Ernie Hill 
Safari land 
Safari land 

It was such a shame, too, because so 
much originality and deep thinking had 
gone into the course design of that stage, 
including the wrapping of a roll of toilet 
paper hanging on the wall with the cover 
of a recent issue of this magazine. 

This offended one of the major sponsors 
of this sport, Smith & Wesson, because 
their trademark was featured on that cover 
and the firm's representative at the match 
made her objections heard loud and clear. 

If I may voice my personal opinion. it 
didn't offend me as much as it reminded 
me of a junior high school class and the 
immature guy in the back of the room 
who always made the rude, guttural nois
es and stupid remarks. 

But then this incident was fairly typi-
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This shooter (left) 
can't be accused of 
getting too excited
he's taking this 
match lying down! 

Jerry Barnhart's red-dot sight on 
his Wilson custom Colt 1911 is the 
most radical change in IPSC 
equipment since Charlie Kelsey 
first introduced the .38 Super 
cartridge in the early 80'5. 

cal of the thoughtfulness and concern for 
the shooting community in general that 
was noticeably absent throughout this 
national match and is indicative of the 
small minded, petty mentalities and per
sonal selfishness afflicting some of the 
board members. 

Yet More Protests 
With the outhouse stage flushed from 

the match. Todd Jarrett had a new lease 
on life. His position became even better 
after Leatham missed one of the two 
required shots at the 30 yard head target 
on stage three. The Chameleon. After the 
Super Squad had completed stage three 
on Friday morning there was only one 
stage left to determine the national cham
pion and the race at this point was actual
ly too close to call. 

All of which made it predictable that 
yet another controversy would appear 
before the Super Squad shot the last stage 
named 'The Temple of Boom .. and. sure 
enough, an argument arose over the range 
commands given to the various competi
tors at the squad briefings. 

The Temple of Boom had a gate that the 
competitor was required to jump over and 
then proceed to do their thing. Continuing 
on. the competitor next moved to a firing 
port before entering a hallway with four 
slits in the left wall which were positioned 
at different heights. Beyond each hallway 
slit was an individual Pepper popper. 

Continued 011 page 78 

JERRY 
BARNHART: 
A CLASS ACT 

Interview by Dave Anderson 

I 
n the 1990 American Handgun
ner Annual l had an article on 
several illuminated dot sights: the 
Action Arms Ultra-Dot, the Adco 

Pro-Y, the Aimpoint 3000, and the 
Tasco Pro-Point. It was a particularly 
enjoyable assignment, as all four 
sights proved to be of high quality. 

These dot sights have a wide range 
of useful features. They place the tar
get and the sight in the same focal 
plane; they are parallax-free; they 
have unlimited eye relief; and they are 
extremely lightweight. 

Because they are non-magnifying, 
they are simple and natural to use. 
Novice shooters seem to progress 
faster with this type of sight, for any 
errors in hold or trigger control are 
instantly apparent. 

Not that their use is limited to 
novices. by any means. Optical sights 
have come to dominate vi1tually every 
type of handgun competition in which 
they are allowed. Exceptions to this 
trend have been the really fast-paced 
sports such as speed shooting and IPSC. 
Of the 700 or so shooters at the 1989 
Steel Challenge and lPSC U.S. ation
als, only a handful used optical sights. 
The consensus among competitors in 
these sports has been iron sights are 
superior for the fast draw, multiple tar
get arrays. and varying ranges involved. 

Recently, though, conventional 
wisdom got a rude shock when Jerry 
Barnhart came back from a mid-week 
deficit to win the 1990 U.S. Nationals, 
using a dot sight. Following is the gist 
of a conversation in which Tasked 
Jerry about his views on these sights. 

DA: Congralulations on winning 
your second Nationals. /' 111 curious 
about why the dot sigh! worked so 
well for you this year, when the feel
ing for years has been that they aren't 
really adapled to IPSC shooting. 

JB: I don't think they were really 
given a fair try before. When l started 
shooting IPSC in 1983 I asked several 

experienced shooters about the dot 
sights and was always told they were 
too slow. I think it was a case of 
everyone thinking that someone else 
had given the dots a thorough test, 
when really no one had. 

DA: When did you first start 
experimenting with optical sigh!s? 

JB: About 1986 Steve (Nastoff) 
built me a Bianchi Cup auto using a 
dot sight on a grip mount. I compared 
it to an iron sighted gun on some steel 
plates, keeping records with a PACT 
timer and printer. 

My target to target times were just 
as good with the dot, but the hits were 
better and more consistent. The draw 
wasn't as fast, since the gun had inten
tional I y been built rather heavy for 
Bianchi Cup use, but I felt that if we 
could get the weight clown, the draw 
would be just as fast. 

There was a lot of experimenting 
with comp design going on at that 
time so this project got pushed to the 
back burner. The idea stayed in my 
mind though, and when l changed 
sponsors recently (to Colt Firearms 
and Wilson's Gun Shop) it seemed 
like a good chance to give it a try. 

l wanted the sight mounted as low 
as possible. Ideally, the dot would be 
no higher than the line of iron sights. 
but we can't get it quite that low. And 
l wanted it mounted well back on the 
gun, so the front element of the sight 
was behind the point where the gun 
pivots in recoil. 

DA: Why is it important to hal'e 
the sight set back 011 the gun? 

JB: It's much easier to track the 
sight during recoil. With iron sights 
we try to stay focused on the front 
sight as the gun recoils, and of course 
the front of the gun is the part that 
jumps highest. If the front sight is lost 
as the muzzle jumps up, then the eye 
has to pick it up and refocus before the 
next shot can be fired. 

With the dot sight mounted further 
Continued 011 page 92 
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MAGNA CLASSIC 
Continued fi-0,11 page 54 

submitting his findings to The American 
Rifleman in 1949 only to have his article 
rejected twice by the editor and then next 
editor. He tried to interest Colt in the new 
cartridge to no avail. Great Western 
planned to offer Lachuk's creation in their 
Single Action sixguns but were plagued 
with financial problems that haunted them 
until they finally went belly up. 

Birth Of A Magnum 
In December of 1955, Smith & Wes

son brought out the .44 Magnum. After 
years of urging by dedicated sixgunners, 
someone finally listened and the cartridge 
of the century was born. 

Carl Hellstrom of Smith & Wesson 
was interested in Elmer Keith's pct .44 
Special load and discussed the prospect 
of a new .44 sixgun with him. Hellstrom 
asked Remington to supply ammunition 
and they agreed if Smith & Wesson 
would produce the gun. 

Remington produced the first batch of 
ammunition for the new .44 in 1954. The 
new .44 cartridge was one-eighth inch 
longer than the .44 Special, so it would 
not chamber in .44 Special sixguns. For 
testing purposes, Smith & Wesson re
chambered four 1950 Target .44 Specials 

When 1t·s Ti111e For A Change ... 
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THE S&A auo,tx.eb\dmAa -Ambidextrous 

MAG RELEASE 
Finally, an ambidextrous magazine release allowing full 

right or left-handed control of Colt and other 1911-type .45 
autos. Discover what 'lefties" have known for years. The 
trigger finger is quicker than the thumb. Quick.positive release 
with trigger finger or thumb! 

U.S. PAT.# 4,521,985 

• IDEAL FOR USPSA/IPSC COMPETITION! 
• CHANGE MAGAZINE WITHOUT SHIFTING 

GRIP! 
• REMOVE OR REPLACE WITH FINGERS! 

(AFTER INITIAL INSTALLATION) 
• NOTHING TO GO OUT OF ADJUSTMENT! 
• STAINLESS STEEL! 
• SATISFACTION GUARANTEED! 

$69 95 Post Paid, Prepaid, or UPS-COD 
(UPS-COD Charge • $4.00) 

■ Texas Residents add 8.25% sales tax ($5.77 ea.) 

DEALER DIRECT 
, IF UNAVAILABLE AT 

YOUR DEALER -
ORDER DIRECT FROM S&A 

SMITH & ALEXANDER 
P.O. BOX 835790 
RICHARDSON, TX 75083 
214-231-6084 
FAX 214-783-6084 
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to the new round in 1954. These were 
standard .44 Specials except for the 
rechambering and specially heat-treated 
cylinders. 

Remington received one of the "new" 
revolvers for testing and it was soon 
obvious that the 39 ounce weight of the 
.44 Special 1950 Target Model was much 
too light for the recoil of the ".44 Special 
Magnum." Keith had asked for a 250 
grain bullet at 1,200 fps and was about to 
get a 240 grain bullet at 1,500 fps. 

To provide the desirable increase in 
weight, S&W produced a revolver with a 
barrel that was .15" greater in diameter 
and a cylinder that was .18" longer. This 
brought the weight of the six and one-half 
inch baITelled sixgun up to three pounds. 

By early 1955, tests were completed 
and S& W began tooling up to produce 
what at the time was simply known as 
The .44 Magnum. The first factory 
revolver was completed on January 29, 
1955, and went to Remington. 

The second .44 went to Major Hatcher 
of The Rifleman staff and the third went 
to Sa,mon, Idaho, to Elmer Keith. Hatch
er, writing in the March 1956 issue, stat
ed: "In shooting the .44 Magnum, we 
found it advisable to use gloves, as the 
recoil can only be described as severe. 
Without gloves, the checkering hurts the 
hand, and the sharp edges of the cylinder 
latch are almost certain to shave off bits 
of skin. 

"After firing many heavy handloads in 

I 
I 

"YOUR REVOLVER HEADQUARTERS" 
WEIGAND SMITH & WESSON and RUGER 

COMBAT 
HANDGUNS, INC. 

Member 
American 1°istolsmith's 

Guild 
Club 100 

Package Deals Available 
PPC - S7o0.00 

NRA ACl'IOi\ -
!\l:irksman P:1ck1g1._• S IH.).00 
SlwrpslHx>lt.:r l'a<\:ige S5'16.00 
l•::\p ... -rt P:1d-::1gc S i(i<>.00 
r\l:1.-,1er P:1ckage S92'i.00 

STl{EET SI.IC:!,; AG/'1O'-i .1011 - S7o.(X) General Repairs Welcome 
l'rid11µ do<.·:- not r,._·O,•c1 1c,1 .m11110 :md ,hippmi,.: 

341 SOUTH MAIN ROAD, MOUNTAINTOP, PA 18707 (717) 474-9804 

PRACTICE 
MAKES PERFECT 

Ask the folks who shoot for a living ... and 
they shoot a lot! They use the only gloves on the 
market that provide true protection to sensitive 
nerves in the palm and thumb web. P.A.S.T. 
Professional Shooting Gloves combine the 
single best padding, quality materials, and func
tional design. 

210 Park Avenue Columbia, MO 65203 314-449-7278 

Free Midway Catalog 
If you shoot or reload, or would like to get started, you need our 
free catalog containing one of the largest selections of reloading 
and shooting products in the world. 

Call Toll Free: 1-800-243-3220 
Rllfflli)IIDICIS rm Lrman llcmi:er eeoOING I 

E?> .8taw •;1§•11131• 1 @LEUPOLD IW#W,I 
Nosier• ~ f,.-}.:)#.:t •J And 30 other Manufacturer■• 
~ •-•-■-•-•-w•~- F■at, friendly _.,Ice ■Ince 1sn. 

------------------Send Midway AA#562 

Mai I t O : 5875-H w. Van Horn Ta;em Rd. •• 
Columbia, MIMOurl 65203 

I Name _____________ Name _____________ I 

IAddress -----------,------ Address ____________ I 

lci1y ___________ City ___________ I 
I state _______ Zip _____ State _______ Zip _____ I 

L Please allow 2-4 weeks for delivery. No foreign requests please. Minimum order $25.00. .I 
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An interchangeable barrel system on a .44 
Magnum Ruger Super Redhawk! 

P 
arleying his astonishing success in PPC competition with the Grand Master/ 
revolver, Ron Power has turned his sights on handgun hunters. An avid big 
game hunter himself, Ron transformed his winning Grand Master .38 Special 
conversion into a hard-hitting .44 Magnum based on the awesome Ruger 

Super Redhawk. 
The beefy Redhawk frame serves as the powerful launching pad for the inter

changeable barrels of the Grand Master Hunter. A choice of barrels is available, but 
the winner of this issue's Custom Gun Giveaway will receive both a 5'/;' and a 8'/8'' -
barrel. The stainless steel match-grade Shilen barrels are fitted with a removable and 
interchangeable compensator or a false muzzle. 

The Ron Power compensator is of the proven expansion chamber design, except 
that the Missouri pistolsmith has refined the concept with a specially scalloped bottom 
surface that is smoothly curved instead of square-cut. This is a much more efficient 
compensator design because the surging powder gas from the hot .44 Magnum is 
channeled more efficiently through the massive gas escape port in the top of the 
Power compensator. A special spanner wrench and alien key is provided to change the 
false muzzle and compensator. 

With the idea that the short barrel would be best suited for iron-sight use in thick 
cover, Ron outfitted the stubby barrel with a sharp undercut Patridge style. However, 
Ron offers a wide selection of sights and the winner of this stunning prize package can 
select a Patridge, ramp, dot or any other style that Ron offers. 

For the longer barrel, Ron has taken advantage of the integral Ruger scope base 
attachments on the Super Redhawk frame to install one of the unsurpassed Leupold 2X 
EER pistol scopes. Finished in an attractive brushed stainless appearance, the Leupold 
2X scope is the rugged and durable pistol scope that savvy handgun hunters demand. 

Even though this tough hunting handgun is made to take the abuse of being out in 
the elements, Ron Power lavished the big Ruger with his finest action job. The dou
bre-action trigger pull is smooth throughout its travel, ending with a crisp, even break. 
The movement of the trigger is arrested with a tastefully installed over-travel stop. 

Like all the revolvers from Power Custom Inc., the Grand Master Hunter is a cus
tom handgun from the country's foremost master of the wheelgun. Ron Power has 
been building his distinctive Grand Master series of PPC and Bianchi Cup revolvers 
for nearly 30 years now and his uncompromising dedication to excellence is evident 
today as it has been in the winner's circles of yesterday. • 

To contact Ron, write him at RR 2, Box 756 AB, Dept. AH, IIIIIIM-
Gravois Mills, MO 65037 or telephone (314) 372-5684. ~ 
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TO ENTER CONTEST: Use a 
postcard (no envelopes) and follow 

•. sample. Send to AMERICAN 
HANDGUNNER, Dept. H3, POB 
880409, San Diego, CA 92168-
0009. Mail before April l, 1991. 
Limit 1 entry per household. 

DO you CURRENTLY HUNT WITH A 
HANDGUN? 
(A) YES (B) NO 

IF YES, DO YOU USE; 
(C) REVOLVER 
(D) SEMI-AUTO PISTOL 
(E) SINGLE-SHOT HANDGUN 

/~ /, 
AMERICA!)l-f(ANDGUNNE 

ID) IE) 

If I win, please ship my gun through: 

\Dealer 

I
A~=-s ---

City, State, Zip ________ _ 

Phone I )_- ___ Store Hours _om_pm 

Contest void where taxed or prohibited by law. 
Winners must comply with all federal and local 

,.laws. Contest open to U. S. residents only. 
Employees and agents of Publishers' Develop· 
ment Corp. not eligible. No purchase necessary. 
Winners will be notified by REGISTERED MAIL 
on official letterhead. 
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ANATOMY OF THE 
PREDATOR™ SSP2 LASER 

1 111 :~c_> ;rr :I Effi:£.~~, 
&. liOUSING·. * • -~ REMOTE SWITCH: EXCLUSIVE FINS: 
Velcro stainless steel contact Space-Age ABS/NYLON composite. Produces a l" diameter for standard l" ring mounts. 
switch positions to your specs. proprietary to PREDATOR. This Provides SURE-GRIP for hand held application. 

material has withstood extreme 
heat and cold in world-wide tests. 

ELECTRONICS: PREDATOR OPTICS: 
Electronics are made in-house 
to provide the finest quality 
control and design possible . 

PREDATOR 
LASER MODULE 

Quick dot/target acquisition is all 
important and Predator optics are the 
finest available. .. 

■ I I 
BATTERY: MODULE CASE: LASER DIODE: 

Eveready 4.5volt #523 or equiv. 
chosen for its rebound capabilities 
and availability. 

A high-grade aluminum case 
made to exact specifications 
for an optimum heat-sink. 

Predator laser diodes are 
of the highest quality, and 
latest design available. 

WEIGHT: 
2.6 OUNCES 
W/BATTERY 

The PREDA TOR laser emits a very visible red spot that once sighted in to your gun (less then 
two minutes), makes target aquisition immediate and absolutely accurate whether you are an 
expert marksman or have never fired a weapon. 

AVAILABLE THROUGH YOUR LOCAL DEALER 

API Marketing, Inc. l~'':ttlC. 
1600 Monrovia Ave., Newport Beach, CA 92663 (714) 722-9087 FAX: 650-8906 

WEIGAND'S 
3RD GENERATION 

SCOPE MOUNTS 
NOW AVAILABLE FOR 1911'S 

COMING SOON- MOUNTS FOR CZ'S 
• LIGHT •STRONG •LOW 

FULLY TESTED ... A PROVEN WINNER! 

Congratulations Jack, Winner of Maryland's, Pennsylvania's & New York's Action Championships 

• NEW LIGHTWEIGHT 
A-2 HAMMERS 

, NEWI HARDER SLIDES 
WITH FINER SERRATIONS 

• .38S, .4-0SW SUPPORTED 
RAMP 6" BARRELS 

14 NORTH MAIN STREET, HARDWICK, VERMONT 05843 
802-472-6454 FAX 802-4n-6709 CAU OR WRITE FOR BROCHURE 

Congratulations l(ay Clark, Top Lady at the Masters 

HYBRID 
BREAKTHROUGH 
ONE PIECE BARREL COMPENSATOR 

NOW A LIGHT SHORT GUN CAN 
DO WHAT A LONG HEAVY ONE DOES 

IDEAL FOR CARRY OR STEEL 
GREAT FOR IPSC! 

Congratulations Bruce Platt, Winner of Soldier of Fortune 

the .44 Special, we expected a heavy 
recoil with this ultra-powerful new car
tridge. At the first shot the gun rose up a 
bit, and the first reaction was that it was 
not as bad as we had expected_ 

"Just about this time, however. we 
suddenly experienced a sharp stinging 
sensation over the entire hand, as though 
we were hitting a fast baseball with a 
cracked bat. I fired quite a few shots with 
this gun, but I must honestly confess it is 
not an unmixed pleasure." 

Keith On Recoil 
Elmer Keith writing in The Gun 

Digest looked upon the .44 Magnum 
quite differently than Major Hatcher. 
"The big gun is, I would say, pleasant to 
shoot, as it does not jar the hand as much 
as do my heavy .44 Special loads from 
the much lighter four-inch barrelled .44 
Special S&W guns. 

"It is definitely not a lady's gun but I 
have known women who would enjoy 
shooting it. The recoil has not bothered 
me in the slightest, nor have several old 
sixgun men complained who have fired it 
extensively, including Hank Benson and 
Don Martin. 

"The recoil is not as severe as that of 
a two-inch Airweight Chief's Special 
with high speed .38 Specials. With .44 
Special factory loads it is just as pleas
ant to shoot as a K-22 and with the .44 
Magnum loads, which give the heaviest 
recoil, it will not bother a seasoned six
gun man at all. 

"Recoil with my heaviest loads of 
22.0 grains of 2400 and the Keith 250 
grain bullet is much less than that of the 
factory load. The factory load, fired 
with one hand, flips the barrel up 
almost vertical." 

Who was telling the truth? Both 
were. They were simply relating what 
they perceived as the felt recoil. As a 
teenager in high school at the time, I 
fired one of the first S& W .44 Magnums 
in my area and felt that if anything, 
Hatcher had understated the recoil of the 
.44 Magnum. 

Most shooters of the time believed 
Keith- at least until they fired their first 
few rounds. After a palm bruising, Hatch
er was vindicated and most gunstores had 
at least one "used" .44 magnum with a 
box of factory .44 Magnums with six, or 
at the most, 12 rounds missing. 

Keith convinced himself that the .44 
Magnum was pleasant to shoot. Most of 
us cannot do this. And for about 20 years, 
no one thought much about it. When sil
houetters started shooting the .44 mag
num extensively, problems arose. Even 
Keith had reported that he only shot the 
Smith & Wesson .44 Magnum 600 times 
in one year; silhouetters began doing this 
in a couple of weeks, sometimes a couple 
of days. 

I have shot the .44 Magnum as much 
as 500 rounds in one clay and four clays in 
a row when test-firing for an article. Even 
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INTERNATIONAL SHOOTISTS INC. 

"LIFE WITHOUT FEAR" .. 
I ,I s 

® 

H ···---··-SELF DEFENSE 

Ii.• 
-_ ., ... 

·r '.l 
"LIFE WITHOUT FEAR" 

., 
MIME0ALTOM,n•MICUlf0WL!R 

$10.95 
Solt Cover 

$16.95 
Hard Cover 

$24.95Hard. 
Autographed 
and Numbered 

World champion handgun shooters Mickey 
Fowler and Mike Dallon teach you how and 

when to shoot. Enhance your ability to 
survive. Areas covered: safely • marksmanship 

tactics • legal • women • technique • crime 
guns and equipment. ammunition .150 photos. 

tlijl, DRY-FIRE KITS tl;)l, 
PRACTICE AT HOME 

IMPROVE YOUR SKILLS-$3.95 
Add $2.00 per book or $1.00 per kit. Money order, 

Visa and MasterCard shipped immediately. 
Personal checks allow 3 weeks for delivery. 

CA residents add 6½% sales tax. 

CLASSES FORMING 
Courses in both self-defense or competition are 

available. These international experts and Combat 
Masters will teach you to fire fast controlled shots, 

with the mental conditioning to obtain pin-point 
accuracy, and fulfill your personal goals' 

Send $2.00 for complete 12 page 
Brochure and Information Packet to: 

"'"'"""'. '"'"'" "' 
DEPARTMENT A.H. 

P.O. BOX 5254 MISSION HILLS, CA 91345 

r--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------, 

a;_,·. - ~ ~- AK!j=~~~~!·;o~~;~~m;!~!IR! 
<., • . ~ \\Sa. 1 

THESE PEOPLE HAVE LEARNED THE MODERN SCHOOL 
'> , .• !'. ,., \ ~g ~~ START MAKING MONEY FAST HOME STUDY WAY AND ARE NOW SUCCESSFUL GUN 

\

"\ ~, -"'"-\ AC. After completing your first few lessons. you'll be able to PROS! 

" .. • '"'·.·' ~ NCC: ~g"lu d d I h k • (... \ or er guns, ammo. an accessories orot ers ... even ma e n "I have already made good money while studying your 

~ S\ simple basic repairs. This means extra cash in your pocket. course. I have found that I can earn while I learn Many ~J s-f' 1Dc.N\S As soon as you complete your course. you·11 receive two thankstoyouforhelpmgmemakegoodmoneyasagun U , 
1 

U (.. handsome parchment Diplomas (one for your house and repa,rman!" ~~~~,:?~."be~ 
i\ c:.. ooO one tor your shop). ··1 thoroughly en,oyed taking your gun course because ~ 

Q L,\J EVERY SINGLE LESSON is written in easy to your staff has taken pnde m makmg your lessons easy o\Jt D I 
understand language. Your lessons are loaded with charts. enough so that you don't have to be a college student or 

Slufly 11 home in your spare lime ... 
MAKE MONEY AND ENJOY YOURSELF! 
Find out how thousands have done it! Get into a business 
where you know you'll be happy and have a good future 
too! A career in gun repair is exciting and reward mg if you 
like working with guns. Learn how to buy and sell guns ... do 
hand loading ... use black powder weapons ... get profes-

1 
s1onat stock finishing results ... gunpowder and ballistics .. 

1 customizing ... sporterizing ... checkering ... trouble shooting 
and much much more ... 

WE HELP YOU GET YOUR FEDERAL 
FIREARMS LICENSE! 
As early as your th'ird lesson you can learn how to get 
your FFL. We give you an actual FFL application ... Then 
we show you just how to fill it out and tell you just where 
to send it. 

SPECIAL TOOLS 
ARE ALL INCLUDED 
A complete tool kit is included in 
your course. Special tools include 
the well known Powley Computer 
and Powley Ballistics Calculator ... 
you'll also get a pull and drop gauge. 
a trigger pull gauge. checkering 
tools, screwdrivers plus many more 
special items to make up all the tools 
you'll need to get you started fast. 

photos, exploded views. diagrams and special booklets. ?;:%i:~~c'Z,~;i:~~~a~g:~~';;·th,:~:~ ~=~~~ !e;g~~e;erst;nd that 
And ... you set the pace because you goas fast or as slow as quality counts ,n gun repairs too' Keep up the good work and thanks 
you want. again!.. Ronny Peede n FT Worth. Texas 
SPECIAL PROBLEMS?They are all covered in our .. 1 had to stop and wnte to tell you my thanks for 
booklet "Special Teaching Aids··. This special bonus was producing this course. Even though rm llving on a ranch 
prepared for Modern School by Winchester Western. You'll m the boondocks, 1ust word of mouth has me swamped 
learn the "secrets" of accurate shooting ... trajectory... with rifles to clean and 01/ and repalf. Since hunting 
velocity ... sighting-in, plus much more. Th!s booklet is NOT season has starred. there's more work out here than I can handle I'm 

available anywhere else. Earn your "Gunology" Diploma ~e,:;~~~~
1
roci:e~1;~;Et °t~~:;~ ';ih~~f:. .. up as a full ,,~~,~~%~~~Se 

by taking the exam at the end of this book. Winchester has oewmgton, Alberta, Canada 
authorized us to award this special diploma to you. 

OUR FAMOUS STAFF IS ALWAYS READY 
TO HELP YOU! 
We are always ready to be at your service. Our famous 
expert consultation service is available to you as a Modern 
Student. .. even AFTER you graduate! You'll get special tips 
and hints from these pros who have the necessary 
know-how. 

START YOUR OWN BUSINESS 
We show you how you can go into business for yourself full 
or part-time. You can even start your business in your 
home ... Everything you need is included! After teaching 
gun repair for over 40 years to over 45,000 students, we've 
had the necessary time to smooth your course out. .. to "fine 
tune it". We include everything !or you that a "gun pro·· has 
to know and have! 

'
,"",ii'\, • ACCREDITED BY THE ACCREDITING 

, COMMISSION OF THE NATIONAL \ "" J HOME STUDY COUNCIL 

BEA WINNER! 
Join the thousands of successful men who have taken our 
courset They come from all walks of life and range from 
beginners to advanced gunsmiths. There 1s much to be learned 
by everyone in this "all complete·· course. You·q find lessons on 
just about every well-known shotgun, pistol. rifle and automatic 
plus many hard to find firearms too. You'll find out how you can 
take apart and repair all of these and more. Get into a career 
where you'll make good money and have fun too 1 

"Be a Proud and Successful Gunsmith!'. 

rwRiTtN-O-WFO-R-FREEFACTS!~~c-;.~(602)990-8346, 
YES! Please rush free information on how I can become 
a gun pro. No previous experience necessary,. 1 am 
under no obligation and no salesman will call. 

Name· ______________ Age __ 

Address· 

City/S1a1e/Z1p 

•, •o., ••••' 0 
• APPROVED FOR VETERANS AND GI 

L~~~!.r~~c~°!~!:.~~3~'!_~~e~1~,!~~2_1~-----------------!EI_N!~:s _______________ _ 

MODERN GUN REPAIR SCHOOL dept GBA31 
2538 N. 8TH. ST.• BOX 5338 • PHOENIX, AZ 85010 J 
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HEINIE PREMIUM 
Drop-In Comp 

200-45 Premium Comp Kit (45 ACP) ....................................................................... $199.50 
201-45 Premium Comp Kit (45 ACP) w/Front Sight ................................................. $229.50 
200-40 Premium Comp Kit 40 S&W ........................................................................ $221.00 
201-40 Premium Comp Kit 40 S&W w/Sight ........................................................... $250.00 

(40 S&W Kits indude (1) Stainless Magazine w/Pad) 
200-1 0 Premium Comp Kit 1 0mm ........................................................................... $199.50 
201-1 0 Premium Comp Kit 10mm w/Sight .............................................................. $229.50 

HEINIE SPECIALTY PRODUCTS - 323 West Franklin, Havana, IL 62644 (309) 543-4535 
SEND $1.00 FOR COMPLETE LIST OF PARTS & ACCESSORIES 

• Child Resistant 
• Instant Opening 
• Self-Molding 
• Velvet-Lined 

Now you can be 

SAFE 
With Style 

only MAJJK -LOCK™ 

Gun Box 
$74.95 

Visa or MC 
Call: 

plusS & II 

1-800-582-1991 
Send check or Money Order to: 

A Creative Touch 
3925 South Ridg,wood A,·r., Port Orange, 

FL 32119 

• Solid Oak or Knotty Pine 

B.A.T. Pro-Series V 
Twin Port Compensator Kit 
•(,rn t 41 >\CP ..... 

: ~;(:v'~:~\'~ ~;;~~ 1f!IIJ£t±W 
C1lflll.ll:.,1.,,ll(>1 

• lull lt.,1~>th "\Jnn1,: 
),:lll(k• 

• Bu.Jun~ \\rtrnh 

i lot..lltt·• ",U),:!-\•''h'il l{,•!,ttl $425. ()() 

•Cm t 4J AO' 
1111 

: ::1i1 l~;;:1!.1 h,1m~ Ill 
• ~ l~\t1::~~1:!, II J Ii 

,1)1111i,: i,:u1<.ll· 

B.A.T. 
Ultra-Match 

Deluxe Hammer 
Highe,I Quality 

EDM Cut 
(mt casted) 

ii 

• ttu.J1111i,: \\rt11th 
t!. lu.tilt' 

r I K I $299 95 

TEN NEW B.A.T, PRODUCTS 
• Turbo Triport Compensator Kit 
• Ultra-Match light trigger 
• Variable Match Recoil spring~ 
• Compact Pro-shooter~ range bdg 
• Profe~sional competition magazines 
• Checkered Slide STOPS 45 ACP 
• MJtch Grade disconnectors 
• Match Grade sears 
• Reduce..-'({ r,ower maimpring~ 
• Frame-butfs 

B.A.T. Ultra-Comp 
• Gm'1 10 nmv--t'iACP/9111111/m ",up1.•r 
• lt•nglh I - lb" lf'l(fit..., 

• l\,•rgl11 lo, :lalra 
• ~\rnor lrllrng ~ 

•NEW• 
)p11ng11eld Annor) ,l,dl' \\ 11h Bo-1\1,11 
lm,-mounl .id1u..,I,1bh· ..,,ghl 111 ... 1,1lll>tJ, 

luwl'rt•d .ind 1l,1red l'lt'< tum por1, trunl 
-.1gh1 removecl, ..,l'H,lll'd r't.• ◄ 11 ol .... l1de, 
Ultr.1-Cr.tdt• rn.itt Ii l''\11'.tt !or, l',tr,1 powt·r 
11rIng pII1 ,prrng, I lD lInn)-: pm, lmnµ pin 

",J()I', D\ll~~~-~~~~• ~':,~'.;,\1·$49500 
Y mm - 38 )upt•r - -Vi AC"P 

•NEW•-Prov 
lwio-Port Ulfl'I). 
SID.' Onu.'NOfl 

• '11111ii,:rit.~I ,\nnor. "-11<.k• • hM-'\lollll Bo-M,lf ',j~11 
• I O\H'H,I l'- rl.m,I l'ort • '>t,,,11,,_1 Rtw 01 C:.l1d,· 
• It IJ I 11111~ 1'111. I 11111~ Pm ',pr1n~ ,.._ '>top • Ultr,1 
(,1.~I,· I \tJ,ltll),I • 1'111-\ h,m-l'orl ( Olllllt.~h,tl{M 

• ,,, '\\,1hl1 B,1m·I • [)t•l11\t' Bltu· fn11.J1 

• ',u~1·,tt•d K,•1,111 $89 5 OO 

B.A.T. __4 
Ultra-Mag Pads I ~ 
i~~i 1::,~,;~l~;:~•~1li'::JI • --
Ko~pf-.., m ",hoot1ng )l,ir m.1g.I1Int."' 
C1vt, vour lll,l)!,;Vll)l' bettt.'r pro1t"-·tI011 wh1lt.• 
.1dd1ng 2 01 lor qu1Lk t'JtxtIon 

'>trf()<l'''"I ~d,rrl $995 (2 pk) 

SEE YOUR FIREARMS RETAILER OR (ALL US DIRE( JL ¥-DEALERS 1,QUIRIES WELCOME 
Order Todd\' M<1,tt>r (drd • \.-1,J • AMEX Dinner, UP\ C O O Pre-P,ud frt>t> Shipping m 48 .,Idle, 

BAT P CJ BOX ;; Blob• MoJmr, Fl I ll,;·82bb • I w;, b88-02b2 SE',O $2 00 FOR COMPLETE CATALOG 
\ 

in the four pound sixguns we have today, 
this is not a wise thing to do. 

Model 29 Weakness 
Using the Smith & Wesson .44 Mag

num sparingly as most shooters did, no 
real problems arose. When the .44 sixgun 
began to receive continual pounding with 
heavy loads, the timing went out and 
cylinder began to unlatch and rotate back
wards when the guns were fired. 

Smith & Wesson refused to officially 
acknowledge that there was a problem 
through the l 970's and most of the 
I 980's. With the coming of new owners 
and new management, the attitude 
changed and in addition to producing 
many different models as some have 
referred to as the various "Gun Of The 
Week" models, the powers that be finally 
began to look seriously at the .44 Mag
num. Hatcher had called it right and the 
recoil was really taking a toll on the .44 
Magnum. 

There are two solutions to the prob
lem. Increase the weight as Ruger did 

with their double-action sixgun. the Red
hawk, and Dan Wesson did with their .44 
Magnum. The extra 331/Jo/o weight of the 
Dan Wesson makes the .44 Magnum 
recoil feel more like Keith's original 
assessment. 

At the same time, since Dan Wesson 
and Ruger designed their gun around the 
cartridge instead of rechambcring an 
existing model that really went back to 
1907. they were able to go with larger 
parts in their mechanism. 

Smith & Wesson had a choice: keep 
the lines and weight of the original or 
beef it up to a more comfortable four 
pounds. 

The greatest selling feature of the Smith 
& Wesson .44 Magnum Model 29. at least 
to this sixgunner, is i1s beautiful looks and 
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feel. It is one of the two or three real classic 
sixguns ever produced. It would be a 
shame to lose that look and feel. 

Tight Tolerances 
. So S& W engineers turned to the sec

ond solution. It's the same solution used 
by custom 'smiths like John Linebaugh 
and Hamilton Bowen, and the same tech
nique employed by Freedom Arms in 
their .454 Casull. The whole key is toler
ance and the more the parts are closely 
fitted and locked in place when the six
gun fires, the less wear and tear on the 
mechanism and the longer it will take a 
gun to shoot loose. 

Using ultra-high-speed photos, Smith 
& Wesson engineers studied the .44 Mag-
num under recoil and concluded that 
problems arose as various parts moved 
under recoil. The frame recoiled back-
wards and the cylinder pin did not. The 
result was the cylinder was free to rotate. 
Heavy recoil was causing the trigger to 
kick back and the hammer was bouncing 
and hitting the primer a second time 

resulting in two indents on the primer. 
The engineers went to work. Longer 

notches were machined in the cylinder so 
the cylinder stop could not bounce out 
under heavy recoil. A bolt block was 
added that keeps the bolt from transmit
ting movement to the trigger. All mount
ing studs for rebound slide, trigger, ham
mer, etc., were radiused where they attach 
to rhe frame as round corners arc less 
likely to "tear" than sharp corners. All 
receiving holes have also been radiused 
for the same reason. 

To help increase strength, the bearing 
surface on the cylinder yoke has been 
increased and the yoke has also received 
a new heat treatment. All of these 
improvements are being phased into the 
.44 Magnum and other caliber revolvers 
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Your fastest, most 
affordable source for 

America'$ highest 
quality custom pistols. 

. ' 

Want a top notch, high tech 1911-A 1 pistol for IPSC competition similar to 
the ones used by world class action shooters Rob Leatham, Doug Koenig 
and Ken Tapp, all members of Springfield's elite Super Squad? How about 
a precise, reliable wadcutter or hardball gun every bit as accurate as the 
ones used by bullseye champions Tom Woods and Ralph Talbot? Quality 
built Springfield Custom pistols are the choice of champions. 

Under the direction of renowned pistolsmith Les Baer, the Springfield 
Custom Shop employs the very latest patented state-of-the-art technology 
and the highest quality parts-including Springfield's forged steel 1911-A 1 
components-to build premium grade 1911-A 1 custom pistols. Concerned 
about turnaround time and cost? We're as fast as any custom operation 
you'll find (we're talking weeks, not years). And our prices are extremely 
competitive. For the ultimate in value and fast delivery, choose one of our 
popular custom packages. Or, give us your specifications, and we'll build 
your custom pistol precisely the way you want it, including any of several 
optional finishes. Quality? Champions only use the best, and that says it all. 

For a complete list of custom services or for ordering information, call 
Karen or Monica at the Springfield Custom Shop: (309) 441-5549. ,,.__ 
Or, send $3 for Springfield's four-color, all-product 1990 catalog. • --

. Jl 

The Oldest Name In American Firearms 

Section SR-35 ■ 420 West Main Street ■ Geneseo, IL 61254 
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DELTA ELITE & OFFICER'S MODEL OWNERS: 

KING'S RECOIL SPRING GUIDE KITS 
IMPROVE PERFORMANCE! 

Proven to boost: 
ACCURACY & RELIABILITY! 
Feel the difleren,e right away! 
D SS metal parts. 

Colt 10mm Delta Elite Kit: 
#3068 $39.00 

D Outer Recoil Springs 
D Inner Recoil Springs ~ ~ 

~@~,-• .• -

D Full length Recoil Spring Guides 
D Buffer Pads 

Colt Officer's ~ -t • • 

0 Bushing (In OM Kit #306A only) 

Send $2.50 for 
Complete CATALOG. 

#306A $59.95 • [Z]EJ 

~ KiNG~sRGUNUWORKs 
5

"cF '
949 1837 W. GLENOAKS BLVD., GLENDALE, CA 91201 • (818) 956·6010 • FAX (818) 548·8606 

BUEHLER PISTOL MOUNT 

Introducing a different BUEHLER MOUNT-M83. In
stalls without drilling or tapping. For calibei:s up 
through .357 Mag. Available in silver or black finish. 
M83 Mounts available for Smith & Wesson, Dan 
Wesson, Colt and Ruger. 

DEALER INQUIRIES 
INVITED 

Send for Free Brochure 46H or call 
415-254-3201 

MAYNARD P. BUEHLER, lnc.-ORINDA, CA 94ss3 

COMPETITION SHOTGUN ACCESSORIES 
For Remington 1100/11-87/870 

EASY LOADER CARRIER RELEASE 
Button for easier operation. Requires frtting .$27.95 

STEEL SHELL FOLLOWER (replaces plastic) 12 ga only. . .. $5.00 

BIG HEAD SAFETY. Rt. Hand or Lft. Hand Conversion. . ........... . $9.00 

FLEX IT AB KIT -Model 870. Eliminates action jamming by round stuck between closed bolt & 
carrier. Specify chrome or black . . ... $30.00 

TRIGGER PIN PUSHER - Handy tool for removing/installing trigger pins in receiver . . . . $10.95 

SUPER CHOKE TUBE CLEANER (Rig #88) 4 oz jar . . $5.95 

Full Selection of REM-CHOKE CHOKE TUBES 
Remington Parts Distributor 

r;;;-_ {"": ~ To order send Money Order or Cashier's Check. Master ""'HW :a.v CardNisa and COD order welcomed. Add $3.50 for UPS. 

RIFLE SHOP Many more products and services available. Send $3.00 
(Refundable)for our illustrated catalog. 

Jon Tank, Owner• P.O. Box 474 • Fremont, NE 68025 • Ph: (402) 727-1317-FAX: 24 HR. 

are also coming through with the notice
ably longer bolt slot cut into the cylinder. 

MagnaClassic 
The first .44 magnum to have all of 

these improvements is the new semi-cus
tom sixgun, the MagnaClassic. Three 
thousand of these are to be made and my 
test gun has "008" hand inscribed inside 
the crane. Smith & Wesson has described 
this gun as "The most beautiful gun 
you 'II probably never shoot" referring to 
the fact that many will purchase the gun 
and put it away for a future investment. A 
gun that won't be shot in many instances 
but not in my case. I have shot it and shot 
it hard. 

My test gun is what I first thought was 
a nickel plated Model 29 but as it turns 
out it's actually a highly polished stain
less Model 629. It may well be one of the 
most beautiful sixguns to ever come out 
of the factory. The lettering on the side of 
the barrel is quite attractive and has a 
classic look. The right side of the heavy 
seven and one-half inch L-frame barrel is 
marked in two lines with "629 Magna
Classic" over "I of 3000." On the left 
side of the barrel we find "Smith & Wes
son" above ".44 Magnum." This is proba
bly the nicest lettering I have ever seen 
on a factory revolver. 

New Front Sight 
Looking at the top of the .44 Magna

Cl assic, we notice that the rear sight is 
not squared off at the front of the leaf, but 
is rounded and dovetailed into the top of 
the frame. The front sight is a radical 
departure for Smith & Wesson being of 
the interchangeable style, easily removed 
and replaced without tools simply by 
pushing rearward on the front sight and 
lifting out. 

Patridge sights are now available in 
four different heights of .187", .208", 
.227", and .250". The latter is also avail
able with a gold or white dot. The sight 
package was not available when the Mag
naClassic was received for testing and 
this 629 was fitted with the standard 
.250" black ramp (Thank you!). This 
style is now offered with a red ramp. 

The directions for changing the 
front sight blades say: "Using pressure 
from your right hand index finger, push 
the sight backwards, toward the ham
mer and pull upward. The sight will 
lift out easily." 

I pushed and pushed and pushed until 
it became obvious even to me that the 
front sight was not going to lift out easily. 
It was necessary to place the blade of my 
pocketknife under the front of the sight 
blade as it did come up just a hair as I 
pushed, and then tap it rearward with a 
nylon mallet. It was definitely a tight fit. 

It was also necessary to start the 
replacement blade in and then seat it in 
place with a tap of the nylon mallet. This 
does not bother me in the least as I know 
that I will never sight down the barrel and 
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ONCE IN A GENERATION. • • 
Truly great gun designs come along only once in a generation. Meet the CZ-99, a distilla

handgun. Designed and built at the 
in Yugoslavia, the new CZ-99 double 

tried and true design elements with 
the technical innovation that comes with 
135 years of military arms Manufacturing: 

*All high-stress components of Poldi 
ordnance steel. *Tritium-illuminated sights 

standard. *Tri-function ambidextrous thumb 
lever that retains slide, then returns hammer to the 

half-cock position. *Inertia firing pin. *Loaded chamber 
indicator that provides visual and tactile status check. 
*Ambidextrous clip release. *Enhanced ignition capability 

that allows use of sub-machine gun ammo. *Chamfered 
firing pin hole to preclude pierced primers. *Stripable with

out tools. *Will fire reliably underwater. *Total component 

tion of the most desirable features of the combat 
famed Zastava ordnance facility 
action 9mm combines 

interchangeability. *Operating temperatures -40 to 165 f. 
*Component life expectancy of 30,000 rounds without breakdown, 

with a 25-meter accuracy standard of 2.75" for the first 10,000 rounds. 

THE NEW GENERATION IS NOW! 
The CZ-99 is imported exclusively by T-0 ARMS 
Dealer Inquiries: 

T-0 Arms 
30464 23-Mile Rd. 
New Baltimore, Ml 48047 
Tel. 313-949-1890 
FAX 313-949-1989 

Nationwide Sports 
70 James Way 
Southampton, PA 18966 
Tel. 215-322-2050 
FAX 215-322-5972 

NEW TITLES FROM GUNS BOOKS D 

MACHINE GUNS 
HARDCOVER $39.95 

This is a definitive look at the 
weapon that ushered in the age of 
modern warfare. Focusing on the 
classic machine guns of World Wars 

DU,C.\N LONG 

THE 
MINI-14 

THE PLI'.\KER. 
HU:-JTEJ{,....ASSAL'LT. 
,'\. 'JD Ev c.RYTHI)IG 

ELSE RIFLE 

THE MINI-14 
ONLY $14.00 

The Mini-14 is the most versatile 
modern rifle-descended from the 
M 1 Garand and M 14-fitting the 
needs of homeowners, hunters, 
survivalists, law-enforcement 
agencies and military forces. 

ANTIQUE GUNS 
ONLY $14.95 
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I and II, but also including 
CQntemporary standards, MACHINE 
GUNS give you the historical 
development of each weapon, as well 
as useful information on shooting 
and ammunition. Detailing the 
models by country, author Jim 
171ompson provides hundreds of 
photos, spec charts, and historical 
anecdotes on the major infantry, 
aircraft, and antiaircraft guns used in 
the wars of the last century. 

An infinite number of variations of 
the Mini-14 may be constructed with 
accessories such as scopes, 
magazines. mullticaliber adapters, 
flash suppressors, silencers and 
slings. Presented here is the 
Mini-14's history, specifications, 
accessories, suppliers, and much 
more. 58 photos. 

The art of collecting antique guns 
involves many facets-history, 
craftsmanship, firearms 
components, gunmakers and 
values on the gun-trading market. 
ANTIQ E GUNS-THE 
COLLECTOR'S GUIDE covers all 
of these and more. Arranged in 
five easy to use categories
Handguns, Rifles, Shotguns, Black 
Powder Replicas and Antique 
Cartridges-the 320 page book 
details firearms and ammo 
produced prior to 1900. Includes 
British, French, German, Belgian, 
Canadian, Chinese, and other 
foreign gunmakers. ·-------------· 
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WHO SAYS YOU CAN'T GET 
QUALITY LEATHER ANYMORE? 

Simply the Best Leather and Nylon Products Available 
Please write or call for our new 1990 catalog. Send $3.00 to: 

TED BLOCKER HOLSTERS 
5360 N.E. 112th St., Portland, OR 97220 

Phone: (503) 254-9950 FAX: (503) 254-7172 

a~ t:,.,USTRACOMP THE 100% MoouLAR coMPENSAToR --,"'-J ~ AVAILABLE FOR GLOCKS 

No Gunsmithing - No Special Tools 

Installs in Minutes 

It's Unique - It Works! 

One Gun for Carry or Competition 

As Recently Seen in U.S., British and 
French Nationals 

Specially Designed Ernie Hill Holster 
and Wolff Power Springs Available. 

For More Information Call or Write. 

9mm • 40SW 

$235.00 + Shipping & Handling 
Holster & Gun Not Included. 

AUSTRACOMP INC., P.O. BOX 8507, DEERFIELD BEACH, FL 33443 (305) 698-0445 USA 

AMERICAN 
QUALITY 

discover that the front sight is gone. 
Interchangeable front sight blades are 

one of the best features of the .44 Magna
C I ass ic and should be offered on all 
adjustable sighted sixguns. The Magna
Classic now joins the Dan Wesson and 
Freedom Arms revolvers which also have 
interchangeable front sights of different 
heights and styles. 

Smith and Wesson provides a 
detailed chart showing the trajectory 
data for different sights heights. This is 
fine. On paper. The problem is that each 
of us holds guns differently and sees 
sights differently and none of this enters 
into the mathematical equations. It is a 
matter of finding what works best for 
each individual. 

For example, I normally shoot lower 
than most other shooters do with the 
same gun, load and sight setting. The 
MagnaCiassic sight system allows each 
shooter to choose the best possible front 
sight combination of height and configu
ration. Hopefully, even more options will 
be offered in the future. Presently, my 
shooting chores with the MagnaClassic 
are being well-handled by the gold bead 
front sight. 

More Features 
Hammer and trigger on the Magna

Classic are the standard checkered and 
serrated target style which is loved by 
many and also destined to be reshaped 
and made smaller by many others. The 
grip frame is the now almost-standard 
roundbutt style and fitted with finger 
groove grips, the same style as found on 
the Model 627 .357 Magnum and the 
Model 610 10mm revolver. 

This is the one feature I do not partic
ularly care for on the MagnaClassic. The 
grip is certainly much more comfortable 
to use with heavy loads than the former 
standard target grips, and I went through 
300 rounds of full house loads with both 
standard weight and heavy weight bul
lets- spelled 300 grain- in one after
noon with no discomfort or experiencing 
of great felt recoil. The next morning my 
hand was sore as might be expected after 
300 rounds in two hours. 

A better solution is the use of custom 
grips as now provided by BearHug Grips 
(P.O. Box 25944, Dept AH, Colorado 
Springs, CO 80936). I have long used 
BearHug's Skeeter Skelton style grips on 
double-action revolvers of the standard 
grip pattern, and also an improved round
butt grip that Deacon Deason of BearHug 
made up for me for the roundbutted 
Smith & Wesson Model 625-2 .45 
ACP/AR sixgun. 

Field Testing 
Twenty-one different loads, both fac

tory and handloads, were put through the 
MagnaClassic and the results were noth
ing short of amazing. This gun really 
shoots! Using 21 different loads with 
both jacketed and cast bullets and weight 
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ranges from 180 grains to 320 grains and 
muzzle velocities from 1,022 to 1,689 fps 
convinced me that this sixgun is much 
more than "The most beautiful gun you 'II 
probably never shoot." 

Anyone who buys a MagnaClassic 
simply to look at is missing an excellent 
shootin' sixgun. The average of 21 six
shot groups at 25 yards with all the above 
mentioned types of loads resulted in an 
average group of 1.37 inches. 

This sub-two-incher is not the best but 
the average. Drop out the one group that 
went out to two full inches and the aver
age shrinks to 1.34". And this is not a tar
get pistol but a honest-to-goodness .44 
Magnum hunting sixgun. 

And speaking of hunting, some 
favorite hunting loads turned in excellent 
performances. Garrett Cartridge's load of 
320 grain SSK cast bullet at 1,315 fps 
plopped six shots into one-inch. My 
handloads consisting of BRP's NEI 295 
grain Keith bullet over 21.5 grains of 
WW296 (l ,290 fps) and NEI's #260.429 
Keith bullet over 25.0 grains of WW296 
(1,473 fps) both went into 1.25", six 
shots at 25 yards. 

Switching to jacketed bullets gave the 
same results with the .44 MagnaClassic. 
Hornady's new bullet design, the XTP, is 
already proving itself in the game fields 
and the 240 grain bullet loaded over 25.0 
grains of WW296 clocked over the 
Oehler Model 35P at 1,444 fps and gave 
a very satisfying group of one and three
eighths inches. 

Every jacketed bu! let tried, in both 
handloads and factory loads, shot under 
one and one-half inches except the 180 
grain JH P. Federal 's load, clocked at 
1,689 fps grouped at one and three-quar
ter inches and Hornady's load came in at 
1,530 and two inches respectively. 

As I was talking to editor Cameron 
Hopkins about the quality of the Magna
Classic, he raised an interesting question: 
"ls it as good as a Triple-Lock or Five
Screw?" 

Whoa! Now we are messing with a 
whole lot of nostalgia and tradition when 
we start comparing a computer-built six
gun with the Triple-Lock and Five-Screw, 
sixguns that were built when the standard 
equipment on the gunsmith's bench was 
a fitting file. 

ls it as good as the Triple-Lock or 
Five-Screw? Yes, 1 do believe it really is. 
Perhaps, even better. 

It certainly is stronger and it does not 
lack for eye appeal in the least. I've long 
wanted a mint condition .44 Special 
Triple-Lock, and I may be messing with 
mom, apple pie, and the Fourth of July 
here, but I would have to honestly say 
that if I were given a choice of a gorgeous 
Triple-Lock and the MagnaClassic, 1 
might hedge a bit, and squirm some, and 
run my fingers lovingly over the classic 
.44 Special, but I would eventually select 
the MagnaClassic. ...._ 
And not look back. " 

$AVINGS ON 1911 TYPE CO MPENSATORS 
BAT. ULTRA.COMP I 
COMPENSATOR KIT: 
• Govt. 45ACP 
• 5'A" Match Barrel 
• Bushing Wrench & Loctite 

Our Price! $189.95 

BAT. ULTRA.COMP III KIT: 
• Govt. 45 ACP 
• 5¾" Match Barrel 
• Full-Profile Compensator 
• Full length spring guide 
• Bushing Wrench & Loctite 
Our Price! $299.95 

• BAT. ULTRA.COMP: 
•Govt.45ACP/9mm/38Super ... • ·- • ··,. - . 
• u,ngth I 7/16" inches 
• Weight 3 oz. 
• Mioorfitting 

Our Price! $69.95 

BAT. PRO SERIES COMP: Ou~....... .-~ .... -.· .. •.· ... • Govt. 45 ACP 
• 5¾" Match Barrel 

• Full-Profile Compensator ' - •. C· ·• •··•·•.· .. -.. ·.•.-• 
• Twin Port Design .. .. . ;19 
• Full u,ngth Spring Guide t ,.-; : • t ' 
• Bushing Wrench & Loctite I t\{@ 

SEND FF'L FOR DEALER PRICES. SEND $3.00 FOR 1990 CATALOG 
ORDERS ONLY INFO, & CUSTOMER SERVICE (305) 221-6381 

~ 1-800-553-0844 ~ SHOOTER'S DEPOT 
~=:::., FREE SHIPPING IN CONTINENTAL ll SA ~ P.O. BOX 3238 HIALEAH, FL 33013 

~MA\,lfu 83 =:1 ~ _ErfE] PHONE (216) 951-1854 

1585 E. 361 ST., UNIT M, WTLAKE, OHIO 44095 FAX (216) 951-7761 

BULLET STYLE HARD COPPER BULLET STYLE HARD COPPER 
CAST PLATED CAST PLATED 

(,250) ~ $20.00 $33.50 
(.357) rntJ $28.00 $42.50 

25 cal. 50 gr. RN 38 cal. 180 gr, FP 

(,312) Efi:;i $20.00 $33.50 
(.401) ~ $28.00 $42.50 

32 cal. 77 gr. RN 10mm 170 gr. SWC 

(.312) c:!!O $20.00 $33.50 
(.401) ~ $30.00 $44.50 

32 cal. 95 gr. swc 10mm 200 gr. SWC 

(,312) mo $22.00 $36.50 
(.401) ~ $30.00 $44,50 

32 cal. 118 gr. FP 10mm 200 gr, TC 

(,355) rt, $20.00 $33.50 
(.410) mo $33.00 $46.50 -

380 cal. 95 gr. RN 41 cal. 210 gr. SWC 

(.308) ~ $22.00 $36.50 
(.410) 

f.liffi:"~·1 $33.00 $46.50 
~-;,:&.:.,,r.--

30 cal. 1"20 gr. RN 41 cal. 225 gr. swc 

~ r:frj (.356) 
$24.00 $38.50 

(.429) 
$33.00 $46.50 

' 
9mml38 147 gr. RN 44 cal. 215 gr. swc 

(,355) 
f!l'.'-:;:>-
~ $22.00 $36.50 

(,429) L!::'] - . $34.00 $47.50 

9mm 125 gr. RN 44 cal. 240 gr. SWC 

f: ;;,i $22.00 $36.50 era $37.00 $50.50 
(,355) - (.429) . 
9mm 120 gr. TC 44 cal. 265 gr. SWC 

(.357) mei $23.00 $37.50 
(.452) ~ $29.00 $42.50 

38 cal. 141 gr. SWC 45 cal. 185 gr. SWC 

(.357) mm $23.00 NIA 
(.452) f!el $29.00 $42.50 

38 cal. 141 gr. DEWC 45 cal. 200 gr. swc 

(.357) D $23.00 NIA 
(.452) f!e) $32.00 $45.50 

38 cal. 141 gr. BBWC 45 cal. 230 gr. RN 

(.357) c:i $24.00 $38.50 
(,452) ~ $32.00 $45.50 

38 cal. 158 gr. swc 45 cal. 230 gr. FP 

(,357) ~ $24.00 $38.50 
(.452) ~ ' $36.00 $48.50 -

38 cal. 158 gr. RN 45 cal. 255 gr. SWC 

*SWAGED BULLETS* 
148 Gr. 38 Cal. HBWC ......... __ .. , ........ _. ___ . ____ ..... $22.00 
TERMS: Check, Money Order, C.O.D. Cash Only. Freight Collect. 5% Discount on 

5·9M, 10% Discount on 10M. 15% on 25M or more. 
Bullets Are Lubed & Sized. Packed 500-per Box. All Prices are Per 1000. Send for Sample 
Pack of Bullets. $5.00 Prepaid . 

NO FFL REQUIRED 
FOR AMMUNITION OR COMPONENTS PURCHASER MUST BE 21, SEND PHOTO COPY OF I.D. 
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Stainless Steel Finish 

Our refinishing is used by: 
Action Arms, Alpha 
Precision, Bill Rogers, 
J.E. Clark, Colt Firearms, 
Richard Heine, Mike La, 
Rocca, J.M. Plaxco, Behler! 
Precision and D & L Sports. 

"COGAN CUSTOM" Speed 
Comp. Customized Comps. for most 
semi-autos and revolvers for compe
tition, carry or hunting. 

CUSTOM GUNSMITHING 
COLT AUTHORIZED 
SERVICE CENTER 

Send $2.00 for brochure [refundable with first gun) to 

A.P.&W. Inc. 1937 CalumeI St. □ epI AH. Clearwaler fl 34625. Phone 18131449-9112 

Restyled Case Gard® Ammo Boxes 

The NEW P-50 
series of pistol 

ammo boxes 
offers you 

traditional Case
Gard® quality. 

The P-50's feet 
mate with grooves 
on the box top for 

secure stacking. 
Redesigned 

dividers make it 
easy to remove 

individual rounds.A load data label is included. Available for .38/.357 
Mag., .45ACP/.44 Mag., and .380/9mm Auto. 
Available in Forest Green and Black 

Write for information or see your local MTM Dealer. 

~S?i r;:::;, 1 MTM Molded Products Company 
lJ lJ lr16Gtrrrsr,cs P.O. Box 14117 • Dayton, Ohio 45413 • (513) 890-7461 

NOW YOU CAN Power Custom 
GRAND MASTER DELUXE 

COMPETE -,_ 
WITH THE ~~ 

with Hogue 
Monogrips® 

POWER ADVANTAGE ~;~ .• 
National combat champions rely on the expertise 
of Ron Power to produce customized firearms 
worthy of the user's potential. 

Now Ron Power has extended his services to 
the serious pistolsmith by offering specialized 
tools and customized patented parts exclusive 
through Brownells Inc. of Montezuma, Iowa. 

PLEASE NOTE OUR NEW ADDRESS 

POWER CUSTOM, INC. 
R. Rt. #2, Box 756-AB 
Gravois MIiis, MO 65037 

Distributor of 
Hogue Monogrips® 

NATIONALS 
Continued ji·om page 65 

Some of the contestants, including 
many who came up to me personally, 
argued that they had been instructed to 
only engage one Pepper popper per firing 
position in that hallway. Well, on Friday 
morning it became apparent to the 
bystanders who had already completed 
this course of fire that many of the contes
tants were avoiding the lowest firing posi
tion and proceeding on to the next one 
where they engaged two Peppers saving a 
significant amount of time in the process. 

Hey, what's the deal here? 
The answer is that the course of fire at 

the Temple of Boom was administered by 
human beings and it is a known fact that 
human beings make mistakes. Someone 
simply failed to remain consistent in their 
instructions throughout five days of heat 
and electioneering. Small wonder mis
takes were made. 

Do Or Die 
In any event, the protests were denied 

on the basis that the written instructions 
didn't say to engage only one Pepper per 
firing position. 

Around 4 o'clock on Friday afternoon 
the Super Squad with all the leading con
tenders, except for Jethro Dionisio, went 
through their squad briefing. It was now 
time to do or die. 

Jerry Barnhart shot before Rob 
Leatham, but the last two targets were 
gravity-driven turning targets and some
one had forgotten to properly cock the 
right hand target. Jerry poured it on during 
his run, only to earn the right to a re-shoot 
when the last target failed to expose. His 
time was 23 seconds and change. 

Robbie really had to do it now if he 
wanted the National Championship, 
because Jerry had already demonstrated 
his speed on this stage and he was sched
uled for an encore performance. 

Robbie had had words before he pre
sented himself to the line with the woman 
R.O. when she wouldn't let him practice 
climbing over the gate at the beginning of 
the course during the walk-through, so 
who knows how pumped he was when he 
was told to load and make ready. 

As per his fashion he too poured it on 
in his quest for a record seventh national 
championship. But it wasn't to be. 

He would argue later in a written 
protest that the door at the end of the hall
way froze on him and slowed his entry to 
the last firing position. This door was 
triggered by a Pepper popper that had to 
be successfully engaged before the door 
would release and allow the shooter 
entry. Robbie said he hit it twice and 
when it wouldn't open he looked back 
through the window to see if he had 
missed the Pepper and realized to his hor
ror that the target was down. His third try 
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opened the door and he completed his run 
in 24.55 seconds. 

Jerry's second run was one where 
everyone held their breath. It seemed like 
he took forever 10 get his hat adjusted 
properly and to wipe the sweat from his 
face, but when he started on his run it was 
all Burner Barnhart at his very best. 
Time? 22.65 seconds. 

Only Losers Whine 
Meanwhile, back under the awning, 

Robbie was quickly calculating the final 
scores for both himself and Jerry. He cal
culated his run at 5.15 and Jerry's came 
up 5.50. Immediately the defending 
champion realized he has lost the match, 
so he filed a protest over the door inci
dent in hopes for a reshoot. 

Many would argue later it was poor 
sportsmanship at its worst, but what 
everyone- except for Rob Leatham and 
Jerry Barnhart- failed to remember was 
that this was the National Championship 
and there was a hell of a lot more at stake 
than just a clock. 

Rob Leatham this past 
year signed the 

biggest deal in the 
history of practical 

shooting with 
Springfield Armory 
for a cool million 

dollars. 

Rob Leatham this past year signed the 
biggest deal in the history of practical 
shooting with Springfield Armory for a 
cool million dollars. Did they give him all 
that money because they liked his 
sparkling personality? His good looks? 

No, they signed him for one reason and 
one reason alone. Rob Leatham is a 
proven winner and he damn well knew ii. 

A lot of the shooters have expressed 
resentments over his behavior, but think 
about it. Robbie was only doing what 
every pro athlete does when large 
amounts of money hang in the balance. 

Professional athletes know they are paid 
to win, because 20 years from now the only 
thing people will remember is who won the 
championship. No one will remember that 
controversial dropped fly ball in the World 
Series, they will only remember that the 
amazing Reds beat the A's. 

All the controversies and protests will 
have been forgotten because the programs 
and books don't mention the losers. They 
only tell of the winners. 

Losers are forgotten, quietly and 
quickly. It is underside of money in 

LAROCCA GUN WORKS.INC. 
~I~ 

Building guns for the 21.st Century -
Custom Handgun Specialist: 
IPSC conversions In all calibers 

Basic Street• PPC Revolvers 

Custom Competition Shotguns: 
For the finest In speed and reliability. 

All work guaranteed for the highest reliability, quality and craftsmanship. 
Dept YR, 51 Union Place, Worcester, MA 01608 • 508-754-2887 

Firepower FP-1 D • 
Try it ... it will worl< for you! ~ 

Firepower FP-10 is now setting lubrication standards. 
■ You'll get phenomenal stanless steel performance with no galling! ·.iilt 
■ You'll get outstanding rust ll'ld corrosion protection. ~•r. ,..._,.. 
■ You'U get a dramatic Increase In lubrlclty. ·.et. ,..._,.. 
■ Yoo:n get 11111aralleled cleaning power. ·er. .. ,_ ,..._,.. , 
■ Yoo II get une1J1alled lead removal. . ,..._,.. ~'- e1990 MPC 

MasterCard and Visa accepted. All orders processed immediately and dealer inquiries are always invited. 

188 Freepon Road, Butler, PA 16001 MUSCLE PRODUCTS CORP. 
Toll Free 1-800-227-7049 (U.S.)• Outside U.S. (412) 283-0567 • 

FAX (412) 283-8310 Manufacturers of Hi1;h Tech Lubricants 

Pistol Shooters Can See Their Sights and Targets Clearly 

The Merit Optical attachment provides an instantly adjustable 
aperture to accommodate changing light conditions. 

• Light weight, under 1/5 ounce • Compact, stores in a r x r x r box 
• Aperture diameter varies from .022 to .156 • Disc pivots up out of line of vision when not 

inches shooting 

FREE Brochure of all Merit Shooting Aids available-send card or call. 

Merit Products are available from your local dealer or you may order factory direct 
Dealers please include copy of FFL or send 
request on letterhead for dealer discount schedule 

Dept. AH Box 9044 
Schenectady, N.Y. 12309 

(518) 346-1420 
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7SHOT .357 MAG REVOLVER 
(Conversions for S&W Model 27) 

!BA UNIANN!ZE fftv[ 
4481 Sunrise Highway, Bohemia, NY 11716-4602 

516-567-0001 

SECOND TO NONE IN QUALITY 
Metaloy; 

Often used to de
scribe Hard Chrome plat
ing in general. 

There is only one 
Metaloy. Demand the 
original, I do. 

s~vi~ 

ROUTE 5, BOX 595-AH BERRYVILLE, AR 72616 PHONE 501-423-4225 

OGLESBY & OGLESBY 
GUNMAKERS, INC. 

Gun Shown -
Witch Doctor Prototype 

Featuring (IRS) Internal Recoil Suppression And 
The Self Adjusting Port The Witch Doctor Is "Bad Medicine 
In The Hands Of The Right Man" -For Inquiries On 
Availability And Specifications, Call Or Write: 

Oglesby & Oglesby Gunmakers, Inc. 
R.R. #5, Springfield, IL. 62707 (217) 487-7100 Fax: (217) 487-7980 

------' 

sports, if you will, and like Vince Lom
bardi said so prophetically, "Winning 
isn't everything, it's the only thing!" 

I neither condone nor condemn Rob 
Leatham's protest. I only understand it. 

Rob's protest was denied sometime 
Friday evening and Jerry Barnhart had 
officially won his second National Cham
pionship title. 

Later on Saturday I asked Rob what 
happened to him on the Standards and 
why did he do so poorly. 

"I did something stupid, but I'm not 
going to tell you because you will put it 
in the magazine," he said with an impish 
smile on his face. 

SEND $2.00 FOR 

NEW 1991 CATALOG 
REFUNDABLE WITH PURCHASE 

Ajax Grips are available for most makes 
and models of handguns. 
Dealer Inquiries Invited. 

AJAX CUSTOM GRIPS, INC. 
11311 STEMMONS FREEWAY, SUITE 5 

DALLAS, TEXAS 75229 

(214) 241-6302 
FOR ORDERS ONLY CALL OUR 

TOLL FREE NUMBER 
1-800-527-7537 
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I stood there looking at him with a blank 
look and finally he said under his breath. 

"I changed my sights." 
"You what?" l asked in disbelief. 
It seems he was able to practice with 

his P-9 pistol in 9x2 I for just three short 
days before coming to the Nationals, and 
that practice was limited to a scant 500 
rounds. But you were right, Robbie, I did 
put it in the magazine. 

It was his own unfamiliarity with the 
gun that lead to that fateful decision to 
change the sights. 

When I asked him who built the gun 
and who should be credited with its cre
ation, it turns out the gun was the product 

WORLD CLASS PISTOLS, IT'S ALL IN THE NAME 

For our new color brochure and the location of 
your nearest Hogue dealer 

CALL TOLL FREE 

1-800-GET GRIP 
IN CALIFORNIA CALL 805 / 466-6266 / 466-4100 

Hogue features a complete line of fancy 
hardwoods, nylon and soft rubber grips 
designed for all popular revolvers and 
automatics. 

HOGUE GRIPS 

U.S. Pat. No. 4,942,801 

,,.....-, 

WORLD CLASS PISTOLS 
P.O. Box 288 
Brownsburg, IN 46112 
(317) 852-0013 

Price: 
One hundred dollars for rib, 
instructions, and limited permission 
to build one gun using the 
purchased rib. 

Terms: 
Payment via cashier check, 
personal check (must clear), or 
cash C.0.0. (add $3.00). NV. 
residents add 6% 

THE SCHUEMANN HYBRID COMPENSATOR 
Current compensated semi-auto handguns use technology 
patented by Newton in 1865, popularized by Cutts in 1925, 

and made obsolete by the Hybrid in 1990. With 2.5 times more compensation 
power and a simple, reliable, lightweight design, the Hybrid is the comp gun 
of the future. Take the precision investment cast rib to your favorite gunsmith 

and have him build you a gun of the future. Or, build your own. 
The instruction booklet is very complete and includes 60 illustrations. 

Wil Schuemann, 705 Wagner Drive, Carson City, NV 89703 (702) 885-7362 
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MAHARLIKA 
SPORTSMEN SHOP ------------

• COMPETITION 
• RECREATIONAL 

• PRACTICAL SHOOTING 
ACCESSORIES 

FIREARMS ACCESSORIES 

(714) 598_9854 FOR ORDERS ONLY: 
(800) 888-4677 

Monday- Friday 9:00 A.M. to 6:00 P.M. 

975 FAIRWAY DRIVE 
WALNUT, CALIFORNIA 91789 0 

IPSC 

The Chapman Academy of Practical Shooting offers 
the latest and best training in tactics and techniques 
for defensive, practical shooting. 

Training courses are available for handgun, shotgun 
and special weapons. Beginners, law enforcement 
personnel, military personnel and world-class 
competitive shooters have attended and benefited 
from Ray Chapman's expertise and personalized 
instruction. 

For information about the best training available write: 

\~ Chapman Academy (7)J~ 
~ Hallsville, MO 65255 ~ 

(314) 696-5544 FAX (314) 696-2266 

of multiple gunsmiths. 
He mentioned Les Baer and the Spring

field Armory Custom Shop, of course, 
because he gets paid to shoot their guns. 
But also Frank Glenn, George Huening, 
himself and several others who got lost in 
the translation. With that kind of history 
his P-9 should be named "The Son Of A 
Thousand Fathers." 

Revolver "Neutral" Farce 
Jerry Miculek brought home the bacon 

in both the Stock Gun class and Revolver 
Class by shooting a stock Smith & Wes
son 4" Model 625, but he also brought 
out the fact that "Revolver Neutral" is a 
complete and absolute joke. 

Call it what you will, whether it be 
"Less Obviously Disadvantaged Revolver" 
or "1911 Neutral," but these silly course 
designs do nothing to make revolvers more 
competitive. This was all too apparent 
when the best revolver shooter in this 
country today could manage no better than 
146th place out of 506 shooters. 

Hate The Media 
By the time you read this the election 

for the president of USPSA will be over 
and the new president determined, but the 
greatest revelation into the problems that 
plague today's USPSA were brought out 
by an outside observer who experienced 
no end of difficulty at this past year's 
Nationals and he was, oddly enough, a 

G-u.ris B<><>k Ord~r F<>rm 
quality hardbound reference editions for the gun enthusiast's library 

D PRACTICAL GUNSMITHlNG. $31.95. A com
plete guide to maintaining, repairing, and 
improving firearms for gun owners with aver
age manual ability. Identifies those jobs best 
left to a pro. Hardcover. 

D SHOOTING. $31.95. This is a comprehen
sive guide to shooting every major sporting 
arm: hunting rifle, target rifle, shotgun, muz
zleloader, handgun and bow. Hardcover. 

0 HANDGUNS OF THE WORLD. $39.95. This book contains 
practical information and solid facts, from production figures and photographs 
of each model, to the handy guide listing all cartridges in use. An invaluable reference tool. Hardcover. 

D SMALL ARMS OF THE WORLD, 12th EDITION. $49.95 Includes newly discovered information and listings of additional coun
tries as well as updates on all the areas of major interest: Machine guns, rifles, pistols, submachine guns, and sporting arms. 

-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-•-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-•-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·J 

I Total amount of order... _____ SHIP .BOOKS INDICATED TO: I 
I CA res add 7.25% tax .. _____ Name _________________ I 
I Add $2.00 shipping per book _____ Address_______________ I 
I D Check/MO enclosed$ _____ City/State/Zip_____________ I 

I 
□VISA/MC Acct#:______________ Mail coupon to: GUNS BOOKS, Dept. HG9103 I 

591 Camino de la Reina, Ste 200 
Exp. Date ______ Initial ________ San Diego, CA 921 os L _____________________________ J 
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Wyoming 
Combination 
Holster™ 

TV reporter. 
Rick Thurtle is the Sports Director for 

the CBS affiliate, KHQA-TV, Channel 7 
in Quincy, Ill. He was interested in the 
match on purely a professional basis, but 
his comments reveal more about the prob
lems affecting the leadership of USPSA 

ADD SPEED 
& ACCURACY 

-All-day comfort 
-Easy change 

Local TV doesn't even 
get the cooperation 
from our National 
Championship that 

they are accustomed 
to getting at a high 

school athletic event. 
Pivoting Trigger for 

1911 style auto. 
Thumb Shield for 

1911 style auto. , -Easy on/off 
-Extra ammo 
pocket 

and the management of the USPSA 
Nationals than what I can point out. 

Gunsmith installation 
required- $99.95 

Gunsmith installation 
required- $29.95 

-Worn over 
jacket or shirt 

CUSTOM PISTOLSMITHING 
For orders and information: 

Available only from: 
1\jngfo.,,.f~C-u-st_o_m_L_e_at_h_e_r _C_o __ -1 

·'First of all, when you are treated as 
well as you arc by Dick Metcalf and the 
PASA staff at The Masters, everything 
else pales in comparison. But this sport 
has such massive public relations prob
lems that you would think they would 
cater to any positive television coverage 
they could get. 

~UN L RAFT, INC. BY BEN JONES 
2403 21st Avenue S. E. 

Box 206 • Cody, WY 82414 Ruskin, FL 33570 
Phone 307-645-3255 or 307-587-6093 

Send for our free brochure I 
(813) 645-3828 

"STRESSFIRE" 
At lost! The first volume of Mossod Ayoob's long awaited series on "Gunfighting for Police: 
Advanced T octics and Techniques." 
"STAESSFIAE" is the result of Ayoob's years of research about what actually happens in 
gunfights. 
Learn how stress and adrenalin affect the mind and body, ruining conventional shooting 
techniques under pressure ... and how new techniques actually feed off that pressure to 
make you perform better under stress! 

$9.95 

"THE STREET SMART GUN BOOK" 
At last, master gunfighting tactician John Farnam gives his formula for shooting survival. One 

of the top notional instructors, John covers gun and holster selections and gives intensive 

advice on use of cover, movement, mental awareness and preparation, and the TACTICS for 
winning a gun duel. 

$11.95 
Plus $2.95postage and handling 

MC/VISA ACCEPTED. ORDER TOLL FREE: 800-624-9049 

--------------POLICEBOOKSHELFPO.Box122,Concord,N.H.03301-------------

STRESSFIRE $9.95 __ 

THE STREET SMART GUN BOOK $11.95 __ 
Shipping and handling 

TOTAL ENCLOSED 

$2.95 __ 

Name _________________________ _ 

Street _________________________ _ 

City __________________________ _ 

State __________ Zip ______________ _ 
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STOP BUSTI 
Gun manufacturers know that humidity trapped 
within enclosed storage areas causes conden
sation and this condensation is the cause of 
irreparable damage: rust, mildew. corrosion. 
That's why manufacturers include small packets 
of silica gel in shipments of quality guns. 
electronics, etc. 

SG-40 
aluminum 
canister 

SG-750 steel canister 
SG-360 

foil carton 

Silica Gel Units Drink Dlmpneu from 1he Air. 
Prevent Condensation; Stop Rust, Mildew, 
CorrOllon Before They Begin. 

Silica gel adsorbs dampness to create a 
protective shield of dry air within any enclosed 
area. Needs no electricity. Remains dry to the 
touch even when saturated. Built-in indicator 
turns from blue to pink to signal need for 
reactivation. Reactivates easily in oven. Lifetime 
protection. Money-back guarantee. 
40 Gram Unit: Compact 4"x2"x½" aluminum 
canister. Protects 3 cu. ft. For gun case. tool box. 
etc. nem SG-40: $5.50 ea. (2 or more: $5.00 ea.) 
360 G,am Unit: 5"x4" x2" foil carton. Protects 27 
cucJc feet. Ideal for sate, gun chests. display 
cabinets, etc. Item SG-360: $9.50 ea. 
750 Gram Unit: 6"x4" diameter steel canister. 
Protects 57 cubic feet. Lifetime protection for 
larger chests. safes. gun cabinets, etc. 
Item SG,750: $21.50 ea. 
TO ORDER: Send printed name. address, items 
requested with check to Hydrosoit,ent Products, 
Box 437-Z. Alhl&y Fall&, MA 01222. MA Res. add 
5% sales tax. Delivered free in 48 states. To 
charge MC/VISA. give card # and exp. date. 

"But the woman in charge of the 
statistics won't even cal I you to inform 
you at the end of the day of the shooters 
in the top three positions or even delegate 
someone to call us. All we wanted was a 
phone call," the TY journalist lamented. 

"It's ridiculous," he exclaimed, "Why 
do they make the Super Squad shoot at 
such odd times? Half the fun in being 
there is to watch these guys perform. 
Don't they think in terms of the spect,i
tors or the media? 

''We don't want them to take us by the 
hand and spoon feed us. All we want is 
the same level of cooperation we get 
from any high school, small college, or 
professional sport," he said plaintively. 

Think about that one, all you guys 
wanting to get more money into this 
sport. Think about it. 

Local TV doesn't even get the cooper
ation ji'Oln our National Championship 
people they are accustomed ro gerting at 
a high school athletic e1,ent. 

What does that say for the manage
ment of our sport? If we can't even han
dle a crew from a local TY station, is it 
no wonder that we have a bad image? 

But Rick Thurtle went on to explain one 
very good point about our sport for TY. 

"The big name shooters are so cooper
ative. They are wonderful. Jerry Barnhart 
is pure gold. It is just ironic that the 
USPSA people are the ..... 
exact opposite." ~ 

IMPORTANT SAFETY WARNING QI TO OWNERS OF RUGER P-85 9MM PISTOLS 

We have recently learned of a broken firing pin in a PSS automatic pistol 
which caused the pistol co fire as a result of decocking. This is the first report 
of this nature in over 200.000 pistols delivered co customers since 1987. No 
injury occurred because the shooter kept the pistol pointed in a safe direction 
during decocking. 

Nevertheless, we regard this incident as important because it reveals a potential 
danger \\'hich ,ye are prepared to eliminate in all PSS pistols now in use. This mod
ification is verv simple and does not alter the handling or appearance of this pistol, 
but it must be installed at the factory. 

Accordinglv, we urgently request that all o\\·ners of PSS pistols contact us imme
diately co obtain any further information thev may desire, and co arrange for return 
of their PSS pistols to the factory for modification. Please contact us at: 

STLRM, RLGER & CO., INC. 
Dept. S, Ruger Road 
Prescott, AZ 86301 

Or call us for PSS inquiries 011/r at: 1-800-42-l-1886. Please have your pistol serial 
number available \\·hen contacting us. 

'v\le will schedule vour gun for factory installation of a new safety/decock system 
free of charge. It will prevent this type of accidental firing even in the rare event of 
firing pin breakage. 

This free safety modification applies 011/y to pistols rollmarked ''PSS" on the 
slide. Pistols which are rollmarked "MKII" will have these modifications as part 
of their original manufacture. and are not subject co this modification. 

We are also taking this opportunitv co remind shooters of the most common and 
basic firearms safetv rule: 

ALWAYS KEEP THE PISTOL POINTED 
IN A SAFE DIRECTION! 

This is particularlv important when loading, unloading, or decocking any pistol. 
Entire contents© 1990 by Sturm. Ruger & Company 

RWS 
DIANA 
AIRGUNS 

are single-piston air pistols that deliver 
excellent accuracy at a reasonable 

price. Both versions have an 
adjustable two-stage trigger with an 

automatic safety. 

ddition the RWS DIANA 
odel 5G has a precision 
click micrometer rear

sight and tunnel fore-
T sight. Also supplied 
RWS .. . is a dovetail ramp 
DIANA > for owner instal-
Model SGS lation if he 

chooses to is delivered 
without 
front/rear 
sights. In 
place of 
these sights 
isa 1.5x 15 
pistol scope 
with ramp 
style mount, 
and a muzzle
break barrel 
weight. 0 

0 

use a 
scope. 

ALL RWS DIANA AIRGUNS ARE PROTECTED 
WITH A FULL LIFETIME WARRANTY. 

For a complete 
selection of 
RWS Diana air
guns see your 
local dealer, 
and to make 
that visit easier 
send for our 
latest catalog. 
$1 for 3rd, $2 
for 1st class 
delivery to: 

-

~ 

~ 12,lli.wf, 
\..,___/ 

-
~ 

DYNAMIT NOBEL - RWS INC. 
105 STONEHURST COURT 

NORTHVALE, NJ 07647-0962 
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Magazine Pouch
fits 9 mm. and 45 auto. 

Only $13.95 each 

Speedloader Case 
Only $12.95 each 

HIGH QUALITY 
LOW COST 

MORE COMPACT 
• Molded of long-lasting 

DuPont Hytrel® 
• Two finishes-plain or 

basketweave 
• Three colors-black, tan, brown 

See your local gun dealer 

(HKS). 
HKS Products, Inc. 

7841 Foundation Drive 
Florence, KY 41042 

ALPHA PRECISION 
continued ji·om page I 6 

bundled back to Georgia with, I confess, 
a rather scathing letter. 

It was back just as quick. with profuse 
apologies. Back to the range it went. The 
three pound trigger had been made slight
ly heavier and the hammer no longer fol
lowed, even when the slide was cruelly 
dropped on an empty chamber. The 
Swenson ambidex worked properly this 
time around. 

But new problems developed. Every 
now and then, the slide would lock itself 

When you pay the 
price for an exotic 

gun like this that you 
should bloody well 
expect it to work 

perfectly upon 
delivery. 

open with ball, and the disconnector 
would fail to release, stalling the gun in 
the midst of a rapid fire string. 

Again, back and forth to Georgia, with 
fast response. This time, the pistol 
worked the way Stroh's reputation led us. 
to expect: flawlessly. It had also jammed 
on a quantity of Federal 185 grain hol
lowpoint, but the second fix made it 
I 00% with that accurate load. 

This is a good point at which to 
digress briefly into conflicting philoso
phies of the custom handgun. These pis
tols are made tight to achieve their preci
sion, and some believe that they need 
1,000 rounds through them without 
counting the malfunctions before they 
break in and run right. Sort of like those 
500 easy miles you put on your new car, 
so all the parts can wear themselves in 
and seat just right. 

This same school of thought holds that 
if your pistol has been fine tuned for 
maximum performance, you have to 
expect a few trips back to the 'smith, sort 
of like having your mechanic in the front 
seat when you tool around in your newly 
restored '53 MG TD. This, we are told, is 
the price of true precision. 

The other school insists that when you 
pay the price for an exotic gun like this
our full-house test pistol carried a price of 
$3,200.00 including the base Colt- that 
you should bloody well expect it to work 
perfectly upon delivery. Your tester hap
pens to belong to that latter camp. 

That said. let's be fair to the test gun. 
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ARNTZEN'S HIGH 
STRENGTH STEEL 
TARGETS 
STEEL IPSC PRACTICE TARGET 
WITH POST, BASE & HARDWARE. 
RINGS LIKE A BELL WHEN HITI 
READY TO USE. DISASSEMBLES 
WITHOUTTOOLS FOR EASY TRANS
PORT. POST & BASE WILL WORK 
WITH ANY SHAPES BELOW .• 
'(MUST DRILL MOUNTING HOLE). 

A. IPSC TARGET $59 
K. POST, BASE & HOW . ~ 

$99 

~~-i:P~Jt 
~~!T!!ft 

NOW YOU CAN HAVE A 
COMPLETE PEPPER POPPER. 
READY FOR USE. MADE OF 
ARNTZEN'S HIGH STRENGTH 
STEEL 

COMPLETE 
WITH BASE 

$110 

PRECISION CUT STEEL PLATES 
INDIVIDUAL SHOOTERS. GUN CLUBS AND LAW 
ENFORCEMENT AGENCIES CAN NOW BUILD THEIR 
OWN STEEL TARGET SYSTEMS WITH ARNTZEN'S 
HIGH STRENGTH CUT STEEL SHAPES. ALL TARGET 
STEEL IS TESTED TO MEET 200 MINIMUM BRINELL 
HARDNESS. OUTLASTS A-36 OR MILD STEEL 

MAKE YOUR CHOICE OF HIGH 
STRENGTH STEEL SHAPES. 

A IPSC3l8 STEELPLATE17-34 X 
29-1 2 (INCL. MOUNTING HOLE) S59 

A-1 IPSC HALF SIZE 3/8 X 8-7/8 X 14-3/4 S15 
B POPPER 3/8' STEEL PLATE 12 X 42 S39 
C PIN 1/2 STEEL PLATE 4-7/8 X 15 S11 
D BASE 2 X 4 S 1 50 
E CIRCLE 3/8 STEEL PLATE 

8-S9 10-S12 12-S15 
F B ZONE 3/S-STEEL 6 X 6 S8 50 
G A ZONE 3/8 STEEL 6 X 11 S11 
H RECTANGLE 3/8 STEEL PLATE 

18 X 24 S48 
K. POST. BASE & HARDWARE S40 

(NOT FOR USE WITH CF RIFLES) 

NOTE: 
S5 HANDLING CHARGE ON ORDERS UNDER S100 
15% DISCOUNT ON ORDERS OVER S1000 CASH. 
UPS OR FREIGHT CHGS. FOB ROCKFORD, IL. 

cHARcE voUR oRoER I ·er I [~·] 
CALL: 800/821-34 7 5 

@;;:4-0045 

1025 SCHOOL STREET 
ROCKFORD, IL 61105-0898 

1411190 
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1'f''S NEW 

Portable 
Target 
Stand 

Portable Target Stands of Denver, 
Colo. has introduced a convenient 
new portable target holder for practi
cal shooters. Targets are held with 
cardboard and wood lath, and the 
stand can be adjusted for different 
size targets, height and types of ter
rain Break the stand down to trans
port and store it easily. For more 
information contact PTS at 233 South 
Marion St., Denver, CO 80210. 

Eagle Stag Grips 

Eagle Grips continues to carry gen
uine handmade grips of shed Sambor 
stag for that unique but practical 
western look. The grips are matched 
for color, grain and pattern, then fit
ted to original factory frames. Mother 
of Pearl, Ebony, Rosewood, and Buf
fa lo Horn are also available. For 
details contact Eagle Grips at 460 
Randy Road, Carol Stream IL 40188, 
Tel. 800-323-6144. 
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THE LATEST PRODUCTS FOR THE SERIOUS HANDGUNNER 

Briley Spherical Bushing 

Designed to maximize accuracy and 
reliability, this competition-proven design 
was only available on custom 1911 s 
until now. 

The Briley Spherical Bushing aids 
in maintaining the barrel at the same 
precise position every shot. The bush
ing does not allow for any additional 
interference or drag to slow lock-time. 
The bushing insert is coated with tita
nium nitrite which has one of the low
est coefficients of friction available 
today. For details contact Briley at 
1085 Gessner, Space E, Houston, TX 
77055. 

Four Star Comp 

Ed Brown Products has announced 
the availability of a new four cham
ber compensator for 1911 pistols. 
The Four Star is pre-fitted to a Colt 
Gov't Model, meaning that unlike 
many "drop-in" comps, it should fit 
about 80% of 1911-style pistols with
out gunsmithing, and the rest with 
only minor adjustments. The unit is 
currently available in .45 with other 
calibers on the way. For more infor
mation contact Ed Brown Products at 
Rt. 2, Box 2922, Dept. AH, Perry, 
MO 63462. 

Port-A-Rest 

Gunsight Powers introduces the Port
A-Rest, a lightweight, compact and 
rigid shooting rest that weighs only 6 
ounces and tolds to one inch thick. 
The barrel support adjusts vertically to 
aid in sighting in your pistol or rifle, 
and eliminates the need for sand 
bags. For more information, contact 
Gunsight Powers at P.O. Box 165, 
South Britain, CT 06487, tel. {203) 
354-3211. 

Beretta Model 89 

Beretta now has a new target pistol 
available in the US. The sophisticated 
single action semi-auto .22LR has a 
straight blow-back action, eight 
round magazine, adjustable target 
sights, ambidextrous safety and con
toured walnut grips. The external 
hammer allows for decocking without 
dry firing. For more information, see 
your dealer or contact Beretta at 
17601 Beretta Dr., Dept AH, Acco
keek MD 20607. 
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The customer, John Lawrence, who gen
erously made the pistol available to us, 
had wanted the nickel finish on the frame. 
Nickel is .0005" thick, compared to 
.000 I" for the more popular hard chrome. 
Whfn you go with a plating five times 
thicker than what is usually incorporated, 
and when the gun has been tightened up 
to minimum tolerance before plating, the 
inevitable occurs. 

I honestly don't think a Stroh gun 
ordered in all blue would have suffered 
the problems we encountered. 

It should also be said that while there 
are a lot of Stroh guns out there, this is 
the first bad one I've encountered or ever 
heard of. 

The bottom line is that Jim Stroh's 
work is very pricey, but also very good. 
Jim is an old bullseye shooter, and he 
builds in more accuracy than most. And 
that finish, the Master blue, is to die for. 

Despite the aggravation of sending the 
gun back twice, I finished up very happy 
with the performance of the gun. I have 
no doubt the kind John Lawrence is 
happy with his; now that it's broken in, I 
expect it'll hit the 100,000 mile mark still 
purring like a vintage Jaguar XKE. 

And I'll be sending some of my own 
iron down to Jim Stroh at Alpha Preci
sion, Rt. I, Box 35-1, Good Hope, GA 
30641 for that jewel-like Master blue fin
ish. Send $4.00 for a 
complete brochure. • 

EXACTOR 
Continued from page 53 

for right thumb operation and cannot be 
converted to left hand operation." 

However, a southpaw can use the safe
ty with the left index finger by shifting 
the pistol in the hand in a manner similar 
to that employed by many Colt .45 auto 
shooters for weak-hand fire. 

One reason I suspect we did not get 
good accuracy was the trigger. Though 
not unduly heavy, it was creepy and 
"stagy." In deliberate fire, testers could 
feel the parts scraping in fits and starts 
before the sear released. The trigger also 
had a long forward movement before it 
reset upon the disconnector's release, 
which is more of a safety feature than a 
handicap for the casual shooter. 

The sights were not the best. Serrations 
on the plastic front post were very large 
and cut too low beneath the top of the 
sight, which was also radiused on the top. 

These design features combined to 
make the top of the front sight seem 
lower than it was, since the top edge 
would seem to disappear under overhead 
light. This caused the testers to shoot high 
when outdoors. When the sight was sil
houetted on an indoor range with light on 
the targets but darkness behind the shoot
er, the sights were dead on for elevation. 

This will be easily corrected if Ram
Line chooses to do so. 

The rear sight was not wide enough to 
give good light on either side of the posi
tioned front sight. Opening the former 
just a sixteenth of an inch would give a 
much better clearer sight picture. 

The rear sight appears "drift-able" in 
its dovetail. However, an adjustable sight 
should be an extra-cost option by the time 
you read this. 

The magazine drops cleanly with a 
Colt-Browning type release button. A 
side button on the magazine itself allows 
the fol lower to be depressed for easy 
loading, but since the button is recessed, 
you'll need at least rudimentary finger
nails to make it work. 

Feel and pointing? That's always sub
jective. I find it to point dissatisfyingly 
low, but did not find it uncomfortable to 
cock the wrist at an angle to bring the 
sights to the eyes. 

The grip starts wide, gets wider, and 
tapers toward the bottom. Some who han
dled it said it felt awful. I just found it to 
feel different. Nothing you can't get used 
to, though. You may fall in love with it. 

""Toy Gun" Factor 
While I was writing this article, a 

staffer from one of our related businesses 
walked into the office, saw Syn-Tech 
beside my typewriter, and commented, 
"Why are you testing a BB gun?" 

~ _.:.;;..(~(~)l=l=ll.:.;;;1l~'l1 _____ _ 
~ (~()llNl~ll SEND FOR FREE CATALOG NOW 

PARTS & ACCESSORIES FOR PRACTICAL PISTOL 

ORDER BY FAX! 24 HOUR SERVICE 

Hill #134 Comp Belt..... . .............. 50.00 Wilson #47 DE 8 RD ... 45ACP Mag ......... 28.95 
Breskovich Advtg. Grip System ............ 55.00 Wilson Extended Ejectior #34 ................. 20.95 
Swenson Amoidextrous Safety ............ 55.00 
Swenson Amo w/Thumoshield. . 80.00 

Wilson Match Quality Extractor .............. 16.95 
Wilson Ambi. Safety #192 B/S ............... 54.00 

Wilson #298 Beavertail Sfty (B/SS) ........ 35.00 Shooting Star Magazine .45SP ............... 24.00 
King #206 Wide Spur Grip Sfty(B/SS) ... 25.00 Shooting Star Magazine .38SP ............... 29.00 
Wilson Drop-in LE-K Comp. Kit .45 ..... 250.00 McCormick Titanium Hammer. ............... 75.00 
Clark Pinmaster Compensator .45 ....... 270.00 McCormick Titanium Firing Pin ............... 24.95 
Wichita Comoat Rear Adjust. Sight ....... 60.00 McCormick Titanium Strut ...................... 12.95 
Bomoar BMCS Rear Sight .................... 59.00 McCormick Sear ..................................... 20.00 
Wilson #25110RD. 38 Super Mag ........ 28.95 McCormick Carbon Fiber Trigger ............ 28.00 

(716) 672-4218 

Smith & Alexander Mag. Well .............. 67.95 
"I Shoot Hostages" Halpin ... 4.25 

Check, Money Order, Mastercard, 
VISA & COD Orders Accepted 
Phone Orders: Mon-Fri 4-10 EST 
Add $1.00 per order 
for shipping 
NY State Residents 
Add 7% Sales Tax • ' 

Order & Payment To: Combat Corner, R.D. #1, 9518 Rt. 60, Fredonia, NY 14063 
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AIM T® WIN 
with the number one source for championship-proven 
precision custom parts and accessories. 

$225 
HANDGUN CUSTOM ACCESSORIES 

Wilson Combat 

Extended Safeties Blue or Stainless 
Extended Slide Release Blue or Stain. 
Extended Combat Ejector 
Match Stainless Barrels 
Extended Magazine Button 
Match Trigger w/3 Holes 
Commander Hammer Blue or Stainless 
Beavertail Grip Safety Blue or Stain. 
Shok-Buffers (6 Pk.) 
Combat 3 Dot Sights 
Full Length Recoil Guide Gov.ICC 
Magazine Well Funnel Blue or Stain. 
Checkered Mainspring Housing 
Recoil Springs, 8,9,10,12,15,17,18 Lbs. 
Safariarms Ext. Safeties Blue or Sta. 
Safariarms Ext. Ambi Safety 

Ed Brown Products 
New 1911 Ambi Safety Stainless 
New 1911 Ambi Safety Blue 

Call And 
Save$$$ 
Save$$$ 
Save$$$ 
Save$$$ 
Save$$$ 
Save$$$ 
Save$$$ 
Save$$$ 
Save$$$ 
Save$$$ 
Save$$$ 
Save$$$ 
Save$$$ 
Save$$$ 
Save$$$ 

$19.95 
$29.95 

Hi-Sweep Beavertail Grip Safety Blue 
Hi-Sweep Beavertail Grip Safety Stain 
Match Grade Commander Hammer Blue 
Match Grade Commander Hammer Stain. 

$54.95 
$49.95 
$31.95 
$33.95 
$35.95 
$38.95 

Magazines & Speedloaders 
Metalform Magazines with Pads 
Shooting Star 38 Super 10rds Mag 
Shooting Star 45 ACP S/S Mag 
Safari Comp II Speedloader 
Safari Comp Ill Speedloader 

Action Tune-Up Kits 
S&W K/L/N Spring Kit 
Colt 1911 Spring Kit 
S&W J. Frame Spring Kit 
Beretta/Taurus 92 Spring Kit 
Sig-Sauer P226 Spring Kit 

Miscellaneous Accessories 
Chapman #9600 Screwdriver Set 
Chapman #8900 Screwdriver & Allen Set 
Pro-Optics Shades Glasses 
Phelps Dillon 450/550 Case Feeder 
IPSC U.S Nationals Video 
Steel Challenge Video 
Bianchi Cup Video 

$1995 
$27.95 
$22.50 
$ 7.95 
$11.95 

$12.50 
$1545 
$ 9.60 
$14.50 
$ 9.60 

$ 24.95 
$ 27.95 
$ 27.95 
$159.95 
$ 49.95 
$ 49.95 
$ 49.95 

B.A. T. Products 
BAT. Ultra-Mag Brass Pads 2Pk. 
BAT Ultra-Comp Compensator 
BAT Ultra-Comp Kit I 
B."A.T. Ultra-Comp Full Profile Kit Ill 
BAT. Ultra-Match Stainless Hammer 

Ernie Hill Leather 
New Fas-Trac Holsters Brown or Black 

$ 9.95 
$ 69.95 
$189.95 
$299.95 
$ 28.95 

Basketweave $99.00 
Speed Competition Belts Save$$$ 
Single Magazine Pouches Save$$$ 
Double Magazine Pouches Save$$$ 
Triple Magazine Pouches Save$$$ 

Safariland Competition Leather 
008 Final Option Holster Save$$$ 
002 Cup Challenge Holster Save$$$ 
Gunfighter Belt Black Basketweave $42.30 
Adjustable Single Mag Pouch BBW $18.25 
Double Mag Pouch BBW $27.35 
Triple Magazine Pouch BBW $37.75 
Competition Triple Speedloader Pouch $17.95 

Chip McCormick Products 
New Titanium Super Light Trigger $29.95 
McCormick Square Commander Hammer $76.00 
Nastoff McCormick Commander Hammer $76.00 
McCormick Prepped Sear $22.95 

Timers & Chronographs 
Pro-Timer 111 
Pro-Tach Chronograph 
TNT Timer and Chronograph 

Sights 

$225.00 
$129.95 
$325.00 

Bo-Mar BMCS Competition Rear Sight $59.95 
Bo-Mar Undercut Competition Front Sight $ 9.50 
Wichita Combat Rear Sight $59.95 

Books 
"You Can't Miss" by John Shaw $ 9.95 
"Shoot to Win'" by John Shaw $11.95 
"Combat 45 Auto" by Bill Wilson $11.95 
"Hallock's 45 Handbook" $11.95 
"Combat Handgunnery New Edition" $14.95 

MAG Funnels 
S & A MAG-Guide $69.95 
Clark/Barret Funnel $25.00 
Shaw Type Funnel $28.95 

SHOOTER'S DEPOT 
P.O. BOX 3238, HIALEAH, FL 33013 

FOR INFORMATION CALL 305-221-6381 FREE SHIPPING IN CONTINENTAL U.S.A. 
SEND $3.00 FOR THE MOST COMPLETE PRACTICAL PISTOL CATALOG OF 

THE 1990'5 

1-800-553-0844 
FOR ORDERS ONLY 

The most common reaction of people 
who've seen this pisto: is to liken it to a 
toy weapon or a squirt gun. I do not think 
this is good. 

Over the years, a number of armed cit
izens have captured or driven off crimi
nals at the point of a drawn .22 handgun. 
They had that success because their .22 
looked like a gun. X-number of low
priced .22 plinking pistols do double duty 
as home defense guns. A defense gun that 
looks like a toy does not intimidate, and 
thus fails in one of its two primary roles, 
the other of which is obvious. 

It goes without saying that responsible 
adults don't leave any kind of firearm 
where kids or irresponsible adults can 
access it. Nonetheless, I will be ultra-cau
tious with the Syn-Tech for fear that some
one untrained or irresponsible will mistake 
it for the toy pistol it so resembles. 

Mechanical Factors 
Barrel liner, bolt, and receiver are of 

steel. The toyish barrel shroud, and the 
grip and frame, are of glass-filled nylon. 
Ram-Line's spokesperson refers to it sim
ply as "plastic," apparently recognizing 
from the start what Glock learned the 
hard way: you can call it "Fiberglas" or 

I am not into being the 
guinea pig who finds 

out if radical new 
designs work or not. 
Depending on your 

own outlook, I've iust 
described myself as 
either a rock-ribbed 

traditionalist or an old 
fart mired in the past. 

"Polymer" until the day comes that we're 
all speaking Esperanto, and the pub) ic 
will still call it "plastic." 

I doubt that this gun will pass through 
a metal detector unnoticed any more than 
will a Glock, and I sincerely hope it 
doesn't fall victim to the unwarranted 
hysteria that needlessly blackened the 
name of the Austrian pistol, which to my 
knowledge has never been taken through 
a magnetometer or an X-ray machine 
undetected in real life. 

Counting the barrel and bolt assem
blies as one, there are 58 parts in a Syn
Tech. Ram-Line says 22 of them are non
moving. The rifling, which does not seem 
to be particularly deep but nonetheless 
gives adequate accuracy for the non-com
petitive casual shooter, is a right-hand 
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twist with one turn in 16 inches. 

Value Factor 
Suggested retail for the 15-shot Ram

Line Syn-Tech .22 pistol is $199.97. This 
is how it compares to the other plinking 
aLitos in the catalog pages of the 199 I 
Shooter's Bible: 

Smith & Wesson Model 422 (fixed 
sight) I 0-shot, $206.00 

Ruger Mark II Standard Model (fixed 
sight) JO-shot, $224.75 

Browning BuckMark Std. (adjustable 
sight) I 0-shot, $218.95 

We see at least three established Big 
Name .22 pistols with proven reputations 
for reliability and accuracy within $25 of 
the Syn-Tech 's price. This helps define 
the market. No one is going to buy the 
Ram-Line gun just because it's six bucks 
cheaper than a Smith & Wesson. 

Will dealers discount the new pistol 
heavily? We don't know. Though 
announced in January '90, shipments 
didn't start 'til July 13 of that year; this 
article is written only two months later, 
and market patterns have not yet devel
oped with the new .22. 

I was pleased with the reliability of the 
Ram-Line gun. Durability? Again, we 
don't know. In a few years, we will. 

Ram-Line will sell the Syn-Tech to 
people who like the feel of it; to people 
who enjoy wringing out something new 
in the firearms line; and to plinkers who 
like to be able to hose 15 rounds down
range without a reload instead of I 0. 

Our gun would do that with every 
brand of ammo we tTied but Winchester, 
and it could have been an idiosyncrasy of 
our test sample, since Heather Petrone 
tells me Ram-Line uses Winchester 
ammo heavily in their testing and inspec
tion process. 

If 1 were in the market for a .22 auto in 
the $200 price range, f'd probably go 
with the Ruger simply because I've been 
shooting the Standard Model .22 since 
1959 and love the reliability, durability, 
and accuracy. 

I am not into being the guinea pig who 
finds out if radical new designs work or 
not. Depending on your own outlook, 
I've just described myself as either a 
rock-ribbed traditionalist or an old fart 
mired in the past. ff you take the former 
view, you're probably a Ruger/Browning/ 
S&W person; if you take the latter, it's 
time to drop in on your Ram-Line dealer. 

But we don't just buy guns for our
selves. While I am not going to buy a Syn
Tech for myself, I'm definitely going to 
have one around for awhile. Here's why. 

Kids And Handguns 
I have long been a believer in starting 

children of armed households in firearms 
safety and marksmanship training at the 
earliest responsible age. It has worked for 
my people and it has worked for me. 

Now, T would buy myself a Ruger if I 
wanted a .22 plinking auto. But when I 
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THE LEATHER ARSENAL 
27549 Middleton Rd., Dept AH3 

Middleton, Idaho 83644 
(208) 585-6212 

Massad Ayoob on Leather Arsenal products: 

E
• ''The custom gun leather produced by Elmer McEvoy at Leather 

E Arsenal is second to none! - Massad Ayoob 

o Inside the pants concealment holster designed to set extra low for 
O good concealment. 

The top band is metal lined to hold its shape for easy gun reholstering. > • Sight Rails • 2 Belt Loops to Resist Holster Movement g • One Way Snaps for Security 

- Heisler, Plain Tan - s3soo Add s400 for shipping 
o Magazine Pouch - s1500 
0 Phone Orders Welcome - C.O.D. Visa and MC Accepted 
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BRASS CATCHER* 
"It's the handiest on the market" 

~ $14.95 ~~ 
The BRASS CATCHER• fits on your hand, 
your handgun. No more clumsy distractions. Spec, 
designed for Browning, Colt, Mac 10, Uzi and other popul 
semi-autos. The BRASS CATCHER• adjusts for either top 
or right side ejections. Recommended for right hand shooters. 

Send check or money order to: 

GAGE MANUFACTURING 

. for the= 
- action tJJning 
Kits include the 

rtous springs 
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reliable function, 
smooth operati 
consistency. and 1 
life. When only 
best will do, 
COMBAT "CUSI'OM· 
TUNE" spring kits are 
the only choice, 

ORDER DESK 
1·800-9SS-48S6 

Available ~ ll1tlSt 
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tols and Revolvers. 
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order your kit to
day! 

Our '91 Complete 
Handgun Acces
sory Catalog is 
available· for $3.00 
(refundable) or ask 
for one FREE with 
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OurName 
Says It All! 

201 SBR powder is the answer for precision oriented shooters using 
cartridges such as the 6mm PPC, 22 PPC, 6mmBR, and similar rounds. 201 SBR is a single 

base, small-grained, extruded powder developed specifically for "bench rest" cartridges. It meters well through 
powder measures, is clean burning, and will set new match records in the near future. 

This powder has a wide range of applications from the miniature 22 Hornet to the mighty 458 Winchester 
Magnum. We predict that 201 SBR will help shooters ~~ 
achieve greater levels of performance in all applica-
ble disciplines. Available in 1 lb., 4 lb. and 8 lb. sizes. jllllJi Accurate Arms 

Loading data is available in our new 5th Edition \'lla•n C I 
loading booklet. Write for a FREE COPY. ~ "11111~ Ompany, DC. 
© 1991 ® Box AH2, McEwen, Tennessee 37101 

COR·BON® 
Super Penetrator Ammunition and Bullets for 

large and dangerous animals. 

Dual Port Comp Kit 
for 1911s in 45ACP and 38 Super 

Urschel Mfg. has introduced a one piece 
Dual port rone oompensator for 1911 

pistols made of 4140 steel. Complete with 
a 416 stainless steel full length guide rcxi, 

w /shock resistant tool steel nead and 
4140 bushing, it sells for $169 .95. 

Dealer pricing awilable. Send signed 
FFLandTaxnumber. 

URSCHEL 
MANUFACTURING 

pcoRPORATED 

7442 E. Butherus Dr., Ste. D 
Scottsdale, AZ 8.5260 

(602) 951-9029 FAX (602) 951-3469 

was eleven years old, my dad bought one 
for me. I can't tell you how immensely 
proud I was to own it. 

I also couldn't shoot it worth a damn. 
The gun was just too heavy. One

handed was the way you shot a pistol 
back then, and it's part of the way you 
shoot one today, and small people don't 
reach their pinnacle with two and a quar
ter pound guns. Dad and I finally traded 
that fine but too-big Ruger in on a Hi
Standard Sentinel that weighed just a bit 
more than a Syn-Tech, and it was with 
that .22 that I learned to shoot a handgun 
competently. 

Within a year I had grown into a .45 

The Ram-Line Syn-Tech 
works a helluva lot 

better than I thought it 
would. 

and a Ruger standard-size .22s. 
My own children at this writing are 13 

and 5. The oldest h_as her own handguns, 
.22 to .45, and is not particularly taken 
with the Syn-Tech. Interestingly, howev
er, the Ram-Line .22 is light enough for 
the little one to handle with amazing 
aplomb. 

True, she can't pull the bolt back when 
the hammer is down. Even her big sister 
has trouble with that; she can't cock the 
hammer to relieve mainspring tension as 
she has done, to allow herself to work the 
slide of a .45 auto, since she was under I 0. 

However, since it's a bad idea to drop 
the rimfire firing pin on an empty cham
ber anyway, my rug rat can insert a maga
zine, release the locked-back bolt by 
pulling back on it and letting it snap for
ward from slidelock position, and pull the 
trigger with reasonable smoothness, all 
without awkwardness and without the 
muzzle straying from a safe direction. 

I like that. I've promised Justine a .22 
of her own when she turns six. She'd 
been scheduled for a downsized Chip
munk single shot rifle, like the one her 
sister began with at that age. However, if 
she shoots the Syn-Tech with the same 
aplomb that she handles it executing the 
plastic rim fire's "manual of arms," she 
may just start with a 15-shot Ram-Line 
handgun instead. Time will tell. 

The Ram-Line Syn-Tech works a hel-
1 uva lot better than I thought it would. 
Ram-Line, forgive me for doubting you. 

The Syn-Tech will be a fun plinker 
and undoubtedly will be the progenitor of 
more new and different firearms from a 
firm that started out with magazines and 
stocks and then progressed to making 
whole firearms. 

I'm glad someone was able to make 
that progression ...... 
successfully. ~ 
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HANDLOADING 
Co11ti1111ed.fi-o,11 page 46 

.38 silhouette bullet in that the jacket 
material will come from the base and curl 
down over the nose. 

This new .358" .38 Super bullet will 
also only be sold in a 250 bullet bulk pack 
because they are aware of the volume of 
ammunition used by IPSC shooters. 

Vic Lites 
Another item of interest to IPSC 

shooters, particularly those like myself 
still shooting the .45 ACP, would be the 
'•Vic Lite" .45 bullets. They only weigh 
152 grs. and the accuracy from these 
lightweight, almost wafer-like .45 slugs is 
good. Very good. 

Pete Viceroy of Vic International credits 
his past association with the now defunct 
Devel Corp. for giving him the initial inter
est in lightweight .45 caliber bullets. 

Six years ago, the development Devel 
was performing in compensators left 
them with the idea that what was needed 
in .45's was the lightest possible bullet to 
really make a compensator work effec
tively, but the idea more or less stopped 
at that point for a couple of years until 
Pete got together with Larry Brown at 
Lomax Bullets. 

Larry Brown listened to his ideas and 
complaints about the lightweight bullets 
in use at that time because of the stability 
problems they were encountering past 50 
or 60 yards. It was later learned this sta
bility problem was inherent because these 
earlier bullets had a balance point and a 
center of gravity in two separate locations 
within the projectile. 

It was also at approximately this same 
time that Viceroy had some friends work
ing for NASA and they were permitted 
use of the Cray SupcrComputer to do 
some studies on this problem. 

The Cray SupcrComputer was set up 
to do gas flow problems and simulate 
velocities up to Mach 20. so it was no 
trick at all to work out the problems asso
ciated with designing a lightweight .45 
bullet and develop one weighing 152 
grains in .45 caliber, while having the 
bullet's balance point and center of mass 
be virtually the same. Larry Brown then 
built a cherry. 

The weight was saved in the cone of 
the bullet and if you looked at the bullet 
head-on you 'II see that what they did was 
narrow the angle from the point of the 
cone to the area above the driving band. 
The driving band itself is narrower than a 
contemporary 200 gr. H&G 68 bullet, but 
actually wider than a I 85 gr. bullet. 

The overall length of the bullet is 
slightly less than the H&G 68, but the nose 
shape is identical. If your gun now feeds 
H&G 68's it will have no problem digest-
ing your handloads employing ..... 
the 152 gr. Vic Lites. '°' 

SIAINLESS 
EVERYTHINB YOU AlWAYS WANTED /NA KIT GUN 

f BR A lBT LESS MONEY! 
[ROssa]rl 

ROSSI 
1511 
■ Weighs only 30 ounces 
■ Fully recessed chambers 
■ Six-shot ■ Four-inch barrel 
■ Rust resistant stainless steel frame 
■ Double internal hammer blocks 
■ Fully adjustable square notch rear sight 
■ Ramp front sight with red high-light insert 
■ Checkered target hammer ■ Grooved target trigger 

WRITE FOR OUR FREE 32-PAGE FULL COLOR CATALOG 

INTERARMS 
Number Ten Prince Street, 

..._ 47 ~ J\d, 
vaoced Pilltol ~ 1911 
8'yle autos are die choke of ex
peden«d a,mpetitt.a andtbe o.s. 
MllJtary elite special foKes. Tbeae
hlsh quality stlinless steel maaa· 
alnes are designfd.with maximum 
durability and rellablltty in mind. 
lnaxporatmg the latest in durable 
matedala like the 17-7 airaaftgrade 
stainless steel bodies. heat tteated 
to RIC JS. and predalon limned 
from .02r· ~ metal. the self
lubricating followers are made 
from a hiRh strength custom blend
ed flberSli nylon as is the remove
able base.pad. Springs are special
ly fabricated from a heavy duty. 
high tensile strength spring wire to 
reduc.e "spring set" and provide 
the longest possible spring life. 
Totally redesigned to take advan
tage of the latest technological im• 
provements with a commitment to 
uncompromising quality for those 
who demand nothing but the very 
best. 

[II] 

1141 7 Round . .45ACP, Std. 
Pad ............... . $24.9' 
11470 8 Round .. 45ACP, Std. 
Pad ............... . $27.9S 
#47D1 8 Round. .45ACP, 
Oversize Pad ........ $28.9S 
1147NX 9 Round. lOMM. Std. 
Pad ................ . 29.9S 
#47SD 10 Round, .38 Super. 
Oversize Pad ....... . $30.9J 
#47,0X 7 Round. Officers 
Model. ............. . 27.9J 

Place your order TOLL FREE 
today! 

Our ·91 Complete Handgun 
_,,_..,... Accessory Catalog is available 

for $3.00 (refundable) or ask 
for one FREE with your order. 

ORDER DESK 
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BARNHART ideas I had and really made the gun work. 
There were a few minor problems that 
came up. such as ejected cases hitting the 
sight. which Bill corrected by adjusting it 
to eject straight out to the side. When I 
got my hands on the first prototype I 
knew we were 0:1 the right track. 

Co11ti1111edfim11 page 65 

back on the gun. the amount it moves 
during recoil is much less. The dot hardly 
seems to move at all. it just sits there as 
you track from target to target. The bal
ance and handling arc better too, there's 
no tendency to overswing as with a muz
zle-heavy gun. 

DA: The sight you used was rite Tasco 
Pro-Point. What were rite features of this 
sight that made you choose it? 

JB: The Tasco I used was a prototype 
with a big 12-minute dot/ 1110sI dot 
sights use two or three 111i1111te dots: DA/ It was Bill (Wilson) who took the 

.41 AE: Going, Going ... 
The .41 Action Express is the Rodney Dangerfield of the cartridge world. It don't get no 
respect! First, cases and cases of the Israeli-made ammo languished in the Action Arms ware
houses with no guns chambered for it. Two years later, when shooters had pretty well given 
up on it, Tanfoglio of Italy finally sent a few .41 AE conversion kits through for the Action 
Arms AT-84, CZ-75 and P-9 pistols. Eventually a few guns actually chambered for the ill
fated round arrived. 

Then in 1990 Michael Kassnar launched KBI Inc. with the Jericho 94 l . as his flagship pis
tol. The dual caliber 9mm and .41 AE pistol offered much promise, but the curse of the .41 
AE struck again. 

Writing in the Sept/Oct 1990 issue of American Handgunner, we were holding forth on 
the origins and background of the hot new .40 S&W when we said of the .41 AE's cartridge 
design1 " ... rebated rims just don't work in semi-auto pistols!" Michael Kossnar challenged 
AHG that his Jericho 941 had been branded unfairly because, he claimed, his 941 did work 
even with the rebated rim of the .41 AE. • 

Well, yes. Our writer Dove Anderson thoroughly tested the Jericho 941 and found that 1t 
functioned as advertised. So, lo set the record straight, let it be known that the.41 AE con 
work. We apologize to Mr. Kassnar for any misconceptions. 

Cameron Hopkins, Editor-in-Chief 

$209.90 
I+ $3. 75 S&H - $3.30 COD) 

QUADRA-COMP lltm 
(gun not included) 

gineering Know-How Makes a Difference You Can See! 
atch quality stainless steel bull barrel with button rifling, hand 

polished feed ramp, special link lug design, and "Power Pivot Band" 
• Patented QL-11 Adjustable Stainless Steel Slide Stop 
• Dual Volume Gas Jet Compensator in Blue or Stainless 
• Captive Buffered Variable Rate Recoil System (WOLFF spring) 
• User-installable. user-adjustable for perfect lock-up, professional 

accuracy and compensator effectiveness 

CENTAUR SYSTEMS, INC. 
P.O. Box 1613 

Send $1.00 for Information Packet 
Dealer Pricing Available 

Bemidji, MN 56601-1613 (218) 751-8609 

..--~H~ER Research, Inc. 

NEW PROOF CHRONOGRAPHS,. 
When the PROOF CHANNEL'" of the new 

Oehler Model 35P says a velocity is right, 
you know it is right. For years, the pros have 
called Oehler for the best instruments. 
Oehler welcomes your call for a free catalog 
or help with your measurements. 

OEHLER RESEARCH, INC. 
P.O. Box 9135 • Austin, TX. 78766 

Phone 800/531-5125 or 512/327-6900 

that was easy to pick up at speed and still 
precise enough for I PSC matches. 

I like the big diameter tube or the 
Tasco /30111111, while other brands 11se 
011e-i11clt. or 25.-1111111. I11/Jes: DA/ because 
it's brighter and makes it easier to rind 
the dot fast. 

DA: There still see111s to he a feeling 
a111011g a lot of sl,ooters 1!,01 1/te d{)( 
sights might he better for 111ore precise. 
long range shots h111 they are 1101 as 
go(jd as iron sigl,ts for the up-close. 
quick '11 dirtv stufl 

JB: The people who say that arc ones 
who have never given the clots a serious 
try. I tried all sorts of close-range speed 
stages, using iron-sighted and a dot-sight
ed guns alternately. I found that the times 
were always about the same. but with the 
dot sight I would shoot more points. 

For example. on an El Presidentc my 
times are around four seconds rJat with 
either gun. With iron sights rll usually be 
five or six points down. With the clot I'll 
shoot it clean or maybe a point down. 

I don ·1 care what the stage is. I can 
shoot it just as fast with the dot sight and 
I'll shoot more points. When the ranges 
get longer and the shots more difficult. 
the dot sight becomes even more or an 
advantage. 

DA: Yo11 wearfairl_,, strong correctire 
lenses. Does tl,at 111ea11 tl,e dot sig!,1 
l,elps you more 1!,a11 they 11·ould so111eo11e 
wit!, 20120 11isio11? 

JB: Under some circumstances it 
might. When I'm shooting outdoors in 
good light, I don ·1 have any trouble focus
ing on iron sights. But on an indoor range 
where the light is dim I do find it hard to 
keep the front sight in sharp focus. 

People who arc really going to love 
the dot sights are those whose eyes are 
starting to lose their close focusing capa
bility. My dad wears trifocals, so to shoot 
iron sights he has to hunt around to find 
the part of the lens that will let him focus 
on the sights. With the dot sights. the clot 
and the target arc in the same focal plane 
so that problem is eliminated. 

DA: Ha1·e _\'OIi found 01!,er adran
tages to dot sigl,ts? 

JB: I think a novice shooter will learn 
faster with a dot than any other type of 
sight. It shows you your errors. If the 
hold isn't steady. you sec the dot bounc
ing all over the target. If you whack the 
trigger you'll sec the clot being yanked 
away from the aiming point. 

The dot forces you to improve your hold 
and trigger control. Shoot with a dot sight 
for a while and I'll guarantee it will improve 
your ability with iron sights as well. 

DA: Some s!,ooters felt 1/,at tl,is 
year·s Nationals was rery accuracy
weiglttec/, and that in 111ost 01!,er IPSC 
111atcl,es tl,e dot sights won't he as 111uclt 
of an acfra11Iage. 

JB: Well, there were some quick ·11 

dirty speed stages in this match also, and 
if people will check the scores they'll see 
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the dot didn ·1 hurt me in those stages. 
I thought this was the toughest Nation

als I've ever shot. very technically and 
mentally demanding. I think it was too 
demanding, maybe not for the Master and 
A-class shooters. but it was intimidating 
for the lower class shooters. 

I hope we don't see many more 
matches like this. if we do a lot or bcgin
nino shooter are <>oino to oet discoura~ocd 0 b b b ' b 

and turned off the sport. 
I liked it from one aspect. though. I've 

been stuck with the image of a quick ·n 
dirty hosemaster type of shooter. so I was 
glad of the opportunity to show I can hold 
my own in an accuracy contest as well. 
and St(lrt shaking that image. 

DA: Do you thin/.: the dot sight was 
1he difference in wi1111i11g this match? 

JB: o, I don't. I know that sounds 
contradictory after all the things I've just 
said about the sights. but in this particular 
match J didn't shoot all that well. I certain
ly don't think l did the dot sight justice. 

I had a couple of dropped shots. I was 
50 points clown at midweek. and I was 
fortunate to pull things together on the 
last two days while some other shooters 
had problems of their own. 

I think I was pulling too much pres
sure on myself. partly because I didn't 
want 10 let the new sponsors down. partly 
because the dot sight in IPSC was still an 
unproven concept. 

I had tested it. I knew it would work. I 
was doing what I believed in, but I still 
would have felt like an idiot if I hadn ·1 shot 
a decent score. I think I could have shot just 
as good a score with iron sights. because I 
wouldn ·t have felt as much pressure. 

But now that we know the dot works. 
the pressure of trying a new concept is 
gone, and I think in future matches the 
superiority of dot sights will become 
more evident. 

DA: You certainly seem co11ri11ced 
that the clot is the way to go. 

JB: I'm convinced enough that unless 
the rules make me. I'll never shoot iron 
sights in competition again. 

You know, we've had several waves of 
technological change in this sport. com
pensators. holsters. calibers, and so on. 
The next big technological breakthrough 
will be in sighting equipment. In the next 
couple of years custom gunmakcrs and 
sight manufacturers are going to be mak
ing some major innovations in this area. 

DA: /11 what areas ,rnu/d rrJu li/.:e to 
see them concentrate their efforts? 

JB: Both the sights and the mounts 
should be lighter. The prototype gun Bill 
put together for me weighs 46 ounces. I 
can work with that. but for IPSC I'd like 
to sec the weight brought down to 40 
ounces or so. empty. 

I'd like to see the sights with a larger 
diameter tube. a brighter field of view. 
yet much shorter and lighter than at pre
sent. I know this is asking a lot, but with 
modern materials I think it can be done. 

Right now J'm talking 10 several man-

BRASS 
CATCHER 
attaches to 
your hand ... 
not your gun 

Only $2495 ppd. 
USA 

Catch ejected casings from 
automatic handguns with the 
CATCH-ALL brass catcher. 
■ saves lime & money - eliminates 

searching for lost or scattered brass 
■ will not hinder shooting or obstruct 

sight picture 
■ catch ejected casings from 

automatic handguns (right handed) 
~-__,...,, .... ~~;;.::,. 
.f • 

Rifle/Shotgun brass catcher 

$29.95 patent 
applied for 

Place your order today! 

1-800-824-6853 
In OR., (503) 686-9844 

Visa and MasterCard accepted 
No Risk 30-Day Moneyback Guarantee 

Catch-All Products 
P.O. Box 2522, Eugene, OR 97402 

Made in U.S.A. 

Made in U.S.A. 
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==-"=¥• over 80 grains this"' II die 
ultimate 11,ght-weight -
ger. Pad Is inachlned from 
aircraft grade aluminum 
and stirrup is heat treated 
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strength and reliability. this 
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FOR '91. 

#190 ............ $29.9S 

IZ99B WIU0l1 c:oMIAT 
Oelwir. Coanvaqder Ham
mer. Quiltty manufactured 
and heat treated ID exacting 
spedficatiOns. 'Ibis hammer 
features a latge slo!:ted spur 
for minimum weight and 
fast lock time. narrowed 
Sides to prevent rubbing on 
the sides of the slide, ham
mer hooks art to .020" with 
a ground finish. The strut 
pin hole has been relocated 
to aid in obtaining a crisp 
and light trigger pull. Only 
minor fitting required to ob
tain a light. crisp trigger pull. 
Blue finish with polished 
sides. 4.r:a----- .. C Our '91 Complete Handgun 

Accessory Catalog is 
available for $3.00 (refun• 
dable) or ask for one FREE 
with your order. 
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FREE today! 
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• The Finest Quality Tritium 

On The Market Today! 
• Impervious To 

Cleaning Solvents 
and Chemicals 

• Unequaled Daylight 
and Low-Light 
Sight Picture 

• 5 Year Warranty 
Against Loss of 
Illumination 

HESCO INC. 2821 GREENVILLE ROAD / LAGRANGE, GA. 30240 I PH: 404-884-7967 

A CLASSIC LOOK AT 
A CLASSIC RIFLE 

The Springfield 1903 Rifles is the 
complete, authoritative work on the 
subject, from a man considered to be 
the premier authority on the 
Springfield Rifle today, Lt. Col. 
William S. Brophy. 

More than 1,500 first quality photographs and 
countless years of exhaustive research is included. 
Follow the gun through both world wars, tracking its develop
ment and detailing accessories, appendages, racks, bayonets, 
and scabbards. 

;;,...... ;;,...... ----------------------1 
I Please send me SPRINGFIELD 1903 RIFLES for only $49.95, plus $3.00 I 
I shipping & handling. CA residents, add 7.25% sales tax. 

I I O Check/MO $ ___ VISA/MC No. __________ I 
I Exp. Date ______ Signature _____________ I 

I Name _______________________ I 

I Address ______________________ I 

I City---------------------- I 

: State___ Zip ______ Cut out & mail with payment to: I 

AMERICAN Guns Book_s, Dept. HG-_9103 I 

[ _GU1'5 __ HANDGUNNER __ _!~&J, ~:~·zii~::, ~l;~~is __ ~ 

ufacturers of dot sights, trying lo find one 
that will incorporate some of my ideas 
into making a better system. 

DA: Did you see George f-lue11i11g's 
prototype mount made of' carbon 
graphite and aluminum? I thin/.: it weighs 
about three-quarters of'an ounce' 

JB: Yes, George has a good idea there. 
We'll be seeing lots of development in 
this area. I think Wilson is working on 
something similar. 

DA: Do you see the dot sights having 
practical application for uses other than 
competition? 

JB: Absolutely. I think the day will 
come when they will be commonplace on 
police duty guns, on home and personal 
defense guns, on special weapons for 
emergency response teams. 

Right now they have some problems 
for those purposes, they are too bulky, too 
heavy, and possibly a bit fragile. But 
these are technical problems. They can be 
solved if the demand is there. 

DA: What about the fact that they are 
battery powered? I can't see a cop stop
ping to turn his sights on. 

JB: There are a couple of solutions to 
that. One would be to have a switch 

I think the day will come 
when red dot sights will 

be commonplace on 
police duty guns, 

personal defense guns 
and special weapons 

for emergency response 
teams. 

incorporated in the grip. Another would 
be to just turn the sight on and leave it 
on. They don't draw all that much power. 
and modern batteries last a long time. 

Tasco has a Pro-Point that they left 
turned on for a full year and it continued 
to function with the original battery. But 
that's another area to develop. 

DA: It looks as though we' re in for 
some interesting i1111ovatio11s in the next 
couple of years. 

JB: I'm sure of it. I'm really excited 
about being on the leading edge of a 
major breakthrough in sights. You know, 
we've talked a lot in the past about big 
capacity guns, but it seems they aren't an 
advantage if you have good course design. 

High capacity guns aren't much of an 
advantage in practical self-defense. But bet
ter sights are a real advm1tage. Dot sights 
make anyone a better shooter, but especial
ly the novice and average shooter. We're 
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going to see developments in IPSC compe
tition that will benefit all handgunners. 

DA: Your achievement in winning the 
1990 Nationals certainly has everyone 
scrambling to catch up. If I can change 
the subject for a moment, I understand 
that your shooting classes are keeping 
you 1•ery busy. 

JB: Yes, I'm happy with the way the 
classes are going. I'm starting to use a 
video machine to tape the students and 
show them what areas need improvement. 
It's working even better 
than I had hoped. ., 

{Jerry Barnharrs intensive. two-day 
class requires about a 1,000 rounds and 
currently costs about $300. For scheduling 
information call Jerry at (313) 546-5154.j 

RACE GUN 
continuedfi-0111 page 58 

yield a custom scope mount that weighs 
less than one ounce. 

These sophisticated components 
formed the basis for this very special 
competition pistol produced by Bill 
Laughridge (pronounced la11if~ridge). But 
before we get into looking at the details 
of the gun, it's important to understand 
the three motivating factors that resulted 
in this design. 

In September of 1990 something hap
pened that will forever change the face of 
practical pistol competition. This game 
we call combat shooting has seen tremen
dous changes over the years- from the 
street-legal .45s of the Seventies to the 
exotic .38 Supers of the Eighties- but 
nothing quite so radical as the electronic 
sight with which Jerry Barnhart won the 
'90 nationals. 

Then, just as the shooting world was 
reeling from this stunning shocker, only a 
month later in Australia another equally 
earthshaking development blew apart the 
long-cherished notion that God created the 
Government Model. Doug Koenig won 
the IPSC world championship with a
forgive me Father, for I have sinned-
9mm Italian clone of the CZ-75! 

These dramatic events may have shat
tered the cozy little worlds of insecure 
people who cling desperately to the status 
quo, but to a man of vision like Bill 
Laughridge, it was a challenge and an 
opportunity. Here was a chance to 
advance the state of the art of combat pis
tols; here was a time to build the ultimate 
new racegun. 

And then a third factor came into play 
that affected Bill's thinking. At a special 
meeting of the IPSC assembly in Aus
tralia, the body that governs the sport of 
practical shooting worldwide, a resolu
tion was passed to amend the rule gov
erning what constitutes a "major caliber" 
cartridge. Beginning on Jan. 1, 1993, the 
minimum caliber for "major" will be .40! 

J.A.F. GUNSMITHING, INC. 
6425 S.W. 50th Street 
Miami, Florida 33155 
Tel. (305) 662-9407 

_ __. 
,.,-

"BIG MOUTH" TITANIUM 
COMPENSATOR 

Ultra Light "Steel Guns" "BIG MOUTH" 
MAGWELL -Also available complete Upper Units: 1/2" Short Slide, 

Double-Chamber "BIG MOUTH" Cone-System 
Compensator, Bo-Mar Sights. -Upgrade your Single Chamber Compensator 

with one of our drop-in Double Chamber 
"BIG MOUTH" Compensators. 

ACTION-VIDEO PRODUCT-CATALOGUE ... $10.00 
Price of video can be applied toward any 

purchase over $100.00 

I 
I 

Price list only ... 

Milt Sparks Holsters 
P. 0. Box 187A 

Idaho City, ID 83631 
Phone/Fax (208) 392-6695 

Modified version 
of original 60TK, 

designed specifically for 
the Officers model ACP 

MatterCard 
Mastercard/Visa - VISA 
$2.00 for catalog 

ALWAYS ON TARGET 
Quality tactical, military and out

door clothing and equipment for 
your competitions and outdoor 
adventures. Over 1 00 full-color 
pages include target practice aids, 
holsters. knives, survival and camp
ing gear, binoculars. and more. 

For our latest catalog, send your 
name. address and $3.00 to: 

D.S. C/IV/1£BY-... R 

WORLD'S FINEST Ml UT ARY AND ADVENTURE EQUIPMENT 

Dept. HG04. 2855 Centennial Ave. 
Radcliff, Ky 40160-9000 

$1.00 

PULL THE TRIGGER 
ON EXCITEMENT 

SSK HAND CANNONS 
For Superior Performance when 
you wish to reach out and touch 

something. 

Specializing in: 
14 to 58 Caliber Contenders 

Custom sccpe Installations for hunting 
handguns, custom revolvers, 

arrestor muzzle brakes, exotic finishes. 
Please call or write for price quote or further 1nformat1on. 
If writing, send two First Class postage stamps. 

SSK INDUSTRIES 
721-AH Woodvue Lane 
Wintersville, OH 43952 
(614) 264-0176 
(614) 264-7217 

Make Money at Home in Spare Time. 
No Previous Experience Needed. 

LEARN GUN 
REPAIR! 

Your love of guns and shooting can lead to an 
exciting opportumty! Let leading Arms Experts 
train you tor a ~areer in gun repair. Federal 
Gun Law perm+ts licensed trainees to sell 
arms, ammo without inventory. We show you 
how to save up to 25% and more on fine guns, 
accessories. gunsmith supphes• Start your 
own business; or prepare now to be a "Gun 
Pro.~ Gel free facts about Gun Repair and how 
we can train you lo be a gunsmith. 
BECOME AN EXPERT! Leam:•GunRepair, 
Customizing, Accurizing • Modem & Black-Powder 
Ballistics• Reloading, Custom Ammo-Making 
• Stock Carving, Design, Checkering • Firearms 
Importing, plus much, much more! 

ACCREDITED BY THE NATIONAL 
HOME STUDY COUNCIL 

am s~;o~~i~:,~~.~::.~::0~1~S!-- - -
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"Uncle Mike's" Grips 
for Taurus PT92 & PT99 
9mm Semi-Auto Pistols 
MichaelsofOregon is recalling its "Uncle Mike's" 

Custom Grade Molded Handgun Grips, Set No. 
59507, for Taurus PT92and PT99 semi-automatic 
9mm pistols. It has come to our attention that the 
trigger bars of some of these pistols can come 
away from the frame when the pistols are equipped 
with our grips. A pistol in this condition could 
accidentally discharge, causing possible injury or 
death to the shooter or bystander. 

To ensure the safety of our customers and 
protect them from the possibility of such a mal
function, we are making available replacement 
grips. The new grips can be identified by the two 
cylindrical nubs located on the inside top of the 
right grip and the "A" stamped between them (see 
illustration). Please inspectyourgripsand if you do 
not have the new grips, use the coupon in this ad 
to mail your old ones to us for replacement. There 
is no charge for the exchange and we will reim
burse you for postage costs. 

"Uncle Mike's" is committed to giving its cus
tomers high quality, safe products. We apologize 
for this inconvenience to our customers. 

NEW 

UNCLE 
MIKE:S 

by Michaels of Oregon 

® 

P.O. Box 13010 • Portland, OR 97213 
■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■ 

Name ____________ _ 

Address ___________ _ 

City/State/Zip __________ _ 

Phone( ___ ) ________ _ 

Taurus Model __________ _ 

Serial No. ___________ _ 

96 

If you have any questions about this 
recall notice, call "Uncle Mike's" collect, 

at (503) 255-6890. AHG 

This is drastic- the .38 Super that 
Barnhart used to win the nationals and 
the 9mm that Koenig used to win the 
worlds will both be permanently relegat
ed to minor caliber. 

Add those three factors up and, logi
cally, you would have 1) a hi-capacity 
pistol 2) in .40 caliber with 3) a large 
electronic sight. What you would have is 
a whole that's greater than the sum of its 
parts- you would have the ultimate 
combat pistol for the Nineties! 

High-Tech Blueprint 
Actually, Bill was already two steps 

ahead of the game when the events of late 
1990 unfolded. At the Steel Challenge in 
April of 1990, Bill was displaying an 
alloy-framed Para-Ordnance in .40 S&W. 
He had already demonstrated that the 
wide-body frame from Canada could be 
modified successfully to shoot the new 
.40 S&W cartridge. Altering the maga
zine feed lips had proven to be child's 
play for the talents of this exceptional 
pistolsmith. 

The gun was already working. All that 
was lacking, really, was the willingness 
of the market to buy such a gun. Even 
though Bill knew the gun would be The 
Hot Set-Up, it took the matches of late 
'90 to prove him right. 

Let's take a detailed look at this study 
of high-tech sophistication, this remark
able pistol. It began life inauspiciously 
enough with a pitted, pock-marked Para
Ordnance cast frame. Typical of metal 
castings, the P-O frame's surface is 
flawed with tiny holes and blemishes
steel acne, if you will. 

"We spent hours and hours hand-pol
ishing that frame to make it look good for 
the photographer. I want you to make it 
clear to your readers that the normal 
frames don't look anywhere near this 
good," Bill pointed out because he want
ed to be totally fair with you Handgun
ner readers. 

The surface blemishes of a casting do 
not affect the part's strength or durability; 
they are just that, su,face imperfections. 
They're ugly, but they don't hurt any
thing. 

It took about 10 hours of hand-polish
ing to bring the frame's surface up to the 
high luster that you see here in Ichiro 
Nagata's stunning color photographs. 

"The gun has not been touched with a 
buffer," the pistolsmith from Nebraska 
explained, "It's all handwork. That's why 
the lines are straight and crisp. You make 
just one goof with the buffing wheel and 
you've rounded off an edge. You simply 
can't get that kind of finish except by 
hand." 

Once the frame had been polished to 
perfection, it was time to fit the Caspian 
Arms 10mm slide. Caspian Arms manu
factures slides and frames, but does not 
sell whole guns which gives the Vermont 
manufacturer the ability to maintain over
size specs. These Caspian parts are 

SECURITY PRODUCTS 
LARGEST SELECTION! BEST PRICE! 

S~C:UAITV 
PRODUCTS 

And other 
Leading 
Brands. 

Call us before you buy! 

1-800-222-SAFE 
A.G. ENGLISH, INC. (1-800-222-7233) 

708 S. 12th S1./Broken Arrow, OK 74012/(918) 251-3399 

DRAKE'S 
Steel Reactive Targets 

VERTICAL SPLIT POPPER - $165.00 

Drake's adds a new dimension to the ·Pepper 11· 
Popper" with this dual target model. Knock down ~-
•. ach side_ independently or deal with a "shoot/no ( 
shoor situation. Used by law enforcement : 

:,:i~~:~;:~Ys ~:';::g~;::~~~ I 
In. high, 55 lbs. ships UPS. 

DRAKE'S SWINGER - $179.00 

Side-to-Side tilting double-target frame. 
Activated by pulling out included prop from firing 
line. by a door or a falling "Pepper Popper". 
Counterweighted and mounted on two enclosed 
ball bearings for long swing time. Base 
removabkl without tools. Pockets mount your 
wood furring strips and two standard IPSC 
targets. 3 ft. high (bottom of target). 51 lbs., 
ships UPS. 

"PEPPER POPPER" - $99.00 
Classic target shape falls when hit. Compact 
base for portability, fits in car trunk. Our own 
massive full-width hinge, easy angle adjustment 
at base, mild steel target. Comes in two sizes, 
ships UPS. Standard 42 in. high, 55 lbs, 
Mini Popper (Half size 21 in. high, 18 lbs.)S51.00 

Popper made of harder T -1 steel tor extended 
lite. $111.00 

3-WAY FLOPPER -$85.00 

~ Hit the 8 in. round plate to start targets moving. 
With two targets, one disappears and another 
POPS UP. Using one target in the rear position, 
target disappears. With one target front, target 

[ POPS UP, then disappears. Allows several 
j variations on "shoot/no shoot.· Uses your wood 

furring strips and standard IPSC targets. speed 
adjusted by changing furring strip length. 3 ft. 
high (top of round plate), 48 lbs., ships UPS 

Targets are designed for use with all lead pistol bullets only. 
Custom plate prices upon request. Send $2 tor full-cok>f brochure. 
For inquiries can us at (203~3915. All shipping charges colMK;I. 
CT residents add 7½% sales tax. To order call us at 
1-800-HIT-TAAGET or send name & full shipping address with 
check or money order to: 

DRAKE'S WELDING SERVICE. INC. 
P.O. BOX I, Stonington, CT Dl371 
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CALIFORNIA GRIP 
A BETTER MOUNT FOR BETTER SHOOTERS 

• CAL GRIPS FITS S&W MODEL 
52 AND 39 & 59 SERIES 

$80.00 

• ADJUSTABLE BBL 
WEIGHT (52 ONLY) 

$55.00 
NEW * 1 INCH RING TOP PLATE 
FOR AIMPOINT 2000 & ARMSON OEG 
NO RINGS TO BUY $15 EXTRA. 

$80.00 

• S&W MODEL 41 
TCP RAIL MOUNT 
LONG OR SHOAT BBL 

$50.00 
RAIL COVERS FRONT 
AND REAR SIGHTS 

FITS NEWER SLIDE 
RELEASE MODELS 

$80.00 
NEW•BROWNI 
NEw·s&W6 

252 CASULL 
REVOLVER 

ARE AS SIMPLE AS 
A - B - C 

AccuRACY 
BALLISTICS 
CRAFTSMANSHIP 

THE ULTIMATE .22 SILHOUETTE 
REVOLVER NOW AVAILABLE 

FREEDOM ARMS 
BOX 1776 FREEDOM. WY 83102 

(307) 883-2468 

intended to be individually hand-fitted 
instead of mass-produced like other slap
together guns. 

Compensator System 
Bill first cut the Government-length 

slide to Commander-length and then 
meticulously hand-fitted it to the frame 
with a tedious trail-and-error process that 
is the only way to get a perfect fit of these 
two crucial components. 

Next came the match-grade Bar Sto 
barrel, the premier brand of target-grade 
barrels against which all others are 
judged. Not only Bill Laughridge but also 
virtually all recognized gunsmiths attest 
to the quality of Irv Stone's remarkable 
stainless steel Bar Sto barrels. 

"I won't use anything else," Bill 
emphatically insists. 

However, this is not just any Bar Sto 
barrel; it is a special-order over-size bull 
barrel. Rather than merely threading a 
standard barrel and screwing on a sepa
rate tapered steel cone to match up with 
the slide, Bill takes the much more pre
cise path of machining the over-size Bar 
Sto barrel to his exacting specifications. 

The result is a barrel with a long grad
ually tapering cone-lockup instead of the 
short sharply-tapering cones that most 
gunsmiths add on. Bill says that his sys
tem, "saves tremendous battering on the 
locking lugs and cone." The master gun
smith explained in very technical terms 
exactly what transpires during the firing 
sequence of the Browning designed semi
automatic pistol: "It beats the hell out of 
things." 

Bill's barrel design, coupled with his 
precisely fitted stainless steel two-piece 
guiderod that supports the compensator· 
during recoil, greatly reduces the natural 
wear and tear of firing. 

To this special Bar Sto barrel is 
attached Bill's distinctive dual-port, dou
ble-chamber compensator. This compen
sator is a sophisticated design employing 
two separate expansion chambers. Each 
of the twin chambers are carefully con
toured to maximize the particular gas 
flow characteristics of the potent .40 
S& W cartridge. 

In addition, each of the dual chambers 
is radiused with a "scoop" on the bottom 
surfaces. These scoops serve to enhance 
the smooth flow of burning gas to escape 
through the exhaust ports in the dual 
chambers. The scoops tend to minimize 
the turbulence of the gas while at the 
same time maximizing the upward flow 
in a sort of Venturi effect. 

"The energy is being deflected in an 
arc" Bill said, "We've worked with a flat 
wall and a rounded wall, but we've had a 
lot better results with the scoops." 

The wall thickness of the plates 
between the two chambers have precise 
dimensions that are customize·d to the 
particular cartridge. "The dwell time of 
the bullet in the port is important," Bill 
observed, "Even though a lot of gas 
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1911 AUTO 
ACCESSORIES & TOOLS 

~t0"' BROWNELLS 
Your 100% Guaranteed Source For 

Gunsmithing Tools and Accessories 
All The Top Brands of All The Most Wanted 
"Goodies": Comps, Barrels, Thumb & Grip 
Safeties, Magazines, Bushings, Sights, Trig
gers and More - From Folks Like: Oarl(, 
Wilson, Brown, Pachmayr, Caspian, Mueschke, 
Safari Anns, Kings and our own full line of 
8ROWNEUS Tools for every gunsmithing need I 

BEAVERTAIL GRIP SAFETIES 
• POSITION HAND POSITIVELY 

• STOP HAMMER BITE 
• All reQuuc 1111mg to gun. Clark. Brown. Sal au, WIison & 
Caspian require shap1ng~~~~F111mg Guides below) 

1-114-100 Clark Series 70 Blued 
Beavertail Safety... . . $ 19.95 

1-114-200 Clark Series 70 Stainless 
13eavertail Safety ....... $ 19.95 

#181-115-180 Clark Series SO Blued Beavertail 
Safety . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 20.95 

#181-115-280 Clark Series 80 Stainless 13eavertail 
Safety .. $ 20.95 

PACHMAYR 
#692-701-001 Pachmayr Commander ~ 

Grip Safety ..... $ 34.95 
#692-701-002 Pachma_yr Government Model 

Grip Safety ........... $ 34.95 • 

ED BROWN 
#087-045-001 Ed Brown 131ued Grip 

Safety ......... S 29.95 
045-004 Ed 13rown Stainless 

Grip Safety ........ $ 31.95 

SAFARI ARMS '• 
#795-045-001 Safari Arms Blued 

Grip Safety .... S 24.95 / J 
#795-045-002 Safari Stnls Grip Safe $ 24.95 'lit 

WILSON COMBAT 
#965-066-001 Wilson Standard Grip 

Safety, 131ued ... $ 26.95 
5-066-002 Wilson Standard Grip Safety. 

Stainless . . . ....... $ 26.95 
5-298-001 Wilson "High Grip"' Grip 

Safety, Blued .......... $ 36.95 
#965-298-002 Wilson "High Grip" Safe, Stnls S 36.95 

KINGS (" #487-203-001 Kings Blued Gov't 1701 
Grip Safe ...... $ 33.00 

#487-204-001 Kings 131ued Commander 
(701 Grip Safety . . $ 33.00 

CASPIAN 
# 168-200-001 Caspian Blued Grip 

Safety . . . . . . ... S 34.95 
-200-002 Caspian Stnls Grip Safe $ 34.95 

BROWNELLS GRIP SAFETY FITTING GUIDES 
Hardened steel plates attach to frame 

': 
~

. and show clearly how much metal to re-
: • ~ move for picture-perfect grip safety instal-

.,1 _ lation. Models for Ed Brown iBrnl and 
Wi Ison/Clark/Caspian IW/C I. 

#080-742-001 Brn Safety Fitting Guide . . . $ 21.25 
#080-742-002 W!C Safety Fitting Guide.. . S 21.25 

Mention this ad when you order and get a FREE copy of our latest 202 
page catalog filled with more than 14,000 items to help the hobby 
and professional gunsmith work on handguns, rifles and shotguns. To 
gel a catalog without anonler, send $3.75 ($4.75 foreign). $3.75 will 
be refunded on your first order of $35.00 or more. The catalog is free 
to qualified dealers and gunsmiths, full or part time. Don't have your 
ffl? Ask and we will send FREI info on how to apply. 

515-623-5401 
MC/VISA/COD 

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED 

8ROWNELLS. Inc. 
204 S. Grove, HG-1, Montezuma, IA 50171 
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Set your sights on ... 
the ''TIGER'' 

H738-SH 
The "TIGER" is suede 
lined and has a metal 
reinforced belt loop to 
contour with the hip. 
Other features, such 
as the retention screw, 
open bottom, covered 
trigger guard, & metal 
formed sight tunnel 
makes this a very 
functional holster. 

For your copy of our catalog, send $2.00 to: 
DON HUME LEA THERGOODS. 
P.O. Box 351, Dept.AH, Miami, OK 74355. 

WE HAVE YOUR SPRING! 

.c.o.!J BRQWNINQ BERETTA92 SMITH & WESSQN 
1911 1935 (Hi-Power) CZ-75, TZ-75 39 Series, 59 Series 
Delta Elite BDA GLOCK 17 &19 3904,3906,5903,5904,5906 
Commander 1900 645, 745,4506 
Government 1910/1934 HI-STANDARD 469,669,6904,6906 
Officers Model RUGER P-85 3913, 3914, 4516-1,1006 
Mustang 

SIG-SAUER TAURUS WALTHER VINTAQE PISTQLS 
P-220 PT-92 PP,PPK,PPKS Astra, Bernardelli, Colts, 
P-225 PT-99 P-38, TP CZ, Dreyse, Galesi, Luger 
P-226 Models 4, 5, 8, 9 Mauser, Ortgies, Tokarev 

W. C. Wolff Company offers a wide selection of recoil, hammer, magazine 
and other springs for these and many other semi-automatic pistols, 
revolvers, rites and shotguns. Send $2.00 for our latest catalog. 

II [ VISA l 
GUNSPRINGIWAKERS 

P.O.Box I, Dept. 381, Newtown Square, PA 19073 
1-800-545-0077 

escapes forward, past the bullet, it's still 
important to vary the wall thickness 
according the length of the bullet." 

Bill's dual-po11, double-scoop compen
sators employ different wall thickness on 
the plates separating the chambers, accord
ing to caliber. "Quite frankly, we don't see 
that much of difference in .45 because the 
pressure is so low. But you can really tell a 
difference with the .38 Super and the .40 
S&W which have a higher volume of high 
pressure gas to work that comp," Bill told 
the Handgunner. 

Lastly, a final bonus to the Laughridge 
design is that the scalloped shape of the 
scoops in the twin ports makes for a very 
clean comp. Lead build-up is absolutely 
minimal. A bit of residue accumulates in 
the corners, but it is really nothing com
pared to some flat-bottomed comps that 
lead-up badly in less than a 1,000 rounds. 

(A digression- the slickest way to 
clean lead from a comp is with the Foul 
Out electronic bore cleaner from RCBS. 
I've been using the device for over a year 
with nothing short of phenomenal results. 
You plug the barrel at the chamber with a 
rubber stopper, pour in a special solvent 
and drop a metal rod down the barrel. 
Attach the electrodes and switch on the 
unit. Several hours later, depending on 
the degree of leading, the barrel and 
comp are clean as a whistle. The Foul 
Out works great on cooper build-up too.) 

The Laughridge-designed compen
sator system is a full-profile that matches 
the form of the slide exactly. Like so 
many handgunners who appreciate an 
aesthetic sense of proportion in a combat 
pistol, Bill agrees that a comp which just 
dangles off the end of the slide looks 
awkward. The full-profile compensator 
body, Bill thinks, blends harmoniously 
with the lines of the slide and, in fact, 
cannot be distinguished from the slide 
itself except upon close inspection. The 
fit is really that good. 

Frame Work 
Bill Laughridge is a far cry from a 

neighborhood "parts changer" in his 
basement who buys a baggie full of Wil
son parts, slaps them on a GI .45 and 
calls it a custom gun. The 43-year-old 
master gunsmith used a combination of 
good old fashioned elbow grease and 
state-of-the-art modern technology to 
produce his racegun. 

The front strap is "checkered" with 
precise rows of sharply pointed diamonds 
cut at 20 lines to the inch. Interestingly, 
the frame itself is not checkered because 
the Para-Ordnance frame is too thin at the 
bottom so that checkering would break 
right through the metal. Instead, Laugh
ridge cleverly installs a .030" checkered 
steel plate, so expertly silver soldered to 
the frame that it is totally invisible. 

The trigger guard is wrapped entirely 
in a fine pattern of handcut checkering. 
Even with the fine crisp lines running 30 
to the inch, the rows of checkered points 
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Ordering 
10mm ejector $11.50 

Maior Components Information 
Deposits are currently 10mm extractor $18.82 

Pora-Ordnance steel frame $304.00 $1.94 Ejector pin 
Caspian Arms 10mm slide shortened to Commander length; $220.50 

being accepted for the 
Firing pin stop $5.80 .40 S&W Para-Ordnance 

front serrations; machined for protected Bo-Mar sight "racegun" described Firing pin spring $1.94 
Huening custom carbon fiber scape mount $175.00 Hammer pin $1.94 
.40 S&W dual-chamber compensator $925.00 

here. Call Bill Laughridge 
Hammer hin strut $1.94 

with 6" Bar Ste barrel and two-piece guide rod for complete details at 
Mag cote lock $2.74 the Cylinder & Slide 

Gunsmlthlng Services Shop (402) 721-4277. Mag catch spring $1.94 
Mainspring cap pin $1.94 

Modify P-O maJazines for .40 S&W (4 at $9.95 each) $39.80 TOTAL Mainspring cap $1.94 
Install checkere front strap panel $25.00 

$2,500.41 
Mainspring housing pin retainer $1.94 Parts Square trigger guard $100.00 

Labor $1,878.05 Mainspring housing pin $1.94 
$60.00 Checker trigger guard top and bottom, 30 lpi Mainspring, National Match $1.94 

Wrap-around checkering of mainspring housing and frame $60.00 Grand total $4,378.46* Mainspring housing (flat) $34.96 
Tighten slide to frame fit $78.40 •excluding NIA Items Plunger spring assembly $4.18 
Serrate top of slide and compensator, 30 lpi $200.00 Sear pin $1.94 
Checker rear of slide, 40 lpi $40.00 Extended slide sto~ $29.95 
Install Bo-Mar sights $50.00 20 lpi checkered rontstrap panel $69.95 
Install Brown beavertail $87.60 
Install Brown ambi safety $40.00 Premium Accessories 
Install mag funnel $128.00 McCormick titanium hammer $76.00 
Install Huening scope mount $50.00 McCormick titanium hammer strut $12.95 
Trigger job, 2.5 lbs. $77.85 McCormick titanium firing pin $24.95 
Install McCormick trigrcer $27.50 McCormick titanium/maJnesium trigger N/A 
Remove trigder free-pore $27.50 McCormick semi-preppe sear $19.95 
Install exten ed mag re ease button $11.65 Gun Craft mag well $65.00 
Polish and deburr internals $63.30 P-O magazines (3 at $44.95 each) $134.85 
Radius and tension extractor $14.00 JRL brass magazine bumper pads (4 at $19. 95 each) $79.80 
Master palish frame $300.00 Bo-Mar BMCS sight $65.00 
Master palish slide and compensator; reblue $150.00 Brown "hibh ~rip" beavertail grip safety $29.95 
Metaloy finish frame and internals $97.45 Brown am i t umb safety $54.95 
Relieve and recontour frontstrap for high grip $150.00 C&S extended mag release button $21.95 

Mlscellaneous 
Wayland custom grips N/A Test ammo and range time $50.00 
Aimpoint 5000 30mm sight N/A Return shipping and insurance $22.50 

still run straight and parallel- a sign of 
an expert hand. Checking through an 8x 
loupe, the perfectly pointed diamonds 
shine clearly and distinctly with not a 
blunted or flawed tip in their midst. This 
is perfection in handcut checkering. 

The trigger guard itself is tastefully 
squared for the very functional purpose of 
providing a more suppo1tive surface for the 
weak-hand's index finger to wrap around. 

The finest of the checkering is found 
on the rear of slide, exquisitely detailed at 
the very fine pattern of 40 lines to the 
inch. Such fine-line checkering, perfectly 
executed, is indeed the hallmark of a 
master craftsman's touch. 

The flat mainspring housing is blended 
into the frame with wrap-around checker
ing, hanclcut at 20 lines to the inch and 
executed with the distinctive attention to 
detail that is characteristic of Bill Laugh
ridge's commitment to excellence. 

Again maintaining his distinctive flair 
for precise tolerances, the frame is sculpt
ed beneath the trigger guard to remove 
metal and thereby raise the shooting 
hand's grip. This modification is becom
ing more and more popular as a sound 
example of ergonomic engineering 
designed to increase the hand's leverage 
over the gun's recoil. 

To aid in a fast, reliable mag change, 
Bill installed an enlarged mag well from 
Gun Craft of Florida (813-645-3828). 

Well, that's an understatement. Enlarged? 
Try humongous! We're talking the Hol
land Tunnel here folks! 

In fact, let's coin a new term. You've 
heard of the mag funnel? Meet the mag 
tunnel! 

The Gun Craft unit is tastefully blend
ed into the frame with no unsightly seams 
or lines to betray its silver soldered 
derivation. Like everything else on this 
gun, it's the best it can be. 

The frame is finished with the superb 
hard chrome plating from Metaloy Indus
tries. Using special extra-fine glass beads 
to bead-blast the frame, Metaloy's Jim 
Kelley lavished the gun with his most 
handsome Star Burst finish. 

All internal parts were also finished in 
super-hard, super-durable Metaloy plat
ing for long lasting wear and superior 
protection. 

And to achieve a striking two-tone 
effect, Bill applied a rich, deep blue to the 
Caspian Arms slide. 

Premium Components 
Bearing in mind that Bill does not 

expect any customers for the high-capaci
ty .40 S&W racegun to ask how much it 
costs (if you have to ask, you C,\n 't afford 
it!), no expense was spared on the parts. 
As Bill put it, "We all know there are a 
zillion parts out there, but we used the 
premium of the premium." 
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This selection of the creme de la 
creme components was greatly facilitated 
by the availability of a new generation of 
super-sophisticated parts that is just now 
sweeping the combat pistol business. 

Spurred by innovations found in auto 
racing and space exploration, the absolute 
latest materials and techniqu"'s are now 
revolutionizing the status quo. One man 
is largely responsible for taking combat 
pistols on this quantum leap forward in 
technology. 

Chip McCormick founded his CMC 
company a scant five years ago with little 
more than a rusty '64 Ford pickup. a used 
patent for a magazine follower that he 
picked up for a song and an unshakable 
belief that there was a ready market for 
space-age pistol components. 

At a time when it was really gee-whiz 
to have a Commander hammer on a Gov
ernment Model, Chip introduced an ultra
precise, uniquely profiled hammer made 
on a wire EDM machine that sold for 
nearly three times as much as a "custom" 
hammer. 

Unsatisfied with merely the best steel 
hammer, Chip turned to titanium. And not 
just a titanium hammer, but a titanium fir
ing pin and hammer strut. If a great reduc
tion in lock-time results from the 45% 
lighter titanium hammer, reasoned the 
ambitious entrepreneur, then surely the 
other three parts of the action would also 
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DUNK-KIT 
THE FAST, EASY WAY TO 

CLEAN YOUR GUN!! 

Dunk-Kit cleans out malfunction causing cIud 
and fouling. 

Dunk-Kit cleans, lubricates and displaces 
moisture all in one easy operation. 
Dunk-Kit is reusable and should last for 
years. 

Dunk-Kil loosens light leading allowing ii lo 
be brushed out of bores. 
Dunk-Kil is also ideal for cleaning and 
protecting small ports, reels, cycle chains 
or almost anything. 
Dl.nk-Kit is available in ll/• gai. and large 4 
gai. sizes. 
Ounce for ounce, Dunk-Kit is the least 
expensive cleaner on the market. 

~ I VISA I ONLY s35 95 
ppd In tho cont USA 

~ - 11/.i gal. size ~:~S:S =v:~8~ 0~~rg~ 
5end $3 ($6 outside USA) !or more infOfmation on Dunk-lfll and a 
complete catalog ol custom handgun modllications and ports 

I CYLINDER & SLIDE SHOP, INC. 
P.O. Box 937 
Fremont, NE 68025 
Ph.: 1-(800) 448-1713 

GRIPS BY 
MIKE TURNER 

AUTO SEAR IV for Ruger® 
MINI 14 

SHOOTERS EQUIPMENT COMPANY proudly presents 
the all new Auto Sear IV. This brand new device actually 
converts your MINI 14 Semi auto to FULL AUTO Fire 
instantly and Legally. shoo~.~ 

Money Order• ~OUll"MlNT COMPANY 

$29.88 Onlylpob. 517 AH. rlchLancf. SC ::19675 
::~~ ,!:,·:::::re~ phone: (903) 64-Shoot 

rs-::n-;,a~s;s-Factory -;;,;;ct\ 
I Tired paying high prices .. I 
I 

for quality eyawear? Get I 
unique custom•made 
glasses by mail for much I Iess than the cost of ordinary stock run-of-the-mill I 

I name-brands. Polarized, glass. plastic, gold mirrors, I 
anti-reflection coatings. etc. Special lenses & frames 

I for flying, driving. boating. hunting, skiing cycling & I 
other outdoor activities-in both non-prescription & 

I prescription (no bifocals). 24 years in business. Huge I 
inventory. fast delivery. money-back guarantee. Call 

I 1 •512•847•55n (8 AM to5 PM central, weekdays) for I 
a .Em Discount Catalog & Sunglass Selection I Guide, or, write to: Dept. AH I 
HIDALGO Inc 45 La Buena Vista 

\. r , • Wimberley. TX 78676 ~ ~-----------' 
,,, ENDANGERED SPECIES 
',, T•SHIRT $9.95 Sweatshirt $23.50 

~, Red & black on white. Indicate 
gun design choice: □ M-14 

~ O45Auto DAA·15OGlock 
, ~ Sizes: OM DL □ XL 
',,, .,_ (□ XXL add $1.50) Immediate 

• ,, -' delivery. We pay shipping. Send 
',, ,$ check or M.O. 10 LAM Trading Co. 

Satisfaction Guaranteed Box 457, Hollis, NH 03049 

FULL HOUSE RUGER (PICTURED) .............. $ 950.00 
PPC REVOLVER (PICTURED) ........................... 825.00 
IPSC COMPENSATED MODEL 1911 .............. 1,350.00 
COMBAT COMMANDER (BASIC) ...................... 495.00 
BASIC MODEL 1911 ......................... 330.00 TO 360.00 
14 SHOT MODEL 1911 (PARA ORD. FRAME) 

ALLOY 550.00 • STEEL 675.00 
COMPLETE CUSTOM WORK • COLT PARTS DEALER 

• LITERATURE $1.00 

~®-~~r11!3 ,~!~~~n~ri\J l~t-
1449 Blue Crest Lane • San Antonio, Texas 78232 

1-512-494-3063 • 9 a.m. • 3 p.m. Tues.-Fri. 

TYLER'S "T" GRIP 
BElTER SHOOTING 
w1rh this improved 
cast Aluminum Grip 
ADAPTOR. For Colt, 
S & W ond Ruger D.A. 
Revolvers. DURABLE, PRAC· 
IICAL-EASY TO INSTALL. 
THREE ATTRACTIVE FINISH COLORS. 
POLISHED or BLACK $7.00; GOLD $7.50 

TYLER'S TRIGGER SHOE 
Durable light weight cast aluminum for Colts, S & W 
Ruger and other modern pistols, rifles and shotguns. 
POLISHED or BLACK $5.50; GOLD FINISH $6.00 
AT YOUR FAVORITE DEALER OR ORDER DIRECT. Send 
make & model of gun. No C.O.D. 's please. Add $1.00 
for Shipping Charges. Fully Guaranteed. Genuine 
Stag-Wood & Synthetic Gun Grips & Accessories. 
Hand•made leather Holsters & Belts. 

New! IVOREX® GUN GRIPS 
MELVIN TYLER MFG. AND DIST. 

1326 W. Britton Rd. • Oklahoma City, Okla. 73114 
Call toll free 800-654-8415 Outside Oklahoma 

I 

\

~v~--:-3¥~ ..\., .• ~.,.....,,,,J\,,o~ 

I --~.:=::::-;.~ t""'~,, 

~-~-- ~Q. From one of 
, 1t\f.~~~ -1 America°s oldest 
I \ ~~ ~-, . surplus houses-
!, 

0
\)~ 'J:~~:it\ ,. · FedOrd's 

\\ ~ ;:..=.,,;;;:, 32 page 
~ Gazette 

,OOO's OF SURPWS WEAPONS, ACCESSORIES 
AMMO, EDGED WEAPONS, ETC. 

Send S1.00 fcurrencv or check) refunded 
aqainst first order to: 

FEDERAL ORDNANCE. INC. 
1443 Potrero Ave.,DEPT. H391 

So. El Monte. CA 917~~--

benefit from the reduced weight. Lock 
time would be speeded up even more. 

Now all three parts are made in titani
um making for a tremendously improved 
lock-time. Chip ·s advertising claims that 
installation of his titanium components, 
which weigh 45% less than the standard 
steel parts, will result in a 50% reduction 
in lock-time. 

We were suspicious. We asked an 
independent engineer with experience at 
Boeing Aircraft to verify these claims. 
Based on calculations. the engineer deter
mined that CMC's advertising claims are 
false- there is not a 50% reduction in 
lock time but a 66% reduction! 

"Yeah," Chip confessed, "We're con
servative in our claims. We researched it 
with two engineers and their estimates 
were higher. but we figured fifty percent 
would be safe." 

Is this just some theoretical improve
ment, some abstract advantage? No, cate
gorically and emphatically no. With the 
full set-up of titanium components, Bill 
Laughridge says that the lock-time is dra
matically faster. "Man, you can see the 
difference!" Bill exclaimed, "Just dry-fire 
the gun and then snap one without the 
titanium parts and you can actually see 
the difference, it's that obvious!" 

McC01111ick, himselr a champion shoot
er who knows the needs or a combat pistol 
from first-hand experience, demonstrated 
the ability of his in-house engineering and 
manufacturing capabilities by making a 
custom one-of-a-kind magnesium and tita
nium trigger for the Para-Ordmmce. 

A standard P-0 trigger weighs 110 
grams, but Chip's titanium bow, magne
sium pad trigger weighs a scant 67 grams. 
The McCormick trigger for the P-0 was 
strictly an experimental unit and is not for 
sale- unless. of course, sufficient 
demand is there to warrant production. 

(To participate in the free-market 
economy and stimulate the demand for 
this product- or other high-tech CMC 
products- call Chip McCormick al (512) 
280-3320.) 

Best-Grade Features 
In addition to the McCormick trigger 

and hammer components, Bill also select
ed other top-quality parts. For the two 
safeties- grip and thumb- Bill chose 
the new stainless steel units from Ed 
Brown Products. The Brown ambi thumb 
safety is unique in that the levers arc 
wider than the standard Swenson unit and 
are also ergonomically contoured to 
match the human thumb. Rounded 
instead of angled. the Brown thumb safe
ty is indeed a more comfortable fit. 

The Brown beavcrtail features a cut
out in the rear tang into which the ham
mer sinks when in the cocked position. 
This allows the beavertail to be raised 
higher, thus elevating the shooting grip 
higher on the pistol. Better for recoil con
trol, the higher grip is made possible by 
the Brown beavertail which is called, 
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Volume 10, Number 10 SPECIAL ISSUE 1991 

I 

■ 

IT'S LOADED WITH 10mm ACTION 
FROM COVER TO COVER. 

An entire issue devoted exclusively to the 
caliber of the '90s: 

SAN DIEGO - America's most popular handgun magazine has 
announced the release of its latest offspring, American 
Handgunners Book of the 10mm. 

Inside is a complete round-up of 1 Omms including: 
evaluations of all current 10mm handguns, history of cartridge 
development, reloading information, combat shooting tips and 
more. You can get your copy only while supplies last. 

All this 
and MORE! 

Only $6.95 
.... BONUS~ 

Two copies 
for only 
$11.95! 

0 TCllbn Testing the Tens 
can they ta1ce the punishment1 

@ 10nm Stopping Power 
Manstopper or myth? 

@ The FBFs ~ 10nm 
0 All-new 10nlllMa,un! 
0 10nm Canmt Shootilg 
<D Glock 22 vs. S&W 4006 
@ Hottest Springfield 10's! 
0 The Real .40 S&W Story 
@ Bren Ten's Infamous 10 
(ID Colt Dolmle Eagle 10mn 

r-:----------:, 
ViES' Send me the American Handgunner I W ~ • Book of the 10mm. I 

D 1 Copy for only $6.95 D 2 Copies for only $11.95 
I D Payment enclosed D Bill my MC/Visa I 
I No. _______ Exp. Date --Initial --1 

(CA residents add 7.25% sales tax) 

I Name -----------1 

I 
Address I 
City _______________ _ 

I State ___ ZiP---------1 
Send to: Handgunner Dept. AH-MIA, 591 Camino de la 

L Reina, Suite 200, San Diego, CA 92108 .J ----------



COLT 45 AUTO 
& All copies 

4i) Grip Screw 

HING DRIVER 
// unsmiths 

ff. . ners 
I 

bus 
~ and pr 
~ centers bit 1 

Removes tightest 
bushing without tearing it up. 

$12.95 + $3.00 postage & handling 
Mich. residents + 4% sales tax 

BOB KRIEGER, INC. 
Master Gunsmith 

271 Star Court, Rochester Hills, Ml 48309 
313 853-6171 

~0 o~' Wichita Slab-Comp 
<?-Q,<?-Q,<v ~"~ I r! 

"'' xfv c,vQ, Customize Your Revo ve . 
~ Q, ~ Q," '"' The Slab Comp or Revolver Comp is designed not only for the competitive but also for 

\~rPiv ,-, the non-competitive shooter. 

-

EASY INSTALLATION. The Slab-Comp or Revolver-Comp slides over the barrel and 
underlug It is secured by a single screw requiring the underlug be drilled and tapped 

The slab comp is available for Smith Wesson 6" or shorter full underluged barrels in Models 
586. 625, 686, 617, 629, 627 and the Ruger GP-100 6" or shorter heavy barrels. 

•M"'· \ The Revolver-Comp is 2 5/16" long and 

WSC Slab-Comp Blued 
Stainless Steel 

WRC Revolver-Comp blued 
us Stainless Steel 

ipping Installation Charge 

OMBA 
SIGH 

.""'Ill~-..- ') Serra! 
blade 

BMCS 

can be installed on all lengths of barrels. 
Either Comp is designed to redirect the gas 

upward and wil~ along with the added 
weigh~ reduce significantly the muzzle jump. 

Wichita Arms, Inc. 
444 Elhs. PO Box 11371. Wichita. Kansas6721 l 
(316) 265-0661 

Dealer prices available SASE. signed FFL & tax~ 

Concealed Carry without a jacket 
with the Hidden Difference holstet 

Knife Sheath 

: BO-MAR U.S.A. MADE : 

brown or blKk $49 ppd 
Specify righl or lefl 
hand shooter and make 
and model of gun. Can 
fil autonnalics up to 6½' 
overall and 5-shot I FOR AMERICANS ■ 

I I I World's Finest Handgun Sights at affordable prices I rewlvers wnh 2" barn!. •side )lllJ' part; To dr,,,: lffl )<)Ur erti• t-.lsl~ 

I Sight Now Available For S&W 645 I 
I Roule 12, Box 405 Longview, TX 75605 214-759-47841 

- Call Now, Toll•Free: 1·800·227·6464 -
24 hours. MC, Visa, or C.O. D., or mail to Leatherwood 
Holsters, Teel Rd., Dept AH, Winchendon, MA 01475. 

• 
Send SrarrJ)6(1 SeH-addroosed envelope for caratog 

··········----· Satisfaction Guaranteed or Money Back 

Comp Guns, Duty/Carry, Bull's-Eye 

Colt/Smith & Wesson Warranty & Parts 
For Fully Illustrated and Informative Catalog 

Send $3.00 (Refundable) 
Cylinder & Slide, Inc. 
P.O. Box 937AH 
Fremont, NE 68025 

ORDERS ONLY 1 (800) 448-1713 

PH (402) 721.-4277 -
9:30-11 :30 AM CST -

Ask for Bill 

Merrtier Plstolsmithing Guild 

appropriately enough, the "Hi-Grip." 
Additionally, Bill selected the unsur

passed Bo-Mar BMCS (Bo-Mar Combat 
Sight) for inclusion on the Caspian Arms 
slide. 

The Caspian Arms slide came with 
cocking serrations on the front. Because 
of the Huening scope mount, the right 
side serrations are covered up, but they 
are useful when using the iron sights. 

One of Bill's C&S extended and 
enlarged mag release buttons is attached. 
This is particularly necessary on the P-O 
frame which is awkward to reach around 
and punch the mag button. 

Huening Scope Mount 
To borrow a phrase from a TV ad, 

George Huening gives you the racer's 
edge. This former Indy car Chief 
Mechanic has successfully translated the 
advanced technology of the racetrack into 
combat pistols. 

In a sport where an ounce or two can 
mean the difference between the check
ered flag and ignominious defeat, George 
Huening learned to wring every last 
advantage from the considerable 
resources at his multi-million dollar 
Marlboro Team disposal. 

One of the tricks of the trade that 
George picked up while captaining 
Patrick Racing to victory with the Marl-
boro car in the 1989 Indianapolis 500 was 
the use of aluminum honeycomb and car
bon fiber parts. An inner hull of honey
combed aluminum serves as the chassis, 
if you will, of a part that will be finished 
by stretching over it a thin but very strong 
layer of carbon fiber skin. 

The result is a scope mount that fits 
low over the gun, actually flush with the 
front sight, and weighs less than an 
ounce! The mount attaches to the gun via 
a special dustcover fixture that is silver 
soldered to the frame. 

It is strong, durable, light. The remark
able Huening mount is just exactly what 
you would expect- the best. 

But how does it work? Is it as easy to 
shoot an Aimpoint for IPSC as Jerry 
Barnhart says it is? 

Frankly, I don't know yet. The Laugh
ridge racegun is the only IPSC pistol I've 
ever shot with an Aimpoint and my limit
ed testing, even including dry-firing time, 
was woefully inadequate to draw any 
meaningful conclusions. I think you need 
at least six weeks of working diligently 
with an Aimpointed IPSC pistol before 
you would be in a position to offer a valid 
opinion. I only had a couple of weeks 
with the racegun before the dreaded dead
line drew relentlessly upon me. 

However, in those few weeks I was 
able to tell that the Aimpoint takes some 
getting used to. Don't think you can just 
switch right over from years of iron 
sights; it ain't that easy! I hasten to add 
that I was working with a standard two
minute dot Aimpoint 5000 with the wide 
30mm field of view- not the "big dot" 
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I 0-minute version which is unavailable at 
the time of this writing. Barnhart used a 
I2-minute Tasco. 

I must say that the uncluttered field of 
view in the new 5000 series Aimpoint is a 
d_ramatic improvement over the one-inch 
tubed 2000 series. The 30mm tube of the 
new 5000 has the same outside diameter 
as the 30mm Tasco Pro-Point, but the l.D. 
on the new Aimpoint- which is the mea
surement that really counts- is signifi
cantly bigger. 

Gun Handling 
The Laughridge racegun weighs 44 

ozs. without the Huening mount and 
Aimpoint, 53 ozs. with the optic installed. 
That's really not too bad for a high
capacity gun that gives you 16 shots of 
major caliber ammunition. But here's the 
rub- the Para-Ordnance magazine, with 
brass base pad and 15 rounds of .40 
S&W, weighs 13 ozs. 

The pleasing heft of the solid pistol felt 
good. Recoil was minimal, but that was 
expected thanks to Bill's ingenious dual
chamber compensator with the twin scoops 
and the efficient .40 S& W hand loads I was 
using (7.5 grs. of WW Super Field under a 
150 gr. Sierra JHP for 1,227 fps for a 
power factor of 184). 

The accuracy was utterly phenomenal. 
This gun is quite simply the most accu
rate IPSC pistol l"ve ever tested- period. 
Consistent sub-one-inch groups were 
standard at 25 yards. The best of five 
consecutive five-shot groups measured 
3/s" and the worst was .i/4'' with a flyer! 
One-holers all the way! 

However, it should be noted that these 
groups were obtained with the Aimpoint 
5000 in place. Shooting accurately is 
much easier with any optical sight, but 
the superior Aimpoint 5000 with its 
sharp, clear sight picture in a true 30mm 
tube is a real delight for wringing the last 
drop of precision from a pistol. I know 
that I could not have extracted such accu
racy from the Bo-Mar iron sights and my 
near-sighted eyes. 

Bill supplied a set of specially 
thinned-down grips, not the gorgeous 
Coco Bolo panels from Dave Wayland 
shown in the color photos. Bill's lacklus
ter black plastic grips are sharply stippled 
to give a solid purchase and, more impor
tantly, they're wafer-thin to reduce the 
girth of the fat frame as much as possible. 

l don't have large hands, and I was 
very surprised to find that the Para-Ord
nance frame. which looks so "blocky," 
was amazingly comfortable to shoot. I 
thought the gun would feel awkward and 
it would balance badly, but it didn't. Live 
and learn. 

Another thing I learned about shoot
ing the P-O gun is that the magazines 
are prone to jamming if dropped when 
loaded. I accidentally hit the super-big 
C&S mag release button a couple of 
times when I snagged a bad draw out 
of the holster, and dumping a 15 shot 

Lyrnan 
Th,,_ 91 
la.S.W ....... ... _ NEW 1991 

LYMAN CATALOG 
Features more than 30 new products, including the new, low 
cost Tubby'" Tumbler, Deerstalker Custom Carbine, 
LE-1000 Electronic Scale, two new target sights, 12 new 
reloading die listings, 7 new bullet moulds and much more. 

Includes 4-page catalog of Lyman's full line of Targ-Dots® 
fluorescent stick-on targets and entry form for the Third Annual 
On-Target Sweepstakes with more than 100 chances to win 
up to $5,000 in prizes. 

Full size 44-page color catalog available for $2.00. Small 
2-color version FREE. Please specify and write to Lyman. 

Questions? Call toll free I-800-22-LYMAN 

Lyman ® Dept. 908, Route 147 
Middlefield, CT 06455 

Waller Bags and Cases, created for shooters, 
are made in the USA and considered the 
finest available. They have an Adjustable 
Removable Interior Partition System. If 
displeased with any Waller product, it will be 
replaced or your purchase price refunded. 

WALLER 
NORWALK•CONNECTICUT•USA 

Waller Field Bag 
Colors: Black, Grey, 

Navy, Red 
Size: 9"H x 6"W 

X 15" L 

'98. 00 

Amex, Visa & MC 
accepted 

Call Toll Free 
1-800-874-BAGS 

or (203) 838-4083 
. Send S2.00 for 

, catalogue. 

W· WALLER·&·SON·INC 
142 New Canaan Ave • Norwalk, Connecticut 06850 

This is the difference a Durachrome finish 
can make. Just think what it will do for that 
custom gun you are having built. We do not 
simply put hardchrome on guns - they are 
custom hardchromed to your specs. If ' 

Trademark of Plater's Supply 

you are looking for the ultimate finish for the 
ultimate rifle, pistol or shotgun, ask for it by name - llU~,U:1111(),ij[ 

SURPASSES STAINLESS STEEL FOR BRIGHTNESS -RUST RESISTANCE SECOND TO NONE 
Will not gall, chip or peel -
hardness rated at72 Rockwell Scale 
DURACHROME smoothness reduces 
wear on moving parts 

THE SHOOTER SHOP 
PATRICK J. CONNORS 
514 N. Main • Butte, MT 59701 

Member of the American Hangunner 
Top 100 Pistolsmith List 

• Exclusive plater for Cannon guns 
Dealer and Law Enforcement discounts 

available - Send $2.00 for color brochure. 406 723-3842 

® 
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LEGENDARY ARMS, INC. 
P.O. Box 20196, Gieely Square, Slalioo P.O. 
New York, NY 1()'.)01-9992 • (212) 532-9055 
FAX Number (212) 532-9106 • 
Send checks 0< mooey 0<ders. NY, NJ residents -~ 

a6d app,~iate sales tax SC:::JTTISH (');' 
ILLUSTUTED CATALOG CLAYMORE 
SEND $3J)0 ltem,S9$125.oo,l""'-· 

plus S8 shplhand ~ 

On• Tim• Las•rsight 
Distributor Clos•out! 
Full One Year Warranty 
lnckxles dovetail type Weaver mounts and velcro attaching activator switch. 

~-

Mastercard & 
\frsa accepted. 

CA residents add 7% 
sales tax. Add S7.50 ea. 

lor si;pp;ng aoo handling. 

FOR ORDERS ONLY 
CAU TOLL-FREE 

Mail orders send oer1ified 
check or money order to: 

A VIN INDUSTRIES 
5070 SANTA FE ST. 1-800-642-1144 SAN DIEGO. CA 92109 

'93-96 MAUSER 
Cock on opening conversion 
New cocking piece. 

• Fully adjustable trigger and 
striker spring included. 

• Cast steel, blued, safety notch cut. 
Dayton Traister Trigger Co. 
4TT8 N. Monkey HIii Road Oak Harbor, WA 98277 

BEA 

LOCKSMITH 
'1bu 'II enjoy your work as a Locksmith because it is more 
rascinaling than a hobby-and highly paid besides! You'll go 
on enf()Ylng the fasc1nahng work, year after year, in good times 
or bad because you'll be the man in demand in an evergrowing 
field offering big pay jobs, or big profits as your own boss. 
What more could you ask! Send for Free Booklet. 

• .,,, at--:==:::=-==-
but none compared to youn. Have 
• eu«euful mobile eervke of my 
own. My earning, an, 1ooc1 eacb 
month." Keith Hamill, Toronto 

LOCKSMffHING INSTITUTE 

Jr Div. Commercial Technical Institute 
tt I 16 Fairfield Road, Dept. 091-031 

Fairfield. NJ 07004 

JARVIS 
GUNSMITH ING 

• L Frame Barrel Weights 
• Compensator Kits 
• Bull Barrels 
• Rifled Barrel Blanks 
• Competition Handguns 

Call Bill Jarvis (406) 961-4392 
MAILING ADDRESS: 

BOX 173, HAMILTON, MT 59840 

SHIPPING ADDRESS; 
1123 CHERRY ORCHARD LOOP, HAMILTON, MT 59840 

CATALOG: $2.00 
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mag on the ground was not good. The 
follower tweaked inside of the maga
zine tube and it required a complete 
disassembly of the floorplate to get 
things straightened out. 

If you ever have to do an El Presi
dente or other drill where you have to fire 
only a few shots and then reload, be sure 
and start with a partially loaded maga
zine. Avoid dropping a fully loaded .40 
S&W Para-Ordnance mag unless you 
have your tool kit! 

Labor Of Love 
Sixteen rounds of major caliber 

ammunition staggered in a super-accu
rate, immaculately handcrafted combat 
pistol- will this be the ultimate combat 
gun of the Nineties, like the .38 Super 
was of the Eighties? 

Well, that's not easy to answer 
because this exhilarating and exasperat
ing sport that we call IPSC is predictably 
unpredictable. 

What is clear, however, is that this .40 
S& W "racegun" has redefined the con
cept of the "full-house" custom combat 
pistol. Only a handful of advancements 
in the basic science of combat pistolcraft 
have occurred in the past 15 years that 
can honestly be described as quantum 
leaps forward- the Clark pingun, the 
Plaxco compensator, the Devel .38 Super. 
And the Laughridge racegun. 

Combining the very latest in high-tech 
components and sophisticated designs 
with time-honored handwork, this 
remarkable combat pistol is destined to 
become the standard by which all others 
will be judged. 

Topping out at nearly $5,000, Bill 
Laughridge's racegun is not for the casual 
plinker.' It is for the man who appreciates 
the very finest in combat weaponry, the 
man who prides himself on owning noth
ing but the very best. 

The last words on the Laughridge 
racegun belong to Bill himself: 

"It has really been fun building a no
holds-barred, to-hell-with-the-expense 
super gun. It's not often we get to do it. 
Does the soul good to pull the stops out 
once in awhile. 

"I guess that's what I really thought I 
would be doing all of the time once I had 
'made it' in the business. Then I got older 
and wiser and found out that reality dic
tates that you rarely have a customer with 
an unlimited budget. 

"I suppose that the aspiring pistol
smith looks at this work as a glamorous 
occupation. We soon find out that it too is 
a job like any other. The real difference is 
that I really love ~ 
what I do." ~ 

Readers interested in contacting Bill 
Laughridge can reach him at the Cylin
der & Slide Shop, P.O. Box 937, Fre
mont, NE 68025. The telephone is 
answered during Central Time Zone 
business hours at (402) 721-4277. 

1101 INDIANA CT. 
DECATUR, IL. 62521 

217-429-2290 

BROCHURE· $1.00 

Ful lloon cilpe, SI.ff for I ppd., In 45 I 11mm. Aleo ~ _, clp, 
PMI _,.. w1111 SASE. 5cG9t 11111. for 11-1, lllnl-14, lllnl-30, I .22'a. 

.W Ful lloon Bria Ellrlctor .W 
Buy direct from the IIIIIIUIIClww. 

RANCH PRODUCTS 
P.O. IOX 145, IIALIIITA, OH 43535 

NOT A CORRESPONDENCE COURSE! 
You will be taught by an experienced faculty and learn 
through "hands on" experience ir. a step by step pro
gram with individual instructions. Complete your course 
in less than one year Day and night classes available. 
We are a specialized school with a proven 44 year suc
cess record and graduates in 50 states as well as foreign 
countries. Approved for the training of eligible veterans 
and is an accredited member of National Association of 
Trade and Technical Schools. We participate in some 
U S Government financial assistance programs. Call 
(800)234-4594 or (303)233-4697 for info. today 

Colorado School of Trades 
1575 Hoyt St.• Dept. HG • Denver, CO 80215 
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MAN STOPPERS 
Selecting the Right Double-Action Pistol 

If your life depends on the performance of your double-action automatic pistol, you had better be 
sure it has the capability to deliver in a life-or-death situation. This video will help you cut through the 

misinformation and hype from salesmen, company spokesmen and self-proclaimed "experts" and 
select the right pistol for your personal-defense needs. Technical advisors Col. Rex Applegate, Wiley 

Clapp, Tom Campbell and Chuck Karwan contributed to and participated in this unique evaluation. Discover 
the most effective calibers, efficient operating systems and desirable characteristics of the latest autos from 

Colt, S&W, Ruger, Beretta, Glock, H&K, SIG-Sauer and others, including certain anxiously awaited pistols not yet 
seen by the public. Should you go with a 9mm, .40 S&W, 10mm or .45 ACP? What are the advantages and 

disadvantages of the various safeties? What about weight, magazine capacity, concealability and recoil? Take 
advantage of the decades of practical handgun experience these men have acquired, spare yourself hours of research 

and pinpoint the exact gun for your specific needs. Color, approx. 60 min., VHS only. $59.95 
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THE HAYDUKE SILENCER 
BOOK 

Quick and Dirty Homemade 
Silencers 

by George Hayduke 
Learn how to make firearm silencers 
from common items found around the 
house. George Hayduke, the Master 
of Revenge, will show you how! Enter 
the world of muffled mayhem with 
these simple, effective and legal 
silencer designs. For information 
purposes only. 5 1 /2 x 8 112, 
sottcover, photos, illus., 80 pp. $10.00 

TO RIDE, SHOOT STRAIGHT 
AND SPEAK THE TRUTH 

by /eff Cooper 
Combat mind-set, proper sighting, 
tactical residential architecture, 
nuclear war - these are some of the 
many subjects explored by Jeff 
Cooper in this illustrated anthology. 
The author discusses various arms, 
fighting skills and the importance of 
knowing how to defend oneself, and 
one's honor, in our rapidly changing 
world. 5 1/2 x 8 1/2. hardcover. illus .. 
384 pp. $26.00 

GET EVEN 
The Video of Dirty Tricks 

Finally on film, George Hayduke's 
greatest revenge trrcks, showing you 
how to turn the tables on bullies, 
bureaucrats, big business and other 
bad guys. More than 100 uproarious, 
ingenious schemes make getting 
even easier, safer and more fun! 
Rated "A" for revenge, Get Even is 
for entertainment purposes only. 
Color, 40 min., VHS only. $29.95 

MINl-14 SUPER SYSTEMS 
by Duncan Long 

If you want your Mini-14 to fit your 
body, needs and pocketbook, here's 
the authoritative source on custom-
izing this inexpensive, reliable rifle 
into an exotic super system. Find out 
how to boost your Mini-14's firepower 
(legally) so that it will not only 
generate a lot of double takes, but 
also deliver - at the range, in the field 
or in critical moments of self-defense. 
5 1/2 x 8 112, sottcover, photos. illus., 
200 pp. $16.95 

WHO'S WATCHING YOU? 
Is someone watching you? Are your 

• 

secrets being stolen? Before answer
ing "no," watch this video. Thousands 
of illegal microbugs are sold each 
year, and most remain undetected. 
Some are no bigger than a dime but 
can transmit up to thirty miles. 
Countersurveillance experts show you 
how eavesdropping is done and how 
to protect yourself. See the latest 
laser-listening devices, alarms, micro 
cameras and transmitters. Color, 
approx. 30 min., VHS only. $29.95 

NEWID 
How to Create a Complete 

• 

If your life ~:7a~1negn~iurn for the 
worse, it may be time for you to start 
over with a clean slate. New ID shows 
you how to cover up past credit, 
employment, health, marital or legal 
problems and face the future with a 
new past. Find out how to use alter
nate IDs to travel overseas. end 

HOME 
WORKSHOP 
SILENCIRSI 

~ 

~ 

c::::J 

custody disputes, escape harassment 
and more. Color, approx. 35 min., 
VHS only. $34.95 

HOME WORKSHOP 
SILENCERS I 

More than fifty 9" x 12" working 
machinist's drawings present step-
by-step directions for building three 
different advanced firearm silencers. 
Improvised materials and machinir'!g 
techniques are suggested. For 
reference and historical purposes 
only. 9 x 12. sottcover, illus., 72 pp. 

$12.00 

COMBAT RIFLES OF 
THE 21st CENTURY 

Futuristic Firearms for 
Tomorrow's Battlefields 

by Duncan Long 
Today's assault rifles are soon to be 
made obsolete by a deadly new breed 
of combat firearm currently being 
produced for the U.S. armed forces. 
Here is an exclusive look at cutting-
edge futuristic designs and exotic 
ammo from Colt, H&K, Steyr and 
others. 8 1 /2 x 11, soft cover, photos. 
illus., 88 pp. $15.00 

NEW 
I.D. IN 
AMERICA 

B'V ANONYMOUS 

GET 
EVEN 

---
EXPLOSIVE 

DUSTS 
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MODERN WEAPONS CACHING 
A Down-to-Earth Approach 
to Beating the Government 

Gun Grab 
by Ragnar Benson 

The time to prepare is now. In the 
race against the firearm roundup in 
the U.S., gun owners who refuse to 
give up the freedoms that are their 
birthright must take their weapons 
underground-bury them-before it's 
too late. Ragnar will show you how to 
do it right. 5 1/2 x 8 112, softcover. 
photos. 104 pp. $14.00 

NEW 1.0. IN AMERICA 
Want one more chance at life with a 
~clean slate"? Trade in your old 
identity for a new start. Here is a 
step-by-step guide to creating a 
totally new you - with a birth 
certificate, passport, driver's 
license, Social Security number -
all you need for breaking with your 
past. 5 1/2 x 8 1/2, softcover, illus., 
120 pp. $15.00 

GET EVEN 
The Complete Book 

of Dirty Tricks 
by George Hayduke 

A hilarious overview of the methods 
people use to get even with big 
business, government and enemies. 
These dirty tricks range from the 
simple to the elaborate, including 
more sophisticated schemes devised 
by CIA and Mafia members and 
political dirty tricksters. For enter-
fainment only. 5 1/2 x 8 1/2, hard-
cover, 208 pp. $19.95 

EXPLOSIVE DUSTS 
Advanced Improvised Explosives 

by Seymour Leeker 
Demolitions expert Seymour Leeker 
reveals the little-known but deadly 
nature of more than 40 explosive 
dusts, all of which have been 
deemed severe explosive hazards 
by the U.S. government. Includes 
clear plans for simple devices that 
harness the violent properties of 
these unstable dusts. For informa-
lion purposes only. 5 1 /2 x 8 1 /2, 
softcover, illus., 64 pp. $10.00 

OTHER FASCINATING TITLES n ---t PALADIN PRESS 
I P.O. Box 1307-ICA 

----ii CREDIT CARD ORDERS CALL TOLL FREE 
~ 1 ·800-392·2400 r.iiiiiil 
--.I Call 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, ~ 

AK47: THE COMPLETE 

KALASHINKOV fAMIL Y OF 

ASSAULT RIFLES ............. $14.00 

THE RUGER .22 AUTOMATIC 

PISTOL ......................... $12.00 

IMPROVISED EXPLOSIVES .... $10.00 

MAKE MY DAY! ............... $19.95 

IMPROVISED RADIO DETONATION 

TECHNIQUES ................. $17.95 

AR-15/M16 
SUPER SYSTEMS .............. $19. 95 

MINl·14 ........................ $10.00 
PAYBACK! ....................... $19.95 
DEATHTRAP! .................... $15.00 

SEALS: UDT/SEAL OPERATIONS 
IN VIETNAM .................. $26.95 

CREDIT SECRETS ............... $12.00 
HOMEMADE C-4: A RECIPE 

I P~ s,~:•~~•;;;~,::::: Tnm, 

I 

from any slalc bul Alaska. Send $1.00 for I 
SO•pagc CATALOG of 300 litlcs (free wilh order). 

0 VISA O MASTERCARD EXP. ---
CARD# 

1 
UNREPENTANT SINNER ....... $17.95 

POWERHOUSE PISTOLS ...... $19.95 

FOR SURVIVAL ............... $12.00 
MODERN SNIPER RIFLES ..... $16.95 

(Videotapes (Ire nonreturnable. Dam(Jged lopes will be replaced.] I S~---1 
NAME PLEASE INCLUDE 

--------------------- POSTAGE & HANDLING $ J.S0 

ADDRESS-------------------
MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE - DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED 
Paladin Press• P.O. Box 1307• Boulder, CO 80306 • (303)443-7250 -= - - - .::. ..: TOTAL_ I --



Sized Makes 190 Power Factor Safely 
.452 ♦ r • Colll)ete $ 
VIC .1..-Jtte. :~~ 37 

~ .45 BULLETS .38 Super 
RIEESlllorf07HOO.IUl'to41- & 10mm! petll101J.+S/H 

Two WEEK TURNAROUND ON • PISTOLS 
• SEMl•AUTOS •SHOTGUNS• REVOLVERS 

: lAzERPoRJ. 
Convert your 

single-chambered comp 
gun to a double chamber! 

$79.95 THE ORIGINAL $49.95 
Value TS45 Special 

• Side Lever Cocking• Spring Piston Action• Adult Type• 177 
Cal. • 800 FPS • 300 Yard Range • Hardwood Stock • Both 
Sights Adjustable • All Metal Paris Blued • Rifled Barrel. 

• =-·======c 

THE ULTIMATE IN 
CHINESE AIR RIFLES 

Manufactured from high quality materials 
Exquisite 
Workmanship. 
Excellent 
accuracy. 

• Excellent Target & Training Rifle. 
• Order now and receive 200 rounds of ammo FREE. 

60 DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE 
Shipped in 24 hours 

Credit Cards & Phone Orders Call 
(502} 252-7226 Mon.• Fri. 9-5 

Add $4 5/H ea. KY, IN & OH res. add sales tax 

COMPASSECO, INC. 
P.O. Box 427-H, 801 Taylorsville Rd. 

Bloomfield, KY 40008 
Must be 18 to purchase. 

357/44 B & D 
CONVERSIONS 

S&W 27-28 -- Ruger 357-9mm 
TC Contender -- Ruger Red Hawk 

CUSTOM HANDGUN & RIFLE WORK 
BAIN & DAVIS 

307 E. Valley Blvd., San Gabriel, CA 91776 
(818) 573-4241 or (213) 283-7449 

(closed Sun. & Mon.) 

~IA,IVEY 

~ggers 

A FINE RIFLE IS NO BETTER 

1 
\11$4" I THAN ITS TRIGGER. [EB] 

3065 W. Fairmount Ave. SI 
Phoenix, Al. 85017 • 1-602-274-2999 
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JIM HOAG 
CUSTOM PISTOLSMJTH 
8523 CANOGA AVE. UNIT C 

CANOGA PARK, CA 91304 
(818) 998-1510 

INSIDER 
Con1i11uedfi·om page 110 

gun while keeping the weight down," 
Chip told the Insider. 

Taking a slightly different tack is Bill 
Wilson of Wilson's Gun Shop who will 
be introducing a high-capacity steel 
frame that will be about '/ 8" longer than a 
standard Gov't Model, but not as wide as 
the Para-Ordnance frame. The bottom 
of the grip frame will incorporate an inte
gral mag funnel. 

Bill told me that he's still deciding 
how many rounds the Wilson/Rogers 
double-stack magazines will put in his 
new frame. The Arkansas pistolsmith 
said, "Thirteen seems to be the magic 
number. Any more than that and the grip 
gets too fat. We're hoping to keep our 
grip real close to the same size as a st,111-
dard Government Model." 

I was unable to confirm details of the 
Bianchi buyout of the Ernie Hill Speed 
Leather company from Ms. Donna Bianchi, 
president of Bianchi International. 

However, I was able to ferret out from 
Ernie Hill that he's on the verge of inking a 
deal. "The contract is drawn up and the 
lawyers are looking it over, "Ernie told me. 

Look for Team Bianchi to clebu t in 
1991 wearing a new Ernie Hill holster 
designed by two-time Steel Challenge 
winner Chip McCormick. Also, watch for 
Bianchi to put the screws on Team Smith 
& Wesson to switch from the Safariland 
Final Option holster to a Hill holster. The 
reason- S& W-brand holsters are made 
under an exclusive contract by Bianchi! 

He may have lost the election, but· he 
kept his sense of humor. Challenger Marc 
Halcon, who now refers to himself as "The 
Pat Paulsen Of IPSC," was waxed by 
incumbent Dave Stanford in the race for 
president of the US Practical Shooting 
Association (USPSA). The vote tally was 
lopsiclecl roughly 1,200 to 3,300. 

Did you hear about the cops in Quin
cy, Ill., home of The Masters? They just 
adopted Glock pistols much to the dis
may of S&W which has pumped literally 
millions of tourist dollars into the local 
economy. Glock has contributed zip to 
The Masters, zilch to the community. I 
guess that's how Quincy says thanks. 

But on the other hand, police in Cobb 
County, Ga., home of Glock, have just 
adopted- you guessed it- S& W pis
tols. They opted for the new .40 S&W in 
the Model 4006. 

Speaking of .40 S&W, this new car
tridge will be appearing in green and reel 
boxes in 1991. Remington and Federal 
are loading the round as is CCI in Bla-::er. 

Chuck Bane at Bull-X will soon have 
the first IPSC bullet for the .40 S&W, a 
I 45 gr. truncated cone lead number that 
should really shine at around 1,250 fps 
for a comfortable 
'·major" loading. 

PRACTICAL PISTOL 
SERVICES 

High Quality-Reasonable Prices 

e Full Service Colt Auto Gunsmithing 

e Two Stage Compensator 
Systems Since 1985 

• M.B.T.S. Compensator Kits 
& Well Widget Mag Wells· 

• AR-15 Match Rifles & Modifications 

• M1A Trigger & Accuracy 
Work 

241 Washington Street 
Methuen, MA 01844 

508/688-4926 
Send S.A.S E for pr,ce /1st 

·oealer Inquiries Invited 

~~~ 
'\ "NIGH_JSIGHT 
_:::.G lL Ow, PAINT™ 
/ NEVER MISS YOUR TARGET 
DUE TO LOW LIGHT CONDITIONS! 
• This luminous paint glows in the dark 
• Easy to apply on your sights 
• Our kit will do 30+ sights 
• For use on rifles, handguns & shotguns 
• A must for low light hunting& defense 

Send check or Money Order for $11.95 plus $2.00 
shipping and handling to: J·GAR CO.,P.O. Box 153, 

Petersham Mass. 01366-0153 
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Classified ads $.75 per-word per insertion. ($.60 per-word per insertion for 3 or more) including 
name address and phone number (20 word minimum). Minimum charge $15.00. Bold words 
add $.50 per word. Copy and rerun orders must be accompanied by PAYMENT IN AD· 
VANCE. NO AGENCY OR CASH DISCOUNTS ON LISTING OR DISPLAY CLASSI• 
FIED ADVERTISING. All ads must be received with advance payment BY NO LATER THAN 
THE 25th of each month. EXAMPLE: Closing for MAR/APR 1991 issue (on sale Feb. 5) is Nov. 
25th. Ads received after closing will appear in the following issue. Please type or prin,t clearly. 
PLEASE NOTE*** NO PROOFS WILL BE FURNISHED. Include name, address, post of
fice, city, state and zip code as counted words. Abbreviations count as one word each. Mail to 
AMERICAN HANDGUNNER CLASSIFIEDS, 591 Camino de la Reina.Suite 200, San Diego, Cal
ifornia 92108. NOTE: WE NOW HAVE DISPLAY CLASSIFIED ADS IN BOTH GUNS 
MAGAZINE AND AMERICAN HANDGUNNER. ASK FOR OUR NEW RATE CARD 
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ACCESSORIES 

Concealed Weapon License Identification Badge. Finest qual
ity, made to order with your license number. Catalog Free. 
Seven Seas, POB 3906, Dept. 45, Apollo Beach, FL 33570. Ph. 
813-645-2621. 

REFINISHING HANDGUNS - Satin hard chrome or 
nickel, $60 w/FFL, includes assembly. Black parkerize, mas
ter blue, 24K gold, black anodize. Reasonable rates, excellent 
quality. Two week service. CHECKMATE GUNS, 8232 
Shaw Rd., Brooksville, FL.34602, 904-799-5774. 

NEW! PRO-TARGET HAS ARRIVED. PORTABLE, LIGHT
WEIGHT PRECISION TARGET, STANDS WITH FOAM
CORE BACKBOARDS. PRO-I 4' TALL $69.95, PRO-II 6.5' 
TALL $89.95. MCNISA, FACTORY DIRECT +$5.95 S/H, 
FREE INFO. PRO-TARGET, P.O. BOX 455AH, MONT
CLAIR, CA 91763. 

TWO-LOCK GUN SAFE. HEAVY DUTY 12 gau!e STEEL 

~~EDF~fFORiE~~fi6€~'•Jo1.,b!:i'ock~O;.,~ 
rity MONEYBACK GUARANTEE. SEND $49.00: NIGHT 
HOLSTER INC., P.O. BOX 21278, Indianapolis, IN 46221. 

Once-fired and new brass: Pisrol and Rifle. Send SASE for 
price list. Cheyenne Brass, PO Box 5254, Cheyenne, WY 
82003. 

A.M.T .. 22 MAGNUM OWNERS. WE NOW HA VE A 
MAGAZINE LOADER FOR TIITS AUTO. SEND $4.95 PLUS 
$.85(cents) S & H TO: CLIP-LOADER INC., 5906 S.E. 
LLOYD ST, MILWAUKIE, OR 97222. 

BOWLERS OLYMPIC GRIPS, Cuswm made anaromical 
grips in walnut, individually carved by experts w your hand 
print. NCYr just small, medium or large. Exported to over 30 
countries. Give your shooting a chance - don't be held back by 
an ill-fitting grip._Send for enlarged model list ro: BOWLERS 
OLYMPIC GRIPS, Dept. A.H., Newgates Gallery, Stamford, 
Lincolnshire, England PE9 lQF. Tel. 0780-57797. The BEST 
of British! 

"MUGGED?" Obtain concealed weapons in your state while 
you still can! Send SASE: Weapons, 8270 SW Sorrento, Beav
erwn, OR 97005. 

CLIP-LOADERS for .22 Ruger MK! and MK2, Huntsman, 
Woodsman, Challenger, Buckmark, Hi-Standard, Lightning, 
also a loader for S&W 41 and 422, send $3.95 plus $.85 S&H. 
AMT .22 MAGNUM OWNERS we have a loading aid for 
you, send $4.95 plus $.85 S&H ro: CLIP-LOADER INC., 
5906 S.E. Lloyd St., Milwaukie, OR 97222. 

On• Tim• Las•night 
Distributor Clos•out! 
Full One Year Warranty 
Includes dovetai type Wea:;e, roounts and Yelcro attactw,g activat°" switch. 

FOR ORDERS ONLY 
CAU TOU-FREE 

1·800-642-1144 

Mastercard & 
V,sa accepted. 

CA residents add 7% 
sales tax. Add $7.50 ea. 

'°" shipping and hardr,g. 
Mal mlers send certified 
checi< °" rooney °"de< to: 

AVIN INDUSTRIES 
5070 SANTA FE ST. 

SAN DIEGO, CA 92109 

Attention I.P.S.C. Shooters, Major and Minor Power Factor 
Chart 175 & 180, 120 & 130. Plastic laminated, easy w read. 
Make chonographing easy and accurate. Send $5.95 to: L. 
CARL ENTERPRISES, R.R.#3, CAVAN, ONT. CANADA 
LOA !CO. 

Build your own custom gun cabinet. Easy to follow plans. 
$5.95: D.J. AYERS, 179 Hoffman Avenue, Elmont, NY 11003. 

Holster- Hip, ankle, shoulder, bandolier hunting or conceal
ment. Below retail. Prices starting at $4.95ea. Send $2.00 for 
catalogue ro: D & B Gun Shop, P.O. Box 60512, Phoenix, AZ 
8.."-082-0512. 

Moving target systems. Reciprocating, horizontal, 15' travel. 
Sets - up anywhere in minutes. Free details, send stamped en
velope ro: Euco Welding, 1315 Middlebury St., Elkhart, IN 
46516. 

COLT HAMMER SHROUDS - New, original Colt for''D" 
frame revolvers. Remit $51.45 (includes insurance & Ship
ping). R.A.S., 142 New Canaan Ave, Norwalk, CT 06850. 

GUN 
SAFETY 
STICKERS © 

Large 5½" Red Day-Gia 
Self-Adhesive Stickers. 

$1.00 EACH 

3 for$2.00 10 for$5.00 
CALIFORNIA COUNCIL FOR GUN SAFETY 
419 No. Larchmont Blvd., Dept 117-AH 

Los Angeles, California 90004 

GENUINE MOTHER OF PEARL HANDGUN GRIPS 45 
auw. Colt 380, Mustang, S & W J, etc. Exotic fancy grain 
ebony wood for 45 auw, S & W J ,K,N frames, Ruger Black
hawk, super blackhawk, Bisley, Mark Il with thumbrest, 
LAR grizzly 45 win-mag. Also available in selected models in 
buffalo horn and black ebony. Try our new 3-finger groove 
wrap around in exotic ebony handcrafted for 45 auto and S & 
W J, K,N. Send $2 for colored brochure. Dealers weloome. NA
VIDREX ENTERPRISES, 545 N. Hoover Ave #2, Los Ange
les, CA 90004. 

Ambi-Shooters Table. Build your own heavy duty shooting ta
ble for less then $30.00. Simple plans and material list $7.00. 
Designed for right and left hand shooters. TABLE, 5825 
Queen Ave So., Mpls, MN 55410. 
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HOME ALARM SYSTEM! PRE-WIRED for easy installa
tion. MICROWAVE Motion Sensor. Loud Siren, 110v supply 
& backup battery. Test switch & L.E.D. All components con
cealed. when installed. Simple to operate, affordable, practical. 
!yr warranty. $299.95 + $6.00 UPS: Intrusion Technologies 
Group, 2925 South Memorial Drive, Racine, WI 53403. VISA, 
MC,(414)633-1240. 

BOR-BLOCK the ONLY keyless gun lock that helps prevent 
accidents, yet allows the handgun w be fired instantly. In
quiry: KDF, Box 1192, WEBSTER, MA 01570. 

TARGET SHOOTING STANDS. No more shooting at falling 
down cardboard. Stands are designed w hold the popular 8-27 
police silhouettes, plus small and large bullseyes at the same 
time! Lightweight, portable, and easily assembled using these 
simple w follow plans. Send $4.95 to: Ammo Industries, PO 
Box 261, Madison, AL 35758. 

HOLSTERS, CASES AND MUCH MORE AV All.ABLE -
LEATHER, VINYL OR CLOTH. CATALOG $4-redeemable. 
LEATHER WESTERN GUN HOLSTERS SING/DBL $65/ 
$95. RIFLE CASED $10/$58. STAL.EX ENTERPRISES, PO 
BOX 2446, CORONA, CA 91718. (714)279-1524. 

AMMUNITION 

.38 SPECIAL RELOADED AMMUNITION- Remanufac
tured using fully automated equipment. 158 gr. SWC 
$87.00M-148 gr. WC $85.00M. reloading since 1974. MPS Co., 
1441 W. John St., Matthews, NC 28105. (704)847-8793. 

9/mm brass, once fired. Gov. 400 rounds $25.00. Chesapeake 
Gun Works, 6644 Indian River Rd, Va. Beach, VA 23464. 

SPECIAL PURPOSE AMMO AND MUNITIONS. Reload 
your own: Tracers, A.P., Incendiary, H.E. ammo, 12 Ga. 
Flares, Thennite/Smoke Grenades and many others. SASE 
for free list. T. Tyler, Box 2700H, Dept SOF, Huntington 
Beach, CA 92647. 

FREE DISCOUNT AMMUNITION CATALOG Save up w 
50% on new, obsolete, military, rimfire, centerfire, shot.shell 
and accessories. Atlanta Discount Ammo, Dept. 0, P.O. Box 
258, Clarkesville, GA 30523. 

SPECIAL PURPOSE AMMUNITION: BEEHIVE, MUI,. 
TIPLEX, tracers, bird bombs. Send $1.00 for catalog ro: HO
RIZONS UNLIMITED, 9208 Kingsron Pike, Suite 195, 
Dept. AH, Knoxville, TN 37922. 

TRACERS, reload your own (as described in the Dec. issue of 
SOLDIER OF FORTUNE.) Military type, red, green, white or 
amber burning tracer, any caliber. Step by step instructions. 
Includes detailed drawings, bullet preparation, reloading in
structions, $5.00: T. Tyler, Box 2700H, Dept. SOF, Hunting
ron Beach, CA 92647. 

ACE AMMO, QUALITY RELOADS 38 SPEC $4.50, BOX/50, 
45 ACP $7 BOX/50. WE CAN LOAD YOUR BRASS. 1-800-
833-2400, CALIFORNIA 1-916-221-1952. 

SPECIAL SUB-SONIC .22 AMMO FOR SILENCED 
WEAPONS' IMPORTED GERMAN HOLLOW-POINT 
ROUNDS FOR RIFLES/PISTOLS USING SUPPRESSORS' 
REDUCE MUZZLE CRACK IN ANY WEAPON! NO LI
CENSE REQUIRED IF OVER 21! 3 BOXES (150 ROUNDS) 
$13.00 + $3.00 UPS. NO P.O. BOXES, LOWER 48 STATES 
ONLY. INC, 220 CARROLL #D, S'PORT, LA 71105 
(318)222-2970 

Save money, make match. 22 rimfire ammunition, from cheap 
ammunition. Reduce group sizes in half. Send $3.00 ro: Accu
racy, Box 121, Intercourse, PA 17534. 

Melt up w 300 lbs. of lead in 15 min. using wood for fuel in the 
furnace built with our plans. Plans, $5.00. N.S.T., P.O. Box 
5364, Valdosta, CA 31603-5364. 

AWESOME AMMUNITION for self defense. S~ial ur-
pose, general purpose. and Hard to Find ammo shi di-
rectly w you. Featuring TRACERS, BIRDBO , EX-
PLOSIVE BULLETS, and unique accessories. Catalog $2. 
CSC, Dept. AH,Box 17, Atmore, AL36504-0017. 

BOOKS 

"THE ANARCHIST COOKBOOK" IS AV AIL.ABLE 
AGAIN! $22, postpaid. Barricade Books, BOX 1401-GG, Se
caucus, NJ 07096. 

STATE PISTOL LAWS, latest pisrol carrying, purchasing, 
etc., regulations for all states and FEDERAL GUN LAWS. 
Both booklets $6.00. POLICE EQUIPMENT CATALOG 
$8.00. Schlesinger, Department E., P.O. Box 882, New York, 
NY 10150. 

1990 AMERICAN HANDGUNNER ANNUAL. This year's 
exciting look at the handguns.Includes: Massad Ayoob's"Auw 
vs. Revolver for self-defense", travel back in time with Col. 
Charles Askins and meet the biggest names in handgunning. 
Mark Hampron looks at the best guns for handgun hunting 
and much more. Send $6.95 postpaid ro: HANDGUNNER 
ANNUAL, Dept. HGA-H03, 591 Camino de la Reina, Suite 
200, San Diego, CA 92108. 

SHOOT A HANDGUN reveals the expert's way to use your 
handguns safely, effectively and within the law. Learn how 
and where to shoot, firearms res1:xmsibility, what ammunition 
to purchase, and more. Special chapter on defensive pistol 
shooting, plus a glossary of handgun terms. Only $10.95 post
paid. (CA Res. add 7-¼% sales tax) GUN BOOKS, Dept.SH
H03, 591 Camino de la Reina, Suite 200, San Diego, CA 
92108. 
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To RIDE, 
SHOOT 
STRAIGHT, 
AND SPEAK 
THE TRUTH 
by T eff Cooper 
Combat mind-set, proper sighting, 
tactical residential architecture - these 
are some of the many subjects explored 
by Jeff Cooper in this illusfrated 
anthology. The author discusses various 
arms, figntin_g skills and the importance 
of knowing liow to defend oneself, and 
one's honor, in our rapidly changing 
world. 5 1/2 x 8 1/2, hardcover, !llus., 
384 pp. $26.00 

Send check or money order for $26.00 
plus $3.50 post.age and handling to 

PALADIN PRESS, P.O. Box 1307-OIB, 
Boulder, CO 80306 (303) 443-7250 
Order a complete catalog for $1.00 

SHOOTING by Edward Matunas. Learn how to become an 
expert marksman with rifle, shotgun, handgun, muzzleloader 
and bow. You'll get tips on selecting the proper weapon and 
accessories, and be provided. with a detailed course in ballis
tics. For your copy, send $33.45 postpaid (CA Residents add 7-
1/4':l-sales tax) to: GUNS BOOKS, Dept. SG-H03, 591 Camino 
de la Rema, Swte 200, San Diego, CA 92108. 

1990 GUNS ANNUAL AVAILABLE NOW! This year's an
nual incll:',des: Massad Ayoob's JX!rspectives on the 10mm, Jim 
Fender discusses the Facts and Fantasies about Assault Ri
fles. A Catalog Section which includes a reference of currently 
manufactured handguns, rifles and shotguns. Complete with 
~- and prices. To order [;°ur's today, send $6.95 post paid to: 
C~ ~AL, Dept. A-H03, PO Box 16025, San Diego, 

MASTER TIPS By Jon Winokur The best shooters in the 
business teach you step-by-step mastery of the techniques 
that made them winners. For your copy, Send $13.45 Postpaid 
(CA Residents add 7-¼% sales tax) to: GUNS BOOKS, Dept. 
Wic:;:03, 591 Camino de la Reina. Suite 200, San Diego, CA 

POKER BOOKS: FREE:"TEN WINNING TIPS" by poker 
professional Andy Nelson. Become a BIG winner! Send SASE 
to: IMPACT, Box 12356, Boulder, CO 80303. 

NEW CATALOG every two months! New books on weap
onry, revenge and dozens of other sub1·ects! Send $1.00 for 50-
page catalog describing over 300 tit es. PALADIN PRESS, 
P.O. Box 1307-9GAT, Boulder, Colorado 80306. 

Gun Silencers/Noise suppressors. Complete how to booklet: 
Five easy steps to complete information on Silencers and sup
pressors. Plans, Diagrams, Specifications and Sources. Just 
send $29.95 to: Diamond Distributors. P.O. Box 991, Hono
lulu. Hawaii 96808. 

3" DISPLAY CLASSIFIED AD SEP/OCT, NOV/DEC 90 & ?~1~t.flA TO RIDE. SHOOT STRAIGHT, AND SPEAK 

"FIREARMS LAWS" DON'T END UP BREAKING A LAW 
YOU WEREN'T AW ARE OF!! BE SMART AND LEARN 
YOUR LAWS! COMPLETE 250-PAGES ALL 50 STATES 
lNCLUDING LOCAL ORDINANCES $19.95-"lNFORMA
TION INTERNATIONAL", 5 WELSTEAD PLACE, DEPT-
22, ROCHESTER, N.Y. 14613. 

EXPATRIATE'S EMPLOYMENT HANDBOOK Seeing 
the world and getting paid for it! 'I By Dennis Riley-Open the 
door to a new hfe and a world of adventure. The author's sim
ple, infallible job-search system has never failed to bring him 
an overseas offer. Now you can, too. 5.lf2x:8-l}2, soft.cover. pho
tos, 144pp. Send $18.50 ppd to: Paladin Press, P.O. Box 1307-
lAAK, Boulder, Colorado 80306. 

HOMEMADE SILENCERS. Free report tells you how! Send 
only $1.00 P&H to: Mathis Publishing, 226 State Loop, Co
lumbus. Mississippi 39701. 

CUT AUTOMOBILE INSURANCE PREMIUMS 50'k! Free 
report. GUARANTEED $200.00 return!!! Send only $2.00 
P&H to: Mathis Publishing, 226 State Loop. Columbus, Mis
s,ss1pp1 39701. 

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES 

WE NOW HAVE DISPLAY CLASSIFIED ADVERTIS
lNG WRITE OR CALL for our new rate cards for both GUNS 
MAGAZINE AND AMERICAN HANDGUNNER MAGA
ZINE. Listing rates for both magazines are $.75(1X) a word 
including address and phone number. Display rates go from 1" 
to 3" I to 6 time rates. Check out the Sept 90 Guns & S/O 90 
Handgunner. CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING, 591 Camino de 
la Reina. Suite 200. San Diego. CA 92138. 

SECRET LOANS! We lend money by mail- $300 to $5000 in 
absolute privacy. Borrow for any good reason. No co-signers. 
No mortgages. Write for details and application - no obliga
tion. Financial Services, Dept. L, Drawer 1883, Alabaster. Al
abama 35007-1883. Enclose envelope! 
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EARN EXTRA INCOME!!! Our company offer legal and legit
imate ways to earn as mush as you can. For more information, 
send a SASE to: Profits, Box 277, Verbena, Alabama 36091-
0277. 

JOURNEYMAN CREDENTIALS granted letimate! Write: r
3
1f':tal Craftsman Union, P.O. B. #12332, ilwaukee, WI 

LEARN GOLD, SILVER, PLATINUM, SCRAP RECY
CLING BUSINESS. $75,000 YEAR POSSIBLE. SPARE 
TIME. EASY! FREE !Nr'ORMATION: RECYCLING, BOX 
11216-GH, RENO, NV 89510-1216. 

$20,000.00 Yearly as aJ'art time gun dealer. No gimmicks. 
My method works! Sen SASE: FIREARMS, 8270 SW Sor
rento, Beaverton, OR 97005. 

EASY WORK! EXCELLENT PAY' ASSEMBLE PROD
UCTS AT HOME. CALL FOR INFORMATION 504-641-
8003 Ext 2720. (Open 7 days). 

GUN DEALER LICENSING 
BEST FFL KITS, RECORD BOOKS & SUPPLIES 
■ FFL Kit $6.00 ■ Home-Bus Pac $39.95 
■ Start Pac $19.95 ■ Complete Pac $69.95 

(805) 687-1416 Visa, MIC, Free Help. 
RK ENTERPRISES 

2616 Las P0s1tas • Santa Barbara, CA 93105 

LET THE GOVERNMENT r'lNANCE your new or existing 
small business. Grants/loans to $500,000 yearly. Free re
corded message: 707-448-0270. (JR3). 

Power Earnings! $400.00 daily wholesaling automobiles 
without investment! All new, NO GIMMICKS! Details $2.00: 
SMITH, Box 2085, Titusville. FL 32781. 

A NEW IDEA! Call National Idea Center ofWashinb>ton D.C. 
free info - 1-800-247-6600, Ext 124. Come see the Invention 
Store!! 

"MAKE MONEY" GET A FEDERAL FIREARMS LI
CENSE!!! START AN EXCITING AND PROFITABLE 
BUSINESS OF YOUR OWN!"GET DEALERS MAKE 
MONEY" COMPLETE INFORMATION, OFFICIAL 
FORMS, STEP BY STEP FOR SUCCESS!"GUARANTEED" 
$7.95-"INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS CONCEPTS", 5 
WELSTEAD PLACE, DEPT-18, ROCHESTER, NY 14613. 

BEST FFL LICENSE K.111!! Professional Gun Dealer Kit 
gives you EVERYTJ-IlNG you need! License Fomis, Regula
tions, Professional Advice, Hundreds of Wholesalers and 
Phones! MONEYBACK GUARANTEED! $4.95: SHOOT
ERSGUNSHOP, P.O. Box 379-H, Hopwood, PA 15445. 

lNDOOR PISTOL CLUB & SPORTING GOOD SHOPPE. 
Learn how to start your own very profitable business from the 
experts. Send tooay for our step by step copywrited manual 
written by the country's most experienced commercial indoor 
~istol range operator. $49.95 Check or MO payable to: THE 
N~'ii¥o~i~l Inner Circle, Dept. E, PO Box 787. Medford, 

SEIZED CARS, trucks, boats, 4wheelers, motorhomes, by 
FBI, [RS, DEA. Available your area now. Call 1-805-682-7555 
Ext.C-2418. 

MONEY AVAILABLE! 1st and 2nd Mortgages. Business and 
Personal Loans, Credit Cards, Grants. 'Regardless of past 
credit history. 717-531-1025 Ext.139. 

BECOME FEDERALLY LICENSED FffiEARMS DEALER! 
Complete forms/instructions $5.00."Starting Your Own Gun 
Business" (packed with information for your success) $4.95. 
License guaranteed or full refund! All above $7.95. Metro, 
Drawer2267-SC, Sun City, AZ85372. 

BECOME A LICENSED FIREARMS DEALER! Official 
forms, latest BATF instructions. Wholesale sources. License 
guaranteed or full refund! $5.00. Monarch. Box 1416-EM, El 
Mirage, AZ 85335. 

"1-900'' PAY-PER-DIAL phone nwnbers for lease. Only $25/ 
month. Make $15,000/month. Call 1-900-654-4040 Ext. 28. 
($2.00/minute). 

$339.00 WEEKLY POSSIBLE assembling our products from 
home. ~am How. Amazing recorded message reveals <let.ails, 
call anytime (914)289-1136 Ext. CMI. 

SAVE 40% ON Your Shopping. Conswner Cooperative Now 
Accepting New Members. Send Name For Information or $10 
For Membership. Fireplace Shopping, Dept 142, 2264 Cog
swell, El Monte, CA 91732. 

Firearms Dealer Application Kit, DEALER-DISTRIBUTOR 
MAGAZll\'E. $5.00. Interstate Enterprises. Drawer 19689-
AHD. Houston, TX 77224. 

ATTENTION - HIRING! Government jobs- your area. Many 
immediate openings without wajting list or test $17.840 -
$69,485. CALL 1-602-838-8885 EXT. R9748. 

READ BOOKS for pay! No exp. Call 1-900-847-7878 ($0.99/ 
Minl or Write: PASE -ZA9, 161 Lincolnway, North Aurora, IL 
60542. 

GET PAID for mailing letters! $200.00 daily'. No exp. Write: 
PAASE-YP7, 161 Lincoln Way, North Aurora, IL60542. 

Need Credit? Gold card, visa, master card. lnstant Credit 
Guaranteed. Acceptance1 loans. available. Vision Corp, 910 
Pine Street Apt# 1, Eureka, Caif. 95501, 707-444-3659. 

COLLECTORS 

MlLITARY MINIATURE SOLDIERS, METAL AND PLAS
TIC HANDPAINTED, PLASTIC GUN KITS, MODELS. 
CATALOG $5.00: CLASSIC CREATIONS, PO. BOX 1011 
DEPT. AH, HUTCHINSON, KS67504-1011. 

EMBLEMS & INSIGNIA 

CUSTOM EMBROIDERED EMBLEMS-DECALS-PINS. 
Free catalog/Quotes. Highest Quality. Guaranteed Lowest 
~~(~r 2~2

i~i~ STADRIAH, 57 Leroy Street. N.YC 

GUNS HATS! Show your friends that you're a GUNS Team 
Member. Each hat features: Bright orange logo. sand colored 
cap; polyester front/Mesh back. Only $5.95 + 7-¼<;'! sales tax 
for Calif. Residents. Send to: GUNS HATS, 591 Camino de la 
Reina, Suite 200, San Diego, CA 92108. 

Also available ... GUNS Team member pins and patches. Now, 
you can also get your own GUNS Team member pin for only 
$2.50 + $1.00 shipping & handling ... Or, a GUNS Team mem
ber patch for only $3.50 I $1.00 shipping & Handling. Send 
To: GUNS PINS, 591 Camino de la Reina Suite 200 San 
Diego, CA 92108. ' ' 

FIREWORKS 

Salutes and Cannon crackers home made. The Best! Simple 
easy methcxi, my secrets revealed. Stamp: Browns Diversified, 
POB 6, Paragon, Indiana 46166. 

FIREWORKS. WE SHIP TO YOUR DOOR. LOW PRICES. 
BOTTLE ROCKETS AS LOW AS $.99 A GROSS. CATA
LOGS AND INFO CALL NOW 1-900-USA-1776. 

FIREWORKS: Firecrackers, Bottle Rockets, Roman Can
dles, Sky Rockets, and much more. For Wholesale price list 
send $1.00: Klassic Fireworks, P.O. Box 142, Middlefield, 
Conn. 06455-0142. 

Successful and expanding British Shooting magazine seeks 
development capital for major launch in USA. Equity avail
able. Call 01144 494 432151, (F'ax 01144 494 727454). 

EXPLOSIVES and FIREWORKS: 29 FORMULAS 
(BLACK POWDERS, TNT, NITROGLYCERIN, COLORS, 
SNAKES. WHISTLES ... ) ALL FOR JUST $5. PLUS 
FREE"MlNI-HYDROGEN BOMB PLANS." EASILY OB
TAINABLE MATERIALS! NEXT DAY SHIPPING! AC
CESS PUBLISJ-IlNG, BOX 94 DEPT. HG, SOUTH MIL
WAUKEE, WI 53272. 

CHERRYBOMBS, M-70'S, M-90'S, M-IOO'S BUZZBOMBS. 
CANNON & TIME FUSE, PULL & ELECTRIC IGNITERS, 
STARS 1 ,"TO 1", FIREWORK CHEMICALS. ETC. CATA
LOGUE $5. REFUNDABLE 1ST ORDER. CAPITOL FIRE
WORKS, 1805 WEST MONROE. SPRINGFIELD, IL 62704. 

PIRO-TEK offers simple complete guide to home-built ex
plosives, bombs and boobie traps. This is not one of 
those"COOK BOOK" type"how to" books that drags through 
page after page of complicated procedures that only a chemist 
could follow. The devices we describe are probably already in 
your home, they just haven't been assembled yet. If you are 
not completely satisfied with the information in this pamplet. 
return it for a full refund. Send $10.00 to: PIRO-TEK, P.O. 
Box 1748. Russellville, Arkansas 72801. 

FOR SALE 

WATCH REPLICAS! WATCH REPLICAS! LOWEST 
PRICES GUARANTEED NATIONWIDE! WARRANTY! 
EXACT WEIGHT & COLOR! 18KT GOLDPLATED! 
CALL! WATCH REPLICAS! (404) 963-3USA WATCH 
REPLICAS! 

ls It True You Can Buy Jeeps for $44 through the U.S. Gov
;n~ent? Get the facts today! CALL 1-504-649-5745 EXT. S-

"GUN LAWS" ALL 50 STATE AND LOCAL FIREARMS 
LAWS!!!"GUARANTEED" $14.95-"DENCO ENTER
PRISES", BOX 40383. DEPT-14, ROCHESTER. NY 14604. 

HAMMERLI PISTOLS. Large stock, good prices. Wade An-
1i09J962!ii19f Oak Grove Circle, Groveland, CA 95321. 

Pi~ Quartz Electric Butann_e Lighter. The derringer pistol. 
3-¼ loni,. 24K_gold plated with simulated pearl handle grip. 
Easy to hght-s,mply pull the gold plated trigger. Stand in
cluded. Gift boxed. Great Christmas gift only $19.95 plus ~°2

2
t'G_pmg. AMS Enterprises. 29A Hope Lane, Dennis. 

GUN PARTS 

SMJTH & WESSON EARLY MODELS= I repair and restore 
them, have parts. SASE for brochure. Liberty Antique Gun
works, 19 Key St., Eastport, Maine 04631 (207)853-2327. 

GUNS FOR SALE 

ANYONE CAN BECOME A FIREARMS DEALER!!! 
EVERYTHING NECESSARY TO START YOUR BUSI
NESS!"GUARANTEED" $3.95-"DENCO ENTERPRISES", 
BOX 40383, DEPT-12, ROCI-fERSTER, NY 14604. 
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GUNSMITHING 

Custom Handguns for street or competition 45 Auto and S& W 
Revolvers. S& W Armored School certified revolver and auto. 
Free Brochure: Karl Sokol, Chestnut Mountain Sports, 65 So. 
Main St., So. Deerfield, MA 01373, 413-655-464 7. 

Learn 'State of the Art' Gunsmithing in the pleasant climate 
of central Arizona. MOO.em program teaches full spectrum 
skills including modem and advanced technology. Approved 
by Veterans Administration and Vocational Rehabilitation. 
Contact Registrar. Yavapai College, llOO East Sheldon, Pres
oott, AZ 86301 or (602)445-7300 or toll free in Arizona 1-800-
992-6787. 

GUNSMJTHS, RELOADERS, ARBO Brass and steel pin 
punches. Special Brass and Nylon Mallet, accessories. Thou
sands in use. Dealers welcome. Free information. Write: 
ARBO Precision, 1661 S. Walnut, Broken Arrow, OK 74012. 

PISTOLSMITH NEEDED Minimum three years experi
ence building and customizing 1911 pist.ols and operating en
gine lathes and milling machines. No phone caLLS please. 
Send Resume to: GUNSMITH iSAMl, 420 West Main Street. 
Geneseo, IL61254. 

PISTOL SMITHING: Custom and Repairs. Custom b'Uns 
built, street carry to competition, mild to wild. Repairs, Action 
tuning and accessory instillation. Satisfaction guaranteed. 
Send for price list or send Spec's for quote. BMG. 1265 5th Ave, 
Yuma. Arizona 85364, 602-783-1561. 

INSTRUCTION 

Hand-to-Hand Combat - Hard hitting thirteen page man
ual of vital points combat plus beautiful two color lithograph 
certificate from American Fighting Arts Academy with Y';>Ur 
name. Send $20.00 Cash or M.O. t $2.00 S.H. to: Mr. Vito, 
446 Hackensack Street, Carlstadt, NJ 07072. 

Basic Investigation Training. Diploma program offered by 
Lion Investigation Academy. a licensed institution. Write 
Lion Investigation Academy, 3161 Shakespeare Rd., Bethle
hem, PA 18017 for brochure. Lion Investigation Academy is a 
division of American Detective Agency. No salesman will call. 

NEW POLICE REVOLVER. FIRST MAJOR COMBAT AD
VANTAGE SINCE 1905. FREE INFORMATION FOR 
HANDGUN EXECUTIVES, ENGINEERS, DESIGNERS, 
GUNSMITHS, ENTREPRENEURS. ETC. SEND LARGE 
SASE TODAY' JOHNSON AND ASSOCIATES, PO BOX 
147, METHUEN, MASS 01844. 

"VCR TECHNICIAN SECRETS" Clean VCRs, stop VCRs 
from eating tapes. Send $5.00 to: White's TV, P.O. Box 201-C, 
Hampton. TN 37658. 

Become certified Survival-Outdoor Specialist. Instructor, 
prof":"'ional guide training - subscribe to Eagle-Eye Com
murucator, newsletter, $17.50/year. EEC Dealer Program -
Power-30 Team, top 7 P-30T"s promoted as future paid Board
of-Advisors. EEC iAHM), POB 391, Jamestown, NY 14702-
0391. 

GUNSMITHS' MAKE MAGIC! Learn the correct way to do a 
trigger job on Colt style 1911-Als. Complete in painstaking 
detail. no more mystery. No lon~er will you have to turn this 
work away because you can't do 1t. Now you can make triggers 
feel like a glass straw breaking. Send $12.95: Gun Garage. 12 
Rosedale. St .. Dept. AH, Danielson. CT 06239. 

Discover how to prepare grains for long term storage. No ex-
~~i~~i°B1t~~:~~~~sf 09Send $3.00 to CL ltschner. 

FLELDSTRIP/DISASSEMBLY/REASSEMBLY How- to vi
deos. $27 each. VHS specify video order: Colt SAA; Gov't 45: 
PPKS: Ruger RST. Also reloading pistol ammo $19. TJE 
Videe Production, Box 5014 I. Reno. NV 89513. 

INCREASE YO; HOME'S EQUITY! Profitable winter"DO 
IT YOURSELF" project. Learn from professional video how to 
install a powerful built-in vacuum system. also a profitable 
business opportunity!"VIDEO" comes with below factory cost 
offer on"EVERYTHING YOU NEED'' delivered to your door. 
PUT YOUR HOME IN THE ~'UTURE! Visa/MC orders call 
toll free 1-800-537-0377 $20.00"Refundable". Wall to Wall 
built-in Central vacuum, 2633 So. Ridgeland Ave, Berwyn, IL 
60402. 

KNIVES & SWORDS 

UNIQUE CUTLERY OUR SPECIALTY We carry all 
brands and types of cutlery, firearms and necessories. CUT
LERY KING tm, P.O. Box 464419. Lawrenceville. GA 30246. 
l-800-634-6205/Local 925-9086. 

KNIVES NEW '89 Models, Largest Selections, Lowest Prices 
Anywhere, A.G. Russell. Al Mar. Boker. Browning. Buck, 
Case, Cold Steel. Coleman Western. DMT. Eye Brand. Ezc 
Lap, Frost, Gerber, Kabar, Kershaw. Lakota, Lansky, Leath
erman, Old Timer, Puma, Queen. Remington, Schrade. Spy
derco, Taylor, Tenka, Uncle Henry, United, Victorimox, Win
chester, Wyoming. Kitchen Cutlery. CATALOG $2.00. 
FOREIGN $5.00 TAR HEEL CUTLERY, P.O. BOX 12819-
AH. WINSTON-SALEM, N.C.27117. 

SWISS TYPE ARMY KNIFE: Precision quality, all stainless 
knife. 12 tools in one. Ideal for Fisherman, Hw1ter, Handy
man. Send $8.95 Ppd. NATIONAL CONSUMERS SALES. 
Cedar Hill Road, Box ll99. Hopewell, N.Y.12533. 

Knives- Kitchen, pocket, hunting or survival. Starting at 
$2.95ea. For catalogue send $2.00 to: D & B Gun Shop, P.O. 
Bex 60512. Phoenix, AZ 85082-0512. 

7-¼" Boot knife- hand tooled leather sheath v.ith clip. Stain
less steel blade. hard plastic handle. Order No. 5-80. R.T. Barr 
& Ce., P.O. Box ll8, Delray Beach, Fla. 33447. 

LEATHERCRAFT 

MILITARIA 

1940 German 3rd Reich (WW2) Collection liquidation lists. 
Send $2 (Cash!) to:"RZM", PF/POB 1244, 5143 WASSEN
BERG, W. GERMANY. 

Smoke Generating Devices (Candles, Bombs, Pots, Gre
nades)- We offer the largest selection of brand-new smoke 
products including military smoke grenades in nine types. 
Also have military cutlery, locksmithing supplies, chemicals, 
books, blowguns, tear gas, gas masks, and much, much more! 
send $2.00 for catalogue and receive $5.00 credit towards your 
first purchase. Si gnus, Box 33712-E Phoenix, AZ 85067. 

MILITARY SURPLUS 

ATTENTION- GOVERNMENT SEIZED VEHICLES 
from $100. Fords, Mercedes, Corvettes, Chevys. Surplus Buy
ers Guide. 1-602-838-8885 EXT. A9748. 

NEW 1990 GOVERNMENT SURPLUS DIRECTORY. Buy 
Weapon, Jeeps, Trucks, Computers, Cam_ping Equipment and 
More! Over 900,000 items available. (Satisfaction Guaran
teed) $5.00. SURPLUS, Dept. AHi, P.O. Box 1600, Everett, 
WA 98204-1600. 

MISCELLANEOUS 

STUN GUNS -TEAR GAS. For self defense only. Protect your 
family. Free information. Spectrum, Box 727-AE, Grayslake, 
IL60030. 

KNUCKS- Genuine brass paperweights, not cheap alumi
num, same day delivery $7.95 prepaid: Matthews Police Sup
ply, P.O. Box 1754, Matthews, NC 28105. 

SHORT-RUN CUSTOM BELT BUCKLES WITH YOUR 
LOGO MY SPECIALTY SOLID SANDCAST SILICON 
BRONZE ALL HAND FINISHED. BUCKLES BY MIKE, 
1225 MANZANITA, DEJYr. AH, LOS ANGELES, CA 90029. 

BULLET PROOF VEST- Class II-A Keviar soft body armor. 
Will defeat the .45 ACP, .357 mag. 9mm, 00 Buck and knife 
attack. Tested at the Aberdeen Proving Grounds by the U.S. 
Government Edgewood Arsenal. Front and back protector 
$190.00. Side panels: $40.00 per set. Sized S, M, L, XL: MPS 
Ce., 1441 West John St., Matthews, MC 28105. (704)847-8793. 
Established 1970. 

CHEWING-SMOKING Tobacco!! Do you Chew-Smoke? Free 
samples - Twist, Snuff, Pipe . Guaranteed satisfaction: FRED 
STOKER & SONS, Dresden, Tennessee 38225. 

WATCH REPLICAS! WATCH REPLICAS! LOWEST 
PRICES GUARANTEED NATIONWIDE! WARRANTY? 
EXACT WEIGHT & COLOR! 18KT GOLDPLATED! 
CALLl WATCH REPLICAS! (401) 963-3USA WATCH 
REPLICAS! 

CRIMEFIGHTERS Send $2. for illustrated catalog: B-PEC, 
Dept 4290, Box 7638, Sunnymead, CA 92303. 

Springfield Armory representatives will attend most major 
pistol and rifle com~titions during the 1990 season, includ
ing: Steel Challenge, USPSA Three Gun Championship, 
Bianchi Cup, Camp Perry National Matches, USPSA Nation
als and IPSC World Shoot. NOTE: Standard retail and dealer 
prioes in effect at Camp Perry. Call (309)944-5631. 

INVESTIGATIVE NEWS America's number one, all new, 
information newsletter. Each issue is jam packed with infor
mation and articles on skip tracing, bounty hunting, surveil
lance street survival, interrogation, undercover, executive 
protection, terrorism, criminal investigations and civil litiga
tion. Also included are book and product reviews, confidential 
reports and hard to find information. Send for free copy today. 
INVESTIGATIVE NEWS, 13575-AH, Martinique, Chino 
Hills.CA 91709. 

Certificate of Expert .45 Cal Sub Machine Gun. Suitable for 
framing. Great G~! Prepared in YOUR Name. Send $4.95 to: 
~J~ ~~'1;. 1000 evada Hwy, Suite #203, Boulder City, Ne-

Cable TV converters and descramblers! Zenith, Tocom. 1 lam
lin, Oak, Scientific Atlanta, Zenith. NEW: Video tape des
cramblers, eliminates the color loss, only $79.95. Free catalog. 
GCN, 1032 ln•ing St., Suite #109-E, S.F., CA 94122. NO CA 
SALES 415-566-9688. 

NOTICE! YOU CAN STUFF YOUR MAJLBOX with Hand
gun Catalogs. Satisfaction Guaranteed. Send $3.00: GUN
SOURCE, 3037 Audrey Drive, Gastonia, NC 28054. 

SWISS WATCH REPLICAS! #1 USA WHOLESALER! 
EXACT DET AfLS, 18KT GOLDPLA TED! WARRANTY! 
PROMOTIONAL LABO RDA Y SPECIAL! LIMITED 
TIME OFFER! ORDER! CALL! (401l963-3USA. 

LOOKING FOR A TOOL? Over 500 U.S. tools. Lifetime War
ranty. Now order direct for rock bottom prices! New catalog 
$2.00 I refundable). POST TOOLS, 40 Nelon. Silver Bay, MN 
55614. 

SPECLAL PURPOSE AMMUNITION: BEEHIVE. MULIT
PLEX tracers. bird bombs. Send $1.00 for catalog to: HORI
ZONS UNLIMlTED, 9208 Kingston Pike #195, Dept. AH, 
Knoxville, TN 37922. 
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SECURITY PROGRAM: Protect family, home, auto, and 
yourself. For complete security program send $3 to: URBAN 
SURVIVAL, P.O. Box 7272, Jackson, MS 39212. 

CITIZEN of the UNITED STATES of AMERICA cards 
are available to you NOW! Carry the flag, the Pledge of Alle
giance, your name, social security number and past or present 
military service on one quality laminated carcl. Add that spe
cial membership like the NRA. Send the information you 
want printed on your card and $4.95 to: VETERANS for 
PRIDE in AMERJCA, 4132 S. Rainbow, Suite 207/AH, Las 
Vegas, NV 89103. 

Buy from the bankrupt estate ofGDR the uniforms of the Ber
lin Wall killers. Send $3 for price-list to: J. Fischer, PLK 
094304E, D-7000 Stuttgart, W. Germany. 

POLICE EQUIPMENT 

SPECIAL PRICES SECOND CHANGE and other PO
LICE PRODUCTS: Criminal Justice/Security personnel 
only (verified)! Send long SASE for products listing or call 
(309)755-0551. Departmental Bid ~ests acce~ted. Police 

~~MlE~e8k°J'Ei:;s~iotit[T=,8
BO~ tJ3~f): 

East Moline, IL61244. 

LAW ENFORCEMENT badge and patch collectors send $1 
for list or $8.00 for 12 monthly lists. Baird, Dept 4390, Box 
7638, Sunnymead, CA 92303. 

SECOND CHANCE BODY ARMOR SPECIALS: PER
SONAL- TACTICAL- MILITARY- Models. N.I.J. Approved 
Levels, IIA- II- IIIA- III- IV. "VERIFIABLE" Law Enforce
ment & Security Officers. CALL N.P.O.S. INC. (NEW#) 1-
800-753-7324. 

INVESTIGATION - SECURITY MONEYMAKING OP
PORTUNITIES: Beginners and professionals needed. News
letter/Directory $2.00."National License Guidebook" $14.95. 
POB 6303(AH), Corpus Christi, Texas 7846~. 

LAW ENFORCEMENT badge and patch collectors send $1. 
for list or $6 for 12 monthly lists. Baird, Dept. H890, Box 7638, 
Sunnymead, CA 92303. 

MADE IN THE U.S.A.,''Super Thunder" the 70,000 
volt"STUN GUN". Protect yourself with electronic tech
nology. Just $64.95. For info or to order send check or money 
order to: Associated Sales Co., P.O. Box 6293, Dept. 28. Fuller
ton, CA 92634 (void where prohibited). 

Police Applicants. Learn the dynamics of becoming a Po
lice Officer. Professional video guides you through the writ
ten exam, fitness test, polygraph and oral board. Free copy of 
Police Career Digest tm with your order. $40.00 MasterCard/ 
VISA accepted. LaserTech Productions Inc., Dept. AH, Box 
1717. Eaton Park, FL33840. 

REAL ESTATE 

West Texas Beautiful Road frontage, one acre lots $895 total 
price. $25 down $25 per month. Five acres $3200 $39 down 
$39 monthly. Both with no interest. AZTLAN CO., 2313 Mon
tana, El Paso, TX 79903 915-532-5263. 

REPOSSESSED VA & HUD HOMES available from gov
ernment from $1 without credit check. Your repair. Also S&L 
bailout properties. Call 1-805-682-7555 EXT H-2832 for repo 
list your area. 

ATTENTION - GOVERNMENT HOMES from $1 (U-repair). 
~x~ncW1~;~tx property. Repossessions. 1-602-838-8885 

MONTANA LAND from Bob Marshal Wilderness to the Cab
inet Mountains. 20 acres or more. Several border National 
Forest with Creeks and Ponds. Timber or Mountain Meadows 
from $399.00/acre. BEA VER CREEK LAND CO., PO Box 
1509-AHG, Noxon, Montana 59853. (406)847-2421. 

SURVIVAL 

STAY ALIVE- Survival kit plans for any environment. Spec
ify the geographical location you need plans for. Send $5.00 to: 
SURVIVAL PLANS, P.O. Box 99236, Tacoma, WA 94899. 

WANTED TO PURCHASE 

Ideas, inventions, new products! One of American's leading 
invention firms can help you submit to industry Call toll free 
1-800-288-IDEA. 

WANTED INDOOR RANGE, looking to relocate, interested 
in buying facility in eastern US. Send details: ll Maple Ave, 
Hampton Bays, NY ll 946. 
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INDUSTRY INSIDER 

R-WORD WALLOPS GUN INDUSFRY
LAYOFFS, BUYOUFS, SALES SLUMPS 

G
un companies have fallen on 
tough times with stagnant 
inventories stacking up from a 
general sales slump. Layoffs 

and shutdowns are sweeping through Gun 
Valley, leaving literally thousands of work
ers jobless during the Holiday Season. 

Handing pink slips to over 500 work
ers in three factories, Remington is 
smarting from a general lack of sales. 

The jolly green giant was stung when 
over 37,000 guns were returned as unsold 
by mass merchandiser K-Mart. The rain
storm in "Remington Country" erupted 
over its antiquated dating program that 
allowed K-Mart to take delivery of box
cars full of guns and then not have to pay 
for them until months later. When the 
guns didn't sell, Remington had to eat 
them. 

The thunderclouds of gloom also hov
ered over Springfield, Mass., where 
Smith & Wesson laid off some 150 
workers- one insider says it's more like 
500-- and extended the normal factory 
closing for the Christmas holidays from 
one week to two. "It's not just in 
firearms, the entire sporting goods indus
try is suffering. People are reluctant to let 
go of disposable income," rationalized a 
Smith PR flak. 

The trouble extends to neighboring 
Hartford, Conn., where Colt resorted to 
dumping their guns in a special One-Day
Only Sale to distributors. Ten percent off 
everything in the store! One distributor 
was selling a 5" blue Gov't Model for 
$390 instead of the usual $430. 

Meanwhile, Marlin has cut back to a 
30 hour work week. US Repeating 
Arms, makers of Winchester rifles and 

shotguns, completely ceased operations 
and laid off nearly all its workforce of 
500. Charter Arms failed to recruit the 
necessary capital it needed to stay in 
business and its doors remain closed. 

However, the gun business is flourish
ing in Europe where gun companies are 
changing hands like a game of musical 
chairs. Swedish ammo maker Norma has 
been acquired by German ammo maker 
Dynamit Nobel. This company was 
founded by the inventor of dynamite, 
Alfred Nobel of Nobel Peace Prize fame. 

In a deal that was signed and sealed 
just recently, British Aerospace (BAe, the 
parent company of Britain's Royal Ord
nance), not GIAT (as some publications 
have reported), has acquired the German 
gunmaker Heckler & Koch. Our insider 
sources indicate that the sale was necessi
tated in part because HK ran into a finan
cial squeeze when peace broke out 
between the two Germanys. 

Apparently HK sunk a ton of money 
into the development of the caseless ammo 
G-11 rifle, betting they could count on a 
sizeable sale to the West German army. 
Well, there ain't no more East Germany. 

In another story, we have confin;na
tion that FN (Fabrique Nationale) has 
bought out US Repeating Arms, makers 
of the Winchester trademarked rifles and 
shotguns. 

USRAC had shut its doors and had 
laid off 500 workers in early November, 
1990, because they were broke and 
couldn't meet payroll. This precipitated 
the financial rescue by FN, which already 
owned 44% of USRAC. 

In 198 I, the Olin Corp. sold USRAC to 
11 investors, including FN, for $24 million. 

The Euro-Gun 
In 1986, the firm filed 
for the court's protec
tion from its creditors 
under Chapter 11 of 
the federal bankrupt
cy laws. In 1989, 
USRAC emerged 
from bankruptcy 
when a new group of 
investors, still includ
ing FN, took control. 

Smith & Wesson is wholly owned by the British. 
Colt is partially financed by Austrian and British banks. 
Winchester is wholly owned by Frenchmen. 
Weatherby rifles are made in Japan. 
Browning is wholly owned by Belgians. 
Springfield Armory pistols are forged in Brazil. 
Mossberg pump shotguns are made in Mexico. 
Beretta of Italy manufactures the official US military pistol. 
Fabrique Nationale of Belgium manufactures the official 
US military rifle. 
Savage subcontracts some of its guns in Spain. 
Glock of Austria claims to have 40% of the market of US 
police departments that have switched from revolver to auto. 
SIG of Switzerland's P-226 pistol is the weapon of choice 
of Special Forces like the Navy SEALS. 

Then, just after 
the news of the 
USRAC acquisition 
was reported by FN, 
the Belgian gun
maker was itself 
swallowed by a big-
ger fish. FN was 

sold by its owner, Societe de Generates, 
to GIAT (Groupement Industriel des 
Armaments Terestres), a French multi
national conglomerate. 

This is an interesting development. 
One huge European corporation now 
owns a significant share of the world's 
small arms manufacturers. You see, FN 
owns Browning lock, stock and barrel. 
FN also owns some 20% of Beretta 
which in turn owns a portion of Perazzi, 
purveyors of mega-expensive trap guns. 
Add all this up and you find that GIAT 
controls a tidy bundle of gun companies. 

The following comes from correspon
dent Jim Schneider who writes for 
Shooting Industry magazine: 

Snake Shoots Man 
"Perhaps the most bizarre gun-relat

ed story of 1990 came from the island 
of Cyprus where an otherwise harmless 
tree snake shot and killed a hunter as 
he tried to dislodge it from the butt of 
his single-shot shotgun. 

"The snake coiled around the trigger 
and trigger guard. While resisting the 
attempt to remove it, the snake fired the 
gun, hitting the hunter in the chest." 

From our Terminally Stupid Idea 
Department comes the new .45 phone 
from Shooters World Productions. Yes 
folks, it's a telephone shaped like a 1911 
pistol. Hold the muzzle up to your ear 

and talk into the grip. 
The best thing about this zany .45 

phone is the unlimited potential for prac
tical jokes. Sneak over to a buddy's house 
and put a real pistol next to his .45 phone. 
Then wait til 4 a.m. and call him up! Lis
ten for the fun when he fumbles in the 
dark for his phone and ... ka-blewie! 

Two high-capacity 1911-style frames 
will be introduced in 1991 by two differ
ent firms best known for their promi
nence in the field of IPSC hardware. 

Chip McCormick of CMC is introduc
ing a "super-high-tolerance, blue-printed" 
titanium frame that will be milled from a 
solid billet of titanium alloy and will cost 
between $800 and $1,000. Chip's frame 
wi 11 feature an integral scope mount 
bracket on the frame itself. Because of the 
titanium construction, Chip says he will 
be able to offer a high-capacity (18 shots 
of .38 Super, 16 of .40 S&W) racegun 
weighing only 41 ozs. 

"My object is to get a sight on a race 
Continued on page 106 
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